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T
INTRODUCTORY.

HIS work is designed to be an introduction to what is

generally acknowledged to be a difficult branch of

applied science.

The embarrassment of the student, or practical man in

charge, does not lie so much in its laws, or in its nomenclature,

or indeed in any one feature so much as in a neglect to patiently

acquire a familiarity with the first principles of natural philoso-

phy involved in the processes.

In view of this the author has aimed to make the work one

of instruction and reference; not only detailing the present

status of the art, but it has also been his aim to arrange the

subjects separately and in natural order, like the successive

steps of a ladder leading to a height from which could be viewed

the whole science, as though it were a single landscape.

Nor has he forgotten that refrigeration like any other mechan-

ical science rests upon experiment, and its laws grow out of

logical deductions from careful and repeated research.

The United States is preeminently the field where mechanical

refrigeration has had its widest and most rapid growth; a fact

due to several causes, such as variability and diversity of climate;

high standard of living; facilities for interchange of products

between distant localities; variety of food products; the

national liking for iced drinks; the householder's provident
13



14 Introductory.

habit of getting considerable supplies at a time instead of buying

each day only the quantity needed for that day as is the custom

of other lands; and lastly the promptings of American inventive

genius and commercial enterprise.

It may safely be assumed that the comparatively new science

which forms the subject of this treatise is one that will develop

into a special industry of vast proportions that will have no

end, until the present organized constitution of the globe is

essentially changed.

The rate of progression and the particular lines of advance-

ment must, owing to the nature of things, remain unknown;

suffice it that the time is not far distant when men will wonder

that the world was ever able to exist without its aid.

The art of obtaining temperatures above that of the sur-

rounding atmosphere is as old as the dawn of history, but

methods of keeping temperatures below the surrounding atmos-

phere are comparatively modern.

Before 1880 natural sources of cold, such as ice from rivers

and lakes, were employed to some extent to preserve food, but

operations were limited to a few food products, and the period

for storing most of them was restricted. The large space required

for an ice storage house, together with the limited range and

imperfect control of temperature, rendered impossible the

extensive and varied operations now made easy by employment

of mechanical means of refrigeration. Besides this, ignorance

and neglect of the importance of ventilation and regulation of

atmospheric moisture made out of the question then such perfect

preservation of goods as is now easily accomplished. The
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application of the principles of thermodynamics to the business

of preserving food products in their natural condition rivals in

the success and importance of its results any of the achievements

of science in the wide realm of the world's economies and com-

forts. It has provided a balance wheel to equalize and distribute

the load between food demand and food supply.

Popular notions of heat seem to start from the temperature

of the living human body as their initial point.

If we are in contact with a substance having a lower degree

of sensible heat than ourselves, heat passes from us to it, pro-

ducing the sensation we call cold; if we are in contact with a

body of higher temperature than ourselves, we feel an inflow

of heat from it to us, and call the thing hot.

In what way is refrigeration a benefit in the economy of nature

and demands of modern business ?

First, to prevent premature decay of perishable products.
The immense fruit trade of the Pacific coast could never have
been developed without its assistance, nor could the surplus
meat products of the southern hemisphere be brought half way
around the globe without its aid. In fact everywhere the

production of fruit, meat, eggs, and other food products would
be greatly curtailed if it were not for the fact that the use of

refrigeration establishes a constant market.

Second, to lengthen the period of consumption. In many
classes of produce the usual season of consumption was formerly
limited to the immediate period of production. At the present

time, however, a great variety of fruits, dairy and other products

may be had in good condition and at reasonable prices the year
round.

Third, it enables the owner to market his property at will,

for he can put in cold storage a portion or all his products to
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await a suitable time for selling. This is for the advantage of

the consumer as well as the producer, for it prevents very great
fluctuations in price during the year.

Fourth, it makes transportation in good condition possible

for long distances from the place of production to large centers

of population. The fruit trade of the world could not exist

without it.

What is the meaning of refrigeration ?

Refrigeration is the process of reducing the temperature of

any substance below that of the surrounding atmosphere, and,
if necessary, keeping it within certain narrow limits; in other

words, controlling its temperature.

How may the process of refrigeration be brought about ?

One of the oldest methods is the melting of ice, or the dis-

solving of certain salts in water producing solutions which are

called frigorific mixtures. Another is the absorption of heat

when work is done, as by working a piston against resistance

by a compressed gas, as seen in air machines. A third method
is by transferring heat from a warmer body to a colder one,

as by the circulation of cold brine.

The last method is the most important one, mechanically,
which is by evaporating liquids which have low boiling points.

This is the principle on which nearly all modern refrigerating

machinery is based.

How is refrigeration of benefit to the health and comfort of

mankind ?

It places at one's command a greater variety of food during
all seasons of the year.

What other ways are there of food preservation ?

Drying, smoking, salting, use of sugar and vinegar, exclusion

of air (canning), by use of antiseptics, chemicals, etc.
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Why is refrigeration superior to all these ?

It adds or subtracts nothing from the article preserved, it

causes no change of appearance or taste, and leaves it as nu-

tritious and digestible as it was at first, which cannot be said of

most of the other methods.

What is "natural" ice ?

Ice which forms on the surface of ponds, rivers, lakes, etc.,

during the winter season.

What is necessary for its formation ?

That the temperature of the air shall fall to the freezing

point of water and remain there some time.

Why does not the freezing take place as soon as the atmospheric

temperature drops to 32 Fahr.?

Because water contains 142 degrees of latent heat which it

must give up before freezing can take place.

What is noticed in the liquefaction of vapors ?

When vapors are liquefied the heat which becomes latent

during evaporation appears again and must be removed by

cooling.

Vapors of liquids, the boiling point of which is above the

ordinary temperature, can be liquefied at the ordinary temper-

ature without additional pressure, that is by distillation or

condensation. Permanent gases require additional pressure,

and in some cases considerable refrigeration to become liquefied.

What is ebullition ?

If the temperature be high enough the vaporization takes

place all through the liquid by the rapid production of bubbles

of vapor. This phenomenon is called ebullition, and it will take

place at a constant temperature for the same liquid, pressure

conditions being the same.
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What is the boiling point ?

The temperature at which ebullition takes place at a given

pressure. Speaking generally of the boiling point we mean under

ordinary conditions at the sea level pressure.

How does the boiling point vary ?

It varies with the nature of the liquid and always increases

with the pressure. It is not affected by the source of heat for

the temperature of the liquid will not rise above the boiling

point as long as ebullition is going on. The heat which is im-

parted to the liquid, and which seems to disappear, is called the

latent heat of vaporization.

How may the boiling point be elevated ?

Substances held in solution will elevate the boiling point.

A saturated solution of chloride of sodium boils at 226 and

one of chloride of calcium at 370 F.

Freedom from gases has a tendency to raise the boiling point

of water, and it>may be heated to 260 before it begins to boil.

This fact should be guarded against in operating boilers or it

may cause an explosion.



UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES

OF

REFRIGERATION.

In applying the laws of science to any of the live applications

of modern industries, it is inevitable that reference must first

be made to certain decrees of nature which operate with absolute

accuracy in their minutest stage as well as in the largest

hence the following :

Matter is any collection of substance existing by itself

in a separate form
;

matter appears to us in different forms

which, however, can all be reduced to three classes, namely,

solids, liquids, gases ;
a solid offers resistance to change of shape,

always keeping the same size or volume and the same shape ;

a liquid is a body which offers no resistance to a change in shape,

and a gas or vapor is any substance in the elastic or air-like

condition.

The difference between a gas and a vapor is one less of kind

than of degree. It is important to note that experiment proves
that every vapor becomes a gas at a sufficiently high temperature
and low pressure, and, on the other hand, every gas becomes a

vapor, at sufficiently low temperature and high pressure.

The two essential properties of matter, both of which are

inseparable from it, are extension and impenetrability. Exten-

sion, in the three dimensions of length, breadth, and thickness,

belongs to matter under all circumstances
;
and impenetrability,

or the property of excluding all other matter from the space
which it occupies, appertains alike to the largest body and the

smallest particle.

The limits of useful knowledge relating to the properties

of matter may be found in the three following definitions :

19
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An elementary body is one which cannot be resolved into

two or more different substances
; they are also called elements

or simple bodies.

An atom is the smallest particle of matter capable of entering

into or existing in combinations. It is the unit of matter of

the chemist.

A molecule is the smallest quantity of an elementary or com-

pound body which is capable of an independent existence. It

is usually a compound of several atoms of different elements or

perhaps the same element. It is the unit of matter of the.

physicist.

The quantity of matter which a body contains is called its

Mass ; the space it occupies, its Volume ; its relative quantity
of matter under a given volume, its Density. All bodies have

empty spaces denominated Pores.

In solids, we may often see the pores with the naked eye,

and almost always by the microscope ;
in fluids, their existence

can be proven by experiment ;
there are reasons for believing

that even in the densest bodies, the amount of solid matter is

small compared with the empty spaces, hence it is inferred that

the particles of matter touch each other only in a few points.

There are also several other properties which are known by

experience to belong to all matter, as gravity, inertia, and divisi-

bility ; and others still which belong not to matter universally,

but only to certain classes of bodies, as elasticity, malleability,

or the power of being extended into leaves or plates ;
and

ductility, or the power of being extended in length, as when drawn

into wire.

The mass of a body, or the quantity it contains is a constant

quality, while the iveight varies according to the variation in the

force of gravity at different places.

Physics is that branch of science which treats of the laws

and properties of matter and the forces acting upon it
; especially
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that department of science (known, formerly, as Natural Phil-

osophy) which treats of the causes that modify the general

properties of the bodies.

The object of physics is the study of phenomena presented to

us by bodies
;

it should, however, be added that changes in

the nature of the body itself, such as the decomposition of one

body into others, are phenomena whose study forms the more
immediate object of chemistry.

Mechanics is that section of natural philosophy or physics
which treats of the action of forces on bodies.

That part of mechanics which considers the action of forces

in producing rest or equilibrium is called statics ; that which

relates to such action in producing motion is called dynamics.
The term mechanics includes the action of forces on all bodies,

whether solid, liquid, or gaseous. It is usually, however, used

of solid bodies only. Applied mechanics is the practical use of

the laws of matter and motion in the construction of machines

and structures of all kinds.

The mechanics of liquid bodies is also called hydrostatics
or hydrodynamics, according as the law of rest or of motion is

considered. The mechanics of gaseous bodies is called also

pneumatics. The mechanics of fluids in motion with special

reference to the methods of obtaining from them useful results

constitutes hydraulics.

As there are three states of matter already described, i. e.,

solids, liquids, gases, so there are three laws of motion. These

are as follows :

LAW i. "Every body continues in its state of rest, or of

uniform motion in a straight line, except in so far as it is com-

pelled by force to change that state."

LAW 2. "Change of (quantity of) motion is proportional to

force, and takes place in the straight line in which the force

acts."
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LAW 3. "To every action there is always an equal and con-

trary reaction
;

or the mutual actions of any two bodies are

always equal and oppositely directed."

The above are "Newton's Laws."

Law i, tells us what happens to a piece of matter left to

itself, i. e., not acted on by forces
;

it preserves its "state,"
whether of rest or of uniform motion in a straight line. The
first law gives us also a physical definition of "time," and

physical modes of measuring it.

Law 2, tells us among other things, how to find the one

force which is equivalent, in its action, to any given set of forces.

For, however many changes of motion may be produced by the

separate forces, they must obviously be capable of being com-

pounded into a single change and we can calculate what force

would produce that.

Law 3, furnishes us with the means of studying directly

the transference of energy from one body or system to another.

Experiment, however, was required to complete the application

of the law.

The following definitions and general considerations relate

especially to the mechanics of refrigeration :

Attraction. This is an invisible power in a body by which

it draws anything to itself
;

the power in nature acting naturally

between bodies, or particles, tending to draw them together ;

the attraction of gravitation acts at all distances throughout
the universe

;
adhesive attraction unites bodies by their adjacent

surfaces
;

chemical attraction, or chemical affinity, is that

peculiar force which causes elementary atoms or molecules to

unite.

Cohesion is that force which binds two or more bodies to-

gether. It is that force which the neighboring particles of a

body exert to keep each other together.
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Ductility is that property by which some metals can be

drawn out into wire or tubes.

Elasticity is the property possessed by most solid bodies,

of regaining their original form or shape, after the removal of a

force which caused a change of form.

Energy is the capacity for performing work
;

the kinetic

energy of a body is the energy it has in virtue of being in motion
;

kinetic energy is sometimes called actual energy ; potential

energy is energy stored up as that existing in a spring or a bent

bow, or a body suspended at a given distance above the earth

and acted upon by gravity.

Force is that which tends to produce or to destroy motion
;

if a body is at rest anything which tends to put it in motion is a

force
; centrifugal force is that by which all bodies moving around

another body in a curve, tend to fly off from the axis of their

motion
; centripetal is that which draws, or impels a body

toward sdme point as a center
; force is equivalent to push or

pull.

Fatigue of Metals. In many cases materials are subject to

impulsive loads and a gradual diminution of strength is observed
;

*n part this deterioration of strength may be due to the ordinary
action of a live or repeated load, but it appears to be more often

due directly to the gradual loss of the power of elongation in

consequence of the slow accumulation of the permanent set ;

the latter may be defined as the fatigue of metals.

Friction is that force which acts between two bodies at. their

surface of contact so as to resist their sliding on each other, and

which depends on the force with which they are pressed together.

Gravity. We can not say what gravity is, but what it does,^

namely, that it is something which gives to every particle of matter

a tendency toward every other particle. This influence is

conveyed from one body to another without any perceptible

interval of time. We weigh a body by ascertaining the force
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required to hold it back, or to keep it from descending ; hence,

also, weights are nothing more than measures of the force of

gravity in different bodies.

Load. By the load on any member of a machine is meant

the aggregate of all the external forces in action upon it. These

may be distinguished as (i) the useful load, or the forces arising

out of the useful power transmitted, and (2) the prejudicial

resistances due to friction, to work uselessly expended, to weight
of members of the machine, to inertia due to changes in velocity

of motion, and to special stresses caused in the apparatus by

changes in its parts through variations of temperature.

There are two kinds of load : first, a dead load which produces

a permanent and unvarying amount of straining action, and is

invariable during the life of the machine such, for example,
as its weight ; and, second, variable or live load, which is alter-

nately imposed and removed, and whiqh produces a constantly

varying amount of straining action.

Every load on a structure produces a change of form, termed

the strain due to the load. The strain may be either a vanishing

or elastic deformation, that is, one which disappears when the

load is removed
;

or a permanent deformation or set, which

remains after the load is removed. In general, machine parts

must be so designed that, under the maximum straining action,

there is no sensible permanent deformation.

The Breaking Load is that load which causes in those fibres

which are subjected to the greatest strain, a tension equal to the

Modulus of Rupture ;
in every case this is equal to the force

necessary to tear, crush, shear, twist, break, or otherwise deform

a body.

Momentum, means impetus or push ;
it is the quantity of

motion in a moving body ;
it is always proportioned to the

quantity of matter multiplied into the velocity. Moment is

the tendency, or measure of tendency, to produce motion, es-

pecially motion about a fixed point or axis.
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Power is the rate at which mechanical energy is exerted

or mechanical work performed, as by a steam engine, an electric

motor, etc.

Ultimate Strength. If the straining action on a bar is gradually
increased till the bar breaks, the load which produces fracture

is called the ultimate or breaking strength of the bar. That
ultimate strength is for different materials more or less roughly

proportional to the elastic strength. We may insure the safety
of a structure by taking care to multiply the actual straining
action by a factor sufficiently large to allow, not only for unfore-

seen contingencies and the neglected causes of straining, but also

for the difference between the elastic and ultimate strength.
The actual straining action multiplied by this factor is

termed a factor of safety, and is then equated to the ultimate

strength of the structure
;

the value of the factor of safety must
be determined by practical experience.

The Co-efficient of Safety is the ratio between the theoretical

resistance and the actual load, or, what amounts to the same

thing, the ratio between the elastic limit and the actual tension

of the fibres. The Factor of Safety is the ratio between the

breaking load and the actual load. As a general rule, for machine

construction, the Co-efficient of Safety may be taken as double
that which is used for construction subjected to statical forces.

The Strength of Materials entering into machine construction

is measured by the resistance which they oppose to alteration

of form, and ultimately to rupture, when subjected to force,

pressure, load, stress or strain.

Stress is the re-action or resistance of a body due to the

load.

Strain is the alteration in shape, as the result of the stress.

Tenacity is the resistance which a body offers to being pulled

asunder, and is measured by the tensile strength in pounds per

square inch of the cross section of the body.
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Tensile Strength is the resistance per unit of surface, which

the molecular fibres oppose to separation.

Velocity is the rate of motion
;

in kinematics, speed is some-

times used to denote the amount of velocity without regard to

direction of motion, while -velocity is not regarded as known
unless both the direction and the amount are known.

Linear Velocity is the rate of motion in a straight line, and is

measured in feet per second, or per minute, or in miles per hour.

Circular velocity is the rate at which a body describes an angle

about a given point, and is measured in feet per second or per

minute, or in number of revolutions per minute, as in a pulley

or shaft. Uniform velocity takes place when the body moves
over equal distances, in equal times. Variable velocity takes place

when a body moves with a constantly increasing or decreasing

speed.

Work is the overcoming of a resistance through a certain

space, and is measured by the amount of the resistance multi-

plied by the length of space through which it is overcome.

The Principle of Work : The foot-pounds of work applied to a

machine must equal the number of foot-pounds of work given

up by the machine plus the number absorbed by friction. The

simplest possible example of doing work is to raise a weight

through a space against the resistance of the earth's attraction,

that is to say, against the force of gravity.

For instance, if a hundred pounds be raised vertically

three feet, work is done, and, according to the above, the amount

of work done is measured by the resistance due to the attraction

of the earth or gravity, i. e., one hundred pounds, multiplied

by the space of three feet, through which it is lifted. The product

formed by multiplying a pound by a foot is called a foot-pound.

Thus, in the above instance, the amount of work done is 300

foot-pounds. Had the weight been only three pounds, but the

height to which it was raised 100 feet, the quantity of work

done would have been precisely the same, i. e., 300 foot-pounds.
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How are the chemical elements expressed?

By symbols taken from the initial letters of their Latin or

English names.

What is the symbol of water and what does it show ?

H2O; it shows that the molecule of water contains two atoms
of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen.

What is the measure of affinity ?

The amount of heat or other energy developed during a

chemical change.

What is atomic weight ?

The weight of an atom as compared with hydrogen.

What is valence or atomicity ?

That property of an element by virtue of which it can hold

in combination a certain number of other atoms. The atomicity
of hydrogen being taken as the unit the atomicity of an elemen-

tary body is measured by the number of atoms of hydrogen which
its atom can hold in combination.

What is sublimation ?

The change of a solid into a condition of vapor without passing

through the liquid state is called sublimation. Camphor, ice or

snow may be sublimated or sublimed.

What is dissociation ?

This word indicates the separation of a chemioal compound
into its constituent parts, especially if it has been necessary to

subject the compound to a high temperature.

What is the buoyancy of liquids ?

The upper layer of a liquid not only exerts a pressure on the

lower layers, but it also exerts a pressure in an upward direction.

This phenomenon is called the buoyancy of liquids.
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How is the composition of a molecule shown ?

By the symbols of its constituents. The number of atoms

is expressed by inferior figures at the right of the symbol, and

if we know the atomic weight of each symbol we can easily

calculate the percentage composition.

Describe the term gas.

A gas is a body in which the molecules are so far apart that

their dimensions may be neglected. They are constantly vi-

brating to and fro, and the average momentum or energy of this

motion represents the temperature of the gas, and the force with

which they impinge on the walls of the vessel in which they are

inclosed shows the pressure of the gas.

What is the most noticeable difference between a liquid and a gas ?

A liquid has no tendency to occupy any more space, although
it yields readily to change of form; a gas, on the other hand, will

at once expand and occupy any vessel in which it is put, and as

a natural consequence, is easily compressible.

Define fluids.

Fluid is a term including both gases and liquids. It desig-

nates a body whose molecules may be displaced by a very slight

application of force, this property being called fluidity. It is

possessed in a much greater degree by gases than by liquids.

What is combustion ?

A rapid combination of a combustible material with oxygen.

What is necessary to start it ?

To elevate its temperature or bring it in contact with a

burning body.
If it undergoes combustion without ignition it is a case of

spontaneous combustion, and if it takes place without the

appearance of flame or light it is called slow combustion.
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What is the surface tension of liquids ?

The layer of a liquid which separates the same from a gas
or a vacuum has a greater cohesion than any other layer of the

liquid, owing to the fact that the attraction exerted on this

layer by the interior of the liquid is not counteracted by any
attraction on the outside.

The surface of the liquid is practically covered by an elastic

skin which exerts a pressure on the interior, this pressure being
termed the surface tension. It is greater as the cohesion of the

liquid increases.

What is saturated vapor ?

A vapor is saturated when it is still in contact with some of its

liquid ; vapors in this state are at their greatest density for that

temperature.
If a saturated vapor be compressed, without change of

temperature, a proportionate amount of liquefaction will be

produced, but if the temperature be allowed to rise corresponding
to the work done by compression, the vapor becomes super-
heated.

What is wet or moist vapor ?

A vapor which holds in suspension particles of its liquid

is called wet or moist vapor.

What is a superheated vapor ?

Vapors which are not saturated are called dry or superheated
and act like permanent gases.

What is vapor tension ?

Vapors have elastic force like gases, and in consequence they
exert a certain pressure on surrounding surfaces.

This varies with the nature of the liquid and the temperature;
it is called the tension of the vapor.
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What is the difference between a gas and a vapor ?

When a substance first changes from the liquid to the gaseous

state, or while the pressure, volume and temperature are near

those corresponding to such a change, the substance is more

strictly called a vapor, or said to be in the vaporous condition.

If the substance is in the gaseous state, but with pressure, volume

and temperature conditions far removed from those correspond-

ing to the change of state, the substance is more generally called

a gas. There is no sharp line of difference between a vapor and

a gas.

What is vaporization ?

A liquid exposed to the atmosphere or a vacuum will give

off vapors until the space above the liquid contains vapor of the

maximum density for the temperature.

What do we mean by gaseous steam or steam gas ?

Steam that is highly superheated ;
it then assumes the

gaseous state.

What did Archimedes discover ?

That a body weighed in a liquid would lose a part of its

weight equal to the weight of the liquid displaced.

How is this fact used in determining the volume and specific

gravity of irregular-shaped solid bodies ?

If a body be weighed in air and then in water, its volume is

equal to the bulk of water corresponding to the lost weight.

The specific gravity may then be ascertained by dividing its

weight in air by the loss of weight which it sustains by being

weighed under water,

How is the law of Archimedes still further applied ?

A body lighter than air will rise, as a balloon for instance.
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What is Pascal's law ?

Pressure exerted anywhere on a liquid is transmitted in all

directions and acts with the same force on all equal surfaces at

right angles to them.

The pressure exerted by the liquid in the cylinder C, due to the weight W
placed on the pibton P, is indicated by the arrows. The pressure per
unit area equals the weight divided by the area of the piston.

What is Dalton's law for vapors ?

The amount of vapor of a certain substance which will

saturate a given space is the same whether the space be a vacuum
or already occupied by a gas. The tension of the mixture is

eq ial to the sum of the tensions which each would possess if it

occupied the same space alone.

What is viscosity ?

A tendency for particles to drag adjacent particles along,
due to internal friction.
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What is the latent heat of expansion ?

When a gas expands while doing work, such as propelling a

piston, an amount of heat equivalent to the work done becomes

latent or disappears. This is the latent heat of expansion.

What is a vapor ?

A volatile substance above its critical temperature is called

a gas, below it a vapor.

What is a more popular conception of a vapor ?

Gaseous bodies .are generally spoken of as vapors when they
are near the point of maximum density, and they are often still

further distinguished as saturated, superheated and wet vapors.

How will two gases mix ?

If brought together they will mix thoroughly, and the pressure

on a vessel containing them will be the sum of the pressures of

both.

What is the specific heat of gases ?

A gas may be heated while its volume is kept constant and

also while its pressure remains constant.

In the former case the pressure increases and in the latter

the volume increases. In the former case the heat added is only
used to increase the momentum of the molecules, while in the

latter case an additional amount of heat is required to do the

work of expanding the gas against the pressure of the atmos-

phere.

What are inflammable bodies ?

Those in which combustion starts very easily by merely

slight contact with a flame.

What are explosive bodies ?

Those in which a large volume of gas is suddenly evolved,

and instantaneous combustion takes place throughout the

entire mass.
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What is chemical combination ?

When the molecules of one or more elementary bodies break

up and form new molecules in a substance whose properties are

entirely different from the original substances.

If we mix the two different liquids in the vessels A and B, together, and they

form a mixture which may be separated again by mechanical means such as distil-

lation or a sedimentary deposit, such a mixture is called a mechanical one, as is shown

at C, the molecules simply mixing as indicated by the light and heavy circles.

Jf, however, the molecules of the two liquids combine together to form molecules of a

different composition, each consisting of the atoms which formerly constituted the

molecules of the separate liquids, the resulting matter is called a chemical combination,

which can only be decomposed by a chemical process or high temperature. Such a

composition is graphically indicated at D.
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What is Avogadro's law ?

Under similar conditions of temperature and pressure equal
volumes of all true gases contain the same number of molecules,

hence the molecular weights of gases are proportional to their

densities.

What is an ideal cycle ?

When the working substance returns periodically to its

original condition and may be used over and over continuously.
If at the same time the operations of the cycle are carried on

reversibly the conversion of heat into work takes place at the

greatest possible rate. As we can only approach it practically

it is called the ideal cycle.

The small circles represent the molecules of a gas; the arrow head
represents the manner in which the pressure is exerted upon the
interior surface of a cylinder and upon a piston by the expansion
of the gas due to its molecular motion.

What is a reversible cycle ?

If all the changes or operations can be carried out in a reverse

direction the cycle is called a reversible one.

Not all changes can be performed in this manner, however,

but they can generally be made so, at least in theory, if the

transfers of heat follow only very small differences in temper-

ature, and the changes in volume take place under very small

differences in pressure,



MATERIALS AS APPLIED

TO

REFRIGERATION.

The above word is derived from the old English term matter,

meaning that which makes up the substance of anything, es-

pecially the matter which forms or may form a part of some
material structure, as a machine or building.

It may be said that matter is anything that occupies spac^
or enters into the composition of the physical universe. It

is not possible to convey in words a fundamental idea of the

various material substances which enter into the successful

operating of a modern ice or refrigerating plant, but it may be

added that

The properties of matter and the laws and forces by which

it is controlled are the important considerations well to be

known. Most forms of matter can be seen, felt or perceived in

other ways. Any one kind of matter is called a substance or

material. Iron, wood, glass, and gases are examples of sub-

stances
;

there are strong reasons for believing that matter is

composed of a great number of very small particles called

molecules. A body may be solid, a liquid or a gas, depending on

the rapidity of the motion of its molecules. This is discussed

more fully in the chapter on heat and cold.

What is ammonia ?

Ammonia is a colorless gas with a characteristic pungent
odor (hartshorn), and a marked alkaline taste. It has a specific

gravity of 8.5 (hydrogen being i) and is lighter than air. It

burns in oxygen, producing water and nitrogen, and is a powerful

base, combining with all acids to form salts. Ammonia is easily

liquefied at ordinary temperatures, a pressure of seven atmo-

35
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spheres being sufficient
;

it is also the most soluble of gases, one

volume of water dissolving over 800 volumes of it at ordinary

temperature. It is obtained on a commercial scale by boiling

the ammoniacal liquor of gas works with milk of lime, or re-

covered from the by-products of blast furnaces and coke ovens.

Ammonia is used largely in the process of refrigeration as

explained hereafter.

What is ammoniacal liquor ?

Ammoniacal Liquor is an aqueous solution of numerous

complex substances, also known as coal tar liquor, of which

ammonia is the base
;

it collects in the condensers and scrub-

bers during the manufacture of illuminating gas from coal,

and hence is also known as gas liquor. Some of the ammonia

compounds are volatilized along with the free ammonia by

boiling the liquor. Others are removed by boiling with milk of

lime.

What is carbonic acid ?

Carbonic Acid is a weak and unstable acid formed by part of

the carbon dioxide when dissolved in water. Hence carbon

dioxide is termed carbon anhydride, as it is the anhydride of this

acid, and also for the same reason carbonic acid gas. Carbonic

acid is extensively used, especially in marine refrigeration.

What is carbon dioxide ?

Carbon Dioxide is a colorless compound of gas heavier than

air, neither combustible nor a supporter of combustion. It is

evolved by the combustion of fuels containing carbon, one atom

of that element combining with two of oxygen from the air, to

form this gas ;
it is exhaled by respiration from the lungs ;

is poisonous if inhaled, as it prevents the blood from receiving

its proper oxygen.
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What is sulphurous acid ?

Sulphurous acid is a gas used in refrigeration, consisting of

two equivalents of oxygen and one of sulphur, formed by
burning sulphur in air or dry oxygen. Sulphurous acid is easily

liquefied, is incombustible, has no chemical action upon metals

or fats, is a good lubricant and is cheaply made ;
but it has the

great disadvantage of requiring a very large compressor, nearly
three times as large as with an ammonia plant of the same power.

What is Pictet's liquid ?

A liquid composed of about three per cent, of carbonic acid

and ninety-seven per cent, of sulphurous acid. It is a compound
made for refrigerating purposes only, and will be described

hereafter.

What is ether ?

Ether is a colorless volatile liquid, distilled from a mixture

of sulphuric acid and alcohol, and hence sometimes known as

sulphuric ether. It is used as an anaesthetic, by inhalation,

being safer than chloroform
;

or to cause local refrigeration and

anaesthesia by spraying and evaporation. In refrigeration,

ether is used in ice machines, for which purpose it possesses

certain important advantages, but these are more than out-

weighed by its inflammability and liability to explosion when
mixed with air.

i

What is air ?

Air is a gas consisting of a mechanical mixture of 23 per
cent, of oxygen (by weight), 76 per cent, nitrogen, and i per cent.

argon. Carbonic acid is present to the extent of about .03 or

.04 per cent, of the volume. Obscure constituents are .01 per
cent, krypton with small amounts of several other gases. It is

used for refrigerating purposes in its original form; its advantages
and disadvantages as compared with ammonia and carbonic

acid will be referred to hereafter.
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What is salt ?

Salt is the chloride of sodium, a substance used for seasoning

food, for the preservation of meat, fish, etc. It is found native

in the earth, and is also produced by evaporation and crystal-

lization from sea water and other water impregnated with saline

particles. Its special advantage in refrigeration is that a solution

of it in water prevents the water from freezing above a zero

temperature.

What is calcium chloride brine ?

Calcium Chloride Brine in refrigeration, is used preferably
to a solution of sodium chloride (common salt), as it is a more

energetic moisture absorber than the latter, and does not rust

the tanks or coils. A 20 per cent, solution is the usual strength
and a temperature of 8 to 18 F. is maintained, with an average
of 14 F. Hereafter in describing the various systems of refriger

ation much will be said comparing the different merits of salt

brine solutions of sodium and calcium.

What is water ?

Water is a colorless transparent liquid composed of the two

gases, hydrogen and oxygen. It freezes at 32 Fahr., or o C.,

and boils at 212 Fahr., or 100 C. The following general laws

governing the action and state of water are important : (a)

Water is practically non-elastic, experiment appears to show that

for each atmosphere of pressure (14 7-10 Ibs.) it is condensed

47^ millionths of its bulk
; (b) water at rest presses equally

in all directions
; (c) a given pressure or blow impressed on any

portion of a mass of water confined in a vessel is distributed

equally through all parts of the mass
; (d) the surface of water

at rest is horizontal
; (e) the pressure on any particle of water is

proportioned to its depth below the surface
; (f) water rises to

the same level in the opposite arms of a recurved tube
; (g) any
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quantity of water, however small, may be made to balance any

quantity however great.

It is necessary that an abundant supply of water be available

in all the systems of refrigeration.

What is steam ?

Steam is the vapor of water
;

the hot invisible vapor given

off by water at its boiling point, this latter depending upon the

pressure. The visible white vapor termed steam, is really a

collection of fine watery particles, formed by condensation of

true steam. When water is evaporated within a closed space, the

process will continue up to a certain point, when the steam is

said to be saturated, this signifying that no more steam can be

made, unless the temperature be raised or the pressure lowered,

by permitting some of the steam to escape.

The distinguishing properties of steam are : (i) Its fluidity,

(2) its mobility, (3) its elasticity, and (4) its equality of pressure

in every direction
;

that is, steam has a flow like water, it has a

circulation within its own body, it is capable of compression and

expansion, and when it is confined it presses equally upon all

parts of the restraining vessel. Each molecule of steam is com-

posed of two gases which have neither taste nor color. The

difference in volume between water and steam at atmospheric

pressure is as 1646 to i
;

that is, a given quantity of water

expanded into steam will occupy 1646 times the space it did

before. This is nearly one cubic foot, and one cubic foot of

steam at atmospheric pressure weighs .038 Ibs.

Steam is said to be : (i) saturated when its temperature

corresponds to its pressure, (2) superheated when its temperature

is above that due to its pressure, (3) gaseous steam or steam gas

when it is highly superheated, (4) dry when it contains no mois-

ture. It may be either saturated or superheated, (5) wet when

it contains intermingled mist or spray, its temperature corres-

ponding to its pressure.
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A and B are two cylindrical vessels filled with the same liquid; the
arrows indicate the direction the liquid exerts its pressure upon
the bottom of the vessels. It is clear that the pressure at the
centre of B is equal to that per unit area of A, but toward the
sides the pressure decreases as the depth decreases.

The two vessels A and B are connected by a pipe having a cock C. A contains air

at 100 pounds pressure while B contains a gas at 50 pounds pressure. If the cock C
is now opened the air in A will at once rush over to B until the pressure in both
vessels is equalized at 75 pounds, which is one-half the sum of the former pressures.
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Cold is simply the absence of heat, and, in a strictly scientific

light, should be treated of under the head of heat ; but since

the facts of cold are as striking as those of heat, it seems proper

to speak of them in separate paragraphs. The natural causes

of cold are : i. the absence of the sun, either by night or in the

winter
;

2. the diminution of the blanket of the atmosphere as

high elevations are reached
; 3. evaporation ;

and 4. radiation

through a clear air.

Evaporation has been for ages used in the East to cool

water for drinking, the evaporation being produced either by

putting the water into porous earthen vessels, or setting it on

the housetop in shallow pans by night, the water having been

previously boiled. The Hindoos near Calcutta, by a skillful

combination of evaporation and radiation, produce frost arti-

ficially. In a high plain they make slight excavations in the

ground, and fill them with dry cane stalks, which are non-

conductors of heat. Over these they place shallow unglazed

pans, which they fill at sunset with cool boiled water. If the

night is clear the pans are at sunrise covered with a thin coat of

ice, which is collected in baskets and carried to an ice-house to be

preserved.

Many salts, on being dissolved, cause the water to expand
and fall rapidly in temperature. This effect is sometimes very

much increased by using snow or pounded ice instead of water.

Thus, muriate of lime or caustic potash, mixed with snow, will

sink the thermometer far below zero. The evaporation of

liquids more volatile than water will produce a great degree of

cold, but a discussion of this and other points relating to cold

belongs to a later portion of the work.

Heat is the name both of, i. a certain primary sensation which

can be defined only by its synonym, warmth, etc., and, 2. of the

41
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unknown agency or cause that produces the sensation. All

bodies with which we are familiar are under the influence of this

agent, its presence being a condition toward fitting the globe on

which we are for the habitation of life and intelligence.

Our sensations, as well as observations upon bodies, teach us

that heat can exist through a wide range of variation. As a

rule, all bodies undergo an increase of expansion while heated,

and a corresponding contraction upon cooling. Supposing, now,
a convenient substance be found, the expansion of which shall

be, through a wide range, exactly proportional to the sensible

temperature imparted to it
;

it is evident that the observed

expansion of such substance will indicate the existing tempera-

ture, and show its variations.

In the common method with us of measuring temperatures,
a range equal to i / 180 of the variation between the freezing and

boiling points of water, as shown by the expansion of mercury,

is taken as the unit or single degree (i) of sensible tempera-
ture. The succession of degrees of this magnitude constitutes

Fahrenheit's scale.

Heat and cold, as known to us, are relatively, not absolutely
different

; they are only higher or lower degrees of heat. In-

crease in length of bodies, due to heat, is termed linear expansion ;

and increase in volume, cubical expansion.

Some bodies, it is certain, become permanently elongated

by repeated heating ;
hence it is that the bars of old fire grates

are often found distorted
;
and lead pipes conveying hot water

have lengthened several inches in a few weeks, being thrown

into curves. Glass without lead, and platinum, expand so

nearly alike, that they can be soldered or otherwise united

in machinery, and exposed to heat or cold without being caused to

separate.

Most substances expand, under the influence of heat, more

rapidly some very violently, as in ascending they approach
the melting or vaporizing point ;

and in descending, they con-
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tract correspondingly just before and after condensation or

solidification
;

in sulphuric acid no such inequality is observed.

The force with which bodies expand and contract is enormous,
and in practical operations must always be allowed for.

In iron bars or beams abutting against or immovably fixed

in walls, there is in consequence generated an immense pulling

or pushing force
; this, in a bar no more than ten feet long, has

been calculated at not less than fifty tons to the square inch,

acting through the distance of the elongation or contraction.

Liquids are more expansible than solids
;

but they differ

widely among themselves. From 32 to 212, pure water

expands in volume about one part in twenty-two and a half
;

.fixed oils, one in twelve. Among solids, those of lowest points

of fusion, and among liquids, those most volatile, are in the

greatest degree expansible. Expansion in liquids caused by

heat, occurs with enormous force, but its effect is usually in part

compensated by enlargement of the containing vessel
;

and

because of the latter change, the apparent is usually less than the

absolute expansion.

It is by its rapid conduction of heat that a silver or copper
vessel receiving a hot liquid is at once too warm to be held in

the hands
; while, from want of this property of rapid conduc-

tion a glass or earthen vessel can be grasped very near to the

portion in contact with boiling water. So, the hand is burned

by seizing a metallic rod red-hot at one end
;
but not by grasping

a wooden rod even nearer to the higher heat of the burning part,

thus, all bodies are divisible into the classes of good and poor

conductors of heat.

Air saturated with watery vapor has its conducting power
increased nearly in a triple ratio an explanation of the fact that

damp air most rapidly robs the body of its heat, and hence feels

more cold than dry air. As a partial illustration of the relative

conducting powers of bodies in different states, it may be men-

tioned that a metal burns the hand at 120, while contact with
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a liquid, without motion, may not scald at 150. The crust of

the earth is a poor conductor, first, because mainly composed
of oxides, and secondly, because formed in porous and varied

strata. Hence it is that, in temperate latitudes, freezing can

never extend during the cold months to any great depth.

When in liquids and gases heat is applied at a certain point,

the heated parts by rapid expansion become lighter than those

about them and rise, and are constantly replaced by those

more cold and dense
;

so that a circulation of currents of heated

fluid upward and colder fluid downward is maintained, until,

if that be possible, the whole mass is brought to a common

temperature. Hence, it is seen why heat should in such cases

be applied below
;
and also why anything rendering a liquid

viscid, as starch, impedes boiling.

The heat rays falling upon any body are disposed of in one

of three ways : they pass through it as a medium
;

or they
enter into its substance and are there arrested, usually producing
rise of temperature, an effect known as absorption of the heat

;

or they are thrown off or reflected from its surface.

Liquids are kept hot longest in light-colored vessels, as those

of silver, and polished ; they cool most rapidly in those that are

black and roughened. Pipes designed to keep their heat or to

convey it to a distance, there to be given out, require a low

radiating capacity ;
in the rooms in which the heat is to be

dispensed, a higher one, so that here they are impaired by

polishing.

Water has a capacity for heat exceeding that of any other

solid or liquid ;
and as a consequence, the development of a

certain sensible temperature in it requires a greater consumption
of heat, and hence of fuel, than any other a conclusion of some

moment, when we reflect how vast are the quantities of this

liquid that, in the arts, must continually be heated or brought
to the boiling state. Again, in cooling through a given number of

degrees, the same weight of water gives out heat which, entering
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the air and solids, is equivalent to and produces in them a con-

siderably greater sensible heat than that lost by the water.

Heat disappears during changes of bodies from the solid to

liquid, and from the latter to the aeriform state
;
and it reap-

pears from the occurrence of the reverse changes.

The sources of heat may, for convenience, be divided into :

i. mechanical, as in the case of arrested motion, in blows,

friction, etc., and the evolution of specific and latent heat by

compression ;
2. physical, as that obtained by direct and simple

conversion of electricity, or other physical forces
; 3. chemical,

as that due to oxidation and like changes, 4. physiological, or

that developed during the vital processes of vegetable and

animal bodies unless, indeed, this division is to be included

under the preceding ; 5. cosmical, as that due to the radiation

of suns, by far the larger part of that by which we are affected

coming from the centre of our own system, and also that probably

radiating from cooling planetary bodies.

Doubtless, these distinctions do not hold in nature
;

heat

from all sources is essentially identical, and it may be regard-

ed as interchangeable with all other forms of force.

What is heat ?

Heat is a form of energy, represented by the kinetic energy
of the molecules of a body.

To what is the temperature of a body due ?

It is proportional to the average kinetic energy of its mole-

cules.

How is heat transferred ?

It is transferred from one body to another by conduction,

radiation, and convection.

What is conduction ?

The flow of heat from one part of a body to another. In
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some cases it passes more rapidly than in others so we are in the

habit of speaking of good and bad conductors. A very poor
conductor is called an insulator.

What is radiant heat ?

When heat is transferred from one body to a distant one

without perceptibly heating the intervening medium. In ex-

planation it is assumed that radiant heat, like light, is of the

nature of a wave motion propagated by a hypothetical substance

called ether.

What is convection of heat ?

This mode of heat transfer takes place when it is changed
from one place to another by the bodily moving of the heated

substance, as when water is heated in a vessel the hot water in

the bottom is constantly rising and the cold water falling to

take its place.

What happens if liquids possess a boiling point below the temper-
ature of the atmosphere ?

The latent heat of vaporization is drawn from surrounding

objects, causing a reduction of temperature, i. e., refrigeration.

What is latent heat ?

When a solid passes into a liquid state or a liquid into a

gaseous or vapor state, a certain amount of heat is required to

bring about the change; it is called the latent heat of fusion in

the first case, and the latent heat of evaporation in the latter.

What is the unit of heat and what does it represent ?

The British thermal unit, abbreviated B. T. U. is the heat

required to raise the temperature of one pound of water one

degree F. at the point of maximum density, say 39. The French

and German unit is the amount required to raise one gram of

water from 4 to 5 C. That is the small calorie, and a kilogram is

the big calorie.
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Do writers differ somewhat in their use of the B. T. U.?

There is substantial agreement that it is the amount of heat

required to raise the temperature of water one degree Fahr.,

but some writers employ the term to express the temperature

change from 32 to 33, others from 39 to 40, while still others put
it from 60 to 61 Fahr.

What are sources of heat ?

Friction, percussion, pressure, solar radiation, terrestrial

heat, molecular action, change of condition, electricity, chemical

combination, and combustion.

What is absolute zero and what does it mean ?

About 460 below zero; it means the point where all motion

of the molecules ceases. It is theoretical, as that temperature has

never been attained practically, and we have strong reason to

believe that we should encounter deviations from this law if it

were practicable to thoroughly test it.

Is it wrong scientifically to speak of "heat" or "cold" ?

It is, technically, the latter being simply a slower movement
of the molecules.

How does it resemble light ?

It follows the same laws as regards refraction, reflection,

polarization, etc.

How are the laws of Boyle and Charles applied to gases ?

This theory means that the rectilinear progressive motion of

the molecules of a gas represents by its kinetic energy the tem-

perature of the gas, and by the number of impacts of its molecules

against the wall of the vessel containing the gas its pressure.

What, according to the law of Charles, is the variation in volume

as the temperature increases or decreases ?

At 32 F. it increases or decreases 1/493 of its bulk, and it is

on this action at that temperature that we estimate, theoreti-
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cally, the absolute zero at about 460 below zero of the present

Fahr. scale.

What is specific heat ?

The number of heat units required to raise the temperature
of a body one degree is called its heat capacity.

This heat capacity compared with the heat capacity of an

equal weight of water is the specific heat of the body. Hence

the figure expressing in B. T. U. the heat capacity of a body

expresses also the specific heat of that body.

How does the specific heat of a substance vary ?

It varies with its condition, whether gaseous, liquid or solid.

It also changes with the temperature and pressure.

Is the specific heat of water very large ?

It is exceeded by very few bodies.

How do bodies change by variation in temperature ?

As they become hotter they expand, as they cool they con-

tract. That is the general law, but there are some exceptions, as

ice, for instance.

What is critical temperature ?

The temperature above which no amount of pressure will

liquefy a gas.

What is critical pressure ?

The pressure necessary at or just below the critical tempera-
ture to liquefy a gas.

What is the critical volume of a gas ?

Its volume at the critical point, measured with its volume at

the freezing point, under the pressure of an atmosphere as unit.

What are critical data ?

The critical temperature, pressure and volume.
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How have the relations of pressure, volume and temperature been

stated in the form of a law ?

By two laws called the law of Boyle and Mariotte, and the

law of Charles.

What is the meaning of Thermodynamics ?

It is the science which treats of heat in relation to other forms

of energy, and more especially the relations between heat and

mechanical energy.

What is the first law of Thermodynamics ?

It asserts the equivalence of heat and mechanical energy
and states their numerical relations, that is that heat and work

may be converted into each other at the rate of 778 foot pounds
for every unit of heat.

What is the origin of heat energy ?

The source of nearly, if not all, forms of energy is the sun.

The heat of its rays forms the chemical energy of plants, reap-

pearing later in coal or wood
;

it also produces the vapors which

reappear as water in the form of rain, snow, or waterfalls; its

influence on the atmosphere also produces the waters, the winds,

and the storms.

How does the molecular theory enable us to understand how
heat may be converted into mechanical work?

Supposing the working fluid to be a perfect gas, undergoing

no internal changes, we can readily see how the molecules of the

gas, under the influence of heat, vigorously bombard the piston

in a cylinder pushing it forward
;

as the piston moves the energy

of the molecules grows less and the temperature of the gas falls.

If the work done by the piston and the heat lost by the gas were

measured in the same kind of units it would be found that they

were practically alike,
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If there had been no pressure on the piston and it had no weight

what would have been the effect ?

It would then have been practically a case of a gas expanding
in a vacuum, and while the piston moved, it would have done no

work and the temperature of the gas would .also have remained

unchanged.

Is there any difference between sensible and latent heat ?

This is simply a division that is made for convenience in

order to indicate the particular energy change, which is effected

within the body. The sensible heat is expended in increasing the

velocity of the molecules of a body, while the latent heat is

expended in increasing the average distance between the mole-

cules.

Who discovered latent heat and when ?

Dr. Black in 1762.

What is Joule's equivalent ?

The mechanical equivalent of heat; it is called his equivalent

because he was the first investigator, although his figures, 772,

have been since changed by the results of later investigators to

778 foot pounds.

How may the difference between saturated and superheated steam

be expressed ?

The former contains only as much heat as is absolutely

necessary for its maintenance as steam at the given pressure,

while the latter at the same pressure contains more heat than

saturated; in the latter state it approaches the condition of a

perfect gas.

In what condition is steam as actually used ?

Jt is usually moist, that is, it contains a little water.
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How is heat produced by combustion for industrial purposes and

heating generally ?

By fuels of which the most important are coal, coke, etc.

How is heat generated by chemical combination ?

The resulting compounds possess less energy than the con-

stituent elements before they unite or combine, the difference

appearing in the form of heat, electricity, etc. In the same way
heat is absorbed during the decomposition of chemical com-

pounds.

What are the maximum temperatures of the combustion of

carbon and hydrogen ?

About 5000 F. for the former and 5,800 F. for the latter.

What is an average composition of coal ?

Carbon about 80%, hydrogen 5%, 8% oxygen, 4% ash;

sulphur, nitrogen slightly over i% each.

What is the meaning of diathermal ?

Capacity for transmitting radiant heat
; freely permeable

by radiant or reflected heat. Thus, perfectly dry air is diather-

manous, that is it allows radiant heat to pass through it without

being sensibly warmed thereby. Add vapor to this air and its

diathermancy is diminished.

Describe the process of distillation ?

It is an operation by which two or more liquids having differ-

ent boiling points may be separated. It consists of a still in

which the mixed liquids are boiled, and a worm coil in which

the resulting vapors are cooled and allowed to run into different

receptacles.

What is the meaning of the expression, conservation of forces ?

It is the doctrine of physics, that energy can be transmitted

from one body to another or transformed in its manifestations,

but may neither be created nor destroyed. Energy may be
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dissipated, that is, converted into a form from which it cannot

be recovered, as is the case with the great percentage of heat

escaping with the exhaust of a locomotive or the condensing
water of a steamship, but the total amount of energy in the

universe, it is argued, remains constant and invariable.

What is the meaning of caloric ?

It was a term applied by Carnot to the supposed cause of the

phenomena of heat, at the period when heat was assumed to be

the manifestation of a substance, caloric, latent in all bodies.

What is the mechanical theory of heat ?

Energy in the heat form can be transformed into Mechanical

Work. The steam engine is a familiar instance of a machine for

this purpose. Part of the heat produced by the combustion of

the fuel in the furnace passes into the boiler and thence with

the steam into the cylinder ;
as the steam expands in the

cylinder it loses heat, and work is done by the engine.

What is the meaning of entropy ?

Different writers attach different meanings to the word
;

it

originated with Clausius who employed it to stand for a mathe-

matical abstraction expressing the degree of non-availability of

heat energy for the production of mechanical energy under

certain conditions. That portion of energy in a system which

may be converted into its equivalent of mechanical work is

called free energy, and the remainder is called latent energy.

Consequently when a transfer of heat takes place in a system
without due compensation, the free energy decreases and the

latent energy of the system increases correspondingly. Agree-

ably to this conception the latent energy of a body, divided by
the temperature, is the entropy of the body; the increase of the

latent energy of a body, divided by the temperature at which it

takes place, yields the amount of increase of entropy and vice

versa.
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What are isentropic changes ?

Adiabatic changes which are reversible, so called because such

changes do not alter the entropy.

Can the absolute amount of the entropy be determined ?

Only the changes ;
it has been concluded that the entropy

of the universe is constantly increasing, tending toward a condi-

tion when all energy will be latent.

What is an adiabatic change ?

In the first case, when the gas v/as allowed to expand while

doing work, the maximum of power was obtained when the

pressure of the piston was slightly less than that of the gas.

If this is done the original condition of the gas can be maintained

by making the pressure on the piston only slightly greater than

on the gas, when the gas will be compressed to its original volume

and temperature.

Both these operations of expansion and compression are

adiabatic changes, both are reversible changes, and neither

involves any dissipation of heat or energy.

In the first change we have converted heat energy into work,

and in the second, work into heat.

What is an isothermal change ?

The expansion of a gas while propelling a piston may be done

by replacing the energy expended by the gas on the piston with

heat from without. In this case the expanding gas is kept at the

same temperature and we say that the expansion proceeds

isothermically. This operation may also be reversed, and work

converted into heat, by using the power gained by raising the

piston to push the piston back, and withdrawing the heat liber-

ated by the work of compression as fast as it appears, so that

the gas is always at the same temperature. If during expansion
the temperature of the gas is always slightly less and during
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compression slightly greater than the outside temperature, both

operations are considered reversible, and no dissipation of energy
takes place in either case.

What does this allow us to do ?

We may allow a gas to dilute in such a way as to do a certain

amount of work at the expense of an equivalent amount of heat,

or we may allow it to expand without doing any work; in the

latter case it is dissipated, for the gas cannot be brought
back to its original condition without the expenditure of outside

energy.

What is the principle of frigorific mixtures ?

When a body melts in water or any other liquid, or if two

solid bodies (as salt and snow) mix to form a liquid, a certain

amount of heat becomes latent, and as it is taken from the

mixture itself, the temperature falls correspondingly.

What is the general law governing the production of cold by

frigorific mixtures ?

During the liquefaction of a solid a certain amount of heat

becomes latent which must be taken from surrounding bodies.

The more rapidly or suddenly the solid is liquefied the more

marked is the production of cold.

What are the solids used hi frigorific mixtures ?

Those of certain alkalies, few others possessing the requisite

solubility at low temperatures.

What are some common forms of such mixtures ?

Snow and hydrochloric acid, or snovv and potash; also snow

and sodium sulphate, ammonium nitrate and nitric acid.

What law governs the liquefaction of gases ?

If the temperature be lowered sufficiently, and proper pres-

sure be applied, all gases may be liquefied.
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What is a heat engine and on what does its efficiency depend ?

It is a contrivance for converting heat into mechanical energy;
its efficiency depending not on the nature of the working sub-

stance but only on the difference in temperature between its

entering and leaving the engine.

1QQ BO BOILING POINT
Of WATER

167

122

77 20

.FREEZING POINT
OF WATER

The above figure shows the freezing and boiling points, respectively, of

the Centigrade, Fahrenheit and Reaumur thermometer scales.

What follows as the result of this law ?

It follows as a matter of course that if we desire to convert

heat into work by a continuous process we must have besides

a working substance a warm body, a source of heat, such as a

boiler, generator, etc., and a body of lower temperature into

which the heat not available for work in the operation may be
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discharged. The latter device is generally called a condenser

or refrigerator, and in many heat engines it is the atmosphere.
The same requirements, only in a reversed order, obtain

from the continuous conversion of work into heat, i. e., when
heat is to be transferred from a colder to a warmer body, the

work expended compensating for the transfer.

When quantities of work and heat are used in equations what is

always understood ?

That they are expressed by the same units.

How is the mechanical equivalent of heat often expressed ?

The letter J is used.

What would happen if two vessels containing gases at different

pressures should be brought into communication ?

The pressures would equalize themselves but no change of

heat would take place.

Of what general law is this a branch ?

The law which affirms the convertibility of all forms of energy
into one another.

To whom are we indebted for investigations of these cycles ?

To Carnot, the French physicist.

What law is this in accordance with ?

That heat cannot be transferred from a colder to a warmer

body.

Why is an air thermometer used ?

An air thermometer is used because the expansion of air is

more exact than in the case of liquids or solids.

How are gases absorbed ?

To a considerable extent by liquids, the amount depending on

the nature both of the gas and the liquid; it seems to decrease

with the temperature. While a liquid is absorbing a gas a
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definite amount of heat is generated, which heat is again ab-

sorbed when the gas is driven from the liquor by increase of

temperature or decrease of pressure. Solids, especially porous

ones, readily absorb gases, as for instance charcoal will absorb

ninety times its own volume of ammonia gas, and water will

absorb several hundred times its volume of the same gas.

On what fact does the ability of heat to do work depend ?

On its natural tendency to pass from a warmer to a colder

body, and therefore, other things being equal, it is directly pro-

portional to the difference of temperature between a warmer and

a colder body.

What is a cycle of operations ?

When a working substance returns periodically to its original

condition.

On what action is this cycle based ?

Energy cannot be developed from nothing, or the fact that

heat cannot pass from a colder to a warmer body.

What are the component parts of heat changes ?

The elevation of the temperature which produces the increase

of energy of the molecules; the change produced by overcoming
the interior cohesion; the re-arrangement of the molecular

constitution of the body; and the change required to do outside

work, overcoming pressure.

Is this working medium wholly available theoretically ?

No, because a portion always remains as heat of a lower

temperature, and cannot be utilized unless it can be used in

passing into a temperature still lower.

What law do we deduce from this ?

The heat energy of a gas is independent of its volume, and

the energy of a mixture of gases is equal to the sum of the energy
of its constituents.
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How does the conversion of heat into work and work into heat

take place ?

In many ways; generally the change of volume or pressure

brought about by heat-changes facilitates the conversion.

What naturally follows as to measurement of heat or work ?

That we can measure either in its own or equivalent units.

How is the latent heat of vaporization divided ?

Part of it is absorbed while doing the work of disintegrating

the molecular structure, while doing internal work as it is

termed. The rest of the heat is taken up in doing the work of

expansion against the pressure of the atmosphere, and is called

the external work. If a liquid be vaporized in a vacuum there is

no external work to be overcome, and the first process will

take it all.

Do the laws regarding perfect gases vary or show anomalies ?

Yes; especially when the gas approaches a state of vapor.

What is free expansion ?

When a gas expands against a pressure much less than its

own; the refrigeration due to the work done by such expansion

may be used to liquefy air as in Linde's method.

Do the usual rules and formulae applicable to perfect gases apply
to them when in a state of vapor ?

No, there is considerable variation.

What becomes, theoretically, of a perfect gas at absolute zero ?

It should shrink to nothing, according to the theory.

What effect has pressure on the melting point ?

Substances which expand as they become solid, like water,

have their freezing points lowered by pressure, and those which

contract have their freezing points raised by pressure.



MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION

AND

ICE MAKING.

The theory of an invention or process is well defined, as
"
the

collection of facts and principles that may or may not prove

correct upon application" thus, a machine may be perfect m
theory but useless in operation. It is in this sense that much
of the preceding matter has been inserted in the very opening

pages of the work.

But, the word idea might possibly be better used, the word

being mental and opposed to anything physical or substantial,

hence, the general ideas of refrigeration having been pro-

pounded, the everyday application of these principles will now
be considered.

What was the first method of mechanical refrigeration to come

into use and where ?

On ocean steamers, by use of cold air, and while this method

is still used on them to some extent it has been largely super-

seded by some form of compression machine using carbon

dioxide or ammonia.

What is the principle of operation of ice machinery ?

The general principle in all refrigeration machines is the

vaporization of a volatile liquid at a temperature below that of

the material to be cooled, the latent heat necessary for vaporiza-

tion being absorbed from the latter.

How does the efficiency of a. machine vary ?

It may vary considerably according to the local conditions

under which it works, that is the work done, the temperature of

the atmosphere, and especially the temperature of the cooling

water.
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What is the work demanded of a refrigerating machine ?

To extract heat from a body and to transfer it to some suit-

able external agent so that it may be carried away. Water is

ordinarily used as this agent not only because it is the cheapest
and most readily available, but also because it has a greater

capacity for absorbing heat than any known substance. It is

simply the abstraction of heat from one body and its transfer to

another. If this last stage goes on automatically we have a

continuously working machine.

What is the class of machine chiefly used in the United States ?

The ammonia machine.

Which ammonia system is most largely in use ?

The compression, although the absorption is growing in

favor rapidly for meeting certain conditions.

Who brought out the first successful ammonia compression
machine ?

Prof. C. P. G. Linde, Professor in the University of Munich,

Germany.

When was his first machine put up in the United States ?

A 25-ton machine in 1880.

How many stages are there in the compression cycle ?

Three : compression, condensation, and expansion.

Describe the cycle of operations that is characteristic of all

compression machines.

First, the refrigerating or heat-absorbing agent is subjected

to pressure, so that when it passes into the second or condensing

stage and its temperature is reduced, it becomes liquid.

In this second stage the reduction of temperature is brought
about by water which carries away the heat produced by the
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compression plus the latent heat set free by the liquefaction of

the refrigerating agent.

The third stage is where the liquefied gas is admitted to a

series of coils of pipe and suddenly relieved from pressure. It

then flashes into a gas and must take up a quantity of heat which

becomes latent
;

the amount being equal to what it has just

given up to the cooling water in the condenser.

An outline of a mechanical compression system with vertical compressor.
The condenser shown is of the atmospheric type, and the brine
circulating system is used, the brine being cooled by the expansion
coils in a tank and then circulated through pipes in the refrigerating

How does the compression machine work ?

In this type of machine the ammonia vapors, coming from

the refrigerating coils, enter a compression pump which forces

the vapors into the condenser coils where they are liquefiecj.

How may motive power be taken ?

The compressor may be operated by a steam engine or by

belting from a shaft.
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What type of machine is largely used ?

Vertical, single-acting, with false head to the cylinder, and

a horizontal engine.

This is a complete vertical section through a single acting compressor
with false head. The most approved manner of driving the
direct connected compressors is shown in this view. The engine is

of the Corliss type and is connected to the same crank pin as the
compressor cylinder. In this case there are two compressor
cylinders driven by one engine ; the other end of the crank shaft is

supplied with a crank which drives the other compressor.

Are horizontal and vertical compressors built to run at different

rates of speed ?

The use of the safety head permits the vertical single acting

compressor to be run at a higher rate of speed than is practi-

cable with compressors of the horizontal type.



This vertical section of an Kclipse single acting compressor illustrates another type
of the safety false head with suction valve piston. The false head is held
down by means of one large spring made of flat steel. The entire head is

made in the shape of a large valve with beveled seat, the guide of the dis-

charge valve stem forms the stem which keeps the head in a central position
with its seat in case it should lift through over-pressure. The discharge
valve guide under such conditions is guided by the hub of the spider which
holds down the spring for the head.
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How are vertical single-acting compressors usually arranged ?

Two are ordinarily placed side by side, with the cranks set

opposite, or at 90 to each other, so that one compressor is

rilling, and one compressing and discharging, at each half

revolution of the crank shaft, and the load is thus divided into

two units, each of which may be operated singly if desired.

What is necessary to obtain the most effective results in the use

of refrigerating machinery ?

A general adaptation of all the parts of the system.

What is necessary to secure the most economical working of a

refrigerating or ice making plant?

The machine should be run at regular speed; and steam

pressure, water supply and boiler feed be kept as even as possible.

All temperatures should also be uniformly maintained, and the

ice should be drawn regularly and systematically, if ice is made.

How is the capacity of an ice machine expressed ?

As a matter of convenience it has become customary to

express it in ton capacity, that is by a loo-ton machine we mean
the same cooling effect which would be produced by 100 tons of

ice melting into water at the same temperature.

Is there any difference between the ice making and the refriger-

ating capacity of a machine ?

The latter is nearly double the former, the exact ratio depend-

ing on the temperature of the water.

How much heat is required to evaporate one pound of water at

212 into steam at atmospheric pressure?

966 heat units.

What is the equivalent of a ton capacity in heat units ?

In this country, where the short ton is used, 284,000, in

Great Britain, where the Jong ton. Js still in common use, 318,080,,
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Give a general description of the compression system.

Take the case of a single acting compressor, and start with

the piston at the bottom of its stroke, supposing the upper side

of the cylinder to be filled with gas at 15 pounds gauge pressure ;

then as the piston rises it compresses the gas, finally discharging
it at a gauge pressure of 150 pounds per square inch, more or less,

depending on numerous existing conditions. The gas enters

the cylinder at about zero temperature, and leaves at a temper-
ature of 220 degrees, very often higher, so that the heat in the

large volume of gas has been literally squeezed into a small

space and forced through the condenser coils, which are sur-

rounded by running water that absorbs and carries away the

heat from the ammonia.

How does the ammonia change to the liquid form and then to

the gaseous condition again ?

The ammonia gas is lowered -in its temperature to nearly
that of the discharge of the condensing water, when it con-

denses and liquefies under the pressure of the compressor. The

liquid ammonia then passes to a receiver and on to the

expansion valves, at the brine tank. The expansion
valves are needle pointed, and should be fitted with index wheels

and levers so that they can be carefully regulated. When the

ammonia expands into the expansion coils, the pressure is

suddenly reduced from 150 to 15 pounds gauge, and, at the same

time, the liquid ammonia becomes a gas, providing there is

heat enough within reach to supply the latent heat of the gas ;

otherwise, part of the liquid will remain as a vapor. The
ammonia absorbs the heat of the brine and is returned through
the suction* pipes to the compressor, when the same cycle of

operations is again repeated.

What does this show the duty of the compressor to be ?

It can thus be seen that the compressor simply acts as a

pump to transfer the ammonia from one side of the working
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system to the other
;
from the low to the high pressure side.

At the same time, as already stated, it acts to force the heat, out

of the gas by compressing it to one-fourth or one-fifth of its

original volume. This action can be readily seen in any machine

that is running properly, since the suction pipe will be covered

with ice and, at the same time, the discharge pipe will be 200

degrees and over.

Simplest Apparatus

Brine Tank or Concealer A

This illustration shows the manner in which refrigeration is obtained by
the evaporation of ammonia. The ammonia tank is connected to
the evaporating coil by means of the expansion valve. The liquid
through its evaporation takes up heat from the contents of the
congealer. Such an arrangement as shown here would not be
practical in actual practice as the gas is allowed to go to waste, and
in order to use it over again more apparatus than shown here has
to be used.

What properties must a liquid possess in order to make it satis-

factory as a refrigerating medium ?

The most heat is absorbed by substances when changing from

the liquid to the gaseous state, or in other words, when they are

absorbing their latent heat of vaporization, and for this reason

the absorption of heat in vaporization has become the fundament-

al principle upon which the operation of most refrigerating

machines is based. High latent heat would then be one of the

desirable characteristics of a refrigerating medium. This is

not all, however, for unless it possesses a low boiling point, it

would not be, useful for cooling purposes,
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What are the advantages of ammonia as a refrigerating medium ?

It liquefies at a low pressure. It is not explosive or inflam-

mable like ether, and it possesses great heat absorbing power.

Whose names are most closely connected with the compression
machine ?

Pictet and Linde. At the close of 1877 and in the beginning
of 1878, not only hydrogen, but all the so-called permanent

gases were reduced to the liquid state, an achievement the more

remarkable as it was the result o! the simultaneous but entirely

independent labors of two distinguished physicists, M. Cailletet

of Chatillon-sur-Seine and M. Pictet of Geneva. The experiments
of the former demonstrated the possibility of liquefying carbonic

oxide, hydrogen, marsh gas, nitrous oxide, nitrogen, and oxygen;
those of M. Pictet oxygen and hydrogen. Pictet thus succeeded

in liquefying and solidifying hydrogen on January loth, 1878,

Cailletet having demonstrated its liquefaction on December

3oth previously. It is to be remembered that while Cailletet

was the first to liquefy the so-called permanent gases, that

Raoul Pictet and Prof. C. P. G. Linde were leaders in utilizing

these discoveries in the development of a commercial working
machine.

How are compressors built ?

Ammonia compressors are built in vertical and horizontal

types, and single and double acting in both patterns. The hori-

zontal compressor is more easily handled and cared for than

the vertical type, while the vertical machine has the advantage
of more uniform piston and guide wear. The double-acting
machine has twice the capacity of the single, for a given floor

space, but is a harder machine to keep tight about the piston-

rod, owing to the high pressure of the compression and to the

extreme range of temperatures between the suction and the

compression pressures.
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What is the power required to operate a compression machine to

produce a ton of refrigeration ?

Very large machines may be operated with one horse power

per ton of refrigeration in 24 hours, but machines of from 10 to

40-ton capacity will require from iX to 2 horse power, and it may
run up to 3 for small machines.

One of the approved forms of ammonia joints is here shown. It will be
seen that in addition to the screwed connection a gland with soft

packing is used, which enables the engineer to tighten up on the
joint without disconnecting it.

What liquids are or have been used for refrigerating purposes ?

Ether and sulphurous acid were used in the development of

the refrigerating machine but they have been practically super-

seded by the use of carbon dioxide in marine service, and to a

still greater extent on shore by aqua and anhydrous ammonia.



AMMONIA

COMPRESSION SYSTEM.

It does not take a very large boulder to keep a powerful
locomotive from starting : in fact a very slight obstacle will

effect that result. It does not take a whole bag of sand to blind

a person : in fact a single grain in the eye will do it.

So in common life, an explanation at the beginning of a

study, which does not explain, but on the contrary, by the use

of words without sense, rather conceals knowledge, may prevent
for all time an access to the higher planes of the study.

Hence, it is well, even at this stage, to define and still further

explain the three words at the beginning of this chapter.

Ammonia has been spoken of on page 35 and it fills so much

space in other parts of the book that no excuse exists for any one

saying he does not know what ammonia is or its relations to

refrigeration.

The second word Compression, may be thus thought of :

It comes from the latin compress, to press together ;
to force,

urge or drive into a narrower compass ;
to crowd

;
to squeeze

with great force. The word bristles with the sense of energetic

action in driving a compressionable substance into smaller

volume
;

in this case, ammonia gas into a smaller compass.
Ammonia compression simply means the squeezing together of

the gas which, when compressed makes anhydrous ammonia.

71
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System as a descriptive word indicates the union of many
facts, processes and operations into an orderly and consistent

whole. System embraces not merely a law of action or procedure,
but a comprehensive plan in which all the parts are related to

each other, as in this chapter a combination of various forces

working together for the production of cold air or ice.

There are various systems working more or less successfully,

for ammonia is not the only substance that can be used for this

purpose. Carbon dioxide liquid has a boiling point much
below that of ammonia, but its heat of vaporization is less per

pound of the material. Ordinary gasoline or naphtha could

be used for refrigerating purposes. Thus, a barrel of gasoline

left exposed in the air will spontaneously evaporate, and, if the

day is sufficiently cold, can almost be made to boil. This

evaporation produces refrigeration by the absorption of the

latent heat of vaporization of the gasoline from the liquid itself.

Any volatile liquid, if its boiling point is below that of

surrounding bodies at the pressure of the atmosphere, can pro-

duce refrigeration. A barrel of ammonia if allowed to evaporate
in a room would cover itself completely with ice from the

moisture in the atmosphere.

Now, if liquid ammonia was a common and cheap commodity,
we would need no machinery to produce refrigeration. All the

machinery required in a refrigerating plant is to save the am-
monia gas and reconvert it into a liquid for use again. Thus the

machinery is not refrigerating machinery in the strictest sense;

it is simply a liquid producing machine.

Since ammonia is expensive, we must save it and use it

over again. This is the reason for the machinery ;
it has nothing

to do with the refrigeration.

A liquid must be selected which has a high latent heat of

evaporation. Ammonia gas compressed and condensed into

a liquid is found to satisfy these requirements better than any
other substance.
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How may refrigerator machines be classified ?

All ice machines which have proved of practical utility may
be grouped under two great classes : those which utilize the

lowering of temperature that accompanies the rapid expansion

of a compressed gas, and those which make use of the like

thermal effect that results from the volatilization of some liquid.

i

In machines of the first type, the gas employed is usually
i atmospheric air which is first compressed by a pressure of three

or four atmospheres, and then cooled in an inter-cooler by
circulating water. The air is then expanded in an expansion

cylinder where a large portion of its heat is turned into work.

The temperature of the air is now reduced to about fifty or

sixty degrees below zero, and it is ready to be discharged either

into the room that is to be cooled or into piping for the purpose
of cooling: brine.

The above cut is a perspective view of a tee as used in ammonia piping.The flange which matches the fitting is screwed on the pipe and
a washer of soft rubber is compressed by the lip on the fitting.

How may the second group be still further divided ?

Among machines of the second group there is a great variety
of construction, because of the great differences which exist
in the properties of the liquids used. Thus water, sulphuric
ether, bisulphide of carbon, ammonia, methylic ether, and other
substances have been employed as refrigerating agents. In all
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cases of the second group it is the so-called latent heat of vapori-
zation that is utilized

;
and did the efficiency of the method

depend only on this, water would undoubtedly be the best

material on account of the great latent heat of its vapor. But as

important from a practical point of view are the vapor pressures

that come into play throughout the range of temperature

employed.

The above fitting is an elbow for ammonia piping, in this case the flange
is provided with four bolts.

Are refrigeration machines necessarily employed in ice making ?

Machines which are capable of freezing water may, in certain

circumstances, be much more efficiently employed to produce

cooling without freezing. For instance, in packing houses, brew-

eries, sugar refineries, provision stores in hot climates, and in

ships engaged in the transport of meat, where it is of importance
to have the temperature moderately cool, it is usually by no

means necessary to obtain ice. In many such cases, indeed, the

production of ice would be a mere waste of power. In tropical

and sub-tropical climates refrigeration is of high importance
from a sanitary point of view.
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What are the different forms of compressors ?

The high temperature reached by the gas during compression
makes it necessary to provide some means for keeping the

cylinder and valves cool. The different methods of doing this

have led to the following types of compressors : First, the

dry system ; second, the wet system. In the dry system, the

outside of the cylinder is water-jacketed, and a constant stream

of water is kept flowing through the jacket to carry off the heat

from the cylinder and valves. The advantage of this system
is that it does not introduce oil into the pipes to get in the expan-
sion valves and freeze or clog them up, nor to coat the inside of

the pipes and reduce the efficiency of the plant. The disadvan-

tage is that, as a matter of fact, in large machines, the cylinder

walls will become very hot, which causes the ammonia to

dissociate.

How is the second system further divided ?

The second system is again divided into two classes, namely,
where oil is forced into the cylinder, the object being to fill the

clearance spaces and to lubricate and cool the cylinder, and where

a small amount of liquid ammonia is injected into the cylinder
for cooling purposes. The worst feature of the oil system is

that the oil gets through the whole system and is apt to cause

trouble, as well as to decrease the efficiency of the plant. The
oil has to be a special mineral oil of zero chill and 400 degrees
flash point.

Why is the use of oil troublesome in compression plants ?

The difficulty comes in separating oil from the gas in the

separating tanks.

The rapidity with which the gas and oil flow through the

tanlcs is similar to a miniature hurricane, and renders the oil

separation which is usually accomplished by gravity practically

impossible.
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What is the natural result of this ?

The oil flows rapidly to the condenser and back to the

liquid tank where it must be drawn out from the liquid. The

oil coolers become gas condensers, there being no oil in the

separating tank to fill them.

The gas liquefying in the oil cooler flows back to the oil

valves, entering the compressors, and as there is no oil for sealing

the piston rod the gas flows down the rod past the packing and

soon filling the engine.

All this is the result of an overload on refrigerating machinery
of the ammonia type, using oil for sealing of valves and rods and

filling clearance space.

m

The above sectional cut shows another type of ammonia fitting. In
this case the pipe is screwed into the fitting. An annular space
is formed around the pipe by means of a counterbore, into which
soft rubber packing is compressed by a gland, and thus all chance
of leakage is eliminated.

What form of compression machine is one of the most favored

in this country ?

The single acting, false head.

What is the principal object of the false head ?

To avoid liability of damage to the compressor in case smy

liquid or solid matter should enter it.
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Explain the diagram of an air machine ?

The drawing on page 78 is an elementary refrigerating

machine, such as would be required to carry out a theoretically

perfect cycle of operations. The air is compressed in the com-

pression cylinder "A," after which it passes to the inter-cooler

"B," where it is relieved of a large per cent, of its heat. From
the inter-cooler the gas passes on to the expansion cylinder

"C," where it loses more heat because of the work which it does

in expanding behind the piston. The work done by the gas

expanding is recovered in that it is made to assist in compres-

sing the gas in cylinder "A."

What takes the place of the expansion cylinder in most systems ?

In practical refrigerating systems, in which the working
medium is carried through the liquid state in order to make use

of the large latent heat of liquefaction which most substances

possess, the expansion cylinder is omitted and a valve, which

serves to regulate the flow of the liquid from the high-pressure,

or condenser, side to the low-pressure, or cooler side, where it is

evaporated, is used instead. This valve and the low-pressure
coil' of the pipe, in taking the place of an expansion cylinder,

inherit the name of expansion valve and coil.

The liquid line may be connected to the bottom at the expan-
sion coil to give what is known as bottom expansion ;

or the

liquid lines may all be connected to the top of the coils to give
what is known as top expansion. Authorities differ widely re-

garding which of these two methods is the better. If the coils

are very short and so arranged that they will drain themselves,

and are placed in rooms of such a low temperature that the heat

exchange and the evaporation of the liquid will be comparatively

slow, top expansion would be quite likely to give trouble by
allowing too much liquid to be carried, or run back into the gas

header, and thence back to the machine,
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The above illustrates an elementary compression plant employing an expansion

cylinder instead of an expansion valve. In actual practice where a liquid

refrigerant is used the expansion cylinder is omitted, but it is indispensable in a

compressed air refrigerating system.
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What conditions make top expansion desirable and what bottom ?

Where long coils are employed, and it is not necessary
to force them, top expansion is often considered preferable..

Obviously, in either case, if liquid is fed into the coils ever so

little faster than it evaporates, there will be an ultimate flooding

of the coils, and subsequent freezing back to the machine.

Bottom expansion, however, allows more liquid to collect before

freezing back occurs, and consequently gives the man who

regulates the expansion valves more opportunity to get them

properly adjusted before the liquid comes back to the machine.

As far as the effectiveness of the two methods is concerned,

there is little difference when the coils are of usual length and

run under average conditions in which frost is carried the full

length of the pipes.

What law controls the velocity of heat flow ?

The velocity of heat flow depends upon the difference in

temperature tending to produce that flow, just as velocity of

flow of water depends upon the difference in pressure tending to

produce that flow. Now, at a given back pressure the tempera-

ture of saturated ammonia vapors is always the same, so that the

temperature within the coil must be the same throughout its

entire length, as long as a sufficient amount of liquid is being

evaporated to keep the gas saturated. With the same tempera-

tures within the coil through its entire length, and the same

temperature outside of the coil, the rate of heat transfer, on

which the efficiency of the coil depends, must always be the

same.

How does top and bottom expansion work in practice ?

With bottom expansion, where the tendency is for the liquid

to remain in the lower pipes, it may be possible for the vapor to

become superheated after it has traveled some distance up
the coil. In this case a higher temperature will exist inside of
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a part of the coil, and, there being a smaller difference in tem-

perature to produce a flow of heat from the atmosphere sur-

rounding the coils to the refrigerating medium within, the

efficiency of the coil will be somewhat impaired. In top expan-
sion the liquid is usually strung out the entire length of the coil,

so that the saturated condition first described is more likely to

be found throughout the full length of the coil.

Where is the scale separator and why is it necessary ?

Leaving the expansion coils through the separate return

valves, the ammonia gas enters the main return, or suction

leader, which, after entering the engine rooms, joins on a scale

separator that removes any foreign matter that might otherwise

enter and damage the compressor. There is always sure to be

more or less scale from the pipe bends, which cannot be gotten

rid of by any amount of blowing out with air, and it is likely to

come floating along down the suction line when it is least

expected.

What is the first process in pumping out the expansion coils ?

If you wish to pump out one of the expansion coils, the first

thing to do is to shut off your main liquid line valve and run the

machine until the pressure comes down to atmospheric, just

as though you were going to shut down. If the pressure does not

rise too rapidly again, showing that there is unevaporated liquid

ammonia in the expansion side of the house, you can either

shut off all of the return valves, except the one on the coil to be

pumped out, and then pump that one coil down to the lowest

vacuum you can get and then disconnect it, or, in case there are

no coils on the low-pressure or expansion side that are liable to

have water pulled into them by the vacuum, through any slight

leaks there may be, as might readily happen in case of expansion

piping submerged in brine tanks, you can go ahead and pump the

whole low-pressure side down to a vacuum.
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Where must leaks be looked for ?

You are not supposed to have any leaks
;

but where the

pipe is covered up in a brine tank there is more chance that there

may be some little ones giving up ammonia than where the coils

are in a closed room, where it will quickly be detected. Then,

again, if you do get a little air into the system it is not so hard to

get rid of as water is. When you get the coil pumped out, so

that it will stay pumped out, you can go ahead and disconnect it.

Why may ammonia sometimes remain unsuspected in coils?

Sometimes a coil may contain quite a large amount of liquid

ammonia, in which case the fact that the low-pressure gauge
indicates a vacuum does not necessarily mean that there is no

longer ammonia in the coil. This condition is accounted for as

follows : It is often the case that, at the higher back pressure, due

to warmer rooms, the liquid fed into the expansion coils of other

colder rooms evaporates very slowly, or, if the back pressure be

high enough and the rooms cold enough it will not evaporate

at all.

Now, when the back pressure is removed, the liquid com-

mences to evaporate and continues to so long as it can get the

necessary heat to convert it into a vapor. Being in a cold

room, there is little available heat, however, besides that due to

its own temperature, and an evaporation of a very small amount

of liquid is sufficient to exhaust this heat and reduce its temper-

ature to such a low point that it cannot boil or evaporate.

Why does this often lead to serious trouble ?

This condition of affairs has often given rise to serious acci-

dents where the workmen, thinking that because there was no

pressure indicated on the back-pressure gauge, there was no

liquid in the coil, have disconnected the piping and met with a

flood of liquid. It is always safe to wait a few minutes after

pumping down the system to see if the pressure is going to
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return. Of course, if there is thought to be any liquid
in the coil in question, its evaporation may be hastened by
the application of heat, either from some outside source or

by simply removing the ice on the coil, so that it may more

readily take up heat from the air. A few inches of exposed

pipe furnishes the best means of judging what is going on

within it. For example, if the pipe is scraped perfectly
clean of frost, and any ammonia is being evaporated within

it, the bare surface will be again quickly covered with

crisp white crystals, and if the finger tips are moistened and

placed in contact with it the temperature can be judged to some
extent by the way they

"
stick," or freeze to the frosting pipe.

This ammonia strainer is placed in the suction pipe of the compressor ; it
will intercept any scale or deposit that might injure the compressor.

Where does the gas enter a compressor of the vertical single

acting false head type ?

The gas enters at the bottom of the cylinder during the up
stroke of the piston and passes through the suction valve in

the piston during its down stroke.
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In what respects are the ammonia compression and absorption
machines similar ?

The condenser, liquid receiver, expansion coils, brine tank,

brine pump, and freezing tank
;

the expansion and other valves,

pressure gauges, thermometers, etc., are also the same.

Where do compression systems mainly vary ?

The most important difference is usually in the compressor.

How do compressors differ ?

They may be vertical or horizontal, and single or double

acting, besides much variation in the details of the valves.

Where is the compression done in vertical cylinders ?

In the upper part.

What has led to the diversity of compressor design ?

Clearance and cylinder heating are responsible for the many
variations in ammonia compressor design and operation.

What is the refrigerating capacity of a compressor ?

The refrigerating capacity of a compressor depends upon the

number of pounds of gas it will handle in a given unit of time.

The weight of ammonia gas handled depends upon the efficiency

of the compressor and upon the suction pressure, or the pressure

at which the gas is delivered into the compressor.

Give an example explaining this.

Since the weight of ammonia gas varies approximately as

the absolute pressure, it follows that the refrigerating capacity

of a compressor varies with the absolute suction (or back)

pressure ; thus, a compressor working under a suction pressure

of 30 pounds (gauge pressure) will have approximately 50 per

cent, greater capacity than one working under 15 pounds gauge

pressure.

What is the ideal sought in the compressor ?

To pump the greatest amount of gas at the lowest cost.
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What is the false or safety compressor head, and why is it used.

In order to make it perfectly safe to work the piston metal

to metal against the top cylinder head, the pump head is made

This illustration is a vertical section through the cylinder of the Buffalo compressor, which
is of the vertical double acting type. The suction valve stems are provided with a
safety collar which is forged solid with the stem, and which prevents the valve from
dropping into the cylinder in case the nut should become lose. The lower guide of
the stem is made in halves so they can be slipped on the stem between the collar
and the valve disk.

The stuffing box oiling device is connected to the suction pipe as shown, thus the press-
ure is always equalized with the low side of the system and any gas leaking by the
packing into the oil well will escape into the suction of the compressor.
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movable, in other words, it is simply a large valve, the full size

of bore of pump, through the seat of which the piston may
pass without injury, raising the head before it sufficiently, in

case of any part getting loose, that no damage may ensue, such

as knocking out a cylinder head.

In the above drawing an accident has happened to one of the old style
vertical compressors without safety head or safety attachments on
suction valves. The suction valve spring cap and nut have

unscrewed, allowing the valve to drop into the cylinder, and, being
caught in the return stroke of the piston, have burst off the pump
head as shown.

What is necessary in the springs of compressor valves ?

They vShould be carefully adjusted, for a great loss of efficiency

is experienced if the spring of either suction or discharge is too

strong.

What is the best method of adjusting these springs ?

By using an indicator. In fact it is very difficult to obtain

proper adjustment without its use.
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What are the most important difficulties in compression ?

To give a perfect discharge of gas from the pump, and to

avoid leaks in the stuffing box.

How is the clearance largely overcome ?

By bringing the piston close up to the head which is held in

place by a spring.

Can the clearance be entirely done away with ?

In practice it has been found impossible to construct machines
without it, and it is simply a question how to reduce it to a

minimum and so arrange it that the loss may be as slight as

possible.

What plan of construction has been found to be most satisfactory ?

A small bore cylinder and long stroke, for the greater the

ratio between the diameter and the stroke the less the loss of

efficiency.

What is regarded as the best ratio ?

A stroke of three times the diameter.

What beside cylinder clearance must be avoided ?

That there is no unnecessary clearance left at the inlet and

discharge valves.

What is one of the oldest compression systems in use in this

country and what is its characteristic feature ?

The De La Vergne which uses oil in the cylinder, first to

fill the clearance space, and second, to absorb the heat of com-

pression. Oil is also used in the stuffing box.

Is this method of sealing thoroughly satisfactory ?

No, because the oil absorbs the ammonia gas under the

pressure of compression and gives it out again during the suction

period.
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What are the parts that are sealed by oil in the De La Vergne
machine ?

The clearance space, the suction valve, the discharge valve,

the piston, the piston valve, and the stuffing box.

This figure illustrates the cylinder of a DC La Vergne vertical compressor. The oil for fill-

ing the clearance space is shown at the bottom of the cylinder and on top of the

piston. At the end of the discharge stroke this oil is forced into the ports of the
suction valves, thus reducing the clearance. It will be noticed that the bottom
end of the cylinder is provided with two discharge valves, one above the other.

This is done to reduce the clearance space to a minimum by allowing the piston
to come very close to the cylinder head. When the port of the lower valve is closed

by the piston, the remaining gas passes through the ports in the piston and the
upper valve.
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Does the De La Vergne Co. make any difference in construction

between vertical and horizontal machines ?

Oil is used only in vertical machines.

What quality of oil should be used in the compressor ?

Only a mineral oil that will withstand a low temperature.

Does the use of oil in the compressor answer any purpose other

than sealing the clearance ?

The oil further tends to alleviate the high temperature effects

of the cylinder walls, since it absorbs a portion of the heat of

compression, the object of the system being especially to produce

.what is equivalent to a water jacket in the interior of the cylinder

as well as on the exterior.

Is this method wholly successful ?

While it possesses advantages the oil under high pressure

takes up a large quantity of gas which is released on the return

stroke
;
on the other hand the oil serves to seal the stuffing box,

valves and piston, and takes up more or less of the heat of

compression.

What is the objection to oil in a compression system ?

The serious difficulty incident to the operation of an oil

circulating system in conjunction with the compressor is the

fact that the oil cannot be kept in this part of the system alone.

In practice a large quantity of oil, sometimes approximating a

barrel of oil and ammonia, can be taken from the ammonia

cooler each month, that represents oil which has gone over

through the condensers and cooling coils and whose general

action is to diminish greatly the effect of the cooling coils. Hence,

it can be assumed that this type of compressor requires a some-

what larger ammonia condenser and evaporating system than

is required with the simple machine.
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Why is oil quite effective in absorbing the heat of compression ?

Because the action is direct and the heat does not have to

act through the walls of the cylinder on water in a jacket.

This cut of a De L,a Vergne horizontal compressor shows the absence of
oil in this type ; the construction of the valves and the lubrication
of the piston rod is also illustrated.

How does the quality of the oil seriously affect the working of the

machine ?

The oil itself, unless of a very high grade, absorbs a large

amount of ammonia gas under pressure and gives this up with

decrease in pressure and rise in temperature, very much as the

absorption machine operates in the evolution of ammonia gas

from aqua ammonia. Oil is in reality a sponge for ammonia, so

that the clearance effect is not completely eliminated and there

exist alternate expansions and compressions of the volume of gas

given off from this oil.

Explain the action of a double action horizontal compressor ?

Let us imagine that the piston is moving toward the

left hand, then whatever substance is being used as the refrig-
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erant is compressed and discharged through the eduction valve

"X" and out at "U." At the same time the refrigerant, after

doing its work by absorbing heat from various sources, is

drawn into the compressor through the induction valve "W."
Now assume that the piston has reached the end of its stroke

In the above figure is shown an outline of a De La Vergne horizontal com-
pressor. V is the suction inlet, S and W are the suction valves ;

the discharge valves X and T are at the bottom of the compressor,
thus allowing all liquid or oil to pass out with the gas through
the discharge connection U.

and has discharged all, or nearly all, of the compressed gas.

The piston will then reverse and move toward the right ;
the

gas that was drawn in through "W" will be compressed and

discharged through "T," and during this stroke toward the

right, more of the refrigerant gas is drawn in through the

induction valve "S," which gas will be compressed and

discharged through "X," as in the previous stroke. The com-

pressor is thus made double-acting by the use of four valves, one

induction and one eduction valve being placed on each end of

the cylinder.
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How do these four valves work ?

As will be noticed, when valve "X" is open, valve "W"
is open, and in a like manner when valve "T "

is open, valve

"S" is also open ;
that is, the valves on opposite corners are

either open or closed at the same time. The eduction valves are

fitted with heavy springs and the induction valves are

equipped with light springs. The heavy springs should not be

strong enough to permit the pressure in the compressor to rise

above the condenser pressure, and the light springs should not

be heavy enough to permit the back pressure in the cylinder to

fall below the suction pressure maintained in the suction line.

Should a compressor be run at slow speed ?

The approved practice in modern steam engineering, and

the best results, are obtained at a fair piston speed and moder-

ately quick rotation, and compressors are handling a perfectly

elastic gas, which will respond and fill a properly constructed

pump, fitted with proper valves, faster than there is any occasion

to run a compressor. Really there is no limitation, except a

structural one, restricting the adoption of any required speed

to secure the highest duty. All that is needed is a properly

designed machine, which is perfectly adapted to the speed se-

lected, and practice proves that there is no more wear and tear

on this than on a slow-speed machine or a first-class steam

engine ;
it is simply a question of properly proportioned parts.

The limit of speed is the action of the pump valves, on a properly

designed machine.

Is it necessary to open the compressor or its valves to learn their

operation ?

The engineer should be able to tell whether they are working

properly by putting his hand on the inlet or outlet pipes. Con-

ditions in regard to both compressors of a pair should be exactly

the same, any difference indicating that something is wrong in

their operating conditions.
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How are compressors divided as regards mechanical arrangement ?

Engines and compressors are either right or left hand. If,

when standing at the cylinder end and facing the shaft, the

LEFT HAND
ENGINE

RIGHT HAND
COMPRESSOR

LEFT HAND
COMPRESSOR

1
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How much gas must pass the compressor to produce a given

amount of refrigeration ?

The table on page 623 shows the number of cubic feet of gas
that must be pumped per minute at different suction and

condensing pressures to produce one ton of refrigeration in

24 hours. The values given are theoretical ones, and it is assumed

that the temperature of the ammonia entering the evaporating
coils corresponds to the temperature of condensation at the

pressures given, and no allowance is made for unavoidable

losses.

To obtain the net refrigerating effect of a compressor, what is,

therefore, necessary to determine ?

1. The suction (or back) pressure.

2. The temperature at which the ammonia enters the re-

frigerating coils.

3. The percentage of allowance to cover unavoidable losses.

What is a good average ?

In the operation of a plant it has been found that the follow-

ing conditions represent a fairly average practice :

Back or suction pressure 15.67 pounds above atmosphere (at

which pressure ammonia evaporates at zero Fahr.), condensing

water at 60 degrees Fahr., which gives ammonia liquid a tem-

perature of about 65 degrees Fahr. with a corresponding gauge

pressure of 104 pounds above atmosphere ;
under these con-

ditions it requires the handling of about 7,500 cubic inches of

gas per minute to produce the effect equal to the melting of one

ton of ice per 24 hours.

Is the area of the suction valve of great importance ?

The freedom with which the ammonia enters the compressor

has a very great bearing upon the efficiency and capacity of

same. It is surprising to note how little attention this important

point has received from designers of compressors.



The above compressor is of the single acting vertical type showing the arrangement
of the water jacket. The cylinder is provided with a large flange near the

bottom on which the sheet metal jacket is attached. This jacket is covered
with a wood lagging to add finish to the appearance of the machine.
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What are a few of the leading directions in operating a com-

pression plant ?

A refrigerating plant requires but little more care than an

ordinary power plant. The care of the engines, boilers, pumps,
and all connections is exactly the same.

The additional work required centers in the handling of the

ammonia and the ammonia compressor.

Carry as high suction pressure as possible. The less difference

there is between the suction pressure and the condensing pres-

sure, the more economically the plant can be run.

The higher the suction pressure the greater the weight of the

ammonia circulated through the plant, and the greater the

capacity of the compressor.

Is there a limit to the suction pressure ?

The only limit is the temperature of the brine in a brine

plant or of the rooms in a direct expansion plant.

Study carefully the table of boiling points of ammonia, and

carry such a suction pressure that the boiling point of the am-

monia will be about 10 F. below the temperature you are

handling.

Are double-acting compressors practical for vertical arrange-
ment ?

Double-acting pumps OR their downward stroke do not

expel all the gas, owing to the fact that it is impracticable to

use an arrangement of outlet and inlet valves to avoid large

waste spaces. These clearance spaces are filled with compressed

gas on the downward stroke
; part of the charge that is com-

pressed is not expelled, and expands back as the piston recedes,

thus preventing the reception of a full charge on the next stroke.

What is the most serious disadvantage of a double acting com-

pressor ?

With a leaky piston the gas plays back and forth past the

same with great loss of power.
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What advantage has a double cylinder over a single cylinder

compressor ?

In case of accident to a double cylinder pump, the suction

and discharge stop valves may be closed on the disabled side

only, and the other pump may continue to run, and in most

cases, if speed is increased, the work will go on the same as

before, the disconnected pump being examined or repaired at

leisure.

Could a single cylinder double-acting compressor be kept in service

while being repaired ?

If the valves on one end of the cylinder give out, and each

end is supplied with suction and discharge stop valves, the

damaged end of the cylinder could be cut out by closing the stop
valves on that end, and the valves may be taken out to be re-

paired while the compressor is operated single-acting.

What is the effect of back pressure on the capacity of a

compressor ?

Other conditions remaining the same, a reduction in the back

pressure indicates that the cylinder is filled with less weight
of gas, consequently the weight of gas pumped per stroke, that

is the capacity of the compressor, is reduced.

How are dry compressor cylinders water-jacketed ?

In vertical compressors they are simply small tanks inclosing
the walls and high enough to immerse the top head, the water

then running off. Horizontal compressors are water-jacketed
with the jacket cast integral with the compressor cylinder.

How much jacket water is required for the compressor ?

With a low condensing pressure, say 90 to 105 pounds,
10 to 15 gallons of water per hour per ton of ice making capacity
will usually be found ample, but if the condensing pressure runs

up to 140 or 150 pounds, 45 to 50 gallons per hour may be

needed, The amount should be as large as possible.
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Why is careful watch of the expansion valves necessary ?

While we do not wish to operate the compressor wet, we do

want the refrigerating coils filled with liquid which is at a low

pressure and temperature, because when in this condition it is

capable of absorbing its greatest amount of heat from places to

be cooled, which will depend upon the rapidity with which it

is circulated, the degree of which will again depend on the

character of work to be performed and whether single or double

pipe coolers are used. The operating engineer should pay close

attention to the adjustment of the expansion valves, in order

to so balance the system that the compressor shall be dry and

the circulating coils wet.

TABLE GIVING REFRIGERATING CAPACITY OF "YORK STANDARD"

MACHINES UNDER DIFFERENT SUCTION OR BACK PRESSURES.

Diameter'
Com-

pressors
Inches
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What is the basis of these calculations ?

The commercial rating of York machines is based on 15.67

pounds back pressure, at which pressure ammonia evaporates
at o Fahrenheit.

The icemaking capacity of a machine is about %o of its

refrigerating capacity.

How may the capacity of a compression machine be increased

temporarily when necessary ?

By increasing the quantity of the condensing water, at the

same time speeding up the compressor and giving the expansion
valve more opening.

Explain why this proceeding should give more refrigeration.

A larger quantity of condensing water will necessarily carry
off more heat, and thus take care of more heat brought by the

cooling agent from the refrigerating rooms. If we now increase

the speed of the compressor we enable the machine to circulate

more gas, and thus by increasing the opening of the expansion
valve this extra amount of gas will be supplied at the expense
of heat from the cooling rooms.

If we should increase the speed of the compressor without increas-

ing the cooling water or opening the expansion valve what would

happen ?

We would lower the pressure in the expansion coils and in-

crease the pressure in the condensing coils. This would cause

a momentary drop in temperature in the freezing rooms due to

the suddenly increased evaporation, but as the heat would not

be carried off fast enough by the condenser we could not keep
this up for any length of time

;
the expansion valve would not

admit sufficient liquid to make up for the extra evaporation,

and the tendency would be to clear the expansion coils of all

liquid so that they would contain only gas, which being in a

state of vapor would have but little heat absorbing qualities.
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What would be the effect upon tfe economy cf

It would be attempting to do just the opposite to the ideal

conditions. In other words, instead of running with as high a

This view shows a mercury cup attached to a large pipe for the application

of a thermometer. For detailed explanation, see page 104.

back pressure and as low a condenser pressure as possible, we

would run with a low back pressure and a high condenser

pressure.
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Are thermometers of value in keeping track of the work of

compressors ?

Thermometer cups should be inserted in the common suction

and the discharge lines of each cylinder. The mere fact that one

discharge pipe is warmer than the other is sufficient evidence

that the valve is at fault. In general, however, the crank end

runs warmer than the head end, and this must be determined

experimentally when it is known that the compressors are in

good condition. This difference may be about 6 degrees Fahr.

We can assume with reasonable accuracy that the rise in tem-

perature over the normal rise is an index of the loss.

If the gas entered at 50 degrees and is discharged at

200 degrees at one end and 215 degrees at the other end, assuming
,that when the compressor was operating perfectly the two

discharges were equal, the loss in one end is the ratio of 15 to

150, or 10 per cent. Since this occurs in only one end of the

engine, the total loss is but half, or 5 per cent. Thus it is seen

that a comparatively small loss can very quickly be detected.

How can a loss be traced to the suction or discharge valve ?

Having located the cylinder end which is at fault, it

is then to be determined whether the trouble lies with a suction

or discharge valve. This may be done by taking a double

indicator diagram of the two ends of the cylinder on the same

card. These diagrams should properly have their compression
lines intersect at the center of the card. If the thermometer has

shown a serious error, one of these compression lines will lie

above the other at the center. If the compression line of the

offending end is above that of the other end, it proves that its

discharge valves are leaking back, and if the line is below, the

fault is with the suction valves.

Compressors with clearance in valve ports may show vari-

ation from this rule, as the ratio of clearance to piston dis-

placement is greater at the crank end on account of the piston

rod.
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Explain how a mercury well may be placed in a large pipe.

Referring to the figure on page 101 : The pipe A is tapped to

fit the thread of the mercury cup B, which is filled three-quarters

full with mercury, and the thermometer D having been intro-

duced and secured in its place by the cork E, the whole is so

wrapped in hair felt as to prevent the atmosphere having any
effect upon the temperature of the mercury C.

Explain how a mercury well may be attached to a small pipe.

Referring to the figures on page 102: A block of wood B, is

shaped so that one side will be a neat fit around the pipe as

shown. The cavity C is then cut out the right depth for the

thermometer, and the block attached to the pipe A by means

of the clamps D D after the surface which is to go next to the

pipe has been well covered with red or white lead. The cavity

C is then filled three-quarters full with mercury, and the ther-

mometer E is introduced and secured by the cork F. The
whole is then well covered with hair felt and wrapped with

canvas. The hole G in cork F is simply a vent hole to accom-

modate the expansion of the mercury. The upper figure is a

section through X-Y.

Has ammonia any value as a lubricant ?

It has to a slight extent.

How long ought a properly packed piston rod to last ?

It may not require repacking for six months.

Is it much more difficult to keep a double acting one packed than

a single acting one ?

In the latter the pressure may not be more than 28 pounds
while in the former it may run from 125 to 280 pounds.

What is a general rule as regards insulation of piping in a refrig-

erating plant ?

All the pipe that is not doing work should be insulated.
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A type of single acting false head Frick compressor, showing the arrangement of the

discharge valve and spring holding down the head; the water piping is entirely

confined to the bottom of the cylinder.
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What special attachments are made on the Eclipse machines for

pumping out for repairs ?

They are provided with a by-pass system which enables

the engineer to exhaust the ammonia from any part of the

machine, and temporarily store it in any other part.

Give directions for pumping out one of the cylinders on com-

pressors of small machines, say up to 20 ton.

Referring to figure on page 107: To exhaust gas from com-

pressor M: All valves closed. Open valves 2, 5 and 8, run

machine slowly until compressor cylinder is exhausted, then

close valve 8, when pipe A and cylinder head may be removed.

To exhaust gas from compressor N : All valves closed.

Remove pipe B, place pipe section A connecting valves 6 and

7, open valves i, 6 and 7, run machine slowly until compressor

cylinder is exhausted, then close valve 7, and cylinder head

may be removed.

How may the condenser be pumped out ?

To exhaust ammonia condenser and store in evaporating

coils or low pressure side: All valves closed. Pipe sections A
and B in place as shown. Open valves i, 5 and 8; 6 and 9.

Run machine slowly.

How may the compressors of larger machines, say 25 ton and

over, be exhausted ?

Referring to figures on pages 108 and 109 : To exhaust gas from

compressor B : All valves closed. Open main discharge stop valve

A1
and by-pass valves 2 and 3. Run machine slowly until

compressor cylinder is exhausted, then close by-pass valve 3

and cylinder head may be removed. After replacing cylinder

head the air may be expelled by closing main stop valve A 1

and discharging through purging valve on head of cylinder A.

To exhaust gas from compressor A, proceed in same manner,

using opposite set of valves.
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In the above figure M and N are the compressor cylinders of an Eclipse machine. 1

and 2 are the main discharge stop valves; 3 and 4 the main suction stop valves;

5, 6, 7 and 8 are the by-pass valves and A and B are the by-pass pipes.
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How is the condenser exhausted on those machines ?

To exhaust ammonia condenser and store in evaporating

coils or low pressure side: Open main discharge stop valve A 1

,

by-pass valves i and 4, thus connecting to suction of cylinder

B, and expelling gas by opening by-pass valves 2, 5 and 7 into

main suction pipe. Run machine slowly.

This is a plan view of the by-pass piping of the Frick compressors
above 25 ton capacity; the circles A and B being the cylinders.

By using opposite set of valves the other cylinder may be

used, as one is used to exhaust the gas from the discharge

through by-pass, while the other expels it through the other

portion of by-pass into the suction pipe and low pressure side.

How should the by-pass valves be kept when the machine is

running on regular duty ?

They must be kept closed.

Why should one be careful about bringing a naked light near a

broken joint or confined space where a leak may be suspected ?

An explosive vapor may form.
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AmmoniajJtylinder Ammonia

A. B. Ammonia Pomps
A,1A? Discharge Stop Valves
B^B? Suction Stop Valves
1. 2, 3. 4. 5 .6. Bve P.&83 Valves

M. D. Main Discharge Pipe
M. S- Main Suction Pipe
7. 8. 9. Bye-Pass.Pipes

This illustration showing a vertical section of a pair of single acting Frick compressors,

gives a clear view of the bye-pass piping.
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Why do ammonia connections need more careful packing than

those for steam ?

Ammonia is more difficult to pack than steam, not because

it is harder to hold back ammonia, but because a loss of ammonia
means a greater loss of money, and the ammonia is quite offen-

sive. As a result, it is demanded that ammonia be packed

tighter and more surely than steam. The problem is still further

complicated by the fact that there are so many different kinds of

machines. The use of ammonia for cooling purposes is not as

old as the use of steam for power, but there are many machines

now is use which are old and improperly made.

How is the matter of packing further complicated ?

The conditions may change very rapidly. One minute the

temperature of the stuffing box may be 10 degrees below freezing

and shortly afterward it may rise to 300 or 400 degrees above.

When the packing is warm, the rubber will expand and pack

satisfactorily, but when the rubber is cold, it contracts, and

unless the gland be adjusted quickly, ammonia will leak, and, if

adjusted for low temperature and a sudden high temperature

appears, the rubber will expand and press against the rod with

unnecessary force, producing friction which raises the temper-
ature high enough to burn out the packing. A good engineer
must adjust the gland and the expansion valve at the same time,

that is, adjust the gland to take care of immediate conditions

and the expansion valve so as to change these conditions. If

less cooling is called for in the cooling coils, there is a possibility

of a "freeze-back" and the cylinder of the compressor becomes

very cold. The expansion valve must then be adjusted and at

the same time the gland must be adjusted to compress the

packing. As soon as conditions become normal, the cylinder will

become warm and the gland must be slacked off to release the

pressure on the rod.
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Describe the construction of the stuffing box.

On an ice machine the construction of the stuffing box is

peculiar. As a rule it consists of three sections, the end sections

being separated by a separator, spool or lantern, which occupies

the middle section of the box. Through this middle section a

current of oil is kept passing as a means of lubrication. It is

difficult to recommend any special form of packing as it depends

upon the individual taste of the engineer. Some engineers will

pack with pure rubber ring entirely. Others will use rubber and

Rubber MO
Duck

Diatom) Duok aod
Sectional Puck

In this illustration are shown the various approved packings used for
ammonia. Any of them may be employed independently or two
or more of them may be used together.

ordinary duck expansion packing alternately. Still others use

an expansion ring and a sectional ring so as to secure a quick

adjustment. A great many use a diagonal packing with excellent

results. A skillful engineer will use any of these packings with

success. The great objection to many of them is that the loose

fibers, which become detached by the action of the rod or of the

oil, manage to get into the oil wells or small pipes through which

the oil passes, and clogging them up, may prevent the flow of

oil and consequent lubrication.
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Where does the stuffing box need special care ?

In a double-acting compressor the stuffing box is subjected

to the high pressure gas, and, therefore, requires more careful

attention. However, the manufacturers of modern double

acting compressors have improved the stuffing boxes to such an

extent that the danger of leakage is but trifling.

Is the single-acting compressor less subject to stuffing box trouble ?

In the single-acting pump, because of the low pressure on

the stuffing box, the leakage of ammonia past the piston rod is

easily prevented. There is, however, some pressure upon the

packing and it should, therefore, not be neglected, as the leakage

under as low a pressure as 15 pounds is quite serious.

This figure shows a section of a stuffing box for a compressor cylinder.
At A and B are shown openings to which the oil pipes connect.
These openings lead to a cavity surrounding the piston rod, and
which is filled with oil. The oil is circulated through this annular

cavity by means of a pump, which returns it to a reservoir after

circulation. The oil is thus circulated in a continuous cycle.

How should a compressor stuffing box be constructed ?

It is well to have a compressor stuffing box in two parts or

double packed, the inner to be of proper proportion to hold the

packing against the loss of ammonia and the outer of only slight

depth to retain the lubricating oil within the annular space

provided between the two, and through which the rod passes

in its travel.
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Describe the process for packing the Linde type stuffing box.

These metal rings should keep the rubber rings in proper

shape and condition ;
the inside diameter of the metal rings

should always be one-sixteenth of an inch larger than the

piston rod.

If the metal rings fit in the rod too tightly, the whole pack-

ing will very soon be spoiled, and cause cutting of the rod. If

new metal rings have to be used, never cut them in two; but

disconnect the piston rod from the crosshead in order to get

the solid rings on. Never pack the compressor without the

metal rings.

How should the rubber rings be cut ?

The rings must be cut diagonally as shown on page 114, and

it must be constantly borne in mind that the rings must never

be used in one solid piece.

The rubber rings should fit new rods tightly; and may be

used just as well on rods that have been turned of! once as on
new ones.

Should the glands and guide bushing be allowed to become worn ?

The glands and guide bushing must fit the piston rod prop-

erly. If the piston rod needs to be turned off, these parts
should be re-babbited.

Where is the oil for the lantern taken from ?

The oil supply is taken from the oil trap; the connection

between the stuffing box should always be left open.

How tight should the oil gland be ?

The oil gland should be just tight enough to keep the oil in

the stuffing box gland. When repacking the stuffing box, be

careful to place the different parts of the, packing according to

the drawing. Do not tighten the gland 13 more than is necessary
to prevent the ammonia from leaking.
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Section through a I,inde compressor showing construction of stuffing box and its

connection to suction side of compressor.
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What is the ratio of size between the steam and compression

cylinders ?

It is common practice to make the steam cylinder of a refriger-

ating machine two to two and one-quarter times as large as the

ammonia cylinder. If the stroke of both cylinders is the same, the

area of the steam piston should be two to two and one-quarter
times as large as the ammonia piston.

Plan view of Consolidated compressor showing the arrangement of the
single suction valve and the two discharge valves.

If the strokes are different, the product of the area of the

steam piston multiplied by its stroke should be two to two and

one-quarter times the product of the area of the ammonia piston

multiplied by its stroke.



Vertical section of the Consolidated vertical compressor. The attachment of the
valves by means of yokes is clearly shown. This construction admits of

quick removal of the valves. The stuffing box may be tightened or slacked 'off

by means of the hand wheel shown.
The shaft of this hand wheel is provided with a worm, which meshes into the

worm wheel teeth cut into the periphery of the gland.

118
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How should the compressor valves be looked after ?

A loss of ammonia occurs if the stop valve leaks in case the

cylinder must be opened. We must, therefore, attend first to

the main stop valves and make them tight by grinding the

valve to its seat or replacing the valve ring.

This device is a vertical section through the Featherstone discharge

valve. These valves are similar in construction to the suction

valve, being so adjusted that they are nearly noiseless in their ac-

tion. The interior of the valve cap forms a dash pot which con-

tains the cushioning piston and the springs. The flat helical spring

in the upper chamber acts as a cushion to prevent the valve stem

from striking the end of the chamber.

Then we must do everything possible to make the piston

tight. Next come the suction and discharge valves of the

compressor.
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What is liable to make trouble in the valves ?

Scale and grit of the pipework may pass through the

valves, and some parts are caught while the valves are

closing. The constant hammering of these small particles of

metal or sand between valve and seat make both very rough,

so that they cannot close tight.

This illustration is a cross section of the Featherstone safety suction valve ;

the valve stem is securely fastened to the plunger by a differential

lock nut and split key ; the valve is also provided with a safety

head, which holds the valve in the cage should the stern become

crystallized and break. The springs are so arranged that the

valves are nearly noiseless.

If too rough for grinding, have the valves faced off a

little and then grind them to the seat until the surfaces are

smooth and without deep spots or holes. See that the valve

stems have no shoulders and work free without being too loose

in the housing.
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How should the valve springs be adjusted ?

Adjust the valve springs, because they will greatly

reduce the capacity of the compressor if too stiff, or

will not hold the valve in place if too weak. The suction

valve springs if too stiff do not allow the valve to open quickly
and wide enough to fill the cylinder with gas of nearly the same

pressure as exists in the main line. The suction spring should

just hold the valve to its seat if the pressure is equal on both

sides of the valve. If the discharge valve spring is too stiff, it

takes too much power to open the valve which also hammers
too heavy on the seat. If the spring just holds the valve to its

seat under equal pressure on both sides, there will be no trouble

at all, as the difference in pressure on both sides while the piston

is returning, will seat the valves properly <

Do compressor leaks need careful attention ?

Small leaks or imperfections on the steam side are not so

important as they would be on the ammonia side, because

these two vapors are entirely different in their nature as well

as action. Steam condenses within the cylinder, and the water

resulting therefrom helps to some extent to close up small

passages. Even larger leaks increase only the amount of steam

used for doing a certain work. The ammonia vapor, while

going through the cylinder, does not condense but is heated

and becomes a gas, and the loss caused by that portion which

passes through even the smallest opening, on account of the

great difference of pressure, is very great.

How are sounds in a compression machine located ?

If they seem to come from various places they may be

located, frequently, by placing one end of a piece of rubber

tubing near the suspected spot and the other end to one ear,

closing the other one.
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How can faulty action of the valves be detected ?

This can usually be determined by placing the hand upon
the inlet and outlet pipes.

Should the inlet pipe to one compressor, if two single-acting

machines are used, or to one end of a double-acting compressor,
become warmer than the other, it indicates that the one having
the warmer pipe is not working properly and the full amount
of gas is not compressed at each stroke. This may be due either

to more clearance or leaky valves. The relative temperatures
of the pipes may also be determined by the appearance of the

frost upon the outside.

The above section represents in part a double acting horizontal

Featherstone compressor; the valves sluiwn are their regular

type and are further illustrated in detail on pages 119 and 120.

What is one of the most important gauges ?

For the economical operation of the compressor plant there

is but one instrument capable of supplying the normal stimulus

necessary to make the engineer pay due attention to the handling

of his back pressures and that is the ammonia back pressure

recording gauge, having a spring of such strength that a vari-

ation of not only 5 pounds, but half a pound can be readily

observed,
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A vertical section of an early type York compressor, showing the false head with

discharge valve and springs. Also the suction valve and cage in the piston.

The suction valve spring is located so as to tend to lift the valve off its

seat, the tension of the spring being sufficient to nearly balance the weight
of the valve : thus, very little pressure below the piston, during the suction

stroke, will raise the valve. This design is preferred in all false head single

acting compressors, as it enables the compressor to draw in a full charge.

During the discharge stroke the valve is seated partly by gravity and partly

by the pressure above the piston. As the speed of the machines is low,

there is ample time for the valve to set itself when passing the bottom
center.
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These are the most essential parts of the early type of the York compressor. A is the

stationary head. B is the false head with valve cage in place. C is the cylinder.

D is the cylinder base forming the bottom head and stuffing box. E is a per-

spective bottom view of the piston and rod. F is a perspective top view of

the piston and rod. G is the suction valve cage.
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What is an old method of locating a noise in an engine or pump
cylinder ?

By placing one end of a wrench or piece of metal on the

cylinder head and the other between one's teeth, closing both

ears. Every sound in the cylinder can easily be heard.

The above strainer or scale separator may be placed in a horizontal or

vertical position in the suction pipe of the compressor. The scale

is intercepted by the baffle plates.

How may the strainer be kept in order ?

A screen of very fine mesh, but of sufficient area to permit
of the full suction flow, is so arranged as to be accessible

through the flanged opening at the side, and the accumu-

lated matter may be removed from time to time.
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In dry compression, how is the heat of compression disposed of ?

In dry compression, the heat of compression is carried off

by water jackets to a great extent.

Is the jacket of a compressor sufficient to carry off the heat of

compression ?

The jacket of the average ammonia compressor is inadequate
for the performance of its duty in the cooling of this unit. The

cooling effect of the jacket is largely a skin phenomenon limited

at high speeds to a thin layer on the interior of the cylinder

walls. The type of compressor, utilizing an auxiliary oil circu-

lation through the compressor, was designed for the purpose of

producing an internal water jacket in its effect and for the

elimination of clearance evils as well. That the net result was an

increase in complexity in the operation of the compressor, with a

loss rather than increase in efficiency, is now an accepted

conclusion.

What can be said in favor of dry compression ?

In dry compression the ammonia vapor is essentially a gas

and is similar in its behavior during compression to air in its

effects in the ordinary air compressor. Cylinder heating is very

great, the mean effective pressure throughout the stroke is

much higher than is necessary, and the clearance effect is at

its maximum. A certain amount of ammonia, however, passes

through the compressor at each stroke, and this amount is

definitely known and can be relied upon. In dry compression

every ounce of ammonia gas which passes through the cylinder is

ultimately used for the production of available refrigeration.

What are the objections to the dry compression system ?

When ammonia gas is being compressed in the compressor,

say from a pressure of 20 Ibs. to 175 Ibs. a considerable amount of

heat is developed. This heat is transmitted to the compressor

cylinder and all its parts, and if no means was provided for cooling
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such parts, the compressor cylinder and especially the valves

and piston would soon be in such a heated condition that they
would be unfit for work. To extract this heat, most refrigerating

machinery has a water jacket around the cylinder to keep it cool.

As this, however, does not reach the piston and the valves, oil

is injected during the working of the compressor.

A De La Vergne expansion valve showing its capacity for delicate

adjustment.

Why is the use of oil objectionable ?

The superheated ammonia vapors transform part of the oil

into gas, which passes through the oil traps into the condenser

where it will condense and be carried with the liquid ammonia
into the refrigerator coils. Here, the oil will settle on the inner

surface of the pipes, where it forms a thick soapy coat. This

coat of oil acts as an insulator and prevents the cold ammonia
from coming in contact with the pipes, thereby preventing them

from doing their full work. In some cases this accumulation of

oil in the refrigerator system chokes the pipes, and consequently

the machinery has to be stopped for days to enable the engineer

to blow out the pipes with steam or air to get rid of the oil. This

not only means loss of time, but also great expense.
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What other method is there of avoiding cylinder heating by what
is called wet compression ?

Two other methods exist for eliminating the difficulties of

ammonia compression. One is based essentially upon design
of compressor and valves, with very slow speed action and the

development of a compressor in which these effects are reduced

to their minimum by conscientious attention to design and

operation. The other development is based upon the fact that

The Triumph expansion valve. The opening in the plug is

made diamond-shaped, which allows a very fine adjust-
ment.

ammonia passes, in its cycle, through its condensation temper-

ature, and through a portion of its operation is in the form of a

saturated vapor with possibilities of condensation and com-

pression at this time analogous to steam in its operation. Thus

we have what is known as dry compression and wet compression,

respectively.
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In wet compression what becomes of the heat of compression ?

In wet compression the heat of compression is absorbed by

re-evaporation of liquid ammonia, and thus the mean effective

pressure is raised by an amount due to the gas produced, and

the duty of the ammonia condenser is considerably increased.

Triumph expansion valve with square flanges,
showing details.

The residue diminishes the capacity of the compressor due to

the after heating effects of the cylinder walls.

As a general thing the compressor can operate at a consider-

ably higher speed with less loss in efficiency than can be done in

the dry compression system,
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What can be said in favor of wet compression ?

In the wet compression system, the ammonia gas is com-

pressed in contact with its own liquid ;
that is, a small amount of

ammonia liquid is injected into the compressor at the beginning
of each stroke.

The Bclipse expansion valve with index wheel. The disk has a sleeve which fits

the seat snugly and into this sleeve a pear shaped hole is cut, which allows

very gradual opening.

Thus the ammonia vapor is kept saturated throughout the

stroke, and the pressure and temperature of the mixture cannot

rise beyond that of the liquid until all of the latter is evaporated.
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What claims are made for the Linde system of "wet" com-

pression ?

In this system the ammonia compressor is worked cool

without the use of any outside agent. This is accomplished by

having the refrigerating system so arranged that the liquid

ammonia which passes through the pipes does not all form into

gas, but that small particles of liquid ammonia are carried back

to the compressor, that is, they work with saturated gas. These

small particles of liquid ammonia, during the compression period,

form into gas and by doing so, absorb part of the heat developed

during the compression and so keep the compressor cool.

As ammonia in a state of moist vapor has considerable lubri-

cating qualities, but little lubricating oil is required for the piston.

How high does the temperature go during compression ?

This system is so constructed and regulated that the heat de-

veloped during compression, does not go above 125 Fahr. There-

fore, with these compressors and machinery no water is required
to cool the cylinder, neither is any oil required to be injected

into the cylinder to cool the piston and valves. In working
the compressor naturally cool, it is obvious that no oil-gases

can be formed and carried into the system to coat and choke

the pipes, and therefore, the inner surfaces of the refrigerator

pipes are kept clean and can always transmit the same amount
of cold, and give the same efficiency, even after years of working.

There is a further defect in the compressors which work with

overheated ammonia gas, namely, that on account of the high

temperature existing in these compressors, the pressure is much

higher. Any increase in pressure means also an increase in

driving power, therefore it stands to reason that compressors
worked with overheated vapors use much more power for

driving.
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Is there any fixed limit to which wet compression can be carried

economically ?

The amount of liquid injected depends entirely on local

conditions, such as the temperature of the circulating water

for the condenser, which is the governing factor of the extent of

the compression.

How may this limit be determined ?

By careful observation only. If the temperature of the

cooling water for the condenser is low, and an abundant supply
of it is available, the compression may be carried comparatively

low, as the gas will liquefy at lower pressure when its temperature
is kept down. The heat of compression, therefore, is much less

than in a compressor where high compression is demanded. The

Solid return bend, single pipe, with flange connection.

amount of liquid to be injected into the cylinder can, therefore,

be much less, in fact the liquid should be no more than absolutely

necessary to keep the cylinder walls at a reasonable temperature.

The object of compression, as previously stated, is to get rid of

the heat absorbed by the refrigerant in the cooling system, and

in order to compel the cooling water in the condenser to take

up this heat we must allow the gas to enter the condenser at

a higher temperature than the cooling water. If, therefore, too
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much liquid be injected very little heat would be carried off in

the circulating water, and the capacity of the plant would be

greatly decreased, as we would be circulating too much of the

liquid between the compressor and condenser without allowing
it to reach the refrigerating coils. If this should be carried to

extremes, very little refrigeration would be produced although
the resistance of the compressor would be as great as if the plant
was doing its full duty.

It must be borne in mind that the liquid has been obtained

at the expense of cooling water, and any attempt, therefore, to

relieve the condenser by over abundant use of liquid in the

cylinder would be a fallacy.

In connecting a nest of condenser pipes care should be taken to allow sufficient space for
the principal dimensions. A is the distance between pipe centers; B is the overall
height; C the overall length; D the overall width; E is the depth of the main body.
The soft packing R should be compressed just enough to stop all leaks.

Is there no tendency for the gas to heat in a wet compressor ?

The cooling operation of the wet compressor does not mean
that heat is not produced. The same, or at least a definite,

amount of heat equivalent to the work done is produced on each

stroke of the piston. This heat, however, does not result in an
abnormal increase in operating pressure as it does in the case of

gas compression, due to two reasons. One is that the resulting
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increase in pressure due to heating effect would not be as great
in the case of a vapor as in a gas, and the other is due to the fact

that the heat as fast as produced is absorbed by the vaporization
of a portion of the ammonia liquid present in the cylinder. Thus
the utilization of this device results in the elimination of two

evils, with the production of two additional ones.

What is the other evil which is eliminated besides abnormal

heating ?

The re-heating effect, with consequent diminution in density
of the incoming charge and of capacity in the cylinder for the

same, is totally eliminated by keeping the cylinder walls cold.

What are the disadvantages referred to ?

First, the capacity of the cylinder is reduced in turn by the

volume of the ammonia liquid injected per stroke, and the work

is increased by the fact that the piston operates against the vapor
which is produced by vaporization from the ammonia liquid

present in the cylinder when the latter is heated by the heat

produced by compression.

Second, a portion of the 'ammonia liquid available for the

production of refrigeration becomes no longer available for this

purpose, since it is evaporated in the cylinder and its vaporiza-

tion used to produce cooling in the compressional charge during

compression rather than in commercial cooling where desired.

Thus, the ammonia which passes through the compressor or

through the condenser is no criterion or measure in the wet

compression -system of the amount of refrigeration produced.

How can we determine whether the amount of liquid injected into

a wet compressor is excessive ?

If the liquid is not all evaporated before the compression

stroke is practically completed or rather before the discharge
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valve opens, it will manifest itself by the comparative coolness

of the discharge pipe, as much of the liquid would be evaporated

in the discharge pipe, where it is not needed.

The flanges A A. are screwed on the pipe with the ends projecting through;
the return bend B is then drawn up against the soft packing C by
the bolts D. The packing being compressed fills the space between
flange A, the pipe and the bend B, making a tight joint.

How can we best observe this temperature ?

The discharge pipe should be provided with a thermometer

close to the compressor ;
it should also have a pressure gauge

attached. The table on page 633 gives the temperature and

the corresponding pressures of saturated ammonia gas, and by

comparing the readings of the gauge and thermometer with

the values given in the table, we can see at a glance whether the

temperature is excessively low.
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Must the readings of the gauge and thermometer absolutely

compare with the values given in the table ?

No; the temperature of the gas during compression is con-

siderably higher than that of the saturated vapor, the gas being
in a state of superheat due to the work done upon it during

compression. It is this heat that we wish to keep down in the

compressor, not the latent heat of evaporation. The temperature
of the saturated vapor is not high enough to interfere with the

proper working of the compressor, in fact, the gas may be dis-

charged at a much higher temperature, the comparison with the

table values is merely an approximate guide and no attempt should

be made to approach it too closely.

How would too much liquid affect the compressor ?

Clearance space in a compressor, if only filled with gas, is

not detrimental to the economy of the machine because the work

expended in compressing the gas is not wasted, but will be of

value during the return stroke of the piston, and the only loss

is one of capacity, depending on the pressure and excess clearance

space. Where liquid is trapped in these spaces between hot

walls and in an agitated state, rapid evaporation occurs during
the return stroke thereby reducing the capacity of the compressor
on account of partly filling it with this gas, and the work per-

formed for compression of this gas may be considered as lost, as

the latent heat for its evaporation did not come from the

refrigerating rooms.

Is the loss the same in all compressors ?

Where the discharge valves of a horizontal compressor are

on the side of the cylinder the loss is much greater than in a

machine with discharge valves at the bottom, as in the

latter construction most of the excess liquid flows out at the

end of the compression stroke. If we should attempt to run a

vertical compressor wet, this detrimental effect would manifest

itself still more.
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If no thermometers are provided how can we determine the

approximate temperature of the returning gas ?

In the absence of more accurate means for determining the

temperature of the returning ammonia gas, the " frost line"

has been forced into service to give some indication of such

temperatures. The formation of frost on the outside of a pipe

containing cold ammonia gas indicates that the heat from the

outside atmosphere is absorbed with sufficient rapidity to reduce

the temperature of the pipe to at least 32 degrees Fahrenheit,

under which condition atmospheric moisture is precipitated.

Two types of ammonia couplings are shown. The difference between them is in
the manner of their attachment to the pipe; the one to the left is a right and
left coupling and can only be used where the ends of the pipe can be sprung
apart to the distance A, while in the one to the right A is considerably less than
the space between the pipes. The soft packing R in both cases is alike, but
B, which is the total length of the coupling, requires considerably more
space in the former.

Is the frost test a reliable one ?

Since the formation of frost on an ammonia pipe is influenced

by the room temperature, it cannot be an ideal means of judging

temperature . Where entrained liquid ammonia is present to

evaporate and absorb heat rapidly, the general appearance of

the frost, or the way one's wet finger sticks to the pipe, may
give some slight indication of the action taking place inside.
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How can the condition of the ammonia vapor returning to the

compressor be determined ?

The condition of the ammonia vapor as regards saturation

may best be arrived at through thermometers inserted in mer-

cury wells in the suction and discharge lines near the compressor.

Tables of "properties of saturated ammonia" indicate the

temperatures at which the vapors should return to the machine

under different conditions of back pressure and saturation.

If the last trace of the liquid ammonia is evaporated before

the vapors reach the compressor, there is likely to be considerable

superheating, i. e., the temperature of the vapor entering the

compressor is likely to be several degrees higher than that shown

by the tables to correspond to the back pressure carried. This

condition results in a considerable loss of efficiency and should

not be allowed to continue.

Where low temperatures are carried the return gas may
be so far below 32 degrees Fahrenheit that the same rise

in temperature that would ordinarily completely change the

appearance of the return line if it took place at a higher temper-

ature would not affect the frosted line at all, as far as outward

appearances are concerned.

Is it advisable to allow the return pipe to be frost covered ?

The frosting of the return pipe is an indication that the am-

monia gas therein is taking up heat from the surrounding

atmosphere, and this heat will have to be disposed of in the

condenser coils. If, then, a certain amount of the heat in the

returning ammonia gas has its origin in the engine room, where

its absorption is manifested by frost in the return line to the

compressor, it is evident that the frosting of the line costs energy

to drive the compressor and that this energy costs coal, labor,

and, finally, money. The return lines to compressors should be

effectively insulated to reduce this loss.
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But has not the returned gas performed its function ?

Nothing is more erroneous than the argument that because

the .returning gas has passed the rooms that it is sent out to

cool, there will be no loss by heat absorption through exposed,

uncovered cold pipes. As before stated any heat brought into

the system from any other source than the substances to be

cooled causes extra work for the machine, and such work is an

economic loss.

Featherstone globe valve for ammonia.

Why is the insulation of the return ammonia pipe in the engine

room very important ?

Heat absorbed by the refrigerating system out of the engine

room is a double loss, for to attempt the cooling off of an engine

room means more rapid radiation of heat from the steam pipes,

and then to throw this heat in the shape of extra work upon the

compressor may be termed imposing an extra load upon the

machine.
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What may be done to reduce the compression temperature in a

dry compressor ?

It is a common practice to carry the frost back to the inlet

valve of the compressor, or to allow it to extend slightly beyond
this. The gas in such a case is at a fairly low temperature at

the start of the compression stroke, and will, therefore, not heat.

Angle valve for ammonia with four bolt

flanges.

What is understood by carrying the frost back?

If we allow the return gas from the expansion coils to reach

the compressor at or slightly below the freezing temperature
we call this phenomenon "carrying the frost back to the com-

pressor." If the gas reaches the compressor above the freezing

temperature we refer to it as "allowing the frost to fall back."
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Is it good practice to carry the frost back ?

The condition generally accepted as most efficient is to

carry the frost back to the inlet valve without allowing it to

extend beyond the same, nor to fall back to any great extent.

May a dry compressor be run wet ?

If we carry the frost back beyond the inlet valve, the indi-

cations are that the vapor contains a considerable amount of

liquid which is still under the process of vaporization. The

percentage of this liquid, generally consisting of minute drops,

may be so great that its vaporization will extend well into the

compression stroke, thus having the same effect as if it were

injected, namely, taking up part of the heat of compression for

its vaporization. The action of the compressor, therefore,

approaches that of a wet compressor. If the frost is carried

completely over the cylinder so that the water jacket has a layer

of ice on its surface, it can be assumed that a portion of liquid

ammonia is injected on each stroke.

Is it possible to obtain such extreme conditions ?

It is possible, with extremely cold condenser water to have

compression occur under these conditions without normal wet

compression in the strict sense of the word. However, such

temperatures of condenser water would be very unusual.

Does the speed affect the efficiency of the compressor ?

The efficiency of a compressor is a function not only of

temperatures but also of speed. The result is that the operating

engineer should attempt to get a maximum speed out of his

compressor with minimum steam consumption and minimum

temperatures on the ammonia gauges.

How may we sum up what we have discussed in the preceding

questions ?

Available refrigeration is in every case directly proportional

to the work done and hence the speed, if the pressures are the
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same in the two cases, and it is the accepted opinion that am-

monia compressors operate best under normal condenser-water

temperatures when the frost is carried back on the suction pipe

to within a few inches of the inlet valve of the compressor and

the attempt made to speed up the compressor to the extent that

the water jacket gets fairly hot. The frost will invariably slide

in one direction or the other without regular attention, but it

represents undoubtedly the point of maximum efficiency in

the operation of the plant.

Does the "wet" compression system require some changes in

other parts of the plant ?

If you should change your compressor from working wet

compression to working dry compression, you would find you
would not get as much ice as you did before, unless you went

further, and kept your evaporating coils working under wet

compression conditions, that is, kept the evaporating surfaces

wet all the time. This you could do by putting in what is called

the flooded system.

What would be the advantage of this ?

By making this addition to your plant, as well as changing
the operation of your compressors to the dry compression con-

ditions you can get from 20 to 25 per cent, more ice out of your

freezing system, but you would not be able to do this extra work

unless you had ample condensers to condense the extra ammonia
which the increased capacity made it necessary to be handled.

Compressors should not be operated under dry compression

conditions, without a knowledge of what is necessary to do to

the balance of the plant.

Why do the needles on ammonia gauges sometimes show excessive

vibration ?

The cause of the excessive vibration of the pointers or

needles on ammonia gauges is that the gauge valves open too
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wide and the vibrations of the stroke of the compressor act

directly upon the gauge springs and cause them to vibrate with

each discharge of the compressor. To cure this evil shut the

gauge valves tight and then open 'the same gradually until the

gauge pointers or needles show a very slight vibration or motion,
the small opening will prevent the pulsation of every stroke of

the compressor being brought heavily upon the gauge spring.

A cross-section of an angle valve for ammonia with detachable disk.

Is it desirable to test occasionally the gauges ?

It is necessary that they should be kept in good order and

condition.

Where should gauges be placed ?

About 12 inches above the level of one's eyes, they can

there be easily seen and are accessible for cleaning, and should

be indicated according to their purpose.
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Why should a high back pressure be carried on a compression

plant ?

A compressor operates more efficiently at a high pressure,

and does its work better the more gas it can collect per stroke

and the higher the pressure. Hence, the pressure on the suction

side of a compressor is allowed to rise until the ammonia boils

at a temperature just sufficient to produce the liquid refrigera-

tion. Thus, in ice-making the temperature is about 10 degrees

above zero and the pressure for this is 23.64 pounds gauge pres-

sure; that is, 38.34 pounds absolute pressure. By these means

the amount of ammonia gas which goes into the compressor per

stroke and the amount of ammonia liquid produced, and there-

fore able to be evaporated, increases with the suction pressure.

Hence, the milder the refrigeration required the more efficient

is the refrigerating plant.

How is the efficiency of the plant varied ?

In order to make a room colder or produce more ice in a

given time, the suction pressure is lowered, or the feed valve of

the ammonia liquid is more completely closed, allowing less

liquid to enter the evaporating or cooling coils, and therefore,

keeping the pressure of the vapor less. This explains the

main details and principles back of the operation of an ammonia

compression plant.

Does the liquid entering the evaporating coils determine the

full refrigerating effect ?

To determine the refrigerating effect produced by the evap-
oration of one pound of liquid ammonia at a given back pressure,

a deduction must be made from the latent heat of evaporation
at that pressure for the work required to cool the ammonia
itself from the temperature at which it enters the evaporating

coils to the temperature at which the evaporation takes place,
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The Linde ammonia gate valve. This valve allows a perfectly straight passage to the
flow of the gas. The gate is made in two halves which are separated by a wedge
when the valve is shut.
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The York Compressor.
The illustration on the opposite page is the modern York compressor of the single

acting false head type. The false head consists of a casting containing the

discharge valve at the top of the cylinder ; the head is held to a ground seat

by means of extra heavy springs, which keep the head permanently against

the pressure ; if, however, a broken valve part should be lodged between
the piston and the cylinder head the springs would yield to the extra pressure

and no damage would result.

The suction valve is contained in the piston which allows the use of an
extra large valve.

It will be noticed that only the upper part of the cylinder has a water jacket, while

the lower part is insulated. As the gas enters the cylinder its temperature
is considerably below that of the water obtainable for jacket purposes, and,

therefore, by keeping the cylinder insulated there is no tendency for the

gas to take up heat from the water jacket. But at such a point in the

stroke where the heat of compression has reached a temperature sufficiently

high to be taken up by water at normal temperature, the waterjacket begins.

Any heat taken up from the water jacket would tend to raise the tempera-
ture of the gas so much more at the end of the stroke, and thus more power
would be consumed.

The stuffing box is surrounded by an oil well ; the oil level may be observed

through the oil sight glass as shown in the illustration.

The stuffing box is of the Linde type with alternating soft packing and
metal rings.

In starting or shutting down the compressor what points should

be carefully looked after ?

Don't start the compressor without knowing the water is

running freely over the ammonia condenser, and that every
valve is open on the high pressure side, right down to the ex-

pansion valve.

Don't pump a vacuum unnecessarily. Open the suction

valve as soon as the engine will turn over the centers, and open
the expansion valve as soon as the gauge indicates a pressure a

little below the regular suction pressure.

Don't stop the compressor until the expansion valve has

been shut and the suction pressure pumped down to within a

few pounds of zero.

If the compressor is going* to stand for an hour or more,
shut the suction valve and tighten the piston rod packing. Be
sure to slack off the packing when starting up.
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If a charge is not working satisfactorily how should a sample be

taken for testing ?

A common practice is to draw from the lowest point of the

expansion coils, but as whatever impurities are in the system are

bound to settle at or very near this point a test sample drawn
there will show impurities in almost every case, even when the

ammonia is in circulation and doing work in much better shape
than the sample would indicate. It is a better plan to draw the

sample either from the liquid receiver or from the charging valve

as this would show something definite as to the amount of

impurities in the system in general, and not the condition at a

point where local trouble is almost certain to be in evidence.

Section of condenser bend with screw glands and nuts.

How can you tell if your charge is insufficient ?

By trying the gauge valves on the glass gauge of your

liquid receiver, if you have such a gauge (and you should

have one). In the absence of a proper glass gauge the shortage
can be detected by two positive indications : First, the liquid

pipe between the liquid receiver and the expansion valve will

become warm through blowing warm gas from the condenser to

the expansion valve, which will also result in the temperature of

the brine in the freezing tank running up. Second, the warm

gas blowing from the condenser to the expansion valve will give
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a distinct whistling sound, particularly at the expansion valve,

while if there is sufficient liquid in the system the sound will be

a low gurgle, indicating that liquid instead of gas is flowing

through the liquid pipe. It may also be shown by a fluctuating

pressure, variation of temperature in the discharge pipe, and by a

rough action of the compressor valves which shows that the

supply of ammonia and the consequent resistance varies.

This ammonia gauge glass is protected
by a tube cut out at intervals to

show the liquid level.

What must be carefully provided for in the way of piping ?

Not only should the joints be made tight but ample provision

must be made for contraction and expansion. It is desirable too

that it should be arranged so that a length or section may be

removed, if necessary, for cleaning or repairs.
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Describe a good method of pumping out for repairs ?

To illustrate the manner in which the ammonia is gotten out

of the way, the sketch shown gives an outline of the piping in a

fish freezer. Only one single-acting cylinder is shown. The same

This cut shows a more complete illustration of a refrigerating plant
using the direct expansion system, which circulates the ammonia
directly through the refrigerating coils. The ammonia is first

circulated through a sharp freezer where <l very low temperature
is required, and from there it passes through coils in the packing
room before returning to the compressor.
The pipe leading from the compressor to the condenser is provided
with an oil trap which intercepts any lubricating oil that may
escape from the compressor.

idea will apply to double-acting compressors if we remember

that each end of the cylinder is single-acting.

We will assume that it is desired to take the cylinder head off

the compressor shown in the sketch. If something is broken
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inside and it is not possible to have the machine turn over, the

valves "A," "C" and "E" should be shut, and valve "D"
opened. This will put the discharge side of the cylinder in

communication with the low side, and the pressure in the top
of the cylinder will be equalized with that in the low side. Then
close the by-pass valve "D" and open the cylinder-purge valve

"G," which will allow the ammonia remaining in the cylinder

to escape to the atmosphere. As it is only at the pressure of the

low side it will take but a few seconds to blow off.

When the compressor is in a poorly ventilated room, the

purge valve "G" should be connected to a piece of hose, the

other end being held under the surface of the water in the cylinder

jackets. The hose should not be held under the water too long
or all the ammonia will be absorbed by the water

; this will

leave a vacuum in the compressor cylinder, and the water will be

forced into the cylinder. It is quite a job to sponge out this

water in the pipes and ports.

Is it possible to pump all the ammonia out of the compressor
that is doing the pumping ?

If the compressor can be turned over, the quickest way is to

leave the valves as before
; "A," "C" and "E" closed and

-valve "D" open. Then by giving the machine a few turns all

the ammonia will be pumped out of the bottom of the cylinder

and the suction pipe up to the stop valve "A." Valve "D" is

then closed and the purge valve "G" opened. By using this

method only about one-third as much ammonia is wasted as

when the whole cylinderful is blown out, as there is only the

small amount of gas above the discharge valve to be blown out.

When it is desired to open up the low side, the expansion
valves

"
J J" are closed and the ammonia pumped up to the high

side by the compressor in regular operation.

To pump an air pressure on the low side with the ammonia
in the high side, valves "A," "C" and "E" are closed and valve

"D" is open. The side bonnet "T"" or other flanges are opened
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and the compressor pumps the air through "T" into the cylinder,

and thence through by-pass "D" into the low side.

To pump the air out of the low side with the ammonia stored

in the high side, valves "C," "D" and "E" are closed and

valves "A" and "G" are opened.

Is pumping out the high pressure side more difficult than the low

pressure ?

The pumping out of the high-pressure side of the system,

including the condensers, the pressure tank and the liquid tank,

is a slightly more complicated affair than that of the low-pressure

side. It is accomplished by means of a pair of by-passes between

the main suction and the main discharge lines, as shown on

page 150. By means of these by-passes the action of the com-

pressor can be reversed, so that the suction becomes the

discharge and the discharge the suction line. Ordinarily, the

by-pass valves "D" and "E" are kept closed, and the main line

valves "A" and ''C" open, so that the gas returning to the

machine through the main suction line would pass through the

main suction valve "A," through the compressor and out the

main discharge line through main discharge valve "C."

How is it done ?

First open the expansion valves "J J," wide open ;

this will let all the liquid ammonia run into the low-

pressure coils. While the pressure is equalizing in the high

and low sides the machine valves can be adjusted. All the

cylinder stop valves, as "A" and "C," are closed. The by-

pass valves "D" and "E" are opened. Reference to the sketch

shows that there is a clear passage from the discharge side through

by-pass "E," into the bottom of the cylinder, and when the

machine is in operation the gas is discharged through by-pass

"D," into the low or suction side. This reverses the compressor.
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The reason for equalizing with the expansion valves "J J,"

instead of through the by-passes, is to get all the liquid

ammonia into the low side before starting to pump out.

When the pressure is equal on the gauges "H" and "L,"

shut all the expansion valves "J J" and start the compressor.

It will take all the ammonia out of the high side and discharge

it through by-pass "D" into the low side. The cold parts of the

This valve is devised for repacking the stem with the pressure on, by un-
screwing the stem until the beveled back of the enlarged part of the

spindle comes up against the beveled seat formed on the bonnet.

low side, such as the ice on the coils and the air in the freezers,

will act as a condenser, and the ammonia will liquefy and be

carried away. If there is not an overcharge in the plant, and no

foul gas, the pressure in the low side, when it contains the entire

charge of ammonia, will not rise above that pressure due to the

temperature of the coldest part of the low side.
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How must the machine be operated in pumping out ?

In pumping out the high-pressure or discharge side, the

machine must be run very slowly, in order to give the gas time

to pass through the small by-pass lines. In this operation valves

"D" and "E" are open and valves "A" and "C" are closed, so

that the suction is cut off at "A," but continues through valve
" E "

to the former discharge line and the discharge cut-off at
"
C,"

continues through valve
" D" to the former suction line.

This is a section of an old type De La Vergne expansion cock with

safety bonnet. After the proper adjustment has been obtained

the bonnet is bolted over the square of the plug thus pre-

venting the danger of leakage.

When the pressure on the high-pressure gauge is down around

25 inches of vacuum the machine can be stopped and by-pass
valve

" D" closed, to keep the pressure of the low side away from

the cylinder. Then close valve "E" and give the discharge

stop valve "C" a turn open. When the small amount of gas at
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back pressure that is above the discharge valves has run back
into the vacuum of the high side, the stop valve "C" is closed

and a vacuum is formed on the whole of the compressor cylinders,

and they can be opened up without any fear of escaping ammonia.
Next to the compressors, the high side has to be opened up

more frequently than the other parts.

A section of a plain ammonia valve with flanged bonnet
and soft packed disk. The packing in the disk can
be renewed when worn out.

Is there any difficulty encountered in pumping out the low

pressure side ?

In the style of plant shown on page 150 it is easier to

pump out the high side than the low side, because the

liquid ammonia will lie in the coils of the sharp freezers and the

storage rooms. Pumping a vacuum on the coils does not boil

the ammonia
;

it takes heat to boil the liquid whether it is
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under a pressure or in a vacuum. After a vacuum has been

pumped -on the low side of such a plant and the machine stopped,

the pressure will gradually rise on the low-pressure gauge, on

account of the liquid ammonia in the coldest coils slowly boiling

into gas. To get all the ammonia out of the low side, a vacuum

This illustration is an oil separator, as is often connected to the discharge
of a compressor. It collects the oil which may accumulate in the

pipe and also will act as a pressure tank. The oil may be drawn off

periodically through the bottom cock, and any foul gas may be
blown off by means of the purge valve.

would have to be pumped a number of times so as to take out

all the ammonia gas. It might take a couple of hours for the

ammonia to all boil out of the cold rooms, so when it is required

to pump all the ammonia with one machine out of itself, it is
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always better to reverse the machine and pump out the high

side, because all of its parts are warm and the warm rooms and

piping will boil out the ammonia as fast as the compressor*can
take it away.

Why do some of the small collecting pipes need occasional re-

newal ?

A common thing is to have to renew some of the ^-inch

liquid-collecting pipes shown at "B." The pipes are small and

the fitters do not take much care in their work, as the pipes can

be pulled or bent into position for the final connection and they
soon show breaks at the point where they are screwed into the

bend or header. If the break is noticed in time so that the

ammonia can be pumped out, the same process is gone through

An expansion joint of the type illustrated here should be placed in

long straight pipes. It consists of a sleeve which fits into a
stuffing box provided with rubber composition packing.

as already described in pumping out the cylinders, which may be

summed up as follows : Equalize and drain the liquid into the

low side through the expansion valves "J J," and then shut

these valves. If the valve "R" on the receiver is known to be

tight it can be closed and then pump back from this valve instead

of the expansion valves. To pump out the high side, compressor

valves "A" and "C" are shut and "D" and "E" are open.

When as good a vacuum is obtained on gauge
" H "

as the machine

will give, stop the compressor and close by-pass valve "E."

Then a vacuum will be had on the compression side from the

machine to the receiver inlet valve "R," or whatever valves on

the main liquid line that were closed. It is then safe to disconnect

any part of the high side between these two points.
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Why is it sometimes difficult to start a large compressor ?

It is sometimes impossible to start a compressor when
there are other compressors running, as the load is so heavy that

the engine cannot turn over the center the first time. This is

where the by-pass piping comes in very handy, and the operation

is known as starting on the by-pass. While the machine is

standing still, valves "C" and "E" are closed and valves "D"
and "A," opened. This equalizes the pressure, top and

bottom, of the compressor piston and the engine has only the

friction load to start. As soon as the machine is turning over

under control valve "C" is opened. While opening the valve

"C" the head pressure is rushing through valve "D" into the

low side
;

then close valve "D" as soon as the discharge valve

"C" is open. Valve "C" must always be opened before valve

"D" is closed, or a cylinder head will be blown out. Next open
valve "A" very slowly, the man at the throttle giving the engine

the steam as the suction valve "C" is opened.

The by-pass valve "D" should be closed as soon as the

discharge valve is open about two turns.

How may newly repaired parts be tested ?

An air pressure should be pumped on the part repaired to

make sure everything is tight. To pump an air pressure on the

high side with the ammonia compressor, when the ammonia

is stored in the low side : Valves *'

A," *'D" and 4'E" are closed

to hold the ammonia in the low side, and Valve *'C" is opened.

The flanges can be open on the side bonnets "T" to let air into

the compressor. If the suction valves have no side bonnets,

the flanges can be opened on the by-pass line between valve

"E" and the suction line. When an air inlet has been made
the machine is started, when it will pump an air pressure on

the high side. The new work is then inspected ; all the joints

should be painted with soapsuds, and any bubbles that increase

in size will indicate a leak at that point.
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How do we rid the high side of this air ?

If everything is tight the air is allowed to escape through the

condenser purge valve "M." This leaves the whole high side

full of air at atmospheric pressure that must be pumped out

before the ammonia can be circulated. To get this air out,

the compressor valve *'C," purge valve "M" and bonnet 'T"

are closed
;

valves "E" and "G" are opened. With this

arrangement the air is drawn from the high side through valve

"E" and discharged into the atmosphere through the cylinder

purge valve "G." *When a good vacuum shows on the high-

side gauge the machine is stopped, the purge valve "G" closed,

and the ammonia allowed to equalize in the system through the

compressor by opening the cylinder stop valves before valve

"R" is opened.

2-UNION FLANGE.

REDUCING UNION

Cross section showing water connection to double pipe condenser.

Why should care be taken in starting up when the liquid is all

on the low side ?

Great care should be taken when starting up after storing
all the liquid in the low side, as the liquid easily gets into the

cylinders and acts the same as water.
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How may leaks be avoided ?

If the liquid were allowed to stay in the high side and be

pumped out backward, the evaporation of the liquid would

heavily frost all the high side, and as it is usually hot, the con-

traction would probably start a number of leaks, and once a

leak starts, when pumping out, it will keep on leaking when the

high pressure is put on again, because the leaking liquid ammonia
will cool the iron around the leak and prevent its taking up with

the heat of the high side. When the high side is properly erected

without any pockets, the liquid will all drain into the low side

and the high side may be pumped out without any frost appearing
on any part of it.

Why must the gaskets be of special quality ?

The gaskets used in a refrigerating system should be excep-

tionally good and elastic, as they must withstand the action

of ammonia. The tendency of ammonia is to soften and swell

the rubber, and if portions of this gasket become detached in the

pipe they may go through and clog the expansion valve and

cause trouble. A proper rubber compound is far more satis-

factory than pure rubber. Some designers have constructed

flange joints made in such a way that the rubber can hardly come
in direct contact with the ammonia. The extreme changes of

temperature in a cooling system make it necessary to have an

elastic gasket, or to allow means for contraction and expansion

loops in the line or expansion joints.

How are the joints made differently from steam joints ?

The latter can be made tight by the use of red or white lead,

but the former require to be screwed and packed in addition.

On. pipes of ^-inch and less diameter, soldering is often

resorted to. The threads of pipe and fitting should be well

tinned and screwed together while hot, with a blow torch playing
on the joint,
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How should a compression plant be tested before starting up ?

By trying it with compressed air up to 500 pounds pressure,
which can be done by working the compressor and leaving the

suction valve open. Thick soap lather which may be smeared

over the pipes will show bubbles of air if there are leaks.

The condenser and brine tanks being rilled with water will

also show bubbles of air if leaking. When the temperature and

pressure are equalized all over the system the pressure gauge
should remain stationary.

What should be done if leaks are suspected ?

They should be instantly traced, located, and mended.

To draw a test sample of ammonia, a bottle is connected to the drum as
shown, and a small amount of ammonia drawn off and allowed to

evaporate in the bottle. Any water contained in the liquid will re-

main in the bottle and the percentage may thus be determined. The
ammonia should be evaporated through a small glass tube inserted
in a rubber stopper.

How may leaks be repaired ?

Small ones may be closed by tin solder, or a cement made by
mixing litharge with glycerine to a stiff paste, with this latter

sheet rubber and a sheet iron sleeve clamped on should be used.

Electric welding may be resorted to if conditions are favorable.

If the leak is a serious one new coils or lengths of pipe must be

put in.
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If this test is satisfactory what is done next ?

By opening the proper valves and starting the pumps a

vacuum is created in the machine, and then the vacuum gauge
should remain perfectly at rest.

If a very low vacuum is not obtainable how does an engineer

proceed ?

In this case, which shows that some air is left in the machine,
it is advisable to charge the plant by degrees. If one half the

necessary charge be put in the machine and fully circulated over

the system most of the air will collect at the top of the condenser,

and may be blown off by opening the cock which is placed there.

After this is done one or two more instalments of ammonia will

charge the plant fully.

If the vacuum is shown to be very good what is next done ?

The machine is ready for charging and the drum or cylinder

of ammonia is connected to the charging valve. Before opening
the valve on the ammonia flask the expansion valve between the

ammonia receiver and the expander is closed. Now the com-

pressor is kept running slowly with suction and discharge valves

open and water running on the condenser.

Describe in full a common method of testing and charging a

plant.

This system is complete within itself, that is, there are but

three openings to the atmosphere. See cut on page 160.

The first of these is a charging connection for permitting
ammonia gas to enter (G).

The second, on the top of the condensing system at its highest

point (J), is for removing air which may, from time to time,

enter while making changes in the ammonia system.

The third is at(F) the lowest point in the refrigerating pipes,

usually lower than the gas pumps, and is for the removal of

oil, water or dirt which may collect at this point.
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What is the first step to be taken ?

On the completion of the plant, the connections at the dis-

charge and suction side of the gas compressor should be opened
and the engine and compressor run until they are in working
order.

When the engine and compressors work smoothly, close up
the flange connections on the discharge at E, also the gas valve

at "N," leaving flanges at "H" open ;
this allows the pumps to

draw in air, and an air pressure to accumulate in the piping.

The object of this being to test joints for leaks.

Partial section of a quick opening ammonia valve. The disk of this valve
is provided with a turned tip on the top face, which, when forced
back against the gasket in the bottom of the bonnet makes it possible
to repack the spindle with the pressure on.

If the system seems to be tight what is next to be done ?

If no leaks are found, pump air pressure to about 100 Ibs. per

square inch, then stop until the heat generated in the compres-
sion of the air, which will be about 150 degrees, has passed away.
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While the engine is stopped, make a careful examination for

leaks, as it is positively necessary to have tight pipe work, for

the loss of ammonia gas means the loss of ability to do

refrigerating.

After allowing the machine to lie still about one hour, start

up again and pump up pressure to 200 Ibs. per square inch, and

again allow the machine to cool down. Continue this method
of pumping pressures until you have a pressure of 500 Ibs. per

square inch, when the suction flange "H" should be bolted

tight and the valve
" N "

opened. This will give you a pressure of,

say 450 Ibs., on all sides of the gas pump. At this time it will

be found that the stuffing box leaks a large amount of air.

As soon as you definitely determine that all joints around the

compressor are tight, shut off the suction and discharge valves

"N" and "M" and allow the pressure to remain in the piping.

The object of closing the two valves is to prevent the loss of air

around the piston arid stuffing box.

Will the air pressure remain constant ?

The air pressure in the piping will fall as the air becomes

cool, or falling from a temperature of 100 degrees to 70 degrees
F. the pressure should fall about 25y2 Ibs. per square inch pro-

viding there are no leaks in the piping or joint.

If the compressor has been running very slowly the temper-
ature may not rise perceptibly as the heat of compression will

be carried off as fast as the compression takes place.

While pumping a pressure on the coils, the return pressure

gauge "R" must be closed off at cock I. This gauge is

what is known as a combination gauge, recording both pressure

and vacuum
;

that is marking the condition from absolute

pressure, which means the absence of atmospheric pressure.

The high pressure can be noted on the gauge "P," which is

usually constructed to permit the indication of pressures as high
as 500 to 600 Ibs. per square inch.
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What should be done if the system is found to be thoroughly

tight?

If the system is found to be tight, pump the air out of the

piping. Close the cock "M" on the discharge side of the gas

pump and open the flanges "E," which will permit the discharge

of the air. Open the valve "N" on the suction side and permit
the air pressure to discharge.

When the pressure is at atmosphere open the return pressure

gauge "R" and close off the direct pressure gauge ;
the reason

for closing this last gauge is that it does not register below

atmosphere and if it is not closed the interior mechanism of the

gauge will be' injured.

Solid return bend, screw joints.

Why is great care necessary in pumping out the air ?

Start the gas pumps and discharge the air at flange "E."

Care must be taken in doing this, for if any oil is discharged with

air, which comes out in a spray like a fog, and it should come in

contact with the light of a candle or of gas, there would be a

sharp explosion, caused by the carbon of the oil mixing with the

oxygen of the air and other elements necessary to do much

damage.
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Having pumped the air from the pipes until the combination

or back pressure gauge "R" registers 26 or 28 inches vacuum,
which would mean the removal of at least 90 per cent, of the air

in the plant, attach a shipping tank of ammonia, "K" to con-

nection "G," and allow sufficient gas to enter to raise the pres-

sure to atmosphere.

How fully is the air now disposed of ?

There is now 90 per cent, of ammonia gas mixed with 10 per
cent. air. Close all connections, and pump the gas into pressure

in the condenser and examine again for leaks.

If the work so far is found to be all right, open flange "K,"
close cock "M" and pump this mixture of gas and air to the

atmosphere until there is 26 or 28 inches of vacuum. This will

leave 10 per cent, of the air and gas in the piping, but, as 90 per

cent, of this is ammonia, the charge would only have one per

cent, of air.

If the plant is found to be in proper condition what are three or

four of the first things to be considered ?

The careful regulation of the expansion valve. The supply

pipe to the condenser should not get warm. The temperature of

the brine should be about 5 to 10 F. higher than the temperature

corresponding to the indication of pressure gauge on refrigerator.

The temperature of the cooling water should be from 10 to 20

F. below the temperature corresponding to the temperature in

condenser coils.

What is a very common occurrence that the engineer may have to

look out for ?

A failure of the supply of water entering the condenser and

the compressor water jacket. For instance, in case of fire in

the vicinity of the plant, the fire engines for a time may take

all the supply from the mains. Again the supply is sometimes

shut off to repair the pipes or to make new connections.
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The above is a general outline of a compression plant showing the neces-

sary detail to make clear the directions given for charging and

discharging on page 169.
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Describe in detail a method of charging and discharging a plant.

In the figure on page 1 68 is a sketch showing the principal

parts of a refrigerating system that uses ammonia as a

heat carrier, circulated by mechanical means. "A" is

a single acting ammonia cylinder, "B" is the ammonia

condenser, "C" is the liquid ammonia receiver and "D"
is the brine tank and expansion piping. A drum of liquid

ammonia connected to the system to charge the plant

with ammonia is represented at "B," and "F" is a drum
connected to the system to receive the ammonia when it

is desired to empty the system. Assuming that the piping

has all been erected as shown and that it is desired to test the

system with air to see if everything is tight, at this time the

drums "E" and "F" are not connected as shown, and the

valves to them will be closed. The purge valves on the trap

and compressor will also be closed.

Starting with valve "I," all the valves on the main

line, to and from the condensers, will be open ;
those on

the receiver and brine tank will also be opened, so that there

will be a clear passage from the discharge valve "I," right

around to the suction valve "O." The by-pass valves will

be shut. Then shut the suction valve "O" and remove the

side bonnet "G." This allows air to be drawn into the cylinder

when the piston is moving. Then start the machine and run it

until the low-pressure gauge "H" shows the pressure at which it

is desired to make the low-side tight. This is usually about

150 pounds to the square inch. This pressure is also high enough
to find most of the leaks on the high-side.

How are leaks detected in the piping ?

When the low-side is made up of brine tanks it is usual to

fill them with water while the air pressure is on the piping,

then any leak will show by the air bubbles rising up through the

water. The outside joints and flanges are gone over with soap
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suds to find small leaks. It is usual to let the pressure stand on

the system over night to see how much of it will leak out. When
the low-side has been made tight the expansion valves "M"
are closed and the air pressure on the entire high-side is run up
until the high-pressure gauge

"
J" registers 300 pounds. At this

pressure all of the high-side is made tight.

A section of an ammonia valve with detach-
able disk.

How is the air disposed of when the machine has been tested ?

After everything has been pronounced right the compressed
air is allowed to escape through the purge valves on the trap and

receiver, so that any loose scale and dirt will be kept away from the

compressor. The system is now full of air at atmospheric pres-

sure and this air must be removed before the ammonia is put in.

To do this the purge valves that let the air out are closed. The

expansion valves at "M" are opened again. The suction valve
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"O" is opened and the valve bonnet "G" put on again. The

discharge valve
"
I
"

is closed and the purge valve
"
I/' is opened.

The system is now the same as when it is circulating ammonia,
with the exception of the discharge valve being closed and the

cylinder purge valve open.

The compressor is now started and the air that the compressor
takes out of the system is discharged through the open purge
valve "L." If the suction valves of the compressor are well

balanced against gravity, a vacuum of 30 inches can be obtained.

When the high and low pressure gauges show as perfect a vacuum
as the machine will pump, it is the usual practice to shut down
the machine and see if the vacuum will remain in the system.
This will usually be the case if it was tight under pressure.

The system is now ready to be charged with ammonia. To

prepare the system for charging all the purge valves are closed,

also the by-pass valves, and the expansion valves "M." If

it is not possible to get the charging connection into the line as

shown it can be put anywhere on the liquid line between valves

"M" and "N." When charging the ammonia the valve "N"
can be closed. Either one of these valves must be closed to hold

back the liquid. All the other stop valves on the line must be

open.

How is the cylinder of ammonia placed when connected with the

machine ?

A drum of ammonia is then connected to the system as shown
at "E." The back end is elevated as shown, as it lets the am-
monia run out faster. If the drum was set level there would be

about a pailful of liquid left in the bottom of the drum that

would require an hour in which to boil out. In a small plant it

is just as well to leave the drum level on the floor because the

liquid has to be expanded into the system. It will be noticed

that when the liquid ammonia is let into the system through the

valve "K" it has to pass through the expansion piping shown
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at
"
D." This will boil the liquid into a gas and it can, therefore,

be fed faster into the system. As quick as the liquid turns into a

gas it is taken by the compressor "A" and pumped through the

ammonia condensers "B." The cold water running over these

pipes will condense the ammonia gas into a liquid, and it will

run from the condensers into the liquid receiver "C."

How do we know when the machine is fully charged ?

If there is a gauge glass on the liquid receiver it is quite easy
to tell when there is enough ammonia in the system. It is only

necessary to choke off the water on the ammonia condensers until

the head pressure runs up to what it will be under full load, then

the expansion valve "M" is opened until the desired back pres-

sure is obtained. The head or condensing pressure will be about

15 pounds more than the pressure due to the temperature of the

condensing water as it leaves the ammonia condensers. The
back pressure will be the pressure due to 10 degrees Fahrenheit

colder than the coldest brine or room. When the machine is

running with these pressures there should be about six inches of

liquid over the end of the outlet pipe shown by the dotted lines

at "C."

How is it possible to tell the charging conditions by sound ?

In case of a plant without a gauge glass on the liquid ammonia

receivers, it is possible to tell when there is enough ammonia in

the system by the noise it makes when passing through the

expansion valves "M." Ammonia liquid is like water, and it

makes the same noise when running through a pipe. When there

is not enough liquid ammonia in the system the gas blowing

through the expansion valves "M" will make a noise like steam

rushing through a pipe. It is only necessary to keep putting in

liquid until this noise stops. The plant will then be fully charged
and no more liquid will be required until the expansion valves

commence to whistle again.
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How isthe ammonia cylinder arranged when it becomes necessary

to withdraw the charge from a machine ?

Sometimes it becomes necessary to take the ammonia out of

a piping system and then the drums are connected as shown at

"F." In this case the empty drum is set on a platform scale

and connected in that position. The empty drum is then weighed
and not more than 100 pounds of ammonia should be allowed to

run into the drum, so as to leave room for expansion of the

ammonia by heat. If the liquid receiver is in a warm room the

empty drum should be covered with wet bags and ice laid on

top of the bags. This will condense any vapor that may be

formed in the piping or drum. Even with ice on the drum it is

sometimes necessary to loosen up on the union between the

In the above illustration the cock marked A is a part of the shipping
drum, the piping on the outside, with the cocks C and B, is attached
for charging the drum.

receiver and drum to let out any dead vapor that refuses to

condenso. If it is a large plant that is being drawn, it is advisable

to put in a vapor outlet between the receiver and drum. Then

when it is noticed by the scale beam that the drum is not filling

up, the purge valve on the bottom of the receiver is closed and the

vapor outlet opened quickly, and as quickly shut. This lets the

vapor out and the liquid will run right down. The piping from

the receiver should pitch down to the drum and the drum should

be placed with the drum valve stem above the pipe, but the

receivers are usually so close to the floor that the only way the

drum can be connected without pockets in the piping is by

laying the drum valve stem and pipe level.
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What precautions are necessary to insure a complete withdrawal

of a charge ?

After the drum "F" is in position, the next thing is to get all

the ammonia that is in the system into the receiver in liquid form.

Valve "N" is first closed, and the expansion valves "M" are

all opened, so that any liquid in the high pressure piping, between

valve "N" and the expansion valves, can boil out. The machine

is then started and run slowly, while the coldest water is allowed

to flow over the condensers. As near a perfect vacuum as the

machine will make should be pumped on the low side. The

compressor may then be shut down with the water still running
over the condensers, so as to condense as much of the ammonia
as possible. If the vacuum remains on the low side it shows that

all the ammonia has boiled out of the piping; when a pressure

builds up on the low side it show^ that liquid is lying in some

cold part of the system, and the compressor must be run

again to pump all the gas out.

After the engineer has all the gas out of the low side, the

bonnet "G" of the suction stop valve "O" is taken off

and the compressor is run very slowly for a few minutes

pumping air into the high side. The pressure on the high side

should be run up 50 pounds higher than it was when the

ammonia was being pumped out of the low side. The air is

not condensable at that pressure and it fills up the high side

and holds up the pressure high enough to let all the ammonia
condense and flow down into the receiver, from which it can

be run into drums.

Is a compression machine more economical than an absorption

plant ?

The cost of coal : cost, quality and supply of water
;
cost of

labor, and many attendant circumstances must be taken into

consideration before it can be determined which type of machine

is more desirable in any particular place.
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How does the oil trap sometimes make trouble ?

The pipe to the purge valve on the bottom fills up and
refuses to clear when the valve is opened. A good plan is to

put on another valve or cap on the end of the pipe and to put

The oil separator shown here is placed in the discharge pipe of the com-
pressor, so that all the ammonia gas must pass through it on its way
to the condenser. The oil which collects at the bottom can be
drawn off by means of a cock, while a gauge glass will indicate
the level of the oil.

on a hand oil pump. Then, a little kerosene can be pumped
into the trap and the oil will come out with a rush.
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Is there any danger to guard against when re-charging a plant

with ammonia ?

If the shipping drum has been stored in one of the freezing

rooms at a very low temperature, it is possible that the drum
will become filled with liquid ammonia instead of being dis-

charged into the system, as the pressure may be considerably
below the pressure in the pipe through which it is charged.

An expans.on valve of the De La Vergne type. The disk is provided with a
projection which fits a bore snugly. This projection is slotted to
make the opening very gradual.

Explain how such a result may be brought about.

If the shipping drum has been kept in a room at 5

temperature, the pressure of the contents of that drum would be

19.46 pounds per square inch. If this drum is now connected to

the high pressure side of the system it is obvious that the drum
will fill with ammonia until there is no space left for gas.
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What would be the result ?

As soon as the completely filled drum would be subjected to a

higher temperature an explosion would be unavoidable.

What, in consideration of the danger, would be the right place to

charge a system ?

At the low pressure side.

Would there be no danger when charging at the low pressure side ?

It is possible to have the shipping drum at a lower pressure

than even the low pressure side, as the pressure may have been

raised since the drum has been taken from the storage room. It

is always advisable to allow the temperature of the drum to rise

above that of the pipe to be charged, thus increasing its pressure.

Where is the best place to discharge the drum into the system ?

Close to the low pressure side of the expansion valve, as then

we obtain the benefit of the cooling action of the liquid as it

evaporates in the expansion coils. If we should discharge it into

the suction pipe of the compressor we would lose all the benefit

of the evaporation.

When the system is so arranged that it cannot be charged on the

low pressure side, where should it be charged ?

It may be charged through a cock in the pipe leading from

the condenser to the receiver, into the receiver directly, or prefer-

ably close ahead of the expansion valve.

If any of these last mentioned means must be employed what

safeguard should be provided ?

A reliable check valve should be placed in the charging pipe

to prevent liquid from flowing back into the drum.

If we charge through the receiver will we lose the benefit of the

evaporation of the contents of the drum ?

No, the liquid will have to pass through the expansion valve

and coils with the rest of the liquid.
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What would be the benefit from the evaporation of the contents

of a 100 pound drum when passing through the expansion coils ?

A refrigerating effect equal to the melting of 300 to 350

pounds of ice.

If we can charge at the low pressure side of the expansion valve,

would a check valve in the charging pipe be advisable ?

As stated before, there is a possibility of the ammonia

backing up into the shipping drum even at the low pressure

side, although the danger is much less
; however, as long as

there is the remotest possibility of danger, the price of a check

valve should not be regarded as an unnecessary expense.

Would the ordinary check valve, such as used on steam and water

piping, be sufficient ?

Such check valves are entirely or partially made of brass, which

is unsuitable for ammonia
;
also the pipe connections on an ordin-

ary check valve could not be made tight enough for ammonia.

When discharging a drum into the system what other precautions

should be taken ?

It should be watched, and removed as soon as it is empty, for

even when check valves are placed in the charging pipe, there is a

possibility of their leaking.

How can we tell when the drum is empty ?

When the charging is done into the suction of the compressor,

there is no danger of the tank being refilled from the pipe, for

even if the suction pipe is frost covered, the temperature of the

engine room would keep the drum at such a temperature that no

liquid could enter without evaporating immediately. Therefore,

if we notice the frost on the outside of the drum disappearing,

we may safely consider all the liquid to have evaporated out of

the drum, and even if the drum is not removed immediately no

harm would result.
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Is it necessary to take greater precautions when charging at any
other part of the system ?

When charging at the high pressure side the drum should be

removed as soon as the frost disappears, to prevent any ammonia
from running back into it, and it would be a good plan to have

the charging valve so arranged that the charging drum would be

located so that its temperature would be raised a few degrees
above that of the rest of the high pressure piping. When charging
at the low side of the expansion valve the same signs will indicate

that the drum is empty, that is, the frost will appear and then

disappear, and the drum should be removed.

What other safeguard should be taken ?

The cylinder should be weighed before attaching to the

charging valve, and the contents, as recorded on the tag, noted ;

then it should again be weighed after being discharged, and if the

difference coincides with the record on the tag, the cylinder is

empty. Such a comparison is also good when drawing the charge
out of the system.

How should the cylinder be placed ?

With the closed end elevated a few inches above the valve

end, and with the internal tube turned downward.

What is usually the contents of an ammonia shipping cylinder ?

About 100 pounds to no pounds.

How much gas space should be left in the cylinder ?

About one-third of its entire capacity is good practice.

What amount of anhydrous ammonia is needed in a plant ?

Say the whole space of the condenser to be filled with

ammonia vapor at 165 pounds pressure, the ammonia expansion

pipes at 20 pounds pressure, and 25 pounds liquid ammonia for

every cubic foot of liquid receiver capacity.
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How much ammonia will it take to charge a compression plant ?

While there is no absolutely fixed rule the following may be

considered in line with the average practice :

Tons of ice per 24 hours :

5 10 15 25 50

Pounds ammonia :

100 250 500 1000 2000

100

4000

This expansion valve is of the same type as the one on page 176, but the
disk and spindle are made in one piece.

How is it often estimated ?

Allowing one-third of a pound of ammonia per lineal foot of

2-inch pipe. Thus a 25 ton ice plant having about 5000 feet

2-inch pipe would take 1666 pounds ammonia, while a direct

expansion plant of 25 tons refrigerating capacity having 2000

feet of 2 -inch pipe would require about 700 pounds.
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Describe a method for connecting the shipping drum.

To draw off the charge, or to put the ammonia into the

shipping drums, the drum should be turned with the internal

tube pointing up, as in the figure on page 173, and this may be

done by seeing that the valve stem, or the hole for connecting
the charging pipe, is turned down.

By means of nipples or pieces of ammonia pipe joined

together by a union, the valve "A" is connected to one

run of a tee, ammonia piping being screwed into the other run

and into the branch of the tee, and a good valve placed in each

of the two branch pipes. One of the branches is connected to the

liquid or pressure side of the system, and the other to the suction

side or to the expansion valve. Suppose that valve "C" is

connected to the liquid receiver, it will first be closed, as will

also the valve at the receiver, and the valve "B" will be opened.

Thus the expansion coils and the drum are exhausted, after

which the valve "B" is closed.

How is the king valve managed ?

The king valve at the receiver is now opened wide and the

valve "C" is opened quickly to cause a sudden rush of ammonia
to the drum which is placed on a scale platform. After the

charge of ammonia is in the drum, the weight on the scale arm is

moved out until the arm is in balance. This done, the king valve

at the receiver and the valve "C" are closed and the machine

run until the expansion coils are pumped out to zero pressure,

at which time the valve "B" ia opened so as to draw off

the gas in the top of the drum, through the internal up-turned

pipe.

When all the gas has been drawn off, the ammonia in the

drum may be heard to boil and the arm of the scale will drop.

At this point the valve "B" is closed and the charging process

repeated as many times as may be necessary to put the required

weight of ammonia into the drum.
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What should be done after the charge is taken out of the machine ?

When no more liquid can be taken out of the system it

contains nothing but air and gases resulting from the decompo-
sition of ammonia and otherwise. These have no value other than

to be used for testing and blowing out. It is preferable to use

this devitalized gas for blowing out rather than to pump air into

the system, for the reason that the air in passing through the

compressor is heated and will vaporize the oil on the inner

surfaces of the pipes. The carbon of the oil mixed with the

oxygen of the air forms an explosive mixture that may be the

cause of a serious accident.

How should care be exercised in re-filling drums or cylinders ?

A certain amount of gas space must be left in the drum so

that there will be no danger of bursting it by expansion of the

liquid ammonia, with change of temperature during shipment.
The manufacturers determine what the gas space should be and

charge the drums accordingly, so that it will generally be safe

to fill the drum with the same weight of liquid that it contained

when received from the factory. This amount appears on the

books of the company in connection with the number of the

drum so that there should be no mistake in the charging.

Is it advisable to draw the charge at the time a plant shuts down ?

As a preliminary to shutting down the ice plant, it is advisable

to freeze the tank down solid and, generally speaking, it is advis-

able to draw off the ammonia charge as soon after shutting down
as possible. By doing this, less of the charge will be lost by
leakage through the joints, whose tightness is most probably
affected by the contraction of the parts of the system that have
been under strain at varying temperatures during the previous
season. When the charge has been withdrawn, any part of the

system can be examined without the necessity of raising steam to

pump out.
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This regenerator is connected up to the receiver of a plant. The liquid enters the

regenerator through the pipe D and expansion valve B, and the pure vapor is

allowed to escape by means of the valve A into the suction of the compressor.

When charging the regenerator the valve A is closed, and during the distilling

process the valve B is closed. C is a blow off.
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In case the charge is withdrawn is it desirable to have it distilled ?

If there is no distilling apparatus installed in the plant, it

will be necessary to ship the charge to the factory for re-working.

In this way, the oil and water are removed and the gas is made
like new. Every one who has operated a plant knows what an

effect the charging of a new drum of ammonia into the system
has on the operation of the plant. The cost of shipping and

re-working the whole charge is not prohibitive by any means,

but there will be a great saving effected in any plant by the

installation of a distilling apparatus. The saving is not only the

cost of the annual or periodical rejuvenating of the charge, but

greater economy of operation may be had owing to the fact that

the charge or a part of it can be distilled during the season's

run as often as may be required to keep the ammonia at its

freshest. With such a live charge of gas and constant attention

on the part of the engineer to purge valves, the conditions are

right for maximum economy,

Should all the parts of the system be properly proportioned ?

It is false economy to put in a badly balanced plant. Each

part of it should be able to do its work with a reasonable factor

of safety.

Why is it a mistake to use a machine of larger capacity than

needed ?

If you want a plant to produce 50 tons of ice per day, it is

not economy to put in a 75 ton compressor, for it will have to be

operated at a considerable loss to be run at 50 tons capacity.
The investment is the same as if you were making 75 tons of ice

and so is the wear and tear and the amount to be charged off

each year for depreciation, hence unless it is the intention

to increase the plant to the full capacity of the compressor within

a year or two, it is a better investment to put in a compressor
that will be operated up to its normal capacity.
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What is a good composition for ammonia joints ?

Mix a small quantity of litharge with sufficient glycerine to

make a thick paint or thin putty. Put this with a brush on the

thread of the pipe and screw the pipe into the fitting just like a

well made steam joint. Then smooth the remaining mixture on

the outside of the pipe and let it set. Setting must take place

within from ten to thirty minutes or the litharge is poor or has

Ammonia receiver for small plants.

been mixed too thin. Be sure that not a trace of oil is either

on the pipe or the thread of the fitting or the mixture will not

harden.

All threads should be carefully cleaned with gasoline before

using the litharge and glycerine, and the mixture must be made

up only in such quantity as is needed at the time as it cannot
be used after it starts to set.
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Oil trap and ammonia receiver mounted together on cast iron wall brackets.
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What are the heat values and boiling points of the various liquids

used in refrigeration ?

TABLE OF HEAT VALUES AND BOILING POINT.

SUBSTANCE
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How is the capacity of a compressor often estimated, and why is

it misleading ?

The ''rule of thumb" way of calculating the capacity of a

compressor is to assume that a certain number of cubic inches of

displacement per minute is equivalent to a ton of duty per

twenty-four hours. For ice-making from 12,000 to 14,000

cubic inches displacement per ton is assumed, and for refrigerat-

ing from 7,000 to 8,000 cubic inches.

Therefore, the buyer is very apt to receive a wrong impression

as to the capacity of the machine he is buying, because he is not

always told that machines are rated on a certain temperature of

condensing water, usually 60 degrees F. or less, and for every
ten degrees increase of temperature of condensing water above the

temperature at which it is rated the compressor has about 5 per

cent, less capacity, that is, it must run 5 per cent, faster in order

to have the necessary displacement. If the ice machine builder

has rated the compressor at 65 revolutions per minute with 60-

degree water and the buyer furnishes 8o-degree water, the

compressor must be run i2> per cent, faster, or say 73 revolu-

tions per minute in order to get guaranteed results.

What is the result of some experiments carried on along these

lines by the York company ?

An exhaustive series of tests with reference to cubic inches

displacement per ton at different pressures with both the single-

acting and double-acting machines has been undertaken, the

single-acting machine used being the York standard vertical

type and the double-acting, the Linde horizontal type. The
size of the compressor in both cases was 12%-inch diameter and

1 8-inch stroke, or nominally 40 tons refrigerating capacity.

The work done was measured by the pounds of brine cooled.

The suction pressure and condensing pressure and work were

maintained constant. All instruments used were carefully

calibrated in order to get accurate results. The figures given are
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the average of a series of five or six hours' duration each, indicator

diagrams and readings of temperature being taken every fifteen

minutes during the test. Tests were made at different back

pressures running from five pounds to twenty-five pounds
suction pressure. The comparison is shown by one series of tests

at fifteen pounds' back pressure, as such pressure somewhere

nearly approximates the average can ice factory back pressure.

TABLE.
CUBIC INCHES DISPLACEMENT PER TON OF

REFRIGERATING DUTY.
Single-Acting. Double-Acting.

i45-lb. condensing pressure 7829 8901

i65-lb. condensing pressure 8092 9224

i85-lb. condensing pressure 8362 9555

205-lb. condensing pressure 8630 9890
The ice-making capacity of a compressor being practically

60 per cent, of its refrigerating capacity, we have based on
the above the following :

TABLE.
CUBIC INCHES DISPLACEMENT PER TON OF

ICE MAKING DUTY.
Single-Acting. Double-Acting.

i45-lb. condensing pressure 13050 14835

i65-lb. condensing pressure 13480 15370

i85-lb. condensing pressure 13940 15925

205-lb. condensing pressure 14380 16480

^The horse-power per ton of refrigerating capacity at the

different condensing pressures and at fifteen pounds back pres-

sure is as follows :

TABLE.
Single-Acting. Double-Acting.

i45-lb. condensing pressure .... 1.195 J -358

i65-lb. condensing pressure .... J-34I J -5 29

i85-lb. condensing pressure .... 1.486 1.700

205-lb. condensing pressure .... 1.631 1.870
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What do these figures show ?

It will be noted that the horse-power per ton of refrigerating

capacity at 205 pounds pressure is approximately 40 per cent,

greater than it is at 145 pounds condensing pressure. This

means that with conditions that compel operating with condens-

ing pressure of 205 pounds the fuel bill will be practically 40 per
cent, greater than with a condensing pressure of 145 pounds.

The figures also show that in order to get the compressor

capacity at 205 pounds condensing pressure it must run about

\2 l/2 per cent, faster than at 145 pounds condensing pressure.

York ammonia strainer for removal of scale, oil or foreign matter.

What is the dryer ?

An apparatus placed on the suction pipe for the purpose of

drying the ammonia gas, which, by means of a by-pass, can be

run through it when necessary. It is a sort of trap provided with

removable heads for the introduction of some such absorbent of

moisture as freshly burnt lime.
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M N

Details of the Vilter compressor valves, showing the construction employed on horizontal

compressors. A shows the suction valve cage ; B suction valve and valve stem ;

C shows suction valve seat ; the outside bevel face forms a gas tight joint in the
valve chamber of the head. D exhibits the complete suction valve assembled ;

E the cushion cap. F and G valve guides are made in halves, on account of the
collars on valve stem. H is the suction valve spring. The spring is placed on the
valve stem under the collar by slightly opening the coils and winding it on the stem.
I shows the discharge valve cap, and J the discharge valve cage. K is the discharge
valve and stem ;

L discharge valve seat ;
M the discharge valve spring, and N the

complete discharge valve assembled.
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Describe a method for marking the operating position of valves ?

In a refrigerating plant with its numerous valves requiring at

times the most exact adjustment some scheme of marking be-

comes absolutely necessary, and can be accomplished by a

system of dials with pointers which will intelligently indicate

valve positions without disfiguring the valves.

Dial and indicator attached to valve handle. The marking of the dial can
best be done by fastening the disk to a wooden block attached to the
faceplate of a lathe, and moving the carriage with a pointed tool
across the disk so as to take a light cut.

The spacing can be done by placing a suitable gear on the spindle
and moving the faceplate after each cut until the next tooth comes
in line.

Provide a disk of sheet brass, say, Vie inch thick and 6 inches

in diameter, for a i-inch valve; divide the outside edge into a

suitable number of divisions depending on the fineness of ad-

justment desired, and stamp each division with a figure punch
or if graduated close, at intervals, so that the figures will not

become confusing. Attach the dial to a small brass collar

which is secured to the valve stem by a small set-screw. Set

the dial on the valve stem so that the pointer will be at zero

when the valve is closed. If the valve is opened more than one

turn, it will be necessary to count them and read the fraction of

a turn directly from the dial.
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This device has proved of great advantage in operating a

refrigerating plant. It has been placed on the expansion and
weak liquor valves, also the steam valves to the retort pump
and the condensing water valves.

How should a mercury well be placed ?

The socket should be at least three inches long, and if the

pipe is not of sufficient diameter larger-sized tees, with outlets

bushed should be provided to receive them, or a mercury well

may be attached to the outside of a small pipe, as shown in the

figure on page 102. This method is particularly adapted for

pipes that are already erected, and there will be no obstruction

in the pipe. The iron around the socket should be thin so as

to transmit the heat readily.

When will ammonia become a solid ?

At -115 degrees Fahr.

How does aqua ammonia come from the manufactory ?

Sixteen degrees aqua, containing about 10 per cent., called

F. F. F.

Eighteen degrees aqua containing about 14 per cent., called

F. F. F. F.

26 degrees aqua, containing about 29^ per cent., called

"stronger aqua."

What is the amount of anhydrous ammonia in 26 degrees Beaume

aqua ?

38^ per cent, by volume. (See page 369.)

What do we mean by strong and weak liquor ?

The terms are entirely relative; the former has a density of

from 25 to 30 degrees by the Beaume scale and the latter from

14 to 1 6 degrees. At various times the ammonia liquor in a

plant may have any density ranging between these figures.

In both cases it is simply a solution of ammonia gas in water.
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THE AMMONIA CONDENSER.

Where does the ammonia go after leaving the compressor ?

To the condenser, where it is liquefied.

What is the primary use of the condenser ?

The office of the condenser is to liquefy the ammonia gas

as it is discharged from the compressors, and the work done in

the condenser is the taking up of the latent heat of vaporization

plus part of the heat generated by compression.

What are the different models of condensers ?

The (i) atmospheric, (2) the double pipe, and (3) the sub-

merged.

Which form is most desirable ?

That depends upon the proposed location and size. If it

can be placed on the roof or in an open room, the open air con-

denser is preferred on account of its more economical use of

water, and it is easy of access in case of repairs.

What other form is very efficient ?

The double pipe condenser is favored where water is to be

used over again for some other purpose and where the open air

style cannot be used on account of building construction. This

style is made with one pipe inside of another. The water being

on the inside of the inner pipe and the ammonia in the annular

space between the pipes.

Where is the submerged type best used ?

The round coil submerged condenser is used with small

machines, or where the condenser must be placed in a closed

room.

197
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Why is a good supply of water so important ?

Be sure of a supply of water for condensing purposes before

spen ling a dollar for any other purpose, for water is as necessary
as coal, if not more so, and there are refrigerating plants where

the daily use of water is not less than 500,000 gallons.

What is the main thing to be considered in the selection of a

condenser ?

The arrangement of the condenser which secures the minimum

temperatures within the coils through the use of the least

amount of condensing water, is the most efficient, preference

being given to the simplest form.

Describe the atmospheric type of condenser.

This type of condenser consists of coils of pipe through which

the ammonia is forced, cold water being allowed to flow over

the outer surface of the pipes.

Atmospheric condensers are doubtless the most common

type used, and have been found highly efficient. The water

is sprayed on top of the coils, and flows downward over each

succeeding coil into the drain below the condenser, whence it is

conducted to the sewer or the cooling tower, in the latter case

to be used over and over again.

How is the cooling water controlled ?

The water is distributed over the condenser from a slotted

gutter-pipe which is fed from a water-box in the center
;

each

end of the gutter-pipe should be provided with a simple and

reliable leveling device. Spattering is prevented by fins or strips

of metal attached to the under side of the pipes which lead and

guide the water in its descent from one pipe to the next.

To what fact is the efficiency of this type due ?

The great efficiency of this type of condenser is due to che

rather high velocity of the water passing over the pipes, and

to the cooling effect of the air on the water.
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What is an important advantage of its construction ?

It will be seen that a construction which admits of the ready
removal of any individual pipe without disturbing the other

connections is an advantage should it become necessary to re-

place a pipe.

Condenser coils with trough and strips between pipes to prevent spatter-
ing of the circulating water.

How do atmospheric condensers differ in arrangement ?

There are two general styles of atmospheric condenser,

that in which the hot gas enters at the top and flows downward,
and that in which the hot gas enters at the bottom and flows

upward. The noticeable defect in the former is that the coldest

water comes in contact with pipes containing the hottest gas,

and, therefore, having the highest temperature.
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How is this difficulty met ?

In order to overcome this difficulty and to obtain the advan-

tages of the counter current principle, atmospheric condensers

have been constructed for receiving the hot gas at the bottom,
and suitable provision has been made for drawing the liquid

ammonia from the coils as fast as it is formed, as shown in the

figure on page 94.

What is the usual method of taking off the ammonia ?

The usual method of withdrawing the liquid ammonia is to

connect the ends of several of the pipes in the condenser with

a header leading to the ammonia receiver.

If the liquid ammonia is not removed it will back up toward

the compressor or generator, and trouble and damage may result.

Atmospheric condenser trough. The saw tooth edge of the metal dis-

tributes the water evenly along the pipe and prevents spattering.

How high should an atmospheric condenser be made ?

Take a thermometer and note the temperature of the cooling

water on and off an ammonia condenser. If so, you will observe

that the temperature gradually rises until about the sixteenth

pipe is reached when the cooling water has performed about all

the duty that is within its power. It is obvious, therefore, that

it is useless to build such a condenser more than sixteen pipes

in height.
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Is the proper working of the condenser very important ?

The economy with which any plant may be operated depends
to a large extent upon the condenser, and no harm is done by

having it a little larger than is absolutely necessary. Care must

be taken to have the water flowing over a condenser so distributed

that all the radiating surface possible will be covered, because

a much higher efficiency is thus obtained.

Cast iron stand for expansion coils.

(Trombone type)

How about the care of condensers ?

A careful watch for leaks should be maintained, the water

should flow evenly, covering the pipes equally, and in the use

of double-pipe or shell condensers it is well to thoroughly flush

the water pipes occasionally to remove any coating or obstruction

that may form in them.
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Is cold condensing water very desirable ?

Get the coldest and best water available, and use as much of

it as you can economically. Water always costs something, if it

is only the cost of pumping.

Cast iron stands for atmospheric condensers.

If the water has to be bought, balance the expense of the

water against the cost of the fuel, and run the plant on an

all-round economical basis
; remembering, the lower the

condenser pressure the less the load will be on the engine, and

the less fuel will be required to drive it.
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Does the water supply need special regulation ?

Up to a certain point, the velocity of the condensing water

may be increased more economically than new condenser

surface can be added. This will vary in different plants, since

it depends upon the cost of water, the arrangements for using
the condenser discharge, and the expense of pumping the

additional amount of water. Each engineer must determine for

himself when an increase in the condensing water will be more

economical than obtaining a new stand of condenser coils.

Atmospheric condenser pipe stand with dripping trough.

What is the general rule as regards condenser area ?

Common practice among the trade has established a rule,

viz., to allow 24 square feet of condensing surface per ton of

refrigerating capacity, when operating with a cooling water

temperature of from 58 to 70 Fahr., which is equivalent to

approximately 38 lineal feet 2 -inch pipe per ton of duty.
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How is it dependent on local conditions ?

As the temperature of water is never the same in any two

plants the amount of piping in the atmospheric condenser must
be proportioned to suit the local conditions. The following table

applies to atmospheric condensers, giving feet per ton capacity.

TABLE.

For water i inch ij/4 inch i^inch 2 inch

at Deg. F. pipe. pipe. pipe. pipe.

50 60 feet 50 feet 40 feet 31 feet

55 65 feet 55 feet 45 feet 33 feet

60 75 feet 60 feet 50 feet 36 feet

65 80 feet 65 feet 55 feet 40 feet

70 85 feet 70 feet 60 feet 43 feet

75 92 feet 76 feet 67 feet 46 feet

80 98 feet 82 feet 73 feet 50 feet

What amount of water is required for an atmospheric
condenser ?

The amount of water required per minute per ton of refrig-

eration for atmospheric condensers is

TABLE.

At 50 degrees F. allow l/2 gallon per minute

At 55 degrees F. allow ^ gallon per minute

At 60 degrees F. allow ^ gallon per minute

At 65 degrees F. allow % gallon per minute

At 70 degrees F. allow i gallon per minute

At 75 degrees F. allow \% gallon per minute

At 80 degrees F. allow 1% gallon per minute

These quantities are based on water leaving the condenser

at 95 degrees F.

To find the amount of water required per day multiply the

amount given for the temperature of the water by minutes in a

day of 24 hours and by the number of tons refrigeration required.
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How is the air used as an auxiliary in the atmospheric condenser ?

When there is a good breeze the air may carry off a consider-

able portion of the heat taken up by the cooling water.

How does the ammonia gas usually enter the atmospheric
condenser ?

It enters the bottom of the condenser, and as it rises it cools

and liquefies ;
it then passes off into a vertical manifold and goes

to the liquid receiver.

Divided and return bend with outlet for ammonia collecting pipe.

Do ammonia compression and absorption machines use the same
condensers ?

There is little or no difference.

What is theoretically expected of the cooling water ?

That it will carry away the heat taken up by the ammonia
while passing through the refrigerating coils, also the heat

equivalent to the work done upon the ammonia by the

compressor.
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How should the gas and water be introduced ?

In all cases the relative flow should be contrary, that is,

counter-current. In the submerged type the gas should go in

at the top and the water at the bottom
;

in the atmospheric

type the gas goes in at the bottom and the water flows in at the

top.

Where is the atmospheric condenser usually placed ?

It is usually put on the roof, if possible, so as to be in a con-

stant draft of air. Water is allowed to trickle or drip over these

pipes from a trough placed above them all
;

it usually flows

through perforations in the trough or serrated edges in its side.

Why are condenser troughs made with serrated edges ?

The object of the serrated edges is the more even distribution

of the water, owing to the fact that while it would be practically

impossible to obtain a uniform flow of water over a straight and
even edge of a trough, particularly if the amount is limited, it

is an easy matter to regulate the flow through the V-shaped

openings.

Could condensers be used without water ?

It is possible to use a dry atmospheric condenser, but it would

require five times the surface area of an atmospheric condenser

of the usual type.

What are some special types of atmospheric condensers ?

Several special styles of atmospheric condensers, known as

two and three-story condensers, have been designed, but they
have found but little favor in this country. Such a condenser

is divided into two or three sections, and the hot gas is conducted

into the top of the lower sections, and flowing to the bottom,
thence to the top of the next higher section, and so on until the

gas entering the top of the coil has been appreciably cooled.

What can you say of the material used in condenser construction ?

It must be of extra heavy pipe and of the very best quality.
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How does the De La Vergne condenser differ from the general

type of condenser ?

It has a series of return bends so that the liquefied gas can be

drawn off at different levels, the gas entering the condenser at

the bottom instead of the top. See figure on page 150.

De La Vergne atmospheric condenser, showing the collecting pipes at various levels.

In order to obtain the counter current effect the gas has to enter at the

bottom of th coils, as the water is running over the coils from the top.

is necessary in such condensers to draw off the liquid at various levels to

prevent choking the coils. See also pages 94, 150 and 206.
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Why is it mistaken economy to have too small condenser capacity ?

In order to understand what it costs to economize in the

installation of condensers it is necessary to consider its relation

to the economical operation of the plant. Let us assume that

with a condenser of ample size we are able to do the required

work with, say, 150 pounds head, and 15 pounds back pressure.

In this case the difference between the two pressures will be

135 pounds. If, on account of high condenser temperature we

are compelled to operate with 180 pounds head pressure, the

back pressure remaining the same, the compressor will have to

do about 33 per cent more work to accomplish the same amount

of refrigeration, as with the lower condenser pressure.

If we have the plant designed with a view to obtaining

the maximum economy with a normal load, that is, with say,

15 pounds back pressure and 150 pounds head pressure, then

as the load on the compressor increases the load on the engine

will increase also, and hence the economy of the engine will

decrease owing to the later cut-off and less expansion, so that

instead of the steam consumption merely keeping pace with

the increase of work on the compressor it will exceed it, and

instead of representing a loss of efficiency of 33 per cent, it

will exceed this amount.

If we consider a plant burning ten tons of coal per day with

normal conditions as stated, and should operate it under the

less favorable conditions as mentioned, we would increase the

fuel consumption about 40 per cent. Hence, if we are burning a

cheap grade of coal, costing, say, $2.50 per ton, the increase

will represent, say, four tons per day, and this, at the price

stated, would amount to $10.00 per day, $70.00 per week, or

$300.00 per month of thirty days. This would pay a considerable

bill of pipe and fittings. Yet, there are many plants with

condensers of insufficient capacity.
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How should the condenser be looked after ?

Observe the glass gauge on the condenser. There should be

two or three inches of liquid in the glass. This should be alive,

full of bubbles, chasing up and down. If the machine has been

running for a time and this liquid is still and dead, there is air or

foul gas in the rectifier or condenser or somewhere in the system.
Should there be no liquid in the gauge and it is not possible to

get it there with the steam all on, it needs strengthening with

more anhydrous.

Method of removing air and gases from condenser.

How can the engineer tell when he needs to increase his charge of

ammonia ?

By carefully watching his condenser pressure ;
a reduction

of 10 or 15 pounds, while the suction and condenser exit pressure
remained the same, would show the necessity for making up a

leakage loss.

How may the condenser water be used again ?

It should be used as boiler-feed water.

What should be the pressure in the condenser ?

It depends on the temperature of the condensing water, the

tension of the ammonia vapor being about ten pounds higher
than the temperature of the water leaving the condenser.
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What two pressures and temperatures show economical working ?

The lower the pressure and temperature in the condenser

coils and the higher the temperature and pressure in the expand-

ing coils (the back pressure) the more efficient is the working of

the machine.

What is very important in producing the first condition ?

Condenser water as cold and in as great profusion as possible.

Double pipe ammonia condenser with receiver attached. The drum at the

bottom of the coils forms the receiver space ; this arrangement

simplifies the piping considerably.

How is a condenser sometimes also made to do duty as a liquid

receiver ?

Although it is not generally considered the best practice, the

lower pipes are sometimes used to store the liquid ammonia, thus

eliminating the ammonia receiver from the system, the ammonia

being drawn directly from the condenser coils and passed through
the expansion valves.
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What is the oil trap ?

An arrangement placed between the compressor and con-

denser to intercept the oil which may be drawn over with the

ammonia from the lubricating material used in the stuffing box.

Is more than one used ?

Frequently two may be considered advisable, the larger one

near the machine, and the other just before the condenser.

The Vilter stuffing box differs somewhat from the Linde type,
gland forms an oil chamber.

The main

What is the forecooler ?

A coil or series of coils through which the ammonia gas passes
before it enters the condenser proper. It is cooled by the over-

flow water from the condenser, and is intended to supplement,
or rather reduce, the work of the condenser.

It is an adjunct to the condenser which may be of importance
in some cases, like the economizer of a steam plant, and of no

great value in others. If a part of its duty is to separate oil from

the gas it is, of course, an indispensable part of the system.
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Why should special care be taken to prevent oil from entering

the condenser coils ?

Oil is a poor conductor of heat, and special care should be

exercised to have the ammonia free from it before the ammonia
enters the condenser coils. As little oil as possible should be

allowed in any of the piping through which heat is to pass. This

feature is neglected in too many plants and inferior trapping

apparatus used. In overhauling a plant it is a good plan to

disconnect all piping and blow steam through it to loosen any
oil that may have adhered to it. Afterward force a stream of

water through and follow this with air in order to drive out all

the water and dry the pipes for the ammonia.

When two liquids or gases are to transfer heat how is the flow

spoken of ?

As parallel currents, and opposite or counter currents.

How do they come together ?

In the parallel current flow the one to be cooled should be at

its warmest and the other at its coolest when they meet
;

in

the latter both have their highest temperature at one end and

their lowest at the other.

How does the temperature of the cooling water affect the working
of the compressor ?

The temperature of the cooling water determines at what

pressure the ammonia gas shall be compressed in order that it

may be liquefied in the condenser. For example : When the

temperature of the cooling water is about 70 degrees the con-

denser pressure in the ammonia system should not be less than

150 Ib. gauge pressure, and with higher temperatures for the

cooling water the pressure must be increased correspondingly.

At 60 degrees the pressure should not exceed 125 to 130 Ibs.,

and with deep-well water of about 54 degrees, a condenser

pressure of 105 to no Ibs. will be found sufficient.
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Explain how the temperature of the cooling water is very import-
ant in condenser operation.

The ice manufacturer who has condensing water at 80 degrees
F. must not expect to get as much ice from a compressor of a

given size and speed as the man who has condensing water at

60 degrees F. and the buyer who has 8o-degree water for con-

densing purposes should certainly buy a larger compressor for

a given amount of work than would be required by the man who
has 6o-degree water.

Flanged end ammonia tee. The pipes are screwed into the flanges, which
are drawn up by bolts. The packing being compressed well into
the thread makes an absolutely tight joint.

The effect of condensing water temperature on the capacity
and horse-power of ice-making and refrigerating machines is

very important, and perhaps is not taken into consideration as

much as it should be by users and certainly not by buyers of this

class of machinery. The buyer of a steam engine will be careful

to specify the steam pressure, speed, etc., under which he intends

to operate, but the buyer of an ice plant nine times out of ten

does not know the conditions under which it will be operated.
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He wants a plant of so many tons capacity, and if asked the

temperature of the water to be used for condensing purposes is

surprised that any time should be wasted on so unimportant a

matter.

How should valves be arranged for cutting out a part of the

condenser ?

In setting up a condenser for ammonia the branch pipes,

from the discharge to the compressor, as well as from the liquid

return pipe should have valves placed in them. In this case if a

defect occurs in any stack of coils in the condenser it is an easy
m itter and takes but a little time to pump down and cut out

the defective stack, and then go on with the operation of the

plant while repairs are being made.

SAHO

Ejector for cleaning out condenser pipes.

How would their absence complicate matters ?

If these valves are not provided the remedy would be to

pump out the condenser, break the joints of the discharge inlet

and the liquid return outlet from the defective stack, and place

a blind flange on the pipes, which would be a great inconvenience

and would also require more time than if the valves were placed

as suggested. In a refrigerating plant, when all the capacity,

of the plant is required, anything that saves time saves money.
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When the ammonia is liquefied in the condenser how should it

be cared for ?

After the ammonia is liquefied in the condenser, care should
be taken that it does not come in contact with heat greater than
its own, and for this reason it should never be piped through the

engine room or boiler room, unless the pipe is insulated.

OLID RET. BEND ,

X
m
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How are permanent gases formed ?

The decomposition of ammonia may be due to unnecessary

heating of the gas during compression, and the presence of air

to the pumping of a vacuum which some engineers unwisely do
whenever they stop the plant for any length of time.

Why are they objectionable ?

If the amount of permanent gas is small and there is liquid

enough in the condenser coil to act as a seal, it does no great harm,
it only requires a little more cooling water on the condenser.

If these gases, however, are present in large quantity and

especially if the liquid in the condenser runs low so that it no

longer acts as a seal the permanent gases will go all over the

system, interfering with the correct working of the gauges.

i
Horizontal ammonia receiver for small plants.

How is the presence of foul gas detected ?

Should there be evidence of foul gas, which is usually shown

only by the machine not being up to duty or by the liquid in the

condenser gauge being dead, the whole machine needs purging.

From the condenser, the air and foul gas is drawn off at the top.

Have a pail of water handy and put the end of the pipe into it,

opening the valve slowly. Air or gas present will show as

bubbles, as the air is not absorbed by the water. When the air

and foul gases are gone the bubbles stop and there will be a

crackling sound, something like that produced by turning steam

into water, which is caused by the water absorbing the ammonia,
and when this sound is heard the valve should be closed.
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What would be a satisfactory way of disposing of the foreign

gases of whatever nature ?

What would seem to be the rational method of getting rid of

all the fixed gases, including not only the hydrogen, but also the

air and nitrogen, would be to shut off one of the stands of am-
monia at a time. This would probably not result in a

prohibitively high head pressure if the machine were allowed to

operate at full speed. If the head pressure did become abnormal,
a reduction of speed would remedy the trouble. The water

should be left running over the closed condenser stand until it

is thought that the ammonia gas is well liquefied. The purge
valve may then be opened and the gases allowed to escape,

preferably through a small rubber hose, into a pail of water.

In drawing off gases how may the ammonia be recognized ?

All of the permanent gases can be easily recognized, as they
will escape in the form of bubbles from the water in the pail.

The presence of ammonia is also readily recognized since it goes
into solution in the water with a crisp crackling noise and no

bubbles will appear.

In purging a condenser of foul gases should the compressor be

shut down ?

The compressor should be stopped and water be allowed to

flow over the condenser until it is cooled down.

How are the condenser purging valves arranged ?

Every condenser coil should be provided with a purging valve,

and if the condenser consists of a number of coils, all of the

purging valves should be connected to one air header for blowing
out the air or foul gases. Much ammonia is wasted by blowing
the purging valves in to the atmosphere until the bluish ammonia

gas can be seen. This is absolutely wrong and should not be

practiced, because much ammonia passes off before the bluish

gas can be seen.
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What is the object of the purge valves of the condenser and why are

they essential ?

The object of purge valves on an ammonia condenser is to

enable the engineer to blow off the permanent gases that accu-

mulate in the system.

What may these permanent gases be ?

These gases may be of two different origins. They may be

due to the decomposition of ammonia, in which case they con-

stitute a mechanical mixture of hydrogen and nitrogen, or they

may be little more than air* which has got into the system

accidentally when some part has been opened up for repairs, or

.through leaks around the ammonia rods when a vacuum has

been pumped on the system.

What are they most likely to be ?

As a matter of fact, the permanent gases most commonly
encountered in ammonia refrigerating systems are the hydrogen
and nitrogen resulting from the decomposition of the ammonia.

The hydrogen constituent will rise to the top of the condenser

because of its lightness compared to nitrogen or even to ammonia.

As compared to air taken as unity, the specific gravity of hydro-

gen is 0.06926, that of nitrogen is 0.971, and that of ammonia 0.6.

Where in the condenser do they tend to go ?

Other things being equal, the ammonia of an air and ammonia
mixture will flow to the top and the air to the bottom of the

containing vessel. Air does, nevertheless, collect in the condenser

whether it be the highest point in the system or not. The

reason for this is that it is carried along with the ammonia gas,

and the gas, being liquefied in the condenser under the proper

conditions of temperature and pressure, leaves the air behind.
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Vertical ammonia receiver with gauge glass and pedestal.
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Why is air objectionable ?

Air in the system excludes an equal volume of ammonia gas,

and, therefore, reduces the available condensing surface. Special

provision should be made for air venting the condenser.

Why is it impracticable to draw off air from the bottom of the

condenser ?

It might tend to gravitate out of the condenser at the bottom,
but it would be prevented from doing this by the presence of

the liquid ammonia, which, although it is comparatively light

for a liquid is still many times heavier than air. Furthermore,
ammonia condensers are usually built so that the outlets are

liquid-sealed, making the escape of a gas in that direction

impossible.

How should the purging be done ?

The proper way is to provide the purging valves or header

with a one-quarter inch pipe, which has a rubber hose stripped
over the end. Stick the hose into a can or barrel filled with cold

water, and note while blowing whether large air bubbles are

leaving the hose and rising through the water. If this is the case,

air is discharged, but when only small bubbles or occasionally
a few large ones appear, more ammonia than air is blown out, and
the purging should be stopped. After running cold water over

the condensers for about one hour, another trial can be made,
but this should always be done while the condenser coil to be

blown is not in operation.

Can this water used in purging be made available ?

In a compression plant, all the ammonia blown out and
absorbed by the water is wasted, unless it is used for washing and

cleaning. But in an absorption plant the ammonia can be used

by pumping the weak solution into the system, which will

prove to be much the better way than to ''burn off" the foul

gases, as usually practiced.
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How are air and various permanent gases removed from other

parts of the system ?

For the purpose of removing these undesirable gases, purge
valves are provided in different parts of the system. One of

these is commonly placed in the bottom of the oil separator for

draining off the oil, which is brought over from the compressor.

If a vertical ammonia receiver is used, a purge valve may be

placed in the bottom, and the liquid ammonia be taken off from

the side of the receiver 4 or 5 inches from the bottom. Other

points of connection are the bottom of the brine cooler or lower

manifold of the coil in the tank system.

Is there any waste of ammonia in a compression or absorption

system ?

Theoretically there should not be, but in actual practice

from 50 to 100 pounds yearly is regarded as practically

unavoidable in a plant of moderate capacity.

Why is this ?

It is partly due to leakage and also to decomposition of the

ammonia into hydrogen and nitrogen. The former may be

largely caused by inefficient management, the latter is very

difficult of prevention.

How should precautions be taken to prevent air from getting into

the system ?

To prevent the possibility of air getting into the system, the

evaporating pressure should never be brought below that of the

atmospheric, or o on the gauge, as at such times, with the least

leakage at any point, it is sure to enter. Should it become neces-

sary to reduce the pressure below that point, it is well first to

tighten the compressor stuffing boxes and allow the pressure to

remain below o only the shortest possible time, as not only air

may enter, but if it be the brine system and a leak exists, brine

also will be drawn in.
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How does a refrigerating engineer know when the condenser

pressure and back pressure of his plant are right for economical

operation ?

With an engineer who is familiar with the underlying prin-

ciples on which the efficiency of refrigerating systems depends,
it is largely a matter of judgment. Such judgment must be

based on knowledge of the temperature of the condenser water,

whether there is sufficient condenser surface for the compressor,
and whether or not the condenser pipes are free from uncondens-

able foreign gases. With these things known to be right,

condenser pressure for different temperatures of cooling water

should be approximately as in the following :

1 gallon per minute per ton per 24 hours

Temperature of cooling water, de-

grees F ....................... 60 65 70 75 80 85 90
Condenser pressure, gauge, Ib ... 183 200 220 235 255 280 300
Temperature of condensed liquid
ammonia, degrees F ........... 95 100 105 no 115 120 125

2 gallons per minute per ton per 24 hours
Condenser pressure, gauge, Ib ..... 130 153 168 183 200 220 235
Temperature of condensed liquid

ammonia, degrees F ........... 77 85 90 93 100 105 no
3 gallons per minute per ton per 24 hours -

Condenser pressure, gauge, Ib ..... 125 140 155 170 185 200 215
Temperature of condensed liquid

ammonia, degree F ............. 75 85 90 93 95 100 105

Similarly, the evaporating or back pressure within the

expansion coils of a refrigerating system depends upon the

temperatures on the outside of such coils, i. e., the air or brine

to be cooled. For average practice, back pressures for the

production of required temperatures should be approximately
as follows :

TABLE.

Temperature of room, degrees F. 10 15 20 28 32 36 40 50 60
Back pressure, gauge, Ib ....... 7 10 12 15 22 25 27 30 35 40
Temperature of ammonia, de-

grees F .................... 13 10 5 o 8 12 14 17 22 26
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Which is the more efficient, the submerged or atmospheric
condenser ?

The latter
;

it requires less water but more pipe.

Describe the submerged type ?

Submerged condensers are those in which the ammonia coil

is immersed in a tank of water. The counter current principle

of cooling is employed, viz., the hot gas enters at the top and

leaves as a liquid at the bottom. The cold water enters at the

WATER

Submerged Condenser. In this type of condenser the counter current is

naturally obtained as the water entering at the bottom will rise

to the top as it warms up. The gas is admitted at the top and
the liquid is drawn off at the bottom.

bottom and overflows at the top of the tank. Thus the cold water

comes in contact with the coolest part of the coil and the warmest

water with the hottest part of the coil,
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How much larger amount of water is required for a submerged
condenser ?

Submerged condensers should be allowed at least 20 per cent,

more water than is required for an atmospheric condenser.

What is a disadvantage of the submerged condenser ?

Where there is abundance of water a submerged condenser

might be advisable if it were not for the disadvantage that the

pipes being in water are not easily inspected or cleaned
;

a

leak, too, may not be noticed, as the water will absorb the

ammonia and no bubbles will rise to the surface. There is also

liability to form along the pipes a film of warm water containing
bubbles of air which interferes with the efficiency of the process.

Why is the submerged condenser not a favored type ?

There are several reasons why this style of condenser is not

usually economical. A large amount of water is required, be-

cause it is impossible to have all the water come in contact with

the coils, owing to the large amount of space between them,
and the inability to accurately control the movement of the

water. The circulation of the water is always upward, but

only a fraction of it passes directly over the pipe.

It is difficult to obtain efficient circulation, and frequently
air bubbles form on the pipe and layers of warm water lie about

some of the sections, thus insulating them and retarding the

transference of heat. This condition makes it necessary to use

agitators of some kind, but the degree of movement must be

such as not to interfere with the counter current principle.

Why is the submerged condenser used on shipboard ?

It is the type most convenient for marine service. On the

other hand it requires a much larger amount of cooling water,

making its use out of the question where water is scarce or

expensive, and the weight of a tank containing water as well as

coils makes a strong support necessary, and in this country its

use is limited to special requirements and localities,
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What variation in the form of the submerged condenser is occas-

ionally used ?

Shell types of condensers may be called reversed submerged
condensers. Instead of surrounding the coil of pipe containing
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Submerged ammonia condenser. The gas passes through the double
coil, which is surrounded by water circulating through the tank.

The liquid is drawn off at the bottom.

ammonia"gas with water, the water is conducted through the

pipes which are surrounded by the ammonia gas, The shell is
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strongly made to withstand high pressures, and the water pipes

are securely fastened. All expansion and contraction due to the

varying temperatures is taken care of in the coil itself. The

cold water enters at the bottom, and flowing upward, meets the

hot gas, while the gas enters at the top and flows downward

meeting the cold water. This condition fulfills all the require-

ments of the counter current principle. It is worthy of note that

with this type of condenser the liquid ammonia may be stored in

the bottom and taken direct to the expansion valves as needed.

The shell has no insulation, and any heat that may be radiated

into the air decreases the amount of water required in the coils.

The transference of heat in the condenser is not rapid, but any
kind of water may be used, and if sufficient radiating surface is

provided satisfactory results can be obtained.

Describe the Hendrick surface condenser.

It is a heavy iron shell provided with water coils. The water

circulates through the latter so that the gas entering the shell

at the top is condensed and falls to the bottom, the lower portion

being used as a liquid receiver. Its working is the exact reverse

of the submerged condenser, and its action is said to be very
efficient.

What good points must a condenser have ?

It should possess the following features :

1. Condense the ammonia gases quickly, thereby reducing the

pressure.

2. Cool the ammonia as near as possible to the temperature of

the cooling water.

3. The construction of the condenser such that any part can

easily be replaced.

If a condenser lacks one or more of these qualities, it will

greatly interfere with its working, and reduce the efficiency of

the whole plant. If, for instance, it is badly designed or too

small for its work, so that it cannot condense the ammonia gas
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quickly, the gas which is constantly discharged into it, by not

getting condensed, will raise the pressure. This naturally means

more power for driving the compressor, and therefore, higher

running expense. Further, if the construction is such that the

water surrounding the pipes cannot extract all the heat, the

liquid ammonia will be discharged into the refrigerator at a

much higher temperature than it would have if the condenser had

been properly designed. The lower the liquid ammonia is cooled

in the condenser, the more heat it can absorb.

Should a covering be placed over an atmospheric condenser ?

It would be well to protect it from the sun but the cover

should not interfere with the free circulation of air.

How does a leak in a condenser sometimes affect the ice ?

If grayish ice is formed and submerged condensers are used,

it will be well to look for a leak in the condenser.

How may gas leakages be detected ?

If through leakage in the coils or other parts of the apparatus,

water or brine becomes mixed with the ammonia, it may be

detected by drawing off a small amount of the liquid in a test

tube or other small receptacle. The ammonia will evaporate,

leaving the water or brine in the tube, from which it is easy to

determine the proportion present.

Great care should be taken to prevent the waste of ammonia

through leakage. If the gas escapes into the air it is easily

detected by its odor, but if the leak is in a submerged coil it is

necessary to test the solution with which it is surrounded.

How may chemical tests be applied ?

In order to do this, certain chemicals are necessary. For

example, phenolphthalen causes a bright pink color, Nessler's

solution a yellow or brown color, and red litmus paper when

dipped into the solution turns blue when ammonia is present.
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How should the condenser coils be tested before they are used ?

Whether submerged, atmospheric, double pipe or shell type
condensers are used, all pipes, fittings and connections must first

Oil trap which is "fitted up" to be used also as an ammonia regenerator.

be cleaned and freed from all scale and mud, which is best done

with scrapers made of old files, or with strong steel brushes.

After cleaning the coils should be tested by air pressure and

under a vacuum.
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Is the air test sufficient ?

All pipes, seams and joints should be tested with sulphur
sticks while the coils are filled with ammonia, and mark carefully

all leaks with chalk. Leaks on flange joints may be stopped by

pulling up the bolts, and leaks on pipes can be repaired with

clamps. But leaks on screw joints make it necessary to dis-

connect the fitting, cut the thread over and make a new joint,

and for this, as well as for exchanging split pipes, the condenser

must be pumped out and disconnected.

How are sulphur sticks made ?

Melt in a tin can or ladle, ordinary sulphur brimstone

being careful that it does not get too hot, or else it will burn,

which can be prevented by having the can or ladle covered to

keep the air out. Cut thin sticks of wood, about one-quarter
of one inch thick and 6 to 9 inches long, or strips of cardboard of

same size, and dip the ends into the molten sulphur, which must

be repeated till the coating on the sticks or strips is about one-

sixteenth of an inch thick. Have plenty of them for ready use,

as they are very cheap, and come in handy all the year round.

For testing, light the end of the sulphur coating and move
a distance of about one inch along all pipes, around all fittings,

joints and valve stuffing boxes. As long as no dense smoke is

noticeable, there is no leak, but as soon as smoke ensues while

moving along some part of the pipework, investigate carefully

whence the smoke comes, and you will soon find the ammonia

leak, no matter how small it is.

Is this a very efficient test ?

Pipework which has been considered absolutely tight after

testing with air pressure or with ammonia by smell has been

found leaky by the sulphur test. But this method can not be

applied as long as very bad leaks exist which can be heard by

blowing or detected by smell, because the surrounding atmo-

sphere is then filled with ammonia, and smoke is produced where-
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ever sulphur is burning. The sulphur test is the most reliable

and never-failing method for testing everything which contains

ammonia.

Does the exterior of the condenser coils require special attention ?

One of the first points to be kept in mind in the operation of a

refrigerating plant is cleanliness, and special attention should be

given to the surfaces of the condenser to obtain the best efficiency.

The necessity of keeping the condenser free from air or other

foreign gases has already been mentioned. In addition to this

all deposits should be regularly removed from the outside

surfaces.

How should the coils be cleaned from time to time ?

It is necessary to blow out the deposits from the water, and

when this is done a water pressure of 400 pounds per square inch

will show corrosion or bad places, so that it is advisable to

apply it.

What is the double-pipe condenser ?

This type of ammonia condenser has only come into use during
the last few years, and in some ways has many advantages over

both submerged and surface condensers. The construction is

such that one pipe is placed within another, which pipes, at each

end, are connected by special bends, so as to make two separate

zig-zag sections of inner and outer pipes.

The ammonia gas is delivered in at the top and forced down-

ward through the large outer pipe, while the water comes in

at the bottom and is forced upwards through the smaller inner

pipe. As the water does not come in contact with the atmosphere,

after having done its work by cooling the gas it can be carried

to any part of the building and used for other purposes. The

life of such a condenser is of much longer duration than any
other type, as the only pipes which can corrode and eventually

give out are the inner water pipes. As the ammonia has no

corroding influence on iron, the outer pipes will last indefinitely.
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What are the advantages of the double pipe condenser ?

It is cleaner, there being no dripping water, consequently
it can be placed in any room. Less space is required than for an

atmospheric condenser of equal capacity. A greater efficiency is

also claimed over other types of condenser because the tempera-
ture of the ammonia entering the condenser and that of the

water leaving it are more closely equalized.

Double Pipe Ammonia Condenser. The gas enters at the top in the
annular space between the outer and inner pipes, the liquid being
drawn off at the bottom. The inner pipes are for the water, and
thus the counter current effect is easily obtained.

Is the double pipe condenser very effective in working operation ?

On account of placing one pipe within the other the space

allowed for the ammonia gas is very small, consequently the

amount of gas surrounding the water pipes is also very small, and

the heat is quickly extracted. This is a great advantage, as the

quicker the ammonia gas gets cooled, and liquefied, the lower

will be the pressure, and consequently less power required to

drive the ammonia compressor. As the coldest water enters at

the lower end of the coil section, where the liquid ammonia

collects, by passing through this, the thin layer of liquid ammonia
is quickly reduced to the temperature of the coldest water.
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This means a considerable increase in the refrigerating efficiency,

so that a double pipe ammonia condenser has many advantages
over the submerged and open condensers. The atmospheric

condenser, however, has the advantage in that the pipes are

always open for inspection, and can be cleaned when necessary,
and always kept in first-class condition. With a double-pipe

condenser, where the water pipe is inside, these pipes cannot be

so readily examined, but special provisions are made for cleaning
out the pipes. It is, however, advisable with double-pipe con-

densers to examine the inner pipes thoroughly every few years.

What is a disadvantage of a double-pipe condenser if not carefully

constructed ?

Although a small space between the inner and the outer

pipe is of great advantage for the quick condensing of the

ammonia gas, this small space has also its faults, as there is a

tendency to make it too small for the passage of the gas.

How do the manufacturers of the Linde machine meet this

difficulty ?

The construction of their double-pipe condensers overcomes

this defect, as by the peculiar construction of the condenser

heads, when the ammonia gas enters the condenser it is divided

and delivered into three pipes, which pipes at the other end are

joined to get the gas thoroughly mixed before it is again passed

through three other pipes. By repeating this action at each end

all the gas is evenly cooled and quickly liquefied. Therefore

though the condensers are also built of 2 inch outer and \% inch

inner pipes, by passing the gas through three pipes instead of

one, the full area of a 2 inch pipe is sustained and the gas travels

along with the same speed at which it is delivered to the con-

denser. Further, by dividing the gas into small quantities and

by mixing it and bringing each separate part into contact with

the cold surface of the water pipe, the gas gets cooled and con-

densed much faster, which means a further reduction in pressure.
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What special point needs to be guarded against in a double-pipe
condenser ?

They must be looked after in freezing weather, or the water

pipes in them may freeze up and burst.

Double pipe condenser return bend the ammonia pipes C C are screwed

into the flanges D, and to those flanges the casting E is held by
the bolts F F, compressing the soft packing G. The inner pipes

H H are for the water circulation, the joints being made tight

by means of the soft packing rings I, around each end of the pipe,

which are compressed by the return bend J and the bolts K.

Why is the outer pipe in a double pipe condenser varied in size ?

As the volume of the cooling water practically undergoes
no change the inner pipe of a double pipe condenser is always the

same size for its entire length, usually iX inches. The condition

of the circulating gas, however, greatly varies, and, as a result,

the outer pipe is usually made larger at the entrance than at the

exit. The ammonia gas enters at the top and is gradually
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condensed as it proceeds toward the bottom, and as condensation

progresses the volume decreases until all the gas is changed to

a liquid. It is always desirable to confine the ammonia to as

small a space as possible in order to facilitate the transfer of

heat to the cooling water, but if the specific volume of the gas is

high and the space is too limited, excessive friction may result.

Some manufacturers use 2>^ inch pipe for the first two or three

rows for the ammonia gas, and then reduce the pipe to 2 -inch.

Among the strong features of this type of condenser it may be

mentioned that since the water is at all times under pressure it

may be used for other purposes after leaving the condenser
;

the condenser is entirely self-contained and may be located in any
convenient place, and the velocity of the cooling water may be

closely controlled so as to obtain the highest efficiency at all

times.

Describe the Wolf double pipe condenser ?

These condensers are usually twelve pipes high. The two

upper pipes are 2.
1

/* inches in diameter and the ten lower 2

inches. The waterpipe is i
l/ inches throughout. The use of

large pipes at the top gives a wider annular space between

the external surface of the waterpipe and the internal surface

of the ammonia pipe, providing the greater space which is

required for the gas when it first comes into the condenser,

owing to its rarefied condition. As soon as the cooling influence

of the water becomes effective and the ammonia becomes denser,

less space is, of course, required.

What is a good way of cleaning double-pipe condenser coils ?

They may be scoured out with compressed air, using a

mixture of sand and water under 20 pounds pressure.

If compressed air is not available a steam jet may be used

to operate the sand blast
;

in this case but little water should

be mixed with the sand or there will be too much condensation

of the steam.
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Why does the amount of cooling water necessarily vary with the

temperature required in the cooling rooms ?

Not only does the amount of cooling water required per ton

vary with its temperature, but also with the cooler temperatures

required and the condensing pressure encountered.

If, for example, a cooler is to be maintained at 20 degrees

Fahrenheit, a back pressure of 15 pounds is to be carried, result-

ing in o degree ammonia within the expansion coils, and the

head pressure be 145 pounds, only 0.75 gallon of cooling water

will be required, provided it be sufficiently cool to rise 20 degrees
in temperature and still be 10 degrees cooler than the temperature
of the condensed ammonia corresponding to the pressure. Now,
the temperature corresponding to 145 pounds head pressure is

82 degrees Fahrenheit, so that 82 30 52 degrees, the required

temperature of the cooling water.

Why, if only one temperature is to be carried ?

Where there is only one temperature to be produced in the

cold-storage compartments a back pressure is usually carried,

such that the temperature corresponding to that pressure will

be about 22 degrees Fahrenheit below that of the cooler tempera-
ture. Under average operating conditions the cost of the amount
of expansion pipe required to allow of this range in temperatures
balances up fairly well with the loss in efficiency that would be

encountered if less expansion piping were installed and a lower

back pressure carried.

Why do operating conditions change if varied temperatures are

to be maintained in different rooms ?

Where several different temperatures are to be maintained

with one back pressure no fixed rule can be followed, and each

individual case must be figured out separately. If only a small

per cent, of the total cooling work be low temperature, it is

usually advisable to reduce the temperature range between the

liquid ammonia and the surrounding air, making up for the
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reduced range by the installation of inversely proportionately
more pipe. In this case the expenditure of an abnormal amount
of pipe in a small per cent, of the entire duty allows of an increase

in efficiency of the whole plant.

How does this variation in temperature affect the piping required ?

While the necessity of producing a low temperature in a single

box reduces the efficiency of the entire plant or that part of it

which is required to carry the low back pressure because of that

low temperature there is a slight, compensation for the de-

creased efficiency in the way of decreased first cost of expansion

piping for the higher temperature boxes. The ammonia pressure

and temperature being reduced in order to cool the low tempera-
ture box may be sufficiently colder than the high-temperature
boxes as to allow the pipe surface in the high-temperature
boxes to be reduced often as much as 50 per cent. This condition

would obtain when the difference between the ammonia and the

high-temperature boxes becomes 44 degrees Fahrenheit.

What is an important objection to atmospheric condensers ?

Their action is sluggish when the weather is warm and the

humidity is great.

What is the liquid receiver ?

A vertical or horizontal cylinder to hold the ammonia as it

comes from the condenser.

How high should the liquid receiver be tested ?

Up to 1000 pounds pressure.

What is the purpose of the liquid receiver ?

In a refrigerating plant it answers the same purpose as the

storage battery of an electric light plant, serving as a sort of

balance wheel, and reserve in case of emergency. Another

valuable service of the receiver is in acting as an oil trap, and

for this purpose it should be supplied with suitable glass gauges
and a valve for drawing off the oil at the bottom.
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What should be the capacity of the liquid receiver ?

About half a gallon per ton of refrigerating capacity. In

case, however, it is ever to be used as a storage vessel for all the

ammonia in the plant during repairs, it should be large enough
to hold the whole charge twice over. It is a great convenience

to be able to put the entire charge of ammonia in the receiver

in case of emergency. With a large receiver, which is not too

full, an expansion coil can be repaired without shut down in

the plant and the plant is much easier to operate when

starting up.

A rule given by Siebel is that for an absorption plant, the

receiver should at least hold enough liquid ammonia to bring

the poor liquor at the bottom of the retort up to 73 to 77 degrees

P. In a compression system, he would have the receiver which

is placed between the condenser and the expansion valve hold

0.5 gallon of liquid for each ton of refrigerating capacity.

Where should it be placed ?

The ammonia receiver should be placed in a cool place,

preferably alongside the freezing tanks, so as to reduce the

temperature of the liquid as low as possible. It is also good

practice to put in a liquid cooler to cool the liquid on its way
between the receiver and the evaporating apparatus.

How is this liquid cooler constructed ?

A very efficient liquid cooler may be made up in the same

manner as a double pipe condenser. The liquid on its way to

the expansion coils is led through the inner pipes while the

return gas from the expansion coils passes through the annular

space between the pipes on its way back to the compressor.

The discharge pipe of the compressor, as shown on opposite page, is led through the
oil trap at the right, depositing the oil therein. The oil is drained off into the oil drum,
from which it can be taken periodically. The receiver at the left is also connected to th s

oil drum, thus any oil that may be carried through the condenser can be drained off into the
drum. Roth receiver and oil trap drains are provided with Stop valves, so they can be shut
off until the oil shows in the gauge glasses,
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What is a common mistake in locating the liquid receiver ?

Placing an ammonia receiver in an engine room is in the
same line as running distilled water mains through the furnace
under the boilers. It simply evaporates part of the liquid and
drives gas back into the condenser to be recondensed. Such
connections make it necessary to use larger condensers and more

condensing water, and, in addition, the liquid ammonia goes
into the evaporating system carrying the full quota of heat,

thereby reducing its value to a minimum.

How is it best arranged ?

With gauge glasses, and gauge cocks which will close auto-

matically in case of the breakage of the glass.

How is the purge valve arranged ?

If the liquid ammonia receiver be placed in a vertical position
it is customary to place a purge valve in the bottom for drawing
off oil or other impurities. The supply of liquid to the evaporator
being taken off at a short distance above the bottom, say 4 to 6

inches.

Can we determine the refrigerating effect of the liquid ammonia
by the amount leaving the condenser coils ?

The liquid in passing from the condenser coils to the receiver

may take up heat from some outside source, which would reduce
its refrigerating capacity, also in its passage from the receiver

to the evaporating coils its temperature may be raised, for

this reason, all pipes, as well as the receiver, should be well

insulated.

What should be the temperature of the liquid ?

The temperature at which the ammonia enters the evaporat-

ing coils should be that of the water used for condensing purposes.
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How can the charge of ammonia be kept in good condition ?

By the use of an ammonia distiller or regenerator.

What are its advantages ?

This apparatus, when installed in connection with a refriger-

ating or ice-making plant, enables the operator to redistill the

entire charge of ammonia without drawing it from the system
and without interfering for one moment with the continuous

operation of the plant ;
if used regularly in usual operation it

takes the place of the ordinary oil separator and keeps the

ammonia at all times perfectly pure and anhydrous a condition

impossible to obtain without its use, and one which is absolutely

essential to the highest efficiency of a refrigerating machine.

Describe its workings.

The liquid ammonia, with its impurities, is let into the dis-

tiller from the liquid receiver, oil trap, or direct from the con-

denser, through the liquid inlet " A." (See figure on page 186.)

The inlet valve should be left open until the glass gauge shows

that the reservoir is slightly more than half full. The ammonia
relieved of the pressure which has until now kept it in the form
of a liquid, begins to expand into a gaseous form, the horizontal

position of the apparatus affording, when the reservoir is half

full, an evaporating surface of over six square feet, which is

many times greater than in a vertical oil separator.

The ammonia vapor passes out through the pipe "B" into

the liquid trap, which is designed to prevent the possibility

of any liquid being carried over into the compressor. This

trap is connected by the pipe "C" with the suction line to the

compressor.

How is the distillation hastened ?

In order to accelerate the vaporizing of the ammonia a steam

pipe is provided for raising the temperature in the distilling
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Several methods of suspending pipes from ceilings, walls and beams.
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apparatus. The steam enters through the pipe "D," which,

as will be seen, is inserted in another and larger pipe. A drain

marked *'
E," is provided for taking care of the water of condensa-

tion. Care should be taken that the temperature of the liquid is

not raised above 60 degrees to 70 degrees F., and to this end the

pressure recorded on the pressure gauge should not be allowed

to go above 90 to 100 Ibs. The temperature corresponding to a

pressure of 90 Ibs. is approximately 60 degrees, and that is high

enough to make the evaporation quite rapid and at the same

time is low enough to prevent the vaporizing of any oil or water

contained in the liquid ammonia.

How can the engineer tell when the operation is finished ?

By observing the pressure gauge at the end of the apparatus,

the operator can tell when all the liquid which will evaporate has

been vaporized. The outlet valve "F" on the suction line to

the compressor should be left open until the pressure in the

reservoir is reduced to that in the suction line to the machine,

as indicated by the suction gauge in the engine-room.

What should then be done ?

This valve *'F" should then be closed and the remaining

liquid, consisting of oil, water and other impurities, discharged
from the apparatus through the drain pipe *'G," which, it will

be observed, is placed at the lowest point of the head. A drain,

marked "H," is provided for draining the liquid trap of any

impurities that may have been carried along with the vapor from

the reservoir of the apparatus. A safety valve is provided in a

by-pass around the liquid trap so that in the event that the valves

are not properly opened to relieve the pressure there will be no

dinger of accidents.

The blow-off of the safety valve is connected to the pipe

leading to the suction of the compressor, thus no gas escapes

to the atmosphere.
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How is water usually obtained for ice making ?

Ice is usually made from the exhaust steam of the compressor
or of the generator.

How is it necessary to treat the water in a compression plant ?

It must be freed from the oil of the cylinder by use of steam

niters, using sponge, silicate, or bone charcoal.

Does the oiling of a compressor or ammonia pump require careful

attention ?

Yes. No more oil should be used in the steam cylinder
than is absolutely necessary. From two to four drops a minute

will answer for most engines, if the oil is good.

Should special care be used in looking after oil ?

The oil should be of such a nature that it is not saponified

by contact with the ammonia, as such a change would cause a

thick coating on the inside surfaces of the pipes and other parts

of the apparatus.

How is saponification brought about ?

Animal and vegetable oils are formed of a fatty acid and

glycerine, which separate when exposed to a high temperature.
If soda or potash be present the fatty acid combines with it and

forms soap.

How often should the oil separator be examined ?

Oil should be drawn off from the separator about once a week,

or oftener if there is danger of its being carried over into the

condenser. If the oil is of the proper quality it should be in

practically the same condition as before using, and may be used

over again after being allowed to stand until the gas has escaped
from it. If it shows any signs of having been affected by the

ammonia its use should not be continued.

Don't forget the oil separator; it should be constantly

drained of water and oil.
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Why are animal and vegetable oils unfit for refrigerating use ?

Because they form with alkaline substances, such as ammonia,
a soapy emulsion, and by steam are decomposed into fatty acids

and glycerine. Vegetable oils are also liable to dry or gum.

What kind of oil does this make necessary ?

Mineral oils which are composed of carbon and hydrogen ;

they are the only ones that should be used in cylinders.

Piano wire loops for testing the viscosity of oils.

How may we detect the presence of animal matter in oil ?

Take an ordinary 4 oz. bottle and fill it about one-quarter
full of the oil to be tested, and add about two teaspoonfuls of

powdered borax. Shake the bottle with its contents for a few

minutes, and if a soapy deposit forms the oil contains animal

matter and should not be used in an ammonia compressor.

How may we compare the viscosity of different oils ?

Make a loop of fine piano wire as shown in the illustration

and pass the ends of the wire through a small eye formed on the

end of another wire. Now slip the eye up toward the closed end
of the loop, thus drawing it together, and dip the loop into the

oil to be tested. A fine film of oil will bridge over the loop, and

by sliding the eye so as to allow the loop to open, we can note
how far the eye can be drawn out before the film will break.

The film of oil which allows the loop to be opened the farthest is

the most viscous oil.
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How should economy be exercised in using oil ?

By collecting the surplus in drip pans so that it may be

filtered and used over.

What is the advantage of the oil cooling system of the Triumph
Ice Machine Co. as shown on opposite page ?

The arrangement of an oil cooler in the ammonia system

constantly provides a cold supply of oil for the stuffing box and

cylinder of the compressor. The employment of this cooler will

overcome the annoyances and loss experienced in many plants

from the escaping ammonia at the stuffing box, as a cold supply
of oil will maintain a moderate temperature in the stuffing box,

cooling the piston rod and preventing the excessive wear on the

packing, which results from a hot rod.

How is it described ?

The design is continuous, preventing the wasting of oil, which

is an important item to be considered when economy is desired.

It will be noticed that the oil cooler contains a spiral coil located

in the expansion system, and through the aid of an expansion
valve placed immediately above the cooler, the proper tempera-
tures may be carefully maintained. A gauge is fitted to the

cooler so that at any time the attendants may be informed as to

the supply on hand. Such oil as may have by chance entered

the expansion coils can be dropped in this receptacle and all

accumulated foreign matter may be drained off from the valve

located at the extreme bottom. An oil strainer is placed directly

before the compressor, which precludes the possibility of any
solid matter entering the machine.

When it is desired, the oil may be removed from this cooler

and same converted into an ammonia purifier or still. At such

times as it is found necessary to purify the ammonia in the

system, a live steam line may be attached, and with the aid of a

hose spraying on the cooler and heating same slightly, perfect
distillation of ammonia can be procured.
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What is a rough estimate of condenser water needed ?

If it enters the condenser at 60 and leaves at 90, one gallon

per minute for each ton of ice making capacity in 24 hours, while

if it enters at 60 and leaves at 75 two and one-half gallons will

be required.

Does piping often give way without some warning ?

There have been but few accidents in the history of refrigera-

tion, where the piping has given way and allowed the ammonia
to escape in any considerable quantity.

The first indications are usually small holes in the pipe which

allow the ammonia to flow out in a small stream in gas or liquid

as the case may be.

Is there a large margin of safety in the piping used for condensers ?

The average pressure carried on a condenser is from 150
to 185 pounds per square inch, and as common wrought iron

pipe two inches in diameter will stand from 1800 to 2500 pounds

per square inch before rupture, it is safe to say that under most

conditions there is a factor of safety of nine times the maximum
pressure required for heavy condensing purposes.

What is an average condition of wear ?

In calipering a piece of pipe removed from a condenser after

a service of six and one-half years, a deterioration of 4-100 of an

inch from its original thickness of 20-100, or a loss of about

20 per cent, was found. Considerable pitting was noticed and

one small hole was found corroded clear through the pipe, which

allowed the gas to escape, bringing it to the attendant's notice,

although it was not enough to prevent the engineer closing the

valves. A blanket or gunny sack thrown over a leak of this

kind with a small stream of water flowing over the cloth will

hold the gas in check and make getting to the leak much easier

work.
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What are two very important points in machinery using ammonia

or steam ?

Perfectly constructed and operating valves and correct

alignment of the machine.

Are tight valves very important ?

It is necessary in a refrigerating plant to have valves which

are reliable, as on these depend the saving of the ammonia. If

some part of the system has to be opened for inspection,

the valves when closed must not let any ammonia vapors pass.

If they do, it not only means a waste of money, but it is also

very annoying to the engineer who has to work in these

vapors. Beside being perfectly tight, the valves should be

accessible at all times, without having first to unscrew a gland

before one can get at the spindle.

How may a rusty coupling be unscrewed ?

To unscrew a large pipe coupling that has been screwed

together with a greater force than can be had to unscrew it, or

that has become rusted fast, a good plan is to heat the coupling

by building a fire around it, or better still, turn a jet of steam on

it. At the same time try to unscrew with chain tongs. The

coupler will heat sooner than the pipe, and will expand away
from it.

Another and unfailing method is to heat the joint to a low

red heat, and then pour cold water over the pipe close to the

coupling or fitting. The heating of the joint causes both fitting

and pipe to expand, and the sudden cooling of the pipe will

contract it so suddenly that any cementation in the joint will

break. The joint will readily open up so that the fitting can be

unscrewed even by hand if it were not too hot. If this process is

done quickly the largest and hardest joints may be separated

with great ease.



CHEMISTRY AND

DISTILLATION OF

WATER.

Why is pure water very unusual in nature ?

It is the greatest natural solvent known, hence it is rarely

found pure. Water is capable of absorbing nearly every gas and

vapor with which it comes in contact.

Is the quality of boiler feed water important ?

Not many years ago the chemical composition of water for

industrial purposes was considered to be of little importance.
Water was water for the factory man, if it would flow through
a pipe in sufficient quantity. But that attitude has changed.
At the present day when business competition is so intense,

when every detail of cost is subjected to such careful scrutiny,

the quality of the water, the raw material of the trade, has be-

come of great importance. The far-seeing manufacturer locates

his refrigerating plant with special reference to the available

water supply; he considers the effect of the supply on his boiler

and on his condenser tubes; and he adapts the type of his

machinery to the quality of the water.

Is it best to treat water before it enters the boiler ?

Treating feed waters inside of the boiler is a practice of many
years' standing, but, in the light of recent progress, is not to be

commended. A boiler, generating steam, has all that it can

reasonably be expected to do without being called upon to per-

form the functions of a chemical laboratory. The external

method of treating feed water, chemically or mechanically, is

being adopted by many progressive plants in this country.
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Why is a water analysis sometimes misleading ?

To determine its value for steam or drinking purposes its

quantitative analysis should be known as well as the qualitative;

also its bacteriological condition.

What solid matters are frequently found in water ?

Animal life, organic matters, such as sewage, decayed vege-
table and animal matter, poisonous metals, magnesia, lime,

carbonates, sulphates, alkalies, earthy salts, chlorine, bromide

combinations, etc., are found in variable quantities.

How may the presence of various foreign matters be detected ?

To test water in its natural state and before boiling, insert

blue litmus paper. If the water turns it red it is carbonated,
and contains carbonic acid. If, after boiling, it does not turn

the blue paper, the same is true, or, if after turning the paper

red, the blue color may be restored by slight heat. Water,
which gives out a sickening odor, and shows a black precipitate

with acetate of salt is sulphurous, containing sulphureted

hydrogen. Water which gives a blue precipitate, with yellow
or red prussiate of potash through the addition of a few drops
of hydrochloric acid, is chalybeate, containing carbonate of

iron.

Water which will, after boiling, restore the blue color to

litmus paper, is alkaline.

Water which shows none of the above properties in a marked

degree, or leaves a large residuum after boiling is saline, and

contains salts.

Is water which will stand these tests always fit for drinking ?

Water may be clear and sparkling and satisfactory by all the

foregoing tests, but still not "potable," that is, fit for drinking,

for the reason that it may contain very objectionable bacteria

which can only be detected by microscopic examination.
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How can such water be made suitable for drinking purposes ?

Only by boiling ;
the high temperature destroying any

organic life that it may contain.

What water is most satisfactory for refrigerating purposes ?

Water for use in the ammonia condensing apparatus is

preferred when taken from springs or deep wells, for it is much
colder than surface water, hence much less is required. Water

from a considerable depth is almost constant in temperature,

generally from 50 to 56 degrees the year round, while water from

rivers, ponds and streams ranges from 32 degrees in winter to

85 degrees in midsummer. The colder the water used in the

condenser, the less power it requires to drive the machinery.
For refrigerating machines an allowance of about \% gallons

per ton refrigerating capacity, and on ice plants 3 to 4 gallons

per ton, dependent upon the temperature, is necessary.

How is the purity of water determined ?

Water is not pure if it becomes turbid or opaque by the

following tests :

Baryta water indicates the presence of carbonic acid.

Chloride of barium indicates the presence of sulphates.

Nitrate of silver indicates the presence of chlorides.

Oxalate of ammonia indicates the presence of lime salts.

Sulphide of hydrogen slightly acid indicates the presence of

either antimony, arsenic, tin, copper, gold, platinum, mercury,

silver, lead, bismuth or cadmium.

Sulphide of ammonia, alkaloid by ammonia, indicates the

presence of nickel, cobalt, manganese, iron, zinc, alumina or

chromium.

Chloride of mercury or gold, or sulphate of zinc, indicates

the presence of organic matter.

Chemical tests will not reveal the presence of bacteria, it

requiring microscopic examination for their detection.
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Is there a considerable amount of dissolved and mechanically

suspended solids in river water ?

The black lines in the diagram on this page represent the

amount of dissolved solids, or the salts, while the other lines

show the amount of suspended solids, or the mud.

Brazos River at Waco, Texas,

Arkansas River at Little Rock.

Red River at Shreveport, La

Missouri River at Ruegg, Mo,

Wabasb River at Vincennes, Ind.

Des Moines River at Keosauqua, la.

Maumee Rivef at Toledo, O.

Grand River at Grand Rapids, Mich.

Mississippi at Memphis, Tenn.

Lake Erie at Buffalo, N. Y.

Kentucky River at Frankfort, Ky.

Tennessee River at Gilbertsville, Ky.

Lnippewa River at Eau Claire, Wis.

James River at Richmond, Va.

Cahaba River at Birmingham, Ala.

Lake Superior at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

Chattahoochee River at West Point. Ga.

By comparing the rivers of the Mississippi valley with those

of the Southern Atlantic Coast, it is seen that the averages of

the results for thirty rivers in the Mississippi basin are, dissolved

solids 260 parts and suspended solids 300 parts per million
;

similar averages for rivers in the Southern States are dissolved

solids 80 parts and suspended matter 120.
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What does this diagram mean in practical working ?

It means that the users of boiler water in some localities

pay much more than the manufacturers in others, per ton of

refrigerating duty, for boiler compounds, boiler repairs, boiler

cleaning, idle machinery, and loss of heat efficiency.

What is a simple chemical test for chlorides in the water supply ?

There is an easily made test which should be of considerable

help in the efficient selection of water supply. Ordinary salt,

sodium chloride, seldom or never exists in a natural water

supply without being accompanied by magnesium chloride,

which salt causes pitting and corrosion in the boilers and con-

densers and often leads to serious trouble. As a general rule,

.it may be stated that if the total chlorides exceed 10 grains per

gallon, the water should not be used for these purposes.

An estimate of the total amount of chlorides in a water may
be made, approximately, by the use of the following solution:

Dissolve 4.79 grams of nitrate of silver in a liter of distilled

water. The weighing can be done by the druggist where

the salt is bought. The solution should be kept in a bottle of

dark color to exclude the light. Another solution, about an

ounce, of bichromate of potash is made up. Then 58 cubic

centimeters of the water to be examined is put into a graduated

glass cylinder capable of holding 100 cubic centimeters

and to this is added a few drops of the bichromate so-

lution. The nitrate of silver solution is poured in slowly

and the cylinder shaken all the time. The point at which the

red color is permanent is noticed and the difference between

the number of cubic centimeters of liquid contained in the gradu-

ated glass and the quantity of water taken, 58 cubic centimeters,

will give approximately the quantity of chlorine present per

gallon in the water to be examined. If this exceeds 10 grains per

gallon, the water is not fit for use, as it will cause pitting and

corrosion.
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What is the composition of boiler scale ?

In sea water it is usually sulphate of lime; in river or lake

water, carbonate of lime.

Are the calcium compounds soluble in water ?

Calcium bicarbonate (Ca C 3 O 5)
is very soluble in water, but

when the water reaches the boiling point, the carbon dioxide

is driven off and calcium carbonate (Ca C O 3 )
is practically

insoluble in water. Magnesium bicarbonate is reduced to the

simple carbonate in the same way, both forming scale.

Is boiler scale always objectionable ?

A very thin scale may be a protection to a boiler from corro-

sion; beyond this, however, it retards the transmission of heat

and may in this manner do no little harm.

What is the best way to prevent its formation ?

By a feed water heater which may be cleaned at proper
intervals. Some scale will form, however, and must be removed

occasionally by suitable tools.

How is the question complicated as the pressures run higher ?

The higher the boiler pressures, the greater the danger from

scale and overheating.

How should oil be gotten out of the boiler ?

By the surface blow usually.

What is a good plan with both marine and inland boilers ?

To open the bottom blow at intervals and thus get rid of the

sludge.

Are oils used for preventing scale ?

Crude petroleum and kerosene oils are sometimes used but

require care,
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To what is pitting in a steam boiler due ?

Probably to electro-chemical action.

How is the electro chemical action neutralized to a considerable

degree ?

By the use of pieces of zinc, which must not be used, however,

if the boiler is intended for distilling purposes. Some engineers

prefer to use soda and thus keep the water alkaline.

How is the zinc used ?

In slabs weighing from 8 to 12 pounds ;
the pieces are

suspended in baskets or attached to the sides of the boiler.

How many should be used ?

The number varies greatly with the judgment of the engineer

and the size of the boiler.

How large an .amount of solids is usually found in sea water ?

About 5 ozs. per gallon, or 2 pounds per cubic foot.

What does it consist of ?

Chloride of sodium, 76%.
Chloride of magnesium, 10%.

Sulphate of magnesium, 6%.

Sulphate of calcium, 5%.

Are these substances found to any extent in lake and river water ?

The composition of fresh waters is quite variable. Carbonates

of calcium and magnesium and smaller proportions of their

sulphates are most often met with.

What are three important points to observe in boiler management ?

1. A full supply of steam, with little variation of pressure

should be the aim of the fireman.

2. Sudden chilling of the heating surfaces should be avoided

as much as possible.

3. Fresh water in the form of steam should not be wasted.
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How is the efficiency of a boiler roughly estimated ?

By finding the weight of water evaporated into steam per

pound of coal
;

this may vary from six or seven pounds to

perhaps as high as eleven pounds of water to a pound of coal.

Where does loss of boiler efficiency largely take place ?

Much of it takes place in the furnace and is caused by poor

firing and imperfect combustion.

How may the loss be reduced to a minimum ?

The boiler should be of good design, the air supply both

above and below the grate be properly regulated for the fuel

used, and more than all the fireman should work with ceaseless

care and diligence.

Why must there necessarily be a waste in the chimney gases ?

In order to secure a satisfactory draft the products of com-

bustion must be discharged into the chimney at about 400

temperature.

What is the utilization of fuel values ordinarily ?

A pound of good coal contains 13,000 or 14,000 heat units.

Of this we manage to make useful from 7,000 to 1 1,000 units.

How much coal is required for the boiler of a non-condensing

engine ?

Three pounds per horse power per hour, as against iJ/ Ibs.

in a condensing engine of higher efficiency.

What are the principal points relating to economy in steam

boilers ?

1. Economy in coal.

2. Economy in weight of boiler.

3. Economy in first cost.

4. Economy in maintenance and total life.
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Is it possible to combine all these features in any one make ?

No, the decision is always a compromise between the four,

the first one, usually, however, having the most weight.

Are there different ways of measuring the pressure of steam ?

In the practical operation of a boiler or in making calculations

regarding it, gauge pressure is used, but in considering the

behavior of steam, such as its mean pressure, expansion, etc.,

absolute pressure is referred to. In the latter instance the

pressure of the atmosphere is added to the gauge pressure.

How much moisture is ordinarily carried over in the steam from

the average boiler ?

It is seldom less than one or two per cent., and under poor
conditions may rise higher.

How does boiler efficiency vary ?

From 50 to 75 or 80 per cent, of the thermal value of the fuel.

How will steam flow through a pipe ?

At gauge pressure, 15 pounds, it will flow into air at a speed of

650 feet per second, and into a vacuum at 1550 feet per second.

What is the expansion of water in becoming steam ?

One cubic inch of water at 212 Fahr., becomes 1646 inches

of steam, that is, at atmospheric pressure, 14.7 pounds.

If the pressure should be reduced to ten pounds how much would

the boiling point be reduced ?

To 193, and the expansion would be 2385 cubic inches.

What would be the pressure and expansion if it were desired to

boil water at 32 ?

.089 pounds pressure, and the expansion would be 208080

times the volume of the water at 39 degrees Fahr,
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How does the barometer pressure vary ?

From 27 to 30 inches at the sea level, changing with the

pressure of the atmosphere. As one ascends, say a high moun-

tain, the mercury column falls about o.i inch for every 84 feet.

Elementary barometer, showing a column of mercury balanced by the
pressure of the atmosphere.

What is the unit of pressure ?

The pressure of the atmosphere per square inch, which is

equal to a column of water 34 feet, or one of mercury 30 inches;

that is about 14.7 pounds.

How are lighter pressures indicated ?

By a French system, showing millimeters of mercury.
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What is saturated steam ?

Steam having a temperature due to its pressure. This is

its natural state
;

if any heat be added it will superheat the

steam, and if any be taken away condensation will begin.

In boiler tests do varying conditions have to be allowed for ?

It is customary to figure the temperature of feed water and

steam at 212 and the steam as being dry.

How is the water and steam space of a boiler divided ?

Water space two-thirds; steam space one-third.

How is the capacity of a boiler estimated ?

By the pounds of water which it is able to evaporate per
hour. 34> pounds at 212 being deemed equivalent to one

horsepower; it is also equivalent to the heat required to convert

30 pounds of feed water from 100 F. into steam at 70 pounds

pressure.

What should be the amount of water evaporated ?

One pound of coal should make from six to twelve pounds
of steam, varying with the boiler, draft, and quality of the fuel-

How large is the heating surface of a boiler ?

From 9 to 15 square feet per horse power.

What is a rough estimate of coal required per boiler horse power ?

One pound of coal will produce 8 pounds of steam, more or

less, and it requires 30 pounds of steam per hour to produce one

horse power.

Is it necessary to raise water to the boiling point to produce

vaporization ?

At lower temperatures there is always a slow vaporization

going on. This explains the formation of clouds and the drying
of mud in the road.
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What is the difference between absolute and gauge pressure ?

Pressure gauges in general use indicate pressure in pounds
above the atmospheric pressure, consequently to this pressure

14.7 pounds should be added to make absolute pressure.

Diagram of steam and water space in a boiler

What are four notable temperatures for water ?

32 F., or o C= the freezing point under one atmosphere.

39. i or 4 = the point of maximum density.

62 or i6.66= the standard temperature.
212 or 100 = the boiling point, under one atmosphere.

The temperature 62 F. is the temperature of water used in

calculating the specific gravity of bodies, with respect to the

gravity or density of water as a basis, or as unity.

What is a simple chemical test for water ?

Add a few drops of a medium strong solution of perman-

ganate of potash to a gallon of the water. If the red color of

the permanganate of potash immediately or quickly fades away
and leaves the water colorless the water contains too much

organic matter to be used for the manufacture of ice, and would

produce an odor in the core unless special precautions are taken

to prevent it.
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What is the pressure of a column of water, per square inch and

per square foot at 62 Fahr. ?

4335 pounds for the former and 62.352 pounds for the latter,

multiplied by the height of the column in feet.

What is the pressure of a column of liquid ?

The pressure exerted by a column of liquid at its bottom

depends upon its height, its specific gravity, and the area of

the bottom, being independent of its shape or thickness. It

must be understood that by the shape of the bottom is meant

the plan. If the bottom surface of a vessel varies from the hori-

zontal the pressure will vary as the condition of the bottom.

How is water power calculated ?

The weight of the water falling per minute, multiplied by
the height from which it falls, divided by 33,000, will give the

horse power.

How is the pressure of the atmosphere practically utilized ?

In a suction pump a vacuum in the pump barrel is created

by the piston ;
the water then flows in and mounts upward until

it balances the pressure of the atmosphere ; theoretically this

means about 34 feet for water or 30 inches of mercury.

What are the two advantages of evaporating in a vacuum ?

First, all liquids boil and evaporate at considerably lower

temperatures than when under atmospheric pressure, and,

second, a high temperature must be avoided with certain liquids

or they will turn brown or coagulate.

What steam temperature is required in vacuum pans ?

Exhaust steam is frequently used because the boiling points

of most liquids are 40 C., or more, lower in vacua than under

atmospheric pressure.
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How is the power estimated for raising water ?

In the same manner as if it were falling.

What regulates the quantity of flow ?

It depends on the area of the opening and its shape.

What law governs the flow of a liquid through an orifice ?

Its velocity depends on the height of the column of liquid

above the orifice and is independent of its density.

What affects the velocity of flow of a liquid ?

The friction of the surface of the pipe, also the viscosity of

the liquid.

How should boilers be laid up ?

They should be either empty or entirely full. If out of

commission only for a short time the water may be made slightly

alkaline by soda ash. If for a long time it is better to leave them

empty and dry them out, by use of charcoal furnaces or trays
of quicklime.

What is a good plan to pursue in laying up a boiler for a con-

siderable length of time ?

Allow the boiler to cool down slowly, and clean it out

thoroughly inside as well as outside; be sure to have all the mud
and loose scale washed out, the tubes properly cleaned, and the

shell swept of all soot; it is well to clean the brickwork at the

same time, and remove all ashes from the grates and ash pit.

Now fill the boiler to within about a foot of the steam pipe

connection, and build a fire with damp straw if possible, keep

up this fire until the water has reached a temperature of about

150 to 170.
If a sufficient quantity of straw can not be had use wood

along with it sprinkled with a little tar, but do not use any coal.
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When the water has reached the above temperature, fill the

boiler up to the safety valve, with the main stop valve, of course,

closed. Next raise the safety valve off its seat and pour as

much heavy machine oil on top of the water as to overflow the

Syphon for drawing water from bottom of boiler through a handhole.

safety valve seat. Open the blow-off very slightly, so as to

allow the water to leak out of the boiler at the rate of about

three or four gallons a minute, and as the water level slowly
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descends, pour more oil on top until there are about two to

three gallons of oil floating on top of the water. Now let the

fire go out, close the damper, the furnace doors and the ash pit

doors, and leave the boiler until the water level shows in the

gauge glass, then open the manhole. When the water has

stopped running out of the blow-off, open the hand holes at the

bottom, and note whether the boiler is completely drained. If

the blow-off should not be at the lowest place, preventing proper

drainage, syphon the remaining water out by means of a piece

of bent tubing as shown on page 267, sponging out the last

remains of it.

Clean the straw ashes out of the furnace and ash pit and

leave everything wide open to allow the boiler to dry thoroughly.
When burning damp straw in the furnace a heavy smoke is

formed, largely composed of a tarry vapor, which will condense

on the comparatively cool plates and cover them with a thin

film of tar, preventing the moisture in the atmosphere to come
in contact with the metal, and thus protecting it against rust.

The tar will find its way into the smallest crevices, where it

would be hardly possible to reach with a paint brush, this is

especially evident with the inside of the tubes or between the

tubes of water tube boilers.

The oil floating on top of the slowly descending water will

deposit itself all over the interior of the boiler, and as the water

is fairly hot, it will evaporate through this film of oil, which after

cooling will be thick enough to prevent the moisture in the

atmosphere to come in contact with the sheets.

After the boiler is thoroughly dry a small tray of quicklime

may be placed in it to absorb any excess of moisture and pre-

vent sweating.

This mode of laying up is especially commendable for plants

located at the seashore where the atmosphere is very damp.
Such plants are often run only during the summer months and

thus are laid up the larger part of the year.
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"POINTS" RELATING TO DISTILLATION.

What becomes of the exhaust steam from the compressor of a

compression plant or the generator of an absorption plant ?

It is distilled and used for ice making.

How should the distilling system be arranged ?

So that the entire system can be purged by steam.

wife

Diagram of water distilling system; see description on page 271.

Where is the exhaust steam taken first ?

It is carried through the feed water heater where it gives up a

portion of its heat to the water before it reaches the boiler, thus

reducing to some extent the amount of coal necessary to make
steam.
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What is the next step ?

The steam is now in a saturated condition, and it passes

through an oil separator where it strikes against baffle plates,

the impact having a tendency to separate the oil from the steam,

it dropping to the bottom of the separator where it may be

drawn off.

Describe in detail a diagram of a water distilling system ?

The exhaust steam enters the surface condenser, A, and when

condensed the water flows from the condenser to the pump, B,

which is placed below the condenser, thus the water can be

pumped fairly hot into the re-boiler, C, which is set on the

roof of the building. The re-boiler is made of galvanized iron

with a cover on it
;
two open ventilators are on top of the re-

boiler to. allow the foul gases to escape. A live steam coil is

placed near the bottom and the water as it enters comes in

contact with it, which causes the water to boil and carry the

impurities toward the surface
;

the air and gases are carried

out through the ventilator. (See page 270.)

Attached to the re-boiler is a compartment, E, for skimming
the oil that rises to the surface of the water.

The re-boiler is skimmed automatically by an old-time device,

every twenty minutes or half hour, according to the amount of

water distilled. The device used to regulate the skimming of the

re-boiler works as follows : the plunger and cylinder, F, which

operate the lever valve, G, are placed far enough below the re-

boiler to get a head of water sufficient to raise the plunger in the

cylinder. As the plunger raises, due to the pressure under it, the

lever valve opens and allows the distilled water to flow out of

the reboiler.

The length of time that the lever valve is open can be regu-

lated by placing a cap, D, on the outlet pipe to the tank, H,

which is used to catch the water and oil that is skimmed from

the re-boiler.
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Why should an oil separator be provided with baffle plates ?

Whether the oil be contained in gas or steam it is so finely

divided that it will be carried along unless it is obliged to take

a zigzag course by impinging against some obstruction.

Exhaust steam oil separator. The oil is intercepted by the
baffle plates and deposited in the bottom of the separator.

What fact should determine the size of the separator ?

Oil in ice gives it a peculiar gray color, and is usually due to

the use of too large an amount in the engine, or to a poor sepa-

rator. The former may be remedied by the use of a better grade
of oil, and only such an amount as is required for the satisfactory

operation of the machine. The latter difficulty may be overcome

by installing a different separator. Sometimes the separator is a

good one but too small for the work required of it. In determin-

ing the size of a separator always consider the velocity of the

steam through it rather than the size of the exhaust pipe. The

separator should be located near the engine.
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How must the inlet to the separator be placed ?

So that the entering gas or steam does not strike the oil in

the bottom of the separator as in that case it would be more

likely to take up than to give up oil.

Various forms of pipe hangers used in refrigerating systems for expansion pipes.

Does the separator require careful attention ?

All parts of the distilled water system should be carefully

watched over, and the oil separator should be kept constantly
drained of the oil and dirty water

;
it should also be cooled so

that the oil will be more viscous.
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After the oil has been extracted from the steam what is the next

process ?

The passing of the steam through some form of condenser is

now necessary in order that the temperature may be so reduced

that the steam will become water.

What forms of condensers are in common use ?

The types of steam condensers closely follow the different

forms of ammonia condensers, viz.: atmospheric, submerged,

double-pipe, and a special form called the "dog house," or

flask condenser.

Describe the atmospheric steam condenser ?

It is like the ammonia condenser
;

the steam enters at the

top and as it turns to water it flows out of the bottom coils.

How are the pipe coils cooled ?

There is the same distributing trough as with the ammonia
condenser but the water supply is much smaller.

Why is this ?

Because the distilled water is soon to be boiled again and it

would be a waste of power to reduce the temperature of the

steam more than just enough to condense it into water.

What is, therefore, the approved practice in steam condenser

management ?

To use as little water on the steam condenser as possible,

just enough to condense the water required to fill the ice cans.

Keep the condenser coils scaled off clean. The hotter the

distilled water comes from the condenser, the less steam it will

require in the re-boiler, and the less likelihood there is of condens-

ing, together with the steam, other free gases passing into the

steam condenser along with the exhaust steam. Always allow a

slight amount of exhaust steam to escape at the relief valve to

carry off foul gases.
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Where does the steam condenser water come from ?

It is the water which has just been used over the ammonia

condenser.

Should care be taken to keep the condenser coils clean ?

It is necessary for their efficient working that they be kept
clean and free from scale.

vSubmerged steam condenser; the steam passes through the pipes while

the water enters the tank at the bottom and leaves at the top.

How does the piping of the distilling system differ from that

of the ammonia cycle ?

In the former system, as there is no ammonia brought in

contact with the pipes, they may be galvanized whenever their

alternate exposure to water and air would cause them to rust.

Describe the submerged condenser ?

It is an open galvanized tank containing steam coils; as it

does not require large space it may be placed in any convenient

place.
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Under what circumstances is it used ?

It can be used wherever on account of the mineral matter

in the water it is not practicable to use a double pipe one.

It can also be placed in a room where the vapor from an

atmospheric one would be objectionable.

How is the submerged condenser operated ?

On the counter current principle, the steam entering at the

top and the condensed water passing out at the bottom.

The cooling water comes in at the bottom and flows out a

little above the upper pipe.

How should the pressure in the condenser be regulated ?

The pressure in the steam condensers should remain as nearly
constant as possible. They should never be allowed to blow

violently, as this carries over whatever oily sediment may have

settled in them.

Under what conditions is the double pipe condenser used ?

Where the quality of water is such that a double-pipe con-

denser is used for the ammonia the same pattern is frequently

employed for the distilled water.

How is it operated ?

The exhaust steam enters the headers at one end and passes

through the space between the inner and outer pipes, thus being

vSubjected to the action of the cooling water from the inside pipe,

and a large amount of heat being radiated into the atmosphere

through the outer one.

Why is its use desirable ?

It is compact, easy of access, and may be quickly cleaned and

repaired.

How may the double pipe condenser be cleaned ?

There is usually provision for attaching a steam connection to

each coil for blowing-out purposes.
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Describe the "dog-house," or flask condenser.

This condenser is built of galvanized sheet iron, and the

top and bottom of the shell are a continuation of the sides, while

the shape of the apparatus offers no difficult angles or corners in

which scale might lodge.

Scale accumulates on the flat sides, and upon reaching a

certain thickness, usually falls off in large slabs, due to the

vibration or "breathing" of the condenser. It is not necessary
to interrupt the operation of the condenser to clean it.

Inspection of the interior is provided for by a manhole placed

at one end of the condenser. The entire inner side of the con-

denser is strengthened by a series of angle iron braces extending

lengthwise of the condenser and securely fastened to the shell.

How is the distilled water further treated for the removal of oil

and impurities ?

After leaving the condenser it is passed through a skimmer.

(See opposite page).

Diagram of vacuum distilling system. The steam from the exhaust pipe
A passes through the grease separator B, but on its way to the
condenser C the pipe is supplied with a by-pass by means of which
the steam can be compelled to pass through evaporator J. From
the condenser the water flows into the vacuum reboiler D, from
where it is taken by an automatically controlled pump and dis-

charged into the hot water storage tank E. From the storage
tank the water passes through the water cooler F into the deodo-
rizer G, and hence into the condensed water forecooler H. The
flow of the water from the forecooler to the freezing tank is

regulated by the regulator I. This regulator is controlled by the
water level in the storage tank. A butterfly valve in the pipe to
the freezing tank is held open by water pressure upon a piston in
the cylinder I, but when the water level in the storage tank drops,
a valve in the pipe supplying the hydraulic cylinder is closed by
the dropping of a float, and as the water in the cylinder I drains

away, the filling pipe valve is closed by the descending piston.
The pipe leading through the deodorizer is supplied with a by-pass
to be used while cleaning out the deodorizer.

The evaporator J consists of a shell 2 supplied with a removable head 1 .

The exhaust steam enters the chamber 4 and is passed over a
number of pans 3 into the chamber 5. A centrifugal pump circu-
lates water over these pans, the water is discharged through pipe 8
into the header 7, and from there passes through a number of

sprinkling pipes 6, over the pans. The water running off the pans
is collected at 10 and again circulated by the pump. The exhaust
steam passing through tne evaporator takes up a large amount of

vapor of the water, being heated in a vacuum, and carries this

vapor over into the condenser.
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Ammonia receiver with heads welded into shell by oxy-acetylene process,

making the receiver absolutely seamless.

Battery of "dog house" condensers for machine of 75 ton capacity.
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Describe the oil skimmer.

An oil skimmer is always included in a first-class filtering and

distilling apparatus. They are made cylindrical in shape. They
are arranged so that the oil or grease which is abstracted from the

water floats on the top and is caught in an oil trap and carried off

to the sewer or any other convenient place, while the clear water

is drawn off from the bottom and passes on to the reboiler. They
are made of heavy galvanized iron and are reinforced at the top

with a heavy galvanized iron band. All joints are riveted and

soldered, and all of the fittings and connections which come in

contact with the water are galvanized.

Skimming tank with funnel surface blow for re-

moving oil or other light scum from the distilled

For what should the skimmer be carefully watched ?

The oil trap should overflow or be made to flush at regular

intervals.
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What is the next stage in the treatment of the distilled water ?

It has now reached the re-boiling process.

Describe the work of the re-boiler.

It is a very important part of a distilled water plant for it is

depended upon to work all the air and foreign gases out of the

water, and to extract any minute particles of oil or grease which

may still remain in it.

Describe the re-boiler.

It is frequently cylindrical in shape with a live steam coil

placed near the bottom.

The heat from this coil causes the water to boil, thus forcing
the grease or other impurities toward the surface, where an

arranged overflow carries them into a trap, while the air and

gases are taken off in a special flue.

Re-boilers of this shape are made of heavy galvanized iron

and properly re-enforced at top and bottom.

What kind of a coil should be used ?

Use a closed coil in the re-boiler in preference to a perforated

coil. A perforated coil often gives the appearance of boiling

to the water in the tank when the temperature is still below 212

degrees. Keep the re-boiling tank up to 212 degrees, and run

the waste steam from the re-boiling coil into the steam condenser.

What is a more modern form of the re-boiler ?

A flat rectangular tank, the coils extending its full length.

Water is admitted at the rear end and passed over the full length
of the steam coils before entering the skimming and discharging
chamber.

What takes place in this chamber ?

The oil and impurities floating on the surface of the water are

skimmed off by means of V-shaped openings in the end of the

tank.
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Is this form of re-boiler more efficient than the cylindrical type ?

A long, flat reboiler will more thoroughly reboil every part
of the water than the old round tank reboiler, and it will allow

the gases to escape without coming in contact with, and being
absorbed by, the incoming water. Again, with a round tank

reboiler it is almost impossible to tell whether the water leaving
it has been properly re-boiled or not.

MWBPJVLET

{ BLOW OFF

Apparatus for reboiling condensed water for ice-making purposes.

Is there considerable difference in water as regards re-boiling ?

Some waters hardly need re-boiling at all. This explains why
some designs of apparatus produce good ice in one locality,

whereas they will not in others.
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Should care be taken in re-boiling ?

Re-boiling the water too hard causes too much agitation,

retarding the separation of the oil and other impurities from the

water, and allowing too much of the water to pass off in vapor.

Skimming tank with plain pipe surface blow. The tank, is

made deep and narrow, thus the scum and oil is not spread
out over a wide surface, and collects near the flow.

Why is the re-boiler an important adjunct ?

Organic matter, which is ever present in the water, passes
from the boiler with the steam, and is re-absorbed when the

steam is condensed, and the duties of the re boiler are to expel
all the volatile matter, including the organic matter of the

cylinder oil. The mineral particles of the cylinder oil are removed

by skimming and filtering.
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Why must the re-boiler be closely watched ?

Water is a poor conductor of heat, and one part of a re-boiler

may be boiling while other parts are comparatively cool.

What is now the course of the water ?

It passes from the re-boiler, through pipe coolers (or flat

coolers), niters and storage tank (the suction pipe from the

expansion coils to the compressor passes through it), to the can

fillers. The water on its way down should flow by gravity, the

pipes being perfectly tight, and its temperature lowered to as

near the freezing point as possible, making just that much less

work to be done in the freezing tank.

Storage tank for distilled water with expansion coil for keeping the
water at a low temperature.

What is now the temperature of the distilled water in the storage

tank?

If the water is cooled down to 40 degrees F., or below, before

it enters the freezing tank, little trouble will be experienced in

making clear ice. This applies to plants making ice from raw

water also.
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Does the cooling coil require special care ?

Blow out the cooling coil regularly. It may be once a day,
or as often as required by the nature of the water handled, but

have some regular time to attend to it. The cooling coil is a

most important part of the plant and should be supplied with a

liberal amount of the coldest water .available. Every unit of

heat extracted from the water while passing through the cooling
coil is one less for the ammonia to handle.

Filtering tank for distilled water. The spac? between
the screens is filled with charcoal, the water enter-
ing at the bottom and leaving at the top. The
cock in the cover is for removing air.

Should the water be kept in motion in the storage tank ?

The use of agitators in storage tanks has not been found to be

good practice, ior it keeps the sediment stirred up which passes
into the ice cans and lowers the quality of ice manufactured.
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BLEEDING PIPE
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Is great care necessary all through the distilling process ?

In plants where distilled water is used, the purification process

should begin with the feed water before it goes into the boilers.

This water should be thoroughly filtered, and where it

contains any quantity of foreign matter, it should be heated up
in an open heater, so arranged that a small quantity of the steam

is allowed to escape all the time. This will carry away much
of the objectionable gases.

Care should be taken to keep the distilled water apparatus
full of water, so as to prevent air from being admitted to it

and in this way make white ice. In plants where raw water is

used the water should be well filtered and the tanks kept clean.

The entire system, including the filters, should be blown out

occasionally.

What is a common form of filter used ?

A very necessary part of the equipment of an ice plant is the

deodorizer or charcoal filter for extracting any impurities or

odors from the distilled water on its way to the ice cans, and it

generally forms the last step in the process of filtering and

distilling the water to be used for ice making. These filters,

while designed primarily for use in ice plants, are well adapted
for general use. They are cylindrical in shape. The seams

and heads are well riveted and caulked, making them absolutely

tight. They are provided with a man-hole on top and one or

two hand-holes on the bottom, according to size. The deodorizer

is filled with charcoal, and the connections made in such a manner

that the water will enter the bottom, pass up through the

charcoal and out at the top.

Do charcoal filters require frequent cleaning ?

The charcoal filters should be cleaned often, because they are

actually becoming fouler, and after a while will add to the

impurities contained in the water instead of removing them.
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Are coke filters used in the distilling process and for what purposes?

They were formerly used for taking out the oil from the steam

but are now largely superseded by the oil separator.

Describe one of the forms of coke filter.

These coke filters are designed for removing the oil from the

exhaust steam on its way to the steam condenser, and are con-

nected up so that the exhaust steam enters at the lower inlet,

and rising, passes through a large mass of coke, where the oil

is extracted from the steam and drops down to the bottom of the

filter, from whence it goes to the sewer or other convenient place.

The steam, after being cleansed of oil, passes out of the upper
inlet and goes to the steam condenser. They are made cylindri-

cal in shape, of heavy galvanized iron, and the seams are riveted

and soldered, which insures perfectly tight joints. They are

also provided with a series of galvanized wire screens, which

stretch across the inside diameter of the filter and hold the coke

in its proper place.

Why is the distilled water liable to contain oxide of iron ?

Water, as a general rule, contains carbonic acid, and as the

water leaves the boiler in the form of steam, the acid passes off

as a gas, and when the exhaust steam is condensed, the acid

having an affinity for iron, forms oxide of iron, which is insoluble

and is held in suspension by the water the same as earthy

matter or other material, and can be removed readily by a good
clean filter.

Why is the final filtering of the distilled water very important ?

The appearance of the ice is more dependent on the filter

equipment than upon any other part of the plant. A filter like

the International will arrest oil, dust or other foreign matter, and

prevent red core or other discoloration of the ice.
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Describe the International filter ?

The filter body consists of two iron shells which are hinged

together and clamped around the edge by means of hand bolts.

The inlet is in the lower shell, the outlet in the upper one,

thus making the filtration upward, so that the heavy particles

in the water tend to fall away from the filter medium instead of

clogging it, as when the filtration is downward.

Expansion coils to be inserted into distilled water storage tank to keep
the water near the freezing point.

Where should it be placed ?

Between the storage tank and filling hose
;

it being the last

stage before filling the cans.
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How is the filtration accomplished ?

The filter discs are made of a cloth of peculiar texture,

which will remove rust congealed oil, etc., from distilled water.

When the rust or other foreign matter in the water is in a very

finely divided state, or where natural water is used, filter discs of

pure compressed cotton fibre are used in addition to the usual

cloths.

The filter discs present a perfectly uniform filtering surface,

so that absolutely all suspended matter in the water is arrested.

The filtering is accomplished by these filter discs, locked

all around the edge between the two filter shells. Owing to this

construction, all the water must pass through the filter discs,

there being absolutely no way for it to pass around them.

Are lead or rubber gaskets used ?

As there are no loose parts to get lost, no rubber or leather

gaskets are used. This is an important feature, as these require

much time in adjusting and replacing.

How is this filter made ready for use ?

Open the filter and place two cloth discs on the lower screen.

If the water contains much rust or fine particles place one or two

of the paper fiber discs between the cloths. Then close the

filter and lock tight. Turn on the water supply slowly, so as to

allow the air to escape through the air cock on top.

What is done when the filter becomes clogged ?

When the flow of water becomes slow close the inlet of the

filter, open the air cock on top, unlock the filter, raise the top,

remove the paper discs and replace with fresh ones.

The cloth discs may be washed with soap, and rinsed, and then

can be used again.

The paper discs, however, must be thrown away after once

using.
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Where should this filter be placed ? .

Between the storage tank and the freezing cans. If possible,

the filling hose should be connected with the outlet of the filter,

but if this is not practicable all pipes through which the filtered

water passes should be galvanized.

How long does it take to make this change ?

The filter can be opened, the discs changed, the filter closed

and made ready for use again in two minutes. There is no loss

of distilled water and no air is allowed to enter the system.

Is any pump required ?

No pump should be used in connection with the filter, unless

relief valve and pressure gauge be attached between the pump
and the filter, so that no more than 50 Ibs. pressure be brought
to bear upon the filter.

How should the filter be placed for gravity or city water supply ?

When gravity pressure is used the unfiltered water should

be at an elevation of six feet or more above the filter. When
city pressure is used, the filter should be connected directly

with the water supply. When the regular or fire pressure

exceeds 50 Ibs., a pressure regulating valve set at 50 Ibs.,

should be placed on the water supply.

What is the advantage of this filter from a sanitary standpoint ?

The compressed cotton fibre discs are discarded when clogged
and replaced with fresh ones, thus assuring absolute cleanliness

at all times. Nothing less than complete and thorough steriliza-

tion or the entire renewal of the filter medium should be accepted

by the user. Where the filter medium is only washed or scraped
and used continuously as in the case of stone and porcelain

filters, the bacteria find a convenient breeding place in the filter

medium and multiply with remarkable rapidity, growing through
the pores of even the finest stone or porcelain.
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What is a cooling tower and why used ?

Where water is scarce or expensive, so that it is desirable

to cool the water after it leaves the condenser in order that it

may be used over and over, some apparatus is needed to expose
the water to the action of the atmosphere, and the cooling tower

has been devised for that purpose.

In its various forms it is merely a skeleton framework or

tower so constructed that the water, when pumped to the top

and then allowed to fall, spreads out in thin sheets.

How are they divided into distinct types ?

The variability of cooling towers with atmospheric condi-

tions has led to the development of two types. The amount of

cooling produced depends primarily upon the condition with

respect to humidity of the air arid, secondly, upon its temper-
ature. The capacity of the tower depends upon these factors

and upon the amount of air brought in contact with the water

per unit of time. This latter feature is the main determining
factor in the development of the two types. These are known

respectively as the closed and open types of tower.

Where is the open type mainly used ?

In plants where the cost is a matter of great importance, and

the possible isolation of the tower a simple problem, the open

type has been developed. In the majority of small refrigerating

and ice-manufacturing plants where the question of cost is a

matter of prime consideration, the open type is almost invari-

ably installed, and is usually placed on the roof.

How much does the cooling tower reduce the temperature of the

water ?

The heat is absorbed by contact with the air, and also by
the evaporation of a small percentage of the water, so that the

temperature of the water may be reduced from five to fifteen

degrees below the temperature of the air.
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Open cooling tower. The water is discharged into the top pan and
after passing through all the various pans returns back to the
condenser.
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What is the construction of the open type ?

The chief open types consist practically of drip pans installed

at regular intervals, allowing free access of the air between them,

arid possessing holes in these at intervals for the equal distribu-

tion of the water. Shavings, boards, mineral wool, tile and

even slate, have been used with greater or less success in this

type and in the closed type as well. The question is largely one

of expense installation and consideration of the deterioration

factor. Almost any device for satisfactory distribution and

separation of the water, with adequate retardation, is satis-

factory for the purpose. Such a tower is open at the sides and

depends upon the natural air circulation in the atmosphere. Its

efficiency varies with the velocity of the wind, its humidity and

temperature, and also upon the design of the tower for separa-

tion and retardation. The deterioration factor in this type is

quite large, since the destructive effect of air and water under

these conditions is considerable.

What are average dimensions for a cooling tower ?

A cooling tower for a fifty-ton plant would be approximately
12 feet wide by 6 feet long, floor measure, and 24 feet high.

The air supplied by two fan blowers about 8 feet in diameter

would be sufficient, and these fans would consume about eight

horse power.

Why are they variable in actual working ?

Cooling towers are quite variable in their action being de-

pendent upon the condition of the atmosphere in regard to

humidity, since the actual loss of heat by conduction from the

water to the air is quite small under any circumstances.

What is the theory of its operation ?

Air possesses the property of absorbing large quantities of

water vapor from a water surface with which it is brought in

contact.
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How many degrees can water be cooled by mechanical draft ?

The temperature depends upon the condition of the atmos-

phere or its holding water in saturation, which varies all the

way from dry air to dew point.

n-c g

At times when the percentage of humidity is very small the

temperature of the water can be reduced some sixteen or twenty-
two degrees.
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What is the advantage of these towers ?

The cooling effect under ordinary circumstances is very

large, since every pound of water evaporated by this means is

accompanied by the absorption of heat from the remaining
water, equivalent to the latent heat of vaporization of the water

changed into vapor.

What is the range of the efficiency of the tower as regards reduc-

tion of temperature ?

Very seldom in summer can the water be cooled much below

75 degrees Fahrenheit. The higher the temperature of the

initial water, however, the more efficient is the tower in its opera-
tion.

Condenser water from steam condensers is furnished at a

temperature ranging from 165 degrees down to 80 degrees

Fahrenheit, and their operation under these circumstances is

very efficient. Refrigerating plants have a range of tempera-
ture depending simply upon the pressure maintained in the

condenser and seldom rises above 120 degrees Fahrenheit for

initial temperature in the cooling tower. The evaporation of

the water in the cooling tower must, of course, be re-supplied,

and this represents a certain loss. In refrigerating plants the

loss of the water is from 5 to 15 per cent, for each circulation.

Is a cooling tower preferable to a deep well pump ?

Which is the cheaper can be easily calculated. The cost of

pumping may be the same with additional wells, pond or cooling

tower, and it is in most cases less for the latter because more

efficient pumps can be used, such as centrifugal pumps.

Deep wells with expensive pumps or air compressors will

cost considerably more than a good fanless cooling tower, and

surface wells may cost as much or a little less in the first cost.

But no well will give as big an increase as a cooling tower, and

those plants which have to fill ice houses during the colder

season will obtain colder water from a cooling tower than from
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a well. Where deep wells furnish pretty warm water which is

at the same time very hard, cooling towers have been resorted

to before the water could be used at all, and have successfully

eliminated much of the mineral matter contained in the water.

Would there be an advantage in using deep well water for ice

making ?

There are many cases where the use of an air lift instead

of a pump is attended with incidental advantages, as when the

water is to be used for cooling or condensing purposes. The

refrigerant effect of the expanding air being sufficient to lower

the temperature of the entire body of water, in some cases as

much as twenty degrees.

What is the cost of pumping water ?

Water can be pumped by a properly designed and operated

pumping plant, in quantities from one to one and one-half

million gallons daily, for a distance of 2,000 feet and elevation

of 90 feet, for 8 mills per 1,000 gallons. This is operating ex-

pense in connection with the refrigerating plant, and does not

include maintenance or interest on the amount invested.

How does the water supply largely determine the type of tower ?

The efficiency of a cooling tower, of course, depends primarily

upon the cost, availability, and character of the water supply.

It must not be pumped too great a distance, or too great a

height. Every individual plant presents special conditions for

consideration in regard to its availability, and its efficiency is

practically dependent upon these conditions.

What is a serious objection to the open tower ?

When high winds exist the water cannot be restrained within

the confines of the cooling tower, and a fine spray covers all

the surrounding objects. This may lead to a lawsuit from an

adjoining property owner.
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Describe the closed type of tower ?

It is practically identical with the open type in construction,

with one important modification. The walls of the tower are

inclosed and air is supplied at the bottom and forced upward

throughout the tower by means of a fan. The air supply under

these circumstances can be varied by mechanical means and

the resulting cooling effect made practically independent of

temperature and humidity variations of the outside atmosphere.
The operation of the tower is further independent of the exist-

ence of winds for its efficient operation.

Is the closed cooling tower always the most desirable ?

When considering cooling towers there may be no need for

those with fans, requiring an outlay of much money for the

installation and a continuous expense for running and repairs,

except in cases where a larger floor space is not available. In

the majority of plants there is always plenty of space in the

yard, or on top of a roof, or over the condensers, for a sufficiently

large cooling tower without a fan, which, if properly constructed,

gives identically the same results as those with fans, and which

can be installed at a cost low enough to be in reach of all, and

which does not cost one single penny to be operated, except
the pumping of the water, which expense is the same for both

types. The amount of water used is an important item about

an ice plant unless there is an unlimited supply. If water is

purchased it should be passed over a cooling tower, and used

again and again. The cooling tower will pay for itself in a short

time in the amount of water saved.

Where is the closed type favored ?

In installations where reliability is a matter of prime im-

portance and cost of installation a matter of minor significance,

the closed type is invariably chosen. The majority of large

power plants use the closed type.
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Is the quality of the water important in ice making ?

When river water is to be used for the manufacture of ice,

it will always pay to put in a feed water heater and* purifier

even if the water is low in scale-forming solids. In nearly

every case river water contains more or less sewage matter

which produces free acidity in the boiler and causes corrosion.

If an examination of the water is made, and a feed water purifier

is used, this can be properly and completely neutralized in the

purifier by the use of soda ash, or any other suitable alkali, and

the corrosion prevented.

It is very much better to effect the purification before the

water enters the boiler if the water is very bad, as it is not well

to introduce the heavy sludge that would be formed, directly

into the boiler.

There seems to be a general impression that if water is

treated in a water softening apparatus it would be suitable for

the manufacture of can ice without distillation or reboiling.

This is not so at all, as the water contains as much occluded

air as before treatment, which would cause the ice to be opaque
and the purified water, if the lime and soda treatment is used,

would contain a fairly high content of sulphate of sodium, as

a product of the chemical reaction which takes place during
the purification, and this salt, which comes out of solution at

low temperatures, would give the ice. a dirty gray appearance
and retard the process of freezing.

For the manufacture of can ice the water should be low in

scale-forming salts, which, if high, would prevent the proper
heat exchange in the boilers and condensers. The water should

be free from iron which would cause a red core in the center of

the cake, and it should also be free from excessive organic
matter which would cause an odor in the ice. Water for the

manufacture of plate ice should be low in magnesium salts, free

from color due to organic matter, and free from sewage con-

tamination.
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AMMONIA ABSORPTION

SYSTEM.

The absorption and expulsion of ammonia gas by water forms

the basic principle of the absorption refrigerating process. The
first experiments and successful results in the work of

"
producing

cold," or abstracting heat, by mechanical means, wrere accom-

plished upon this principle, by an apparatus whose action may be

diagrammatically represented, as shown on page 306.

Describe the general principles of the Ammonia Absorption

System.

Two vessels, A and G, of proper strength to resist internal

pressures of 10 to 15 atmospheres (140 to 220 Ibs. per sq. in.),

are connected at their tops by a pipe, E. The smaller vessel G
is inclosed within a jacket F, through which and around G cold

water is circulated, entering at H and leaving at I. The larger

vessel A is partially filled with a strong solution of aqua am-
monia and heat is applied as by a fire underneath the vessel A.

As the ammonia warms, ammonia gas is driven off and

fills G through the pipe B, air being allowed to escape from the

system through a suitable opening in the bottom of G. When
ammonia gas begins to issue strongly from this opening, the

escape is closed by a cock D provided for the purpose.

Since the volume of gas in solution in the liquor in A is many
times that of the water itself, the continued application of heat

drives off such quantities of the gas as to create a constantly

increasing pressure in the system. Just as in the case of water,

ammonia has for every pressure a corresponding temperature of

boiling and of liquefaction, at which temperature ammonia gas
will liquefy if heat be abstracted from it, and ammonia liquid will

gasify if heat be added to it.

305
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If the cooling water has a temperature of 60 F., and main-

tains the vessel G and its contents at a temperature of, say,

65 F., it is evident that when the pressure of the gas within G
reaches about 103.33 Ibs. per sq. in. by gauge (118.03 Ibs. abso-

lute), the further expulsion of gas from the liquor in A causes a

corresponding liquefaction of ammonia in G, and by continuation

of the process an accumulation of liquid ammonia results in G
until all the gas has been driven off from the water in A, the

pressure remaining constant during the process and the latent

heat of liquefaction being carried away by the cooling water

flowing out at I.

Diagram of elementary vacuum refrigerating system.

When the distillation of ammonia into G is completed, the

process may be reversed by cooling A. This enables the water

in A to absorb and dissolve the gas in contact with it, creating

an immediate flow of gas from G and causing a reduction of

pressure in the system. This decrease of pressure lowers the

boiling temperature of the liquid ammonia in G, and consequently
it at once starts to gasify. Now as, in liquefying, the ammonia

yielded up its latent heat to the cooling water in C, so, in gasify-

ing, heat must be abstracted by the ammonia from its surround-

ings. Hence, if the flow through C be stopped, the water re-

maining around G will be cooled and ultimately frozen. If then

a brine whose freezing temperature is low, be substituted for

the water in C, it may be piped away for cooling storage space

or may freeze cans of water immersed within it for ice-making

purposes.
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Does this theory correspond with that used in practice ?

This original and elementary apparatus is intermittent, due to

its necessity for reversing, and the construction and operation

of a modern absorption refrigeration system involves the prob-
lem of making the process continuous. The basic principles of

such a continuous system, as included in actual modern practice

A p
Diagram of elementary absorption system.

may be illustrated by above figure. Here A is the generator,

also called the ammonia boiler or ammonia still, through
which passes a pipe coil B connected with a source of

steam supply. Steam circulates through this coil, entering at C
and leaving at D. Strong aqua ammonia enters, through the
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pipe V, the space in A around the coil. The heat from the steam

coil drives off the ammonia as a gas, through the pipe E to the

condenser F, while the weakened solution passes out through
the pipe W. The gas, passing through the condenser coil G is

liquefied, giving up its latent heat to the cooling water entering

the condenser at H and leaving at I. The liquid ammonia flows

through the pipe J to the refrigerator K, where it is gasified in

passing through the coil L, absorbing heat from the brine in the

refrigerator, entering at M and leaving at N. The refrigerator

here represents a brine tank connected at M and N with the

circulating system of cooling rooms or with ice-making tanks.

In either case the effect of the refrigerator is the same : the

liquid ammonia is gasified by heat abstracted from the substance

or substances cooled, either directly or through the brine as an

intermediary.

Leaving the refrigerator K by the pipe O, the gas enters the

absorber P where, under the cooling influence of the water coil

Q, it is readily dissolved by the weak liquor entering through
the pipe W from the generator A, as already described. Circula-

tion of cold water, entering at R and leaving at S, is maintained

through the cooling coil Q. The ammonia having been absorbed,

the resulting strong liquor is passed through the pipe T, the

pump U and pipe V to the generator for a repetition of the

cycle.

Here, by doubling the extent of the apparatus on page 306,

supplying a separate device for performing each of the

several operations of the complete process, and providing a

pump for maintaining the circulation of the liquor, a continu-

ously working system is obtained. The vessel A of page 306

is, on page 307, replaced by the generator A and the absorber P,

while the vessel G and its envelope F, are represented by the

coils G and L and the tanks F and K of the condenser and

refrigerator, respectively, in the figure on page 307.
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Steam in the generator coil B, (or other power medium
with heat as its original source) for actuating the pump U,

and the brine or other cooled substance in the refrigerator K,
contribute to the system certain amounts of heat all of which are

absorbed and carried away by the cooling water in the condenser

F and the absorber P. The efficiency of the system as a refriger-

ating process may be expressed as the quotient of the heat

supplied by a steam boiler to the generator and pump, divided

by that abstracted in the refrigerator. In a steam engine, heat

supplied by the fuel is partly converted into work, the remainder

being carried away in the exhaust and lost in the atmosphere
or the condenser. The thermal efficiency of the engine is, then,

the quotient of the heat supplied by the fuel divided by that

'converted into work.

The refrigerating system, while in one sense directly the

reverse of the heat motor, yet bears very evident analogy to it,

the difference being, as already indicated, that the heat motor

receives a supply of heat, a portion of which it converts directly

into work, while the refrigerating system receives its supply of

heat for use in abstracting heat from some substances, through
the agency of a refrigerating medium.

An actual apparatus for refrigeration by the ammonia absorp-
tion process necessarily involves various details and items of

equipment not indicated among the essentials as represented by
the figure on page 307 ; however, this crude form is capable
of performing actual work although of low efficiency.

How old is the absorption system ?

It was brought out by F. Carre in 1861, but the development
of his elementary plan into complete, durable, and economical

machines has cost much time, experiment, brains and money,
and to lay out a plant properly adapted for a particular place and

service calls for technical knowledge and experience in this

special branch of engineering.
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What are the important parts of the Absorption system and

peculiar to it ?

i, the Generator; 2, the Analyzer; 3, the Rectifier; 4, the

Heat Exchanger; 5, the Heater; 6, the Weak Liquor Cooler,

7, the Absorber, and 8, the Ammonia Pump.

Diagrammatic elevation of complete absorption plant. The ammonia is

evaporated out of the rich liquor in the generator and analyzer,
and passes off into the rectifier through the pipe A1

; from the
rectifier the gas passes to the condenser through the pipe A. The
anhydrous ammonia passes through the pipe B and expansion
valve C to the cooler. The ammonia vapor is led by means of
the pipe I and valve X to the absorber into which the poor liquor is

sprayed through the pipe E 1
, coming from the exchanger. L-F is

the water pipe for the condenser and absorber, the flow being
regulated by means of the valves G and H. The rich liquor is

taken from the absorber by the pump through the pipe D 1 and
discharged through the exchanger into the analyzer through the
pipe D. The poor liquor is forced by pressure from the generator
through the pipe E and through the exchanger. J is the purge
pipe of the cooler. N is the drip from the rectifier.

What is the only moving piece of machinery ?

The Ammonia Pump, which runs at comparatively low speed;

every thing else consists chiefly of heavy steel cylinders or shells

containing coils of pipe.
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Can copper be used in the coils or valves of an Absorption
machine ?

The action of ammonia on copper, or its alloys like brass, is

such that its use in an ammonia machine is out of the question.

How are the coils tested after having been in use ?

For testing the coils, the aqua ammonia must be withdrawn,
the vessels opened, one end of each coil closed and provided with

an air cock, and the other end connected with the discharge

pipe of the ammonia pump. A correct pressure gauge being

placed after the discharge valve in the pressure line, each coil is

subjected to a hydrostatic pressure of from 250 to 300 pounds per

square inch. While pumping the coil full of water, the air cock

must be open to allow the air to escape, after which the cock is

closed. As soon as the desired pressure is obtained, the discharge

valve is closed so that the gauge can register any reduction.

If the gauge does not go back, the coil is tight, but

if the gauge shows a loss of pressure and continues to do so,

repeat the pumping up as done before, and if observing another

loss of pressure, leaks surely exist, and the coil should be taken

out and tested again in order to find the leaks, which may be

repaired by soldering and clamping, or if they are too bad or too

many in number, the coil should be replaced by a new one.

After all the coils are tested in this way, independently, and

properly repaired, they must be assembled and all the coils of one

apparatus tested once more in the same manner as a whole, to

make sure that all the new connections are tight. Then the

vessels can be closed again, and in doing this, all the gaskets

should be renewed, whether they are of rubber or lead, because

the old ones are usually damaged or have lost their elasticity.

What affects the coils ?

While anhydrous ammonia will not affect iron or steel, aqua
ammonia does act upon the metal in some degree.
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Give a description of the Generator.

This apparatus, also called the still or retort, is a large

heavy shell or cylinder which should be capable of standing a

pressure of 500 pounds per square inch.

It may be placed horizontally or vertically, its distinguishing

feature in the interior being a steam coil which heats the strong

ammonia liquor that is taken from the absorber by the ammonia

pump and forced into the generator through the analyzer.

What is an objection to the vertical generator ?

Like the vertical boiler the evaporating surface being so

small it will not make dry gas. The boiling is very rapid, and it

is difficult to keep the steam coils always submerged.
It also requires excessive head room, and a "boil over"

is more likely to occur than with a horizontal generator.

How are the coils arranged in the generator ?

The coils occupy about half the height of a vertical generator,

and a hood or inverted cone should be placed over them so that

if the level of the liquor should fall so as to expose them that

the rich liquor will not fall on them.

What is the temperature of the generator liquor ?

It reaches the analyzer from 150 to 170 degrees F. and is

about 200 degrees when it reaches the boiling liquor in the

bottom of the generator.

What is the latent heat of vaporization of ammonia, and its vapor

tension ?

Nine hundred heat units and 128 pounds per square inch at 60

degrees Fahr.

What is the pressure in the generator coils ?

With live steam the pressure usually varies from 10 to 20

pounds ;
with exhaust steam about 5 pounds.
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When does ammonia decompose ?

It dissociates at 900 degrees Fahr., and under certain con-

ditions partial decomposition may take place at lower tempera-

The York generator with analyzer shell welded to the generator body.
The longitudinal seams are also welded which makes an

absolutely seamless construction.

A partial cross-section, showing detailed description and end
elevation of this generator and analyzer, is shown on the colored

insert, opposite. It is especially constructed to be used with the
York ammonia pump described on page 345.

tures, so that its temperature should not be allowed to run up
over 300 degrees Fahr.
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YORK GENERATOR AND ANALYZER.

(See colored insert).

The York Coil Generator and Analyzer with welded seams. This generator is adapted

for exhaust or live steam. The exhaust steam enters at K and the live steam through

the pipe J; both being connected to the manifold H which is provided with a pres-

sure gauge connection N and a purge O for blowing off air.

The manifold H connects with the branch pipes F which lead through stuffing boxes in

the generator head, and form the ends of the steam coils E. Each branch is pro-

vided with an independent stop valve, so that any of the coils may be cut out in

case of leakage.

The outlets G of the steam coils connect with the manifold I to which the drain pipe is

connected, the water of condensation being returned to the boiler or in an ice plant

it is led to the storage tank. The upper and lower manifolds are connected by

means of a gauge glass I/ to show the level of the water of condensation.

The strong liquor enters the analyzer A through the pipe R and flows over the pans Y
where it gives up a large percentage of its gas by coming in contact with the rising

hot gas. The liquor is then discharged into the generator Z through the pipe X,

and is freed of most of the ammonia by the heat of the steam coils E- The gauge

glass P indicates the level of the liquor in the generator. The weak liquor leaves

the generator through the pipe V and is passed through a heat exchanger on its

way to the absorber.

Q is the discharge for the gas, which is passed through the rectifier or dehydrator; the drip

of same is returned to the analyzer at S. U is a drain to clear the generator of

sediment and T is a pressure gauge connection.

The generator is mounted upon cast iron pedestals, one of which is stationary, while the

other is placed upon rollers M which are free to roll on an iron plate W, and thus

any strains due to expansion and contraction are avoided. The manner of attach-

ing the heads is clearly shown in the illustration; the shell is flanged over and pro-

vided with a ring which takes the bolts.
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If steam is admitted to the generator at a temperature of 270

degrees F., why is not the water driven off with the ammonia ?

Because the increase of
pressure, say 160 pounds, raises the

boiling point of the water.

How does the steam pressure of the generator compare with the

condensing pressure ?

It is usually about one-third.

Diagram of absorption system with vertical generator, weak liquor
cooler, and brine tank.

What connection does the generator have with other parts of the

system besides the analyzer ?

An outlet is provided in the lower part for taking the weak

liquor back to the absorber.

In case of a disturbance or stoppage of an absorption machine

what should be done first ?

The steam should be shut off the generator.
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What level of strong liquor should be maintained in the generator ?

It should always be kept above the upper coil, otherwise there

is danger of producing a chemical change in the ammonia and

forming permanent gas ;
the falling of the aqua ammonia on

the bare pipes may also cause pitting of the pipes.
%

NOTE. Watch the gauge at the end of the generator and

see that the liquid does not get below the top of the tubes.

There should be a mark at the end of the generator near the

glass so that the amount can be seen at any time. It is a good
idea also to have a gauge marked in inches placed beside the glass

so that any change may be seen at a glance.

What does the Absorption system require in the way of repairs ?

Repairs are mainly confined to stopping leaks in pipes and

connections, renewing gaskets, and, when necessary, replacing

old coils with new ones.

About what is the life of a coil under ordinary working conditions ?

After from three to five years use they should be carefully

examined and tested every year, especially those in the generator

and absorber. After a service of six or eight years they may
be eaten through in spots by the action of the aqua ammonia.

What is the principle on which the generator operates ?

Heat, by means of the steam in the generator coil, is brought
to bear on the strong liquor in the generator, because ammonia
will evaporate at a lower temperature for a given pressure than

water, consequently in theory the ammonia gas rises and,

becoming stronger as it ascends, finally passes off through the

upper part of the analyzer, leaving the water in the generator.

How thoroughly can the water be taken out of ammonia gas ?

The percentage can be reduced as low as .025.
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How is this theory affected in practical operation ?

In actual working some watery vapor will be carried along
with the ammonia.

Should Generators be examined periodically ?

Generators should be opened and thoroughly examined

internally ; especially is this necessary where cast iron comes in

contact with the hot aqua ammonia, as it is well known that

cast iron deteriorates under such conditions. Should the tubes

or coils be incrusted by reason of impurities in the aqua ammonia,

they must be thoroughly cleaned, particularly if only exhaust

steam is used, as this means a lower pressure and of course a

lower temperature.

What special precaution should always be taken to prevent a

"boil over" ?

The generator gauge glass should be closely watched to see

that the coils are always covered with liquor.

What is a "boil over" ?

When the ammonia charge in the generator is drawn out of

it into other parts of the system ;
it may be caused by an insuf-

ficient charge in the system, by defective working of the pump, or

some derangement in operating conditions.

Should great care be taken not to force an absorption machine ?

Yes, for it would be very likely to derange the working of the

various parts of the system, and might cause a "boil over."

What peculiar advantage has the absorption machine ?

The use of lubricating oil required in a compressor is avoided,

and as the spent steam from the generator is distilled water

when condensed, it requires no oil separator, or other purifica-

tion process, if the boiler feed water is of satisfactory quality.
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Sectional Elevation of 150 Ton Vogt Generator with Analyzer.

RICH UQUO NlT

GAS OUTLET

This generator is made up of two or more
horizontal cylinders connected to a main cast-
ing at one end. The cylinders contain the
straight pipe steam coils which pass through
stuffing boxes in the heads. This construction
facilitates the removal of any of the steam coils
without disturbing the rest.

The analyzer consists of a vertical stand pipe
mounted on top of a main casting, containing
a series of large and small perforated pans, over
which the rich liquor flows in a spray on its

way to the generator.

The rectifier shell contains a number of small
straight tubes through which the rich liquor is

passed on its way to the exchanger. The gas
thus imparts some of its heat to the rich liquor
instead of allowing it to be wasted in the
condensing water.

The rectifier in the Vogt system is usually
placed adjacent to the analyzer and bolted to
same as shown on page 340.

5TC/M,

WEAK. LIQUID OUTLE
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What is the Analyzer ?

The analyzer is an upright cylinder placed upon the generator,

if the latter be a horizontal one, or practically forming the upper

part of it if it be a vertical one.

It is sometimes made part of a horizontal generator.

What is the operation of the Analyzer ?

Arranged in its interior are a series of shelves and a corres-

ponjding number of basins below them. The strong liquor is

forced into the upper part of the analyzer by the ammonia pump,
and as it falls on the boiling liquor below it passes over these

plates and basins and the vapor passing upward increases in

strength, while the strong liquor passing downward is constantly

rising in temperature. The channels of the analyzer must be

large enough to allow this passage without foaming or inter-

ference.

What, practically, is the combined function of the generator

and analyzer ?

To separate the ammonia gas from the water which has taken

it up in the absorber.

Should care be taken to keep the analyzer in good condition ?

The analyzer should be kept clean, for if the trays become

clogged their capacity for handling the liquor is lowered, the

analyzer will become flooded, and the ascending gas will carry

liquor over to the rectifier.

Where does the ammonia gas go after passing through the

analyzer ?

The gas is destined for the condenser, the same as when it

leaves the compressor of a compression machine, but as it is

always sure to contain some watery vapor it first passes through
an apparatus called a rectifier, with a view to taking out the last

trace of moisture.
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Describe the Rectifier.

It is a small coil partly surrounded by water
;

as the gas
cools the small quantity of liquor that may be condensed from the

gas goes to the ammonia pump. It is also called a dehydrator.

Sectional elevation of Polar generator for live sleam. This generator
differs from the one on page 320, which is built for exhaust steam,
in the amount of heating surface, and arrangement of the steam
coils.

Where do the water and gas enter ?

The gas inlet is at the top and the outlet at the bottom, the

water taking the opposite direction.
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Does the Rectifier require close attention ?

The efficiency of the machine depends very largely on the

proper working of the Rectifier. If it is not kept at the proper

temperature there will be trouble. If it is allowed to run too hot

the moisture held in suspension by the gas will not be removed,
and will pass into the condenser and liquefy with the gas. If it

is run too cold both the moisture and the gas will be condensed

and returned to the generator, leaving no gas to go to the con-

densers to supply the cooler. If it is allowed to become too

cold it may cause a "boil over."

How can the workings of the rectifier be watched ?

By a. thermometer which should not vary much from no
degrees. The drain pipe should feel warm to the hand.

The water supply, which can be by-passed, if necessary,

should also have a thermometer so that the supply can be

regulated.

What is the objection to a small amount of watery vapor in the

gas ?

A very small percentage of moisture in the gas cuts down the

capacity of the plant in a large degree, and great care should be

taken by the engineer to see that the analyzer and rectifying

apparatus are in perfect operating condition at all times.

What is the effect if the rectifier does not work properly ?

When the machine is working properly the rectifier will

take all moisture out of the gas, and it will be dry and clean.

But if there is more moisture than the rectifier can separate,

this moisture must go to the condenser and from there to the

cooler, and moisture will not evaporate in the cooler, but takes

up room and interferes with the evaporating ammonia gas, and

must be purged before the machine will do good work.

Where does the dry gas go after leaving the rectifier ?

It now passes into the condenser.
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If an engineer should suspect that his rectifier was not working

properly how could he test the ammonia for water ?

A test should be made by taking a 1 2-inch glass test tube,

or, if this cannot be had, a i-inch pipe about 12 inches long

capped at one end. Bend a piece of wire about a foot long around

one end of the tube or pipe so that it can be held away from the

hand. Take a piece of pipe about the same size as the cock

on the ammonia receiver and bend the threaded end so that the

pipe will stand vertical when in position on the drum. Slip the

test tube over the pipe until the end reaches almost to the

bottom of the tube. Open the valve gently and draw a certain

number of inches of liquid anhydrous ammonia into the tube,

withdrawing it from the bent pipe as it fills. After noting care-

fully the amount of liquid in the tube, pour it in a shallow

vessel and set the vessel in cold water or on a block of ice. Under
these conditions, the ammonia will evaporate quickly and any
residue remaining is the amount of moisture and impurities

originally in the ammonia. Divide the amount of residue by
the quantity of liquid drawn into the tube and multiply the

quotient by 100, which gives the percentage. Before the liquor

is drawn into the tube, a little gas should be -allowed to escape
in order to purge the test pipe.

Why is the water supply an important factor in an absorption
machine ?

Because a good supply is required not only for the condenser

but for the absorber. To operate a refrigerating plant with

any degree of economy, a copious supply of condensing water is

required. It is as much the life of the plant as the fuel. A plant
without an abundant supply of cheap cool water cannot be

operated economically. The higher the temperature of the

condensing water, the greater the amount of power necessary
to operate the plant. The condensing water is the sole means
of escape of all the heat abstracted in refrigeration.
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The Polar Horizontal Multitubular Absorber. (See pages 328 and 329). The weak liquoi

enters the top of the absorber through the pipe K and is distributed by means of the

sprinkling pipe J. The anhydrous vapor coming from the coolers enters at Iv and is

distributed by the perforated pipe II ; both pipes are provided with caps at theii

extremities, which may be removed after opening the handholes B and C, and thus

be cleaned out with a tube cleaner and a hose.

The weak liquor is compelled to pass all the absorber tubes M by being deflected from a

direct downward course by the baffle plates, as shown. The flow is sufficiently slow

to give the rising gas ample time to come in contact with the strengthening liquoi

and be fully absorbed.

The cooling water enters at F, connected with the compartment 1 in the front head on this:

page ; it then passes through the row of tubes ending in this compartment ; then

returns through another row of tubes to compartment 2 and through the first open-
ing X enters compartment 3, and so on until it finally leaves the absorber at G.

The view on this page is a section through Y Z on page 328.

The strong liquor leaves the absorber through the pipe I, and being taken up by the ammonia
pump is finally returned through exchangers and analyzer to the generator.

The liquor level in the absorber may be observed by the gauge O, and a pressure gauge should

be connected to N
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Ammonia receiver mounted on cast iron wall brackets.
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How much more condensing water does the absorption system

require than the compression system ?

About two and one-half times as much.

Does the expansion valve require special attention in an absorption
machine ?

Care must be taken to regulate the expansion valve so that

an excessive back pressure will not be created on the low side of

the system. This is a matter to be watched very closely in an

absorption plant. The best results are had with the pressure

below 12 pounds. In this respect the absorption system differs

from the compression machine very materially.

What is meant by head and back pressure ?

These terms are applied, respectively, to the condensing and

evaporating pressure of the ammonia.

What is the Absorber ?

A cylindrical vessel or shell into which the vapor of ammonia
as it comes from the refrigerating coils is led, and where it is

mixed with the weak liquor which conies from the lower part of

the generator. It may be of the shell and coil, straight tube,

double pipe, or atmospheric type.

How is the weak liquor introduced into the absorber ?

When the gas in the generator has been distilled it leaves

the aqua weak, especially at the bottom, and this weak liquor

is forced through the exchanger to the top of the absorber, where

it is thrown over the incoming gas and the water coils in a spray,

by means of a valve for that purpose at the top.

What is the course of the water circulation in an Absorption
machine ?

The cooling water, after doing its work in or over the con-

denser, according to the type used, flows through a coil in the

absorber, then through the rectifier.



Weak liquor regulator. It is attached to the absorber so that the liquor
will raise the ball if the liquor level should rise too high ; the ball

being attached to a lever which controls a valve in the liquor pipe
will shut this valve if the level rises and open the valve if the level
falls.
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Why is it necessary to pass cooling water through the absorber ?

Because the lower the temperature of the weak liquor the

greater its power to absorb the ammonia vapor coming back from

the refrigerating coils.

How should the absorber be placed ?

As near the expansion tank as possible.

How is the vapor introduced into the absorber ?

The pipe conveying it is brought into the absorber about in

the center, and should be so arranged that the vapor will not

fall directly on the water coils.

How is the weak liquor sprayed at the top of the absorber ?

There are many spraying devices
;
one is simply a valve with

three oblique holes. If one side of the absorber gets warmer than

the other, turn the valve slightly down, say one-eighth of a turn,

and by a little manipulation the all-over temperature of the

absorber can be maintained even. Sometimes a little scaje or dirt

will get over a hole and partly close the valve.

Does this spraying device regulate the flow of weak liquor ?

This valve does not regulate the flow of the poor liquor,

simply its distribution over the coils. The flow of the poor

liquor is regulated by the valve near the exchanger, that at the

generator being used only to shut off the poor liquor altogether.

There should be only enough poor liquor thrown over to absorb

the gas. More than this puts an extra load on the ammonia

pump, exchanger and absorber.

How is the supply of weak liquor regulated as it enters the

absorber ?

Usually by valves, although there are automatic regulators,
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Why is an automatic regulator desirable ?

While not absolutely essential in operating an ice plant, it

is entitled to careful consideration, both from an economic

standpoint and general comfort of the engineer. This apparatus,
when once set, requires scarcely any attention, thus enabling
the engineer to pay more attention to other matters. On the

other hand, if the poor liquor entering the absorber is regulated

by hand, he cannot leave the engine room with safety for any

length of time, because the amount of poor liquor entering the

absorber varies with both the generator and absorber pressures.

How is a regulator attached to an absorber ?

It can be adjusted so as to carry the liquid at the

required height in absorber and generator. The adjusting can

be made while the machine is in full operation and without dis-

connecting any parts.

The height of the liquid in the absorber can be regulated

by turning an eccentric pin which extends through a stuffing

box on the regulator body. If it is desired to carry more liquor

in the absorber, the eccentric pin is turned to the right, and if

less liquor is desired, it is turned to the left. It can be connected

to absorption machines of any make, and will control automati-

cally the weak liquid entering the absorber to mix with the

return gas, thereby producing rich liquor of the proper

strength.

How do the ammonia gas and poor liquor come together in the

absorber ?

Generally they are mixed together in a manifold at the lower

end of the coils.

What is usually the strength of the generator and absorber liquor ?

The strong liquor leaves the absorber at 25 to 30 degrees

Beaume, and the weak liquor leaves the generator at 18 to 20

degrees Beaume.
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How does the strong or rich liquor leave the absorber ?

It passes out at the bottom, through the ammonia pump,
and from there to the exchanger, whence it goes to the analyzer
on its way to the generator.

How may a leak in the cooling coils of the absorber be detected ?

A leak in one of the cooling coils of the absorber will at once

be noticed in making a test of the cooling water after it has

passed through the coils. Should a leak be indicated, steps

should be taken to locate the defective coil at once, as in the case

of a leaky coil in the generator. The main point of operation
with the absorber is regulating the liquor level and it is now a

recognized fact that the larger part of the attention required for

doing this properly should be given by an automatic regulating
valve for controlling the flow of the liquor. Air and burnt gases
should at all times be kept purged off the absorber.

Why must the absorber be frequently cleaned ?

The cooling waters used in the operation ef absorbers usually
contain carbonates of lime, magnesia, and iron, which become
insoluble at the temperature of the absorber because the free

carbonic acid is driven off from the water which holds them in

solution.

How may the absorber coils be cleaned ?

The coils should be kept clean by blowing them out occa-

sionally with steam or compressed air, and where hard water is

used this should be done at least once a week. In fact cleanliness

and regularity of operation are the main things to look after in

an absorption plant.

Why does the absorber sometimes show too high a pressure ?

There may be too much liquid in the system or too little

cooling water
;

it may also be due to permanent gases in the

system.
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The York Shell and Tube Absorber. In this absorber the gas enters at the bottom of the
shell through the pipe and valve D. Inside of the shell the gas intake connects
with a horizontal pipe O, which has a number of branches Y extending at regular
intervals on both sides.

The branches are perforated at their bottom, as shown on the opposite page, and these
perforations distribute the gas evenly over the entire apparatus.

The weak liquor also enters at the bottom at E. Inside of the absorber E connects with a
horizontal pipe Z supplied with a number of branches X, which are so spaced that
they come directly under the branches Y of the gas pipe O.

As the perforations in branches X are at their top, the incoming weak liquor is distributed
in an upward flow, and is thus brought into direct contact with the incoming gas,
thus, perfect absorption is assured.

The rising strong liquor circulates around the tubes P and is taken up by the ammonia
pump, the suction pipe of which is connected to the flange Q near the top.

The equalizing pipe of the pump shown on page 344 is connected to S, thus any gas formed
in the pump cylinder is returned to the absorber. The cooling water enters
the head of the absorber at B, and after circulating through the tubes is dis-
charged at C.

The purge pipe of the expansion coils is connected to F. , by means of this pipe the expan-
sion coils are cleared of any accumulated liquor.

K is a purge valve to blow off foul gas, and J is the pressure gauge connection. The absorber
is charged through the valve G and may be pumped out through R, which connects
to the pump suction.

The pipe G is connected to the discharge of the ammonia pump, but when the plant is in
operation, pipes G and R are shut off by means of their valves. I is a drain for
clearing the absorber of sediment.
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What is one indication of the action of the absorber ?

It can be noticed at any time whether the absorber is taking
hold well by the frost on the gas pipe. If the frost continues

white and keeps accumulating, the absorber is working uni-

formly ;
if the pipe begins to thaw, either the absorber has

"let go," or the cooler has become foul.

Does the absorber require careful attention ?

The efficiency of the machine depends upon the condition

of the absorber. If the absorber is cool and free from air or

foul gas, the cooler will give off its ammonia gas with ease.

How may purging of the system be done from the absorber ?

At the bottom of the absorber is a purge valve. The pipe

from this should have a swivel joint so it may be swung into or

out of a bucket. If there is air in the system it will usually be

found at the bottom of the absorber and should be drawn out

through this valve. The valve should be opened occasionally

to test the system for air. A clean machine ought to run from

one to two months without trouble of this kind. To test it,

get a bucket of cold water, and set it under the outlet to the pipe

and open the valve from one-eighth to one-fourth turn. If air is

present, bubbles will rise to the top of the water, nearly noise-

lessly. Should there be few bubbles, accompanied by a crackling

sound, like water being heated with steam, it indicates the

presence of gas, showing that that part of the machine is all

right.

When air bubbles are rising, if a match is held over the pail

and a pale yellow flame results, it shows that there is some foul

gas mixed with the air.

Half way up the absorber there is another purge pipe for

drawing off foul gas. If this valve is slightly opened and the

gas issuing therefrom is lighted and continues to burn of itself,

it shows foul gas.
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How much aqua ammonia should be carried in the absorber ?

There is difference of opinion as to the amount of liquor to

carry in the absorber to take up the gas coming from the freez-

ing tank coils. The proper amount can be ascertained by testing

the rich liquor passing through the ammonia pump at different

heights in the absorber, that is, if the rich liquor indicates

Cooler Absorter

Diagram showing correct manner of connecting the purge pipe from
the cooler to the absorber. (See page 343).

26 degrees at a certain height and 25 degrees at an additional

height it is a sure indication that the limit has been reached,

because the poor liquor absorbs all the gas coming from the

coils and yet fails to bring the rich liquor up to the standard.

This is detrimental, for it requires more heat to extract the

same percentage of gas from the 25-degree aqua ammonia than

from 26-degree.
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What are the relative temperatures and pressures for the

absorber ?

When the absorber is. cold the poor liquor within it will have

a large absorbing power and take gas from the cooler all right,

even if it is gas of medium high percentage ;
if it grows warmer,

it will have less absorbing power and do less work.

If the temperature cannot be improved because of insufficient

water or because of the high cost of the water, the liquor coming
over must be made weaker, by turning more heat on the generator

and distilling more of the gas over into the condenser, which

will carry a large amount in storage. It will also be found that

the cooler will need a little more gas under this condition. This

weakens the whole charge in the generator, requiring higher

heat in the coils and & higher pressure to distill the necessary

gas from the weakened charge, and this is the reason a higher

pressure has to be -carried with a warm absorber.

With cooling water at or below 60 degrees, a low-pressure

machine will run at atmospheric pressure ;
with water at 70

degrees, the steam pressure may have to be raised two or three

pounds ;
and at 75 degrees it may have to be raised to 10

pounds. Some machines will require higher pressures, depending
on the heating surface in the generator. With 6o-degree tempera-
ture water the pressure in the generator may be from 90 to 100

pounds and at 75 degrees it will be necessary to carry it to 150 or

1 60 pounds. All these pressures are determined by the tem-

perature of the absorber and whether coal or water costs the

more.

If water can be obtained from driven or bored wells, an

absorption machine can be run the year through with exhaust

steam, and it will not act as a brake on the engine. Where there

is lots of brine pumping by steam pumps it is possible to run a

machine with the exhaust from the pumps.
Conditions as regards water should be carefully investigated

before deciding on the site for a plant.
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How may "dead" liquor be gotten out of the cooler into the

absorber ?

While operating an absorption machine it sometimes happens
that, more liquor gets into the cooler than the absorber will

take out, and frequently dead liquor lies in the bottom of the

cooler.

The usual manner of getting this into the absorber is to shut

off the return gas line from the cooler to the absorber and open a

line .from the bottom of the cooler to the absorber. This shuts

down the machine during the process of pumping out, and the

temperature of the brine goes up, often 10 degrees or more, and

may require two to four hours. The liquor is evaporated and is

taken up in the absorber by the weak liquor. Shutting down a

machine for this purpose may really cause a high-temperature

brine for several hours.

How may this difficulty be overcome ?

The pipe at the bottom of the cooler may be connected with

the liquor line from the absorber to the pump by a one-inch

pipe and a gate valve. It is understood that it would not do to

attempt to open this valve wide or to attempt to pump it out

unless there was a good amount of liquor going from the absorber,

as the pump would refuse too rich liquor.

Giving two to two and one-half turns on this gate valve would

clean out the cooler as quickly as the old way and the operation

of the machine would not be interrupted, but the temperature of

the brine would go down during the process. The machines

should be run in the usual manner during this operation and

nothing changed, except to partially open the valve at the

bottom of the cooler, as described. It saves a lot of labor and

keeps the brine temperature down.

It would be a good plan to provide this pipe with a check

valve to prevent liquor from the absorber backing into the

cooler.
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Why not open the purge line from the cooler without shutting off

the gas line from the top of the cooler ?

The practice is to connect the purge line into the gas line

between the valve and the absorber. This has been tried and

found to work. It will not take out the dead liquor, or the

accumulation of liquor, at the bottom of the cooler as quickly
as by shutting off the gas line, but it will take it out without

stopping the operation of the cooler or raising the temperature
more than two or three degrees. The temperature of the brine

has actually been found to be reduced during the operation.

If there is a large amount of liquor in the cooler, the purge line

will work all right for two or three hours, and then the purge
line will commence to melt. When this occurs, shut off the

purge line for half an hour, then turn it on, and it will start.

Can the purge line be connected up differently ?

The purge line from the bottom of the cooler is connected to

the gas line at the top of the cooler, and when both are working

together they necessarily interfere with each other. The purge
line may be put into the absorber separately. By such an

arrangement the two lines would operate independently of each

other, as shown in the illustration on page 339.

Is there any danger of freezing the water in the absorber coils ?

Where low temperatures are carried, it may be necessary to

carry the gas line inside the absorber and turn down in the

center of the water coils, as, should the gas from the cooler

strike against the coils, it would in many cases freeze them.

What is a remedy for the "boil over ?"

Close the expansion valve very nearly, pump a vacuum on
the absorber, and blow the gas through the coils. This generally
cleans them and takes the ammonia back to the absorber.

If the expansion coils are divided into sections supplied by
manifolds, one section at a time may be shut off and cleaned.
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Description of Ammonia Pump on Pages 344 and 345.

is the steam pipe supplied with the governor Q, the governor consists of a

diaphragm which operates the governor valve. The small hydraulic
cylinder U contains a piston operated by the piston rod through the

lever V, When the speed of the pump increases, the pressure upon the

diaphragm is increased by the hydraulic piston, and thus the governor
valve is partly closed. The strong liquor enters the pump through the

pipe R and the suction valves W-W. P-P are the discharge valves,
and T the discharge pipe which leads to the heat exchanger. The
pump cylinder is provided with a number of small ports around its

center, which by means of the annular channel connect with the equal-

izing pipe E, At the end of the suction stroke the pump piston

uncovers these ports, and any gas that may have formed during
suction will pass through E into the absorber to which this pipe is

connected. The pump in all cases must be set below the absorber.
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What should be done in case of a "boil over?"

Though a careful engineer will see to it that the liquor level

does not rise in the generator enough to cause a boil over or rush

of liquid into the condenser and low side of the system, this

accident sometimes does happen, and it is well to know what to

do. Such an accident is shown at once by the frost becoming
moist on the headers of the expansion coils between the tank and

the expansion valves. When this occurs or the frost drops off,

the liquor level in the generator should be noted at once, and

if still high, the ammonia pump should be shut down until the

proper level is restored. Where the freezing tank is elevated to

give a gravity return to the absorber, this will be all that is

necessary to be done, but otherwise the poor liquor valve on

the absorber will have to be closed and the pump started to

create a vacuum in the absorber so as to draw off the liquor

from the expansion coils. After the coils are emptied, the

weak liquor valve of the absorber is opened again and the

pump is kept running in the regular or at reduced speed if neces-

sary to keep the liquor in the generator at the proper level and

prevent its rising to an undue height. As the temperature of

the tank will rise during the righting of the distribution of

ammonia in the system, the machine will require special attention

until normal conditions are restored.

As the conditions are established, the amount of ammonia

liquor in the system should be adjusted so that it will give the

best conditions of operation, and this will be the case when the

gauge of the ammonia in generator and absorber stands about

full under normal operating conditions.

What is the only moving piece of machinery in the Absorption

system ?

The ammonia pump, as said before, which is used to take

the rich liquor from the absorber and force it through the heat

exchanger into the generator.
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Is the pump specially constructed ?

Yes, because ammonia must not be allowed to leak in the

stuffing box. It is a small pump, however, and designed to run at

moderate speed.

What is the rate of speed for an ammonia pump in a so-ton ice

plant ?

Forty to fifty strokes per minute.

How much steam does the ammonia pump require ?

Generally from one-fifth to one-seventh of what is required

in the generator.

What is done with the steam from the pump ?

It may be used to heat the rich liquor after it leaves the

exchanger on the way to the generator, and also utilized for

distilled water.

How should the ammonia pump be placed ?

Below the level of the absorber so that the liquor will run in

by gravity.

Why is this necessary ?

Because if the pump had to exert any lifting power it would

create a slight vacuum and liberate some of the gas, thus making
the pump gas-bound.

What difficulty do we sometimes have with the ammonia pump ?

It becomes "gas bound"; that is, it becomes filled with

vapor from the strong liquor and refuses to work.

Is it possible to avoid this difficulty ?

In the design of a pump, as shown on page 344, an equaliz-

ing pipe is provided to allow any gas that may have formed to

return to the absorber.
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What is sometimes found to be the reason for this difficulty ?

The pump may be placed too high ;
if it be lowered the

liquid will flow in by gravity.

What is important in the management of the ammonia pump ?

The thoroughness advised in overhauling the water pumps
will also apply to the ammonia pumps. It frequently happens
that it is a hard matter to keep the pump from knocking, almost

invariably caused by insufficient flow of rich liquor ; by adding
another suction pipe of the same area opposite the present one on
the absorber, and enlarging the fittings at the pump to the area

of both pipes it will insure a full flow to each side of the plunger
and stop the noise. Another way is to enlarge the present
suction pipe to double the area.

It is well to have a small connection from the poor liquor

pipe to the suction pipe somewhere near the absorber, so that

in case the pump gets gas bound it can be remedied by simply

opening the valve for a few seconds to charge the pump, thus

saving the possible necessity of stopping the pump, removing
the valve caps and charging the pump in that way.

Describe an emergency method of packing an ammonia pump.
There is probably no one matter calling for the engineer's

immediate attention, and at the same time more exasperating
than an irreparable leak of the ammonia or large water pump
during the busy season, because it means expeditious work,
and at best, the chances are that the brine will go up several

points ; hence*, any method or material that will reduce the

conditions to a minimum is most welcome to the engineer.

C3FThe packing of one of the ammonia pumps gave out on Sunday and there was
none to take its place. The engineer went to a near-by junk shop in quest of some-
thing, but found only an old rubber buggy tire; this he shaped nicely to fit the stuffing

box, and it worked so well that he fixed the other two ammonia pumps and both large
water pumps in the same manner. They ran the entire season without additional pack-
ing, and the cost for packing of the five pumps for the season was 45c., to say nothing of

the extra comfort of the engineer.
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What is the design of the ammonia pump ?

It has been made single acting, usually, on account of the

difficulty in keeping the stuffing box tight ;
the York pump,

mentioned on page 344, however, is double-acting.

What advantage has an absorption machine in the way of

foundations ?

The ammonia pump being the only moving part heavy
foundations are not required.

What is the Heat Exchanger or Equalizer ?

An apparatus of the shell and coil or double pipe type. It is

for transferring heat from the weak liquor of the generator to the

rich liquor coming from the absorber. The former may be

280 degrees and the latter 80 degrees.

What are the workings of the Heat Exchanger ?

The weak liquor coming from the lower part of the generator

is very warm, while the strong liquor coming from the absorber is

cold, so that as a matter of economy it is desirable to transfer as

much as possible of the heat of the former to the latter. This

apparatus may be arranged somewhat like a double pipe con-

denser, or by coils in a vertical steel cylinder, the poor liquor

passing in at the top while the pump forces the rich liquor up

through a coil and out at the top.

What is the essential principle of its operation ?

The two liquors are passed through separate coils in close

proximity to each other, or one coil may be inclosed within the

other.

In all apparatus for exchanging of heat how should it be arranged ?

That the flow should be in opposite directions
;

called the

counter current plan. (See page 213).
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How may a leak in these coils be detected ?

A leak in the exchanger coils is one of the defects that the

engineer locates while making his regular round of inspection

and test. Ordinarily the rich liquor should show 28 degrees,

while the poor liquor is 16 degrees. This shows excellent working
and in some cases the plant may not show these results. When
the engineer finds that the strength of the rich liquor is 24degrees,

while the strength of the poor liquor has fallen in like proportion,

he knows at once that the machine is doing the proper amount of

work, but at the cost of extra fuel, as required to distill the rich

liquor of lower density. Then again when the test of the rich

liquor shows a density of, say, 24 degrees, while the density of

the poor liquor rises, the indications are of an exchange of

ammonia, which means a leak in the exchanger coils. If the

leak is not mended the exchange will go on until the density

of the two liquors in the system is equalized.

How strong should the heat exchanger be constructed ?

It should be able to stand the same pressure as the generator

the pressure being regulated by a valve on the poor liquor pipe

which is the high pressure side.

What should be the capacity of the heat exchanger ?

According to Starr's calculations, about 120 square feet for an

ice making plant of 10 tons capacity.

How is the exchanger pressure regulated ?

By a valve on the poor liquor pipe coming from the retort

or generator.

What is the Weak Liquor Cooler ?

A vessel used for the purpose of doing for the weak liquor the

reverse of what the heat exchanger does for the strong liquor,

that is take the heat out of it
;

it may be of the shell and coil, or

double pipe type.
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What is the Heater ?

A part of the apparatus frequently used as an auxiliary to the

heat exchanger.
It is essentially a coil of pipe through which the rich liquor

passes from the heat exchanger on its way to the generator. It is

of the shell and coil type, the liquor passing through the coil

and taking up heat from the exhaust stearn of the pump.

Does the operation of an absorption machine require very care-

ful adjustment and regulation ?

In the absorption machine the successful operation of the

plant depends altogether on how the engineer regulates his pres-

sures and temperatures.

One must have adaptability to conditions, as small differ-

ences have a great bearing in the operation of the machine.

Thus a plant having water several degrees cooler than others

will operate at different pressures throughout, and act differently

with different changes of conditions, and the engineer must be

quick enough to anticipate the results of these changes. In

the same way the design of the machine is vital and an engineer

familiar with one type may, if he is not versatile and readily

capable of adapting himself to- the changed conditions, have

considerable difficulty in taking hold of a different style of plant.

Strength of the solution is governed by the steam pressure

admitted to the coils, the heating surface of the coils, size of

condenser, the amount and temperature of condensing water,

and the required temperature of the brine. The temperature
of the solution will be raised nearly to that of the incoming

steam, so that the generator pressure corresponding to any

temperature depends upon the strength of the solution and the

temperature of the condensing water. As the temperature of

the solution is below the boiling point of water at generator

pressure, it is natural to assume that no water evaporates, but

there is a large amount carried over with the gas.
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What does the working plan of the absorption system resemble ?

It is similar in principle to the vacuum machine, but it is

found to be more satisfactory and economical to use a liquid

which will evaporate at a low temperature without the aid of

a vacuum. The vapors instead of being absorbed by sulphuric

acid are taken up by water. They are separated again by dis-

tillation, and then liquefied by pressure in the condenser where

the temperature is reduced by cooling water.

Where is the absorption machine favored ?

In the demand for low temperature work, under which in

many cases, an absorption plant can be more economically in-

stalled and operated than any other type.

These machines are designed to operate with steam pressures

from five pounds upward, either using live steam direct from

the boiler or exhaust steam from auxiliary machinery. In

special cases where large quantities of exhaust steam are avail-

able, lower pressures than five pounds may be used.

What is one advantage of the absorption system ?

It may be operated by exhaust steam
;
and if an abundant

supply of cooling water at about 55 degrees is available, the

conditions are very favorable for the installation of an absorption
machine.

How does the Absorption system compare in economy with the

Compression system ?

As for economy of operation, it is as economical as the com-

pressor from 10 degrees F. to zero F., while for temperatures
below zero it is somewhat more economical, as the cost of

operation with the compressor increases considerably when the

zero point is passed. This depends very much on the temperature
of the cooling water.
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What errors in the operation of an absorption machine should be

avoided ?

If anything gets out of order, or the capacity falls down, the

operating engineer frequently raises the steam pressure and

speeds up the ammonia pump. The result is that he attains

the old capacity but at a great loss in efficiency. The ammonia

gas goes through the analyzer and dehydrator or rectifier at

relatively great speed and the amount of water vapor carried

through is large. This in turn condenses and clogs up the con-

denser and cooling coils and diminishes refrigeration very

greatly. The result is that the engineer in turn is apt to speed

up the dehydrator; that is, increase the flow of the water over

this, or diminish its temperature, if possible. This means that

the water vapor, which is condensed absorbs in turn a large

amount of ammonia gas, it also takes the heat from the ammonia

gas. It can be readily seen that the generator is merely a heat

receptacle, with a large number of leaks for heat loss. In reality

the only heat removal from the generator should be in the steam

condensation, in the ammonia gas, and in radiation losses.

When it condenses and drags back with it ammonia

gas, it also takes the heat from the ammonia gas, which was

put in it for the production of refrigeration. Thus, the action

of the absorption machine presents wide possibilities for an

operating engineer to go wrong. Almost any of the symptoms
that show inefficient operation, or at least presenting signs that

would warrant investigation or repair, can be completely re-

moved or eradicated by the operating engineer without loss in

capacity, but with a tremendous loss in efficiency of operation.

These latter, going off in the cooling water, are not perceptible

to the ordinary owner on inspection, and the result is that the

absorption system often acquires a bad reputation when the

plant itself possesses efficiency of a very high type when properly

operated.
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Are compression plants liable to such difficulties ?

Both the absorption and compression types of refrigerating

machines are either efficient or inefficient, dependent upon
design and operation. A compressor, with very large clearance

and leaky valves, will produce little or no refrigeration and will

have a very large steam consumption. The absorption system,
with bad design and poor operation will, in turn, produce
little or no refrigeration, since all the ammonia gas may be re-

absorbed by condensed water in the dehydrator or water collected

in the ammonia condenser proper. The operating engineer who
would allow his compressor to get out of order to the extent

that the valves never closed completely and, further, did not

keep enough ammonia in the receiver -to prevent passage of the

ammonia gas through the expansion valve could not be praised.

Exactly similar conditions to this exist every day in the operation
of the absorption plant, and it is only due to the fact that the

machine can be speeded up to counterbalance these defects,

and that the defects themselves are invisible or at least not

perceptible to the ordinary senses, that they are not at once

self-evident.

How are different working conditions sometimes provided for ?

In the Plaza Hotel, New York, it was desired to put in a

loo ton plant, in duplicate, but instead of installing two machines

of the same type, one absorption and one compression machine

were put in. During the fall, winter and spring, when there is

plenty of exhaust steam, and cool water available for condensing

purposes, the absorption machine is operated ;
in summer, when

live steam must be used, and condensing water is warm, the

compression system is used.

How long does the test of a plant usually take ?

Official tests are not usually less than twenty-four hours

and they may be extended over several days.
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Describe an approved method of charging an absorption plant ?

It will be presumed that the plant has been steamed out and

tested, and is ready for charging and starting up. If the system
is left under a vacuum after steaming out, aqua ammonia may
be forced into the absorber by atmospheric pressure, otherwise

it is pumped in by the ammonia pump. The plant should be

provided with suitable by-pass and piping connections to make
this possible. The end of the suction pipe is inserted in the bung-
hole of a 750 pound aqua ammonia drum, to within one inch of

the bottom of the drum, and the valves on the piping between

the drum, the pump, and the absorber are opened, when the

pump is started and the liquor forced into the absorber. During
the process of charging the aqua ammonia drum should be kept
as cool as possible. From the absorber the ammonia liquor is

pumped into the generator until the level shows the proper

height by the gauge glass or gauge cock as may be used. The

liquor level in the absorber gradually rises and may at first stand

about at the top of the glass, though it is not well to charge too

much ammonia at first.

Now the valves between the analyzer and the condenser, and

those on the weak liquor pipe from the generator to the absorber,

are opened and a little steam is admitted to the generator coil.

The water pumps are now slowly started to put cooling

water over the condenser coils and through the absorber, and as

soon as the generator warms up and the liquid level begins to

fall the ammonia pump is started to supply more ammonia from

the drum, care being taken, however, not to pump too much
ammonia into the generator so as to cause a

"
boil over." If the

system has not been steamed out the air valve must be opened
at times to let the air escape while the gas is being generated,

care being taken not to allow the gas or ammonia liquor to escape.

More steam is gradually admitted to the steam coil of the

generator, and the ammonia is charged into the system as the

operation goes on until the level begins to rise in the absorber
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to the height desired. The pressure now in the generator will

be about 100 to 120 pounds. The ammonia pump is then

disconnected from the charging drum and the connection made
from the absorber to the generator in the usual way. With

water going over the condensers, the gas formed in the generator

will be condensed and passed to the liquid receiver, and with a

pressure of from 120 to 130 Ibs. in the system the expansion
valve may be opened a little. If the frost formed upon opening
the valve is dry, leave it open and get more pressure by turning
more steam on the generator coil.

In a short time the ammonia pump which is kept running

slowly all the time will lower the liquid level in the absorber

until it stands at the bottom of the glass, and then more ammonia

liquor should be pumped into the system either to the absorber

or into the generator so that the level may be maintained^ It

is not well to have it higher than this at the start until the

conditions of the plant are fully established. When it is found

that there is not sufficient ammonia in the system, more can

easily be added, but it may make trouble if too much should

be charged at once.

How does the purpose for which the plant is used affect the

management ?

The purpose for which a plant is used and the character of

trade supplied has a considerable bearing on the problem
encountered by the engineer. Thus, where it is the policy

of the management in a comparatively small plant to shut down
at night and start up in the morning, the engineer must look out

for things that he would not have to contend with in a plant that

was in operation twenty-four hours every day. For one thing,

he must watch the temperature of the ice tank and keep it lower

than the freezing point during the shut-down period, for if he

does not, the ice in the cans will begin to melt, and when re-frozen

the water will bulge the cans and ruin them.
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What course is recommended in adding to the charge in a

machine ?

This subject is intended mainly to apply to charging absorp-
tion refrigerating machines, but many of the general principles

set forth are also applicable to charging the compression machine.

The lack of application of a knowledge of the properties of

anhydrous ammonia as to temperature and pressure, and of

aqua ammonia as to the relation of temperature, pressure and

strength of the aqua, often leads to expensive and sometimes

disastrous results when the operation of recharging with anhy-
drous ammonia, or adding to the charge, is concerned.

To what custom is this fact due ?

It is a habit in a great many plants, especially in cold storage

warehouses, to keep a reserve stock of anhydrous on hand in

cold storage rooms where the temperature, and, therefore, the

pressure, of the anhydrous ammonia may reach a point consider-

ably below the pressure existing in the pipe through which it is

charged. Numerous examples have been brought to notice where

anhydrous has been kept in a room at a temperature of, say,

5 degrees above zero, and then an attempt made to take out the

drum and discharge it against a pressure of 20 to 25 pounds. As
the pressure of anhydrous ammonia at 5 degrees above zero is

about 20 pounds it is quite plain that instead of the anhydrous
being discharged into the machine under circumstances such as

described, an exactly contrary effect may happen, and the

cylinder, instead of discharging contents, may receive from the

machine either aqua or anhydrous, and so completely fill the

cylinder, leaving no gas space for expansion.
Cases have been known where the cylinders were kept

outside at a temperature of zero, or below zero, and then an

attempt made to empty them against a pressure of 15 pounds or

more. It is, of course, impossible to do this unless the pressure
is lowered in the pipe or vessels through which it is expected to

be discharged, or else the cylinder be warmed.
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Can one tell whether a cylinder is receiving a charge without

weighing it ?

Some engineers judge from the frost on the cylinder

on the theory that the disappearance of the frost indicates that

all the liquid is out of the cylinder and only gas remains. This is a

safe inference in charging a compression machine where the

charge is admitted to the suction of the compressor (providing

A safe way oi charging a plant, but the refrigerating effect of the
cylinder full of ammonia is lost.

the return pipe is not frosted), because no anhydrous can work

back but it is by no means a safe inference when the anhydrous
is discharged into an absorber, as shown on this page.

The appearance and subsequent disappearance of the frost

under the conditions as shown above, is more likely to be a sign

that the anhydrous has first left the cylinder, and after the

pressure balances are equalized, a little aqua flowing back will

immediately collapse the remaining gas in the anhydrous

cylinder, creating a vacuum sufficient to draw aqua back into

the cylinder and even to fill it.
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Is it advisable to use a check valve ?

Sometimes it is for many reasons desirable to discharge into

the absorber instead of discharging in the manner shown on

pages 361 and 362, but in such cases a check valve should

always be used on the charging line. It is not unusual to charge
either a compression or absorption machine in the manner shown

on this page, but the effect of work done on the ammonia at the

ammonia factory is preserved.

,-GasL/ne

A more dangerous way of charging a plant, but the refrigerating

effect of the ammonia is preserved.

However, even in the cases shown on pages 361 and 362,

it is excellent practice to put a check valve on the discharging

line, so that in case the cylinder of anhydrous may not be

closely observed when nearly empty there will be no danger
of anhydrous flowing back into the cylinder after the pressures

are equalized.
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In charging, what fact should be taken advantage of ?

It is desirable, all other things being equal, to charge the

anhydrous ammonia in such a manner that it will perform
effective refrigerating work, or, in other words, to put into

useful effect the work that has already been performed on
it in the way of liquefying it at the ammonia factory. This

item is not always so large as to offset other advantages of

convenience, position of existing connections, etc., but it is an

Correct way of charging a plant equipped with brine circulation.

item that is of value when it is just as easy to discharge the drum

on the low pressure side ;
that is to say, between the expansion

valve and the expansion coil or cooler, or directly into the body
of the cooler. As a concrete example, the charging of 1,000

pounds of anhydrous in a manner that would permit it to take

up heat would amount to a useful refrigerating effect of from

3,000 to 3,500 pounds of ice melting. This effect would be lost

in discharging into the suction of a compressor or into the

absorber of an absorption machine.
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What course does this make advisable ?

It would be better to discharge the anhydrous ammonia into

an absorption machine (or even a compressor) as shown on

pages 361 and 362. In these cases it will be observed that the

charge is added to the machine on the low pressure side between
the expansion valve and the expansion coils, and the work done
on the ammonia at the ammonia factory is preserved.

C/>fcfr VaJye

Correct way of charging a direct expansion plant.

However, even in these cases, it is excellent practice to put
a check valve on the discharging line, so that in case the cylinder

of anhydrous may not be closely observed when nearly empty
there will be no danger of anhydrous flowing back into the

cylinder after the pressures are equalized. It is a common

practice to watch the ammonia cylinder near the last end of the

charging for the appearance of frost on the cylinders, due to the

expansion of the last of the small amount of liquid that will

remain in the cylinder under the end of the syphon pipe.

Some engineers will wait until frost appears, and conclude

that the cylinder is empty, but if the engineer is called away
about the time the frost appears, it may be possible that after

the equilibrium of pressures is established, ammonia already in

the machine will trickle back and make the cylinder a part of the

expansion system. In this case the frost will persist.
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What must be considered in choosing a type of machine ?

In making selection of a machine for any given place, the

three principal points to be considered are practical difficulties

in operating, economy in water consumption, economy in steam

consumption. In regard to the first, while the absorption
machine is the simpler from a mechanical standpoint the cycle
of operation is more complex and more likely to get out of

balance.

Each stroke of the compressor does a certain amount of work,

while, with the absorption machine, changes in steam pressure
and temperatures in different parts of the apparatus may,
unless carefully watched, disarrange the entire system. Manu-
facturers of absorption machinery, however, claim that improve-
ments in recent years have overcome these difficulties to a large
extent. It is probably fair to say that either type of machine
when properly constructed and operated will give satisfactory
results.

What special information is necessary to enable a manufacturer
to decide which of the two systems is most desirable under given
conditions ?

Temperature of cooling water, and abundance of supply.
Boiler pressure of steam available.

Exhaust pressure of steam available.

Where is an absorption system indispensable ?

In a direct expansion street pipe line where there are great
variations in the load, it being much greater during the day
than it is at night.

In erecting an ammonia plant how should the pipe and fittings

be cleaned before they are put in position ?

They should be well hammered and blown out by steam to

remove scale, dirt, etc.
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If water should be decomposed as claimed what chemical com-

binations might result ?

The hydrogen might combine with the carbon contained in

the iron thus forming carburetted hydrogen which would burn,

and the oxygen of the water might combine with the iron and

form oxide of iron.

Do we find oxide of iron in absorption plants ?

In cleaning out a generator a considerable amount of black

greasy sediment is often found which is black oxide of iron

mixed with lubricating oil; the oil undoubtedly entering the

still through the piston rod of the aqua ammonia pump.

What is permanent gas and how is it formed ?

It may be air which is drawn in through leaks, but it is more

likely to be hydrogen and nitrogen due to the decomposition of

ammonia, and the fact that it will burn when drawn off seems

to favor this theory.

In the cycle of operation in a refrigerating plant the

ammonia is continually undergoing the most extreme con-

ditions of heat and cold and a possible electrical excitement, all

of which are aids in hastening a tendency to decompose. The
substances usually making up the impurities in anhydrous
ammonia are salts of ammonia, methane, ethene, acetylene,

carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, propylene, vapors of benzol,

toluol and ethane, sulphureted hydrogen, etc. All these de-

composed and foreign gases are commonly called air or foul gas.

It is also attributed by some engineers to the decomposition
of water, probably through electric currents. Wr

e find a very

good indirect proof of this opinion in the fact that operators of

absorption plants find in their stills quantities of oxide of iron.

Ammonia contains no oxygen, and we have to look to water as

the source from which the oxygen originates, the water being

decomposed into its constituents, oxygen and hydrogen.
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Is this permanent gas a serious disadvantage ?

An idea of the enormous loss of power may be obtained from

the fact that decomposed ammonia (nitrogen and hydrogen)
furnishes only about 9 per cent, of the refrigerating effect that

pure ammonia furnishes; in other words, they require over

eleven times more power to produce a given refrigerating effect

than they do when combined as ammonia. Upon evaporating

impure ammonia a pale, yellowish fluid remains which is called

the water of ammonia. This consists partly of a heavy mineral

oil, which is the lubricating oil found mixed with the black

oxide of iron. It also consists of some of the varieties of al-

cohol, all of which are highly inflammable and decompose easily.

Why is quality important in ammonia ?

Impurities are very objectionable because they cause per-

manent gases, and also because pyridine impurities have a

tendency to dissolve rubber gaskets and packing wlrch are

largely used in refrigerating plants.

How can aqua ammonia be tested ?

By chloroform because it has a greater affinity for these

impurities than ammonia has, and being heavier than water it

sinks to the bottom taking the impurities with it. Then the

chloroform may be evaporated leaving the impurities which

may be detected by their odor.

Why should care be taken in disposing of foul gas ?

Hydrogen is an inflammable gas, and so is generally the foul

gas forming in absorption plants. The removal of this foul

gas from a system may be the cause of a serious loss of ammonia.
Pure ammonia gas blown from a small valve opening cannot

be ignited, but if a lamp or candle is held near the opening the

heat is sufficient to decompose part of the ammonia into hy-

drogen and nitrogen, the amount of decomposition depending

upon the size and heat of the flame. The hydrogen gas may
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burn with a peculiar wavering flame. As soon as the light is

removed this will stop. Many operators of absorption machines

believe that if the gas which escapes from a purge valve on the

condenser burns, they remove only foul gas from the system.

This is a mistake. A number of experiments with various

mixtures of hydrogen and ammonia gas show that a mixture

15 per cent, hydrogen gas and 85 per cent, of ammonia gas, by

volume, can be ignited and will readily burn. The flame appears

to be hot enough to decompose the entire amount of ammonia

gas in the mixture, as no ammonia smell can be noticed. This

means that if an operator of an absorption plant removes from

his condenser in this manner one cubic foot of foul gas he may
at the same time remove from it five cubic feet of ammonia gas.

Are absorption plants more liable to have foul gas than compres-
sion systems ?

Abnormal consumption of ammonia in absorption plants is

undoubtedly due to the same cause as in compression plants,

namely, to leaks. But absorption plants appear to have one

specific difficulty to contend with, and that is the formation of

so-called "foul gas," which is a non-condensable gas collecting

in the condensers and occupying valuable space.

Are thermometers and pressure gauges necessary in refrigerating

machinery ?

Thermometers and pressure gauges should be provided on

all principal parts of the absorption machine and the engineer

should take great care to use them. Gauge cocks and gauge

glasses on the absorber are also convenient but there is some

question as to the use of a gauge glass on the generator owing
to the danger of breakage at high pressure. With a properly

constructed glass, however, there should be no danger.

How closely should temperatures be read ?

To tenths of a degree.
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What matter should be guarded against in charging ?

The ammonia liquor being put in when cold, expands when

heated so that care must be taken not to overcharge.

How should an absorption plant be re-charged ?

If the original charge was 4,000 pounds at 26 degrees Beaume,
it would consist of 1,040 pounds ammonia in 2,960 pounds of

water. If the gas has leaked out or the liquor become im-

poverished, and the hydrometer shows only 23 degrees Beaume,
there is 120 pounds missing. In this case put a drum of an-

hydrous on a scale and connect it with a rubber pipe to, say,

the feed pipe to the freezing tank; when the desired charge
into 10 or 15 pounds has run into the machine close the valve

and work the machine for an hour or two, then add the amount
held in reserve and the plant should work right along.

How may leaks of ammonia be detected ?

There are various devices for detecting leaks, but the best

is white litmus paper. This can be procured free from the

dealer in ammonia. Take a strip % inch wide and about i%
inches long. With a thread, tie it on a small stick 15 to 18

inches long. When using it, moisten it in water and hold it

to the suspected place. If there is a leak the paper will turn

red and the shade of red will show how strong the leak is. Lit-

mus paper will detect leaks that cannot be smelled. Turn it

away from the leak into pure air and it again becomes white.

It can be used until completely worn out, all that is necessary,

when using it, being to moisten it. (See also page 230).

What is a good protection against ammonia leaks ?

Workers around ammonia should not forget the strong

affinity it has for, and the absorbing power of, water. When
there is even a small leak of the gas under pressure, a piece of

water-soaked waste put over it will remove all trouble until the

water is thoroughly saturated with it.
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It is a good idea to practice using water for even unimportant
leaks so as to be accustomed to it. A i-inch hose and a 2}/2 -

inch hose under water pressure should always be handy, as by
their use a big leak could be drowned.

How is the air expelled in charging a machine ?

One method is to open all the connecting valves leaving
one open to the atmosphere, then introduce live steam into the

retort until all the air is blown out, then close the open valve

and let the steam cool down and condense, which will make a

vacuum. But the steam will soften rubber joints.

A better plan is to pump a vacuum, say of 25 inches, by the

ammonia pump. Then connect the charge pipe with a drum
of aqua, taking care not to let any air enter the pipe when the

drum is empty. Then empty another drum until the vacuum
in the machine is gone, then pump in the rest by the ammonia

pump until the charge is nearly complete. Then heat the am-
monia by slow degrees by turning steam through the heater

coils. When the gauge pressure has gone up to 100, more or

less, open the purge cock, and stop when no more bubbles come

up through the water. Then turn condensing water on the

condenser coils, cooler and absorber, and apply steam until

liquefied gas shows in the gauge. Then open distributing valve

to freezing tank and turn the poor liquor into absorber, and in

a few minutes the ammonia pump may be started to pump the

enriched liquor through the coils of the exchanger and into the

retort. Let the condenser steam into the re-boiler and allow

cooling water td run over the distilled water cooler coils. Let

it run out until the water becomes clear and tasteless. Proceed

in this way, carefully watching for leaks at the joints, until

it seems to be tight everywhere, and the pipes in the freezing

tank become coated with frost. Then close down and make the

brine solution, and on starting the machine again the rest of

the ammonia may be put in.
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How may the specific gravities of samples of ammonia be tested ?

By Beaume scale as in table below
; by drawing off some of

the liquid in a tall test tube, the Beaume hydrometer (light)

may be inserted and the specific gravity read upon the scale. If

water is present, the liquid will show a density proportionate to

its percentage.

TABLE OF SPECIFIC GRAVITIES AND PERCENTAGE OF AMMONIA (CARIUS).

Degrees
Beaum6
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One degree Beaume for every 17 degrees Fahr., for 24-degree

aqua.
One degree Beaume for every 13 degrees Fahr., for 26-degree

aqua.
To take a specific instance, if the weak liquor leaving the still

is 1 8 degrees Beaume and 90 degrees Fahr., in temperature,
deduct one degree Beaume for every 30 degrees Fahr. over 60,

which will make the corrected strength 1 7 degrees Beaume.

What is the specific gravity of anhydrous ammonia ?

Specific gravity of pure anhydrous ammonia is .623.

If the rich liquor should decrease in strength and no ammonia be

available how may the plant be brought up to capacity ?

More heat will have to be applied to the generator; it has,

however, been demonstrated that it is more satisfactory to in-

crease the speed of the ammonia pump and not distill so low.

Either of these methods, however, should not be continued for

any length of time as they are not economical, and should only
be tolerated in case of emergency.

Is the steam from the generator of an absorption machine suffi-

cient for an ice plant ?

Some additional live steam is also required.

What is the average horse power required to operate the ammonia,

brine, and water pumps, where an absorption system uses exhaust

steam ?

It is usually under one-third of a horse-power per ton of

refrigeration.

How does this compare with the power required by a compression

plant working under similar conditions ?

It is less than one-fifth the power necessary in a compression

plant.
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What other type of compression machine beside the ammonia is

used and why ?

The Carbonic Acid machine is used very largely in marine

service on passenger and freight steamers, war vessels, etc. It

is also used to a considerable extent abroad, partly because

carbonic acid is made cheaply as a by-product in German brew-

eries; in this country it has found favor, principally in hotels

and restaurants, because in case of a leak no harm would be

done to perishable goods ; then, too, the presence of one-half

of one per cent, of ammonia in the atmosphere would be decidedly

dangerous, while air containing as high as eight per cent, of

carbonic acid could be breathed for a short time without any
serious results.

Are most compression plants alike in theory ?

The ammonia, sulphurous acid, carbonic acid, ether, and
Pictet liquid machines require substantially the same manage-
ment. The third type, on account of the lack of smell, makes the

detection of a leak difficult, but, however, if the joints are

smeared with soapsuds a leak may be detected.

What are the important parts of the carbonic acid machine ?

The general plan is the same as the ammonia compression

plants, that is the main parts- are the compressor, condenser and

refrigerator.

How does the compressor compare in size with ammonia com-

pressors ?

It is considerably smaller, but as it is necessary to carry a very
much higher pressure the various parts of the apparatus must be

made stronger and heavier.
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How is the compressor made ?

It is usually horizontal, except in case of small machines, when
it may be vertical. In one leading make it has a jacket through
which the return gas passes, which tends to keep the cylinder

cool.

How are the compressors built ?

The larger ones are bored out of solid steel forgings

smaller ones are cast in a special bronze.

the

High Pressure

Gauge.

I

15"

Diagrammatic explanation of a Carbonic Acid Refrigerating machine with
brine circulation.

What is frequently done in testing a carbonic acid machine ?

The whole charge is blown into the room, without its harm-

ing the workmen, as the carbonic acid being heavier than air

tends to drop to the floor.

What very important advantage has a carbonic acid machine in

marine service ?

Copper pipes can be used in the condensers.
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What is the most marked feature of the carbonic acid system ?

The heavy pressure required, varying from 750 pounds in

temperate climates, with water at 50 degrees Fahr., to 1,200

pounds in the tropics where water is from 80 to 90 degrees Fahr.

To what degree are carbonic acid machines tested ?

Those subject to high pressure are tested to 3,000 pounds

hydraulic pressure, and again in warm water, by air, to 1,350

pounds.

On what does the safety of a machine depend ?

The safety of any machine does not depend on the pressure
at which it works, but on its suitability for the pressure, so that

a machine properly constructed for working at even 2,000 pounds

per square inch is safer than a machine improperly designed

working at only 200 pounds pressure per square inch.

Has a high pressure in this system, a compensating feature ?

Owing to the non-poisonous nature of the gas, and its low

cost, a safety valve may be introduced in the system, which is a

desirable feature in any high pressure system.

Where is the use of a carbonic acid machine specially favorable ?

It is the gas that is used for aerating table waters, producing
the sparkle in wines, beer, etc., and being perfectly inodorous,
cannot under any circumstances taint or damage the most easily

affected goods.

What advantage has the carbonic acid machine in the way of

condensers ?

The condensers are usually of the submerged or open air

type, and in marine service copper pipe may be used which is

more durable than iron, carbonic acid having no effect on

copper.
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What is the danger in a leak of carbonic acid ?

As it has no odor a leak might not be detected until a work-

man was so affected by it that he fell to the floor in a faint
;
as

it is heavier than air, this gas also drops to the lower part of the

room and the workman might be suffocated if he was alone.

Condenser,
coil

Condenser

casing

Insulated division
befwten Condenser
&

Evaporator

Patent Safety Valve
''

in here
"

Separator

Compressor

Patent hollow

Oil Gland

Connecting Rod

Driving
pulley

--_ Crank
Shaft

Brine circulating

pump

The Hall Marine Carbonic Acid Refrigerating Machine. The compressor is directly

attached to the body of the condenser which is of the submerged type.

The cooler consists of a shell concentric with the condenser, well insulate<f

from same, and containing the evaporating coil.

The condenser coil connects with the evaporator coil through the expansion

valve shown at the top within easy reach, and each coil is provided with a pressure

gauge, the one at the right being the low pressure and at the left the high pressure

gauge.

The brine is circulated through the cooler by means of a small brine pump
attached to the crank shaft.
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How is the Hall stuffing box kept gas tight ?

The compressor gland is made gas-tight by means of cupped
leathers on the compressor rod. Glycerine is forced into the

space between these leathers at a pressure superior to the

greatest pressure in the compressor, so that should a slight

leakage take place at the gland it is a leakage of glycerine,

either into the compressor of out into the atmosphere, and not a

leakage of gas. What little leakage of glycerine takes place into

the compressor is advantageous, inasmuch as it in the first place
lubricates the compressor, and in the second it fills up all clear-

ances, thereby increasing the efficiency of the compressor. In

order to replace the glycerine which leaks out of the lubricator,

a small hand pump is provided, a few strokes of which are

required every two to four hours.

Describe the safety valve of carbonic acid machines.

In order to open up the compressor for examination of piston
and valves, it is necessary to fit a stop valve on both suction and

delivery side, so as to confine the carbonic acid to the condenser

and evaporator. As the machine might be started again without

opening the delivery valve it is necessary to have a safety-valve
on the delivery pipe. This is an ordinary spring safety valve,

having at its base a thin copper disc, gas-tight and liable to

rupture at about 1,350 pounds pressure.

Describe the Evaporator.

It consists of extra heavy iron pipe welded into long lengths
inside of which the carbonic acid evaporates. The heat required
for evaporation is furnished by brine which surrounds the

pipes, or by air, according to which method is used.

How is the flow regulated in carbonic acid machines ?

By a so-called expansion valve between the condenser and

evaporator.
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What becomes of the glycerine which gets into the compressor ?

The gas as it leaves the compressor passes into a separator

where the glycerine impinges against the sides of the vessel and

adheres to it as it has no affinity for carbonic acid
;
the glycerine

then falls to the bottom of the separator and is drawn off from

time to time, while the gas passes on into the condenser.

Is a slight leakage objectionable ?

A slight leakage into the compressor would be of advantage

as a matter of lubrication, and to seal the clearance space.

How is an excess of glycerine provided for ?

Any beyond what is needed to fill the clearance spaces passes

through the delivery valves with the gas and drains through a

trap to the bottom.

Are there any chemical and mechanical difficulties in the use of

glycerine in this way ?

No, as carbonic acid and glycerine have no affinity for each

other.

How are leaks of glycerine made good ?

In large machines by a belt-driven pump, and in small ones

by a hand pump" which can be operated every few hours.

Is some leakage of glycerine unavoidable ?

Yes, ard it must be replaced by a hand pump occasionally.

How is the gland made gas-tight ?

By means of two cupped leathers on the compressor rod.

When will some refrigerant escape ?

When a compressor is opened up for the inspection of valves,

etc.
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What is to be said about the joints ?

It is claimed that these can be made absolutely tight with

leather or any other suitable material, except where there is a

high temperature. Here the difficulty has been overcome by

using joining rings turned out of a copper alloy. The tightness

may be tested by brushing them over with soap and water.

What is one of the uses of the carbonic acid machine ?

The manufacture of liquid carbonic acid in breweries, lime

burning plants, etc.

Is it inferior in efficiency to a compression ammonia machine ?

There is practically little difference if properly designed.

Why should liquid carbonic acid be tested ?

Because it may contain air, water, oil or grease, carbon

disulphide, hydrocarbons, etc.

Is carbonic acid used from fermenting processes ?

The collection of carbonic acid on a commercial scale from

fermentation of beer, spirits, vinegar and molasses has been a

proved success for many years.

Is it reasonable in cost ?

The cost is only a few cents per pound, and the quantity

required for a complete charge is very small, being only about a

dollar per ton of refrigerating capacity.

How may breweries obtain carbonic acid in their own works ?

The collection of carbonic acid in a brewery may begin about

twenty-four hours after the wort has been pitched, but in a

distillery the attenuation is often so rapid that pumping may be

commenced from four to six hours after the mash is run into the

tuns
;

in either case the process can be continued till the yeast

head is first skimmed off, or till the fermented wort or mash is

run out of the tun.
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How should the apparatus for collection be arranged ?

The type of apparatus through which the gas is drawn from

the tuns may be varied to suit each particular situation
;
but as

the gas immediately above the yeast head is the least mixed

with air, it is necessary that the collector should be capable of

being raised or lowered to suit the varying level of the infusion.

How is the carbonic acid purified ?

Purification is usually effected by passing the gas through a

series of three sets of horizontal purifying vessels. In the first

purifiers the gas is washed through water, which is slowly but

continually changed. The next series of purifiers contain

sulphuric acid, through which the gas percolates, and by which

all volatile ethers are removed from the carbonic acid. Finally,

the gas is again washed in a very weak solution of permanganate
of potash.

How is it put in cylinders ?

In cases where it is intended to sell the collected carbonic

acid it is usually necessary that it should be purified, and it

must always be liquefied and bottled in suitable steel flasks. If,

on the other hand, the gas is to be used in the brewery for

carbonating purposes, separation of the gas from the other

products of fermentation is unnecessary, and the gas may be

conveniently stored in receivers at a pressure of about 200

pounds per square inch.

How much carbonic acid is shipped in a cylinder ?

About twenty pounds.

How is it stored in cylinders ?

The compression of the gas is effected by a set of pumps form-

ing a stage compressor, the first pump also drawing the gas by
suction from the fermenting tuns. After leaving each pump the

gas is cooled to abstract the heat generated during compression,
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What do we mean by Vacuum machines ?

A class of apparatus where water is usually the refrigerating

medium.

How is the vacuum produced ?

By an air pump which works exactly like a compressor.

Who was the first one to produce a machine on the vacuum

principle ?

Dr. Cullen, who made the discovery in 1755 that the evapora-
tion of water could be facilitated by the removal of the

atmospheric pressure.

Describe the operation of the vacuum machine ?

In this type of machine water is the liquid generally used,

its evaporation at a low temperature being effected by vacuum

pumps, and sulphuric acid which readily absorbs the watery

vapor and makes the vacuum effective.

What is a special expense of this machine ?

The cost of fuel for re-concentrating the sulphuric acid.

Who was the first one to see the benefit of sulphuric acid in absorb-

ing the moisture of the air in this process ?

Nairne noticed it in 1777, but the first machine that was

commercially successful was Edmond Carre's, which was used to

cool carafes in Parisian restaurants.
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How does the compressor compare in size with an ammonia

compressor ?

It would have to be 200 times as large to be of the same

capacity.

How do the manufacturers of vacuum machines avoid such large

compressors ?

By using some absorbent of the watery vapor, especially

concentrated sulphuric acid.

What is the summing up of the vacuum process ?

The refrigeration is effected by evaporation, the air gaining

access either under natural conditions or by artificial draught ;

or the evaporation is hastened by reducing the atmospheric

pressure.
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Who invented the first air machine ?

Franz Windhausen, of Berlin.

When was the first machine brought out ?

In 1889.

What is the characteristic feature of the compressed air system ?

That the air is not condensed to a liquid.

Explain the operation of the Cold Air machine ?

In the compression cylinder the air is compressed to a pressure

of ten to fifteen atmospheres, and its temperature raised from

75 degrees to 500 or 600 degrees. This heat is conducted off by
the compressed air being held in a coil surrounded by water, or

in long pipes passing through the atmosphere as when used for

rock drilling machinery. The heat may be reduced by con-

duction to 75 degrees, but the pressure is still, say, fifteen

atmospheres. If this should be allowed to escape into the

atmosphere a temperature of zero to 10 degrees Fahr., would be

produced, part of the low temperature being due to the energy

required to force itself into the air again against an atmospheric

pressure of 14.7 pounds per 'square inch.

Why has the compressed air system been favored on shipboard ?

It was an early development of the business, and in the days,

too, when no supply of carbonic acid or ammonia could be had

in ports over the world, as is the case nowadays,
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What are the essential parts of a compressed air plant ?

A prime motor, a compressor, a cooling coil of pipe with a

water supply, an expander consisting of a cylinder, piston and

valves, arranged like those of a steam engine, with cut off so

that the cooled compressed air may be admitted during a portion

of the stroke, and act expansively during the remainder, thereby

compelling it to take up heat from the surrounding atmosphere.

On the return stroke this cooled air is expelled into the coils

of the refrigerator, and then returned to the compressor.

What is, therefore, absolutely necessary to make use of the

refrigerating power of the air ?

The expansion cylinder must be well insulated to prevent the

expanding air from taking up heat from the air surrounding the

cylinder. The temperature thus drops, and the air will be able to

take up the heat from the refrigerating coils.

What are the main objections to air machines, afloat ?

The large space required, the high cost, comparatively, of

operation, and the amount of moisture in the air which interfered

not only with the working of the machinery but also in the form

of ice or snow is deposited over goods, otherwise the harmlessness

of the refrigerant is greatly in its favor.

Describe the working of a Windhausen machine ?

In the Windhausen machine, which was for a time largely

used in marine service, the air, after being compressed in a

cylinder has the heat of compression carried off by cooling water.

It then expands in a cylinder, its temperature being reduced

corresponding to the amount of work done
;

it then escapes into

the room to be cooled, cooling and ventilating the room at the

same time.

What is the temperature in the conveying pipes ?

About 60 degrees below zero.
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Perspective view of the Marine Type of the Allen Dense Air Machine
as shown in outline on pages 386 and 389.
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How is the moisture a disadvantage in the air machine ?

It freezes to ice, or if in a state of vapor forms snow, and not

only do the ice and snow clog the valves, but the vapor in

changing to a liquid state gives its latent heat of vaporization
to the air.

How does the Allen Dense Air Machine overcome the objections to

an air machine ?

The air is kept in the machine at 60 pounds gauge pressure
and used over and over.

What are the conditions of operation ?

The machine is constructed to stand 60 pounds pressure in

the conveying and refrigerating pipes and 210 in the compressor.
Great care must be taken that the trap, valves or pipes are not

clogged by frozen oil or snow, and the best quality of mineral

lubricating oil must be used from which the paraffine has been

extracted.

What special advantages does a machine of this type possess ?

The refrigerant is everywhere available and a yacht or

.vessel could go anywhere without possibility of running out of a

supply, which might happen if ammonia or carbon dioxide

was used.

The refrigerant costs nothing.

Slight leaks can do no harm.

Copper can be used in coils, which is an advantage in salt

water.

The machine can be put in the engine room where its operation

is under the eye of the chief engineer.

Less space and power is required because the air is used over

and over.

In case of accident the escape of the air would not be danger-

ous like ammonia, and probably would do little if any harm.
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Diagrammatic plan view of an Allen Dense Air Refrigerating plant, showing all the essential

features of the machine. The reference letters are explained on pages 387 and 388,
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What are the important parts of the Allen Dense-Air Machine ?

A. The steam cylinder which furnishes the power to its

crankshaft, to which the air compressor and the expander are

linked. The letters refer to the opposite diagram.
B. The air compressor cylinder which compresses the air

to about three times the entering pressure. As this causes the

air to heat, the cylinder is surrounded by a water jacket to

make lubrication practicable. The compressing cylinder is

constructed with slide valves, instead of the usual conical lift

valves, in order to move more quickly and noiselessly.

C. A copper coil in a bath of water
;
the compressed hot air

in passing through it cools to the temperature of the water.

The return air-cooler which still further reduces the tempera-
ture of the air.

D. The expansion cylinder, to which the cooled compressed
air is admitted until it fills one-third of the volume of the cylinder.

The air supply is then cut off, and as the piston makes its full

stroke to the end of the cylinder the air expands until the tension

is about normal, and the expansion cools the air about as much

as the compression heated it. It is constructed like a usual

steam-engine cylinder, with slide-valve and cut-off valve. It

must cut off the pressure at such a point that the expanded air at

the end of the stroke of the piston is very nearly of the same

pressure as the air contained in the system of pipes. If it were

of much higher pressure it would, at exhausting, warm up again,

by exerting its remaining power in producing velocities and fric-

tions inside of the apparatus.

The air, therefore, leaves this cylinder at a very low tempera-

ture and is discharged into a well-insulated pipe which conveys

it to the point of use
;
there the pipe is exposed and the cooling is

effected, the air returning to be used over. The expander helps

the steam cylinder and the air compressor takes the power.

E. A trap placed just after the expander which intercepts

any oil and snow; the trap is provided with a heating pipe and
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the contents of the trap should be drawn off every few hours.

The machine is so arranged that at the same time any frozen

deposits in the expander cylinder can be thawed and blown into

the trap.

F. Is the water-pump which circulates water around the

copper coil C, and through a water-jacket which surrounds the

working cylinder of the air-compressor B, in order to prevent the

heat from injuring the packings.

G. Is a small air-compressing pump which takes air from the

atmosphere and pushes it into the machine and pipe system. This

charges the system with the requisite air-pressure when the

machine starts to work, and maintains the pressure against

leakages occurring at the stuffing boxes and joints. This air, of

course, contains the usual atmospheric moisture, and to expel

this, the outlet pipe from this pump passes the air through the

trap H.

H. A small trap where the air is cooled by being forced into

very close contact with the cold head of the reservoir for coil C.

This cooling under pressure and contact with moist surfaces

deposits out of the air about 80 or 85 per cent, of the contained

moisture, which is then drained off by pet-cocks, leaving pure air

for the refrigerating work. This is of great importance, as the

large amounts of latent heat in the water vapor and latent cold

in frozen water would produce very serious losses in the result

of the machine if the air contained water, which would be subject
to the heating and freezing processes which occur in the machine.

Surplus air is blown off by a small safety valve.

What special care does the Allen machine require ?

Very little besides looking after the traps for oil and snow.

They should be cleaned or blown out as may be required. A good
water supply is necessary as is the case with all makes of refrig-

erating machinery.
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How are the stuffing boxes constructed ?

The air stuffing boxes contain first a few rings of soft metal

packing rings, then a hollow oiling ring, then outer layers of

fibrous packing. The oiling ring is kept full of oil by a sight

feed pressure lubricator which is connected by a pipe to the

stuffing box.

End elevation of the Allen Marine Type Air Machine as installed
between decks on shipboard.

What other advantages has it over older air machines ?

It is very much smaller and only requires half the steam.
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What is the method of operation ?

The air is first compressed, during which process heat is gen-
erated

;
this heat is abstracted in an apparatus similar to the

condenser. The refrigeration is produced by allowing the

compressed air to expand while doing work
;

the re-expanded
air is reduced in temperature and is circulated in coils.

Plan view of the Allen Dense Air Marine Type Refrigerating

Machine.

What is the principle of thermo-dynamics involved in this process ?

When a gas is allowed to expand while doing work, the

amount of heat given out by the gas is equal in mechanical

energy to the work done.
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What action has the air still to take ?

It passes into the expanding cylinder, and entering at, say,

150 pounds pressure, aids the steam cylinder in its work, and

passes into the cooling coils at 40 to 70 degrees below zero.

What apparatus does this involve ?

Only the priming pump, which compresses the air at starting,

and the two traps.

What minor additions to the plant are necessary ?

Traps for the separation of oil and snow from the cold air,

and for taking moisture out of the fresh air.

How "are the compression and expansion cylinders packed in the

Allen machine ?

By cup leathers held in position by iron follower rings.

How are the packing leathers treated before use ?

They are soaked in castor oil.

If compressed air is expanded without doing work, what will be

the effect upon the temperature ?

If the air should be expanded into a vacuum there would be

no drop in temperature but the high velocity of the air, if passing

through an orifice while expanding, would by friction heat up

considerably. If the air is allowed to expand freely into the

atmosphere, there would be a certain amount of work done in

displacing the atmospheric air, and the temperature would drop

equivalent to the work done.

7
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Describe the Sulphurous Acid Machine ?

This type of machine has been largely developed by Raoul

Pictet. It has the advantage of requiring only comparatively
low pressures, and sulphurous acid is a good lubricating" medium.

This fact simplifies the mechanical details of the machine and it

is in use to some extent on the continent of Kurope for small

plants where the service of a skilled engineer is not practicable.

The main objection to the use of this refrigerating agent is

the great tendency of sulphurous acid to take up moisture and

change to sulphuric acid, consequently great precautions must

be taken to avoid leaky joints.

How does the Pictet compressor differ from the ammonia one ?

Only very slightly in construction.

What are the advantages of sulphur dioxide or sulphurous acid ?

It being an oily liquid no lubrication is required in the

compressor, and it greatly simplifies the machine to have no oil

separators or rectifiers.

What advantage does sulphurous acid have over ammonia ?

It requires only from one-half to two-thirds the pressure ;

as it has no action on copper or brass these metals may be used

for piping, the former being very desirable for that purpose, the

only objection being the expense.

What is Pictet's Liquid ?

A refrigerating agent made of a mixture of carbonic acid and

sulphurous acid, the percentage of the former being very small.
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What is Sulphurous Acid or Sulphur Dioxide ?

A colorless gas having a very strong odor of burning sulphur.
It neither supports respiration nor combustion, and is about

2% times heavier than air.

It liquefies, under atmospheric pressure at 14 degrees

Fahr., and assumes a solid form about - 168 degrees Fahr.

How much greater compressor capacity 'do sulphurous acid ma-
chines require than ammonia machines ?

Nearly three times as much.

Does sulphurous acid, when pure, have any chemical action on

the parts of the machine ?

Like ammonia, and carbon dioxide, it exerts no chemical

action when sufficiently pure.

How do the sulphur dioxide machines differ from others of the

compression type ?

By relatively large cylinder volumes and low pressures.

Why do they appear more simple than the ammonia compression

machines ?

Owing to the omission of the oil separators and rectification

apparatus.

Does the sulphurous acid compressor become heated ?

Even more than the ammonia cylinder.

How is the heat carried off ?

By a water jacket, as in the ammonia type.

Is any oil used in the sulphurous acid machine ?

Sometimes when a stuffing box heats, the engineer may use

a little solid fat, but care must be taken not to let it solidify

and obstruct the suction valves.



THE ETHER SYSTEM.

How is sulphuric ether produced ?

By the action of sulphuric acid on vinous alcohol.

What is methylic ether ?

It is produced by the action of sulphuric acid on ligneous or

wood alcohol.

These two ethers, sulphuric and methylic, are substantially

the same; their method of formation by the agency of sulphuric

acid is as noted in the answers.

Describe the Ether Machine ?

This type of machine has never come into extensive use

owing to the relatively large compressor necessary, but more

especially to the inflammability of ether and the great liability

to explosion. The great advantage of ether is that it requires

only a low pressure in the condenser, which is of no little im-

portance in warm climates, and which has led to its use by the

British military authorities in several campaigns in Africa.

The low pressure is also favorable for the maintenance of tight

joints, and the simplicity of the working parts. Another im-

portant fact in connection with military operations is that as

ether is in a liquid state under ordinary conditions of tempera-
ture and pressure, it can be drawn out of the plant at any time

and stored in drums, thus making this type of machine easily

and quickly portable.

How does the Compressor compare with other systems ?

The compressor required is very much larger than in an

ammonia machine of like capacity, and its generally massive

construction, and larger consumption of coal and water, added

to the great fire risk, have seriously handicapped the ether

machine for ordinary commercial use.
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Where does the ammonia go after leaving the liquid receiver ?

It goes to the refrigerator or ice tank after first passing

through the expansion valve.

What is the expansion valve ?

A special valve which is placed at the beginning of the re-

frigerator coils; its peculiar advantage is that it is capable of

very fine adjustment. (See pp. 127 to 130, 176, 180.)

How wide is the expansion valve usually opened ?

From i-rooth to i-8th of an inch.

How does this affect the pressure ?

It reduces it from 150 to, say, 15 pounds.

What is the action of the expansion valve ?

The ammonia being allowed to pass through in a very small

stream only, is released from pressure, therefore it can expand
into the gaseous condition.

How is the work of the expansion valve utilized ?

The ammonia gas may be expanded in a room which is to be

cooled, in which case it is called the direct expansion system,
or the gas may be expanded in a bath of salt brine and the latter

circulated through the room to be cooled; this is called the in-

direct expansion or brine system.

How are the expansion coils fed ?

From the bottom, if using liquid ammonia; if working with

the wet vapor of ammonia, from the top.
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Describe the direct expansion system.

With this system the ammonia pipes instead of being placed
in a tank full of brine, are placed in the rooms and cool the air

direct without the intermediation of brine. It can be readily
seen that where the ammonia pipes are placed in the rooms the

efficiency must be greater, as the various losses which arise by
transmitting the cold first to the brine and from the brine to the

air, are done away with. On this account, the expansion pipe

system is much more in general use than -the brine pipe system,

although the latter system has many advantages. When the

expansion pipes were first used for cooling the rooms direct,

the general public had an aversion to this system on account

of the possible danger that through leaky joints or burst pipes,

the ammonia would be discharged in the rooms and spoil the

goods. This prejudice, however, has died out.

What is meant by the " flooded "
system ?

In a flooded system the liquid ammonia is fed into a trap
from which it enters the bottom of the coil passing upward and

through the same and discharged back into the trap it started

from, where the gas that has been formed is separated from
the liquid that remains, the gas going through the top of the

trap to the compressor, while the liquid is thrown down in

the trap, where it mingles with the fresh liquid being fed into

it, and the cycle is repeated.

What should be the sound of the ammonia in passing through
the expansion valve ?

It should be continuous and sonorous, showing that it is not

a mixture of gas and liquid. A rattling noise shows that vapor
as well as liquid ammonia is passing.

What is the usual size of brine pipe in storage rooms ?

Two-inch is a favorite size because there is less friction than

in smaller sizes.
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How much more pipe does the ordinary expansion system re-

quire than the flooded system ?

An expansion system, or one where the ammonia leaves the

coil slightly superheated, requires about one-third more pipe
surface than a wet compression system, which is a system where

the ammonia leaves the coils containing sufficient -entrained

liquid to maintain a wet compression condition in the com-

pressor.

There is usually from 300 to 350 feet of i^-inch pipe, or its

equivalent, per ton in freezing tanks. The same work may be

done with from two-thirds to one-half of this amount if it is

properly arranged.

Does the liquid ammonia evaporate immediately after passing
the expansion valve ?

The idea is a mistaken one, that liquid anhydrous ammonia
at once "expands" or "flashes" into a gas upon its release

through an expansion valve, into coils of any description, regard-
less of the temperature at which it enters the coil or that of the

coil itself, and that this gas, while passing through the coil,

abstracts the heat from the coil, thence from the surrounding
elements, such as air, water, brine, or other bodies.

How can this be demonstrated ?

The simple experiment of evaporating a small quantity of

liquid anhydrous ammonia in a test bottle, where the conditions

as to pressure are even more favorable for evaporation than

those existing in refrigerating plants, convinces 'us that an-

hydrous ammonia, can and does exist in its liquid state after

having passed the "expansion valve" of the system. The cool-

ing effect becomes apparent on that portion of the surface of

the bottle only which is in direct contact with the evaporating
fluid itself, and not on that which is merely touched by expanding
or expanded gas,
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Will this rapid ebullition in the test bottle continue long ?

It does not, owing to a quick envelopment of the outer sur-

face of the bottle (up to the liquid line) with a coating of frost,

which prevents the penetration of heat.

What practical lesson can we learn from this experiment ?

The same process which is so plainly apparent in this simple

experiment with a test bottle takes place in every freezing coil.

Only that portion of its inner surfaces which is covered by, or

continuously sprayed with, liquid ammonia, will be available

for the really efficient abstraction of heat.

What effect has the formation of frost on the pipe ?

As soon as the abstraction, due to the evaporating process,

has proceeded to the point where the temperature of the piping
has been reduced to that of the boiling point of ammonia under

the prevailing pressure, and as soon as the formation of frost

around the piping retards the admission of heat, the previous

rapid evaporation gives place to a slow or retarded one. The
continued supply of the refrigerant will now flow tranquilly

over the chilled surfaces until it reaches a place in its travel

where the temperature of its surroundings is higher than its

boiling point, at which time the evaporation is resumed.

With this gradual progress in cooling, the coil, or system of

coils, becomes gradually "flooded" even when, by virtue of

the most perfect and approved "expansion valves," the admis-

sion of the refrigerant is so regulated as to make the quantity
of the liquid supply exactly correspond in weight to that of the

escaping vapor; and further, providing that the entire cooling

surface of the coil is brought into actual service.

What two facts does it therefore make necessary to bear in mind ?

First: That the full cooling or heat abstracting ability of the

provided coil surface can only be obtained when such surface is

covered, or continuously sprayed with the refrigerating liquid.
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Second: That the vapor liberated from the refrigerant, and

having the same temperature as the former, produces only an

inconsiderable cooling effect.

What two effects will be produced by the introduction of the

refrigerant into a coil ?

The generation of ammonia gas or vapor will effect a con-

tinuous spraying of the inner surface of the coil, near the point

of entrance. These gases, when passing through the coils from

bottom to top, assuming them to be of the vertical type, will

also create a disturbance in the liquid which obstructs their

travel to the outlet, and will thereby contribute to an intimate

contact of the fluid with the surface of the coil.

What does this show in relation to the best method of admitting
the ammonia into the expansion coils ?

That the maximum efficiency of the cooling surface of a

vertical coil can never be obtained by entering the refrigerant at

the top, as it only would come in contact with the lower part of

the inner circumference of the piping, while the upper and larger

part of the surface would merely become efficient through the

conduction of heat around the metal of the piping. When, how-

ever, the liquid ammonia is admitted to the lower end of the

coils of the vertical type a marked difference is produced.

What is the effective work produced by the expansion of one pound
ammonia in the refrigerating coils ?

Assuming that we operate a combination of freezing coils

under a gauge pressure of 15.67 Ibs. and a corresponding tem-

perature of zero Fahr., and further assume that the liquid supply
from the receiver enters the feed valves to this set of coils at a

temperature of 80 degrees Fahr., it follows that with the sudden

release from pressure of this liquid, 80 x 1.23 equals 98.4 heat

units are liberated which causes an instantaneous evaporation
or expansion of a portion of this supplied liquid.
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The conversion of one pound of liquid ammonia at o degrees

Fahr., and its corresponding pressure of 15.67 Ibs. into vapor
of a like degree of temperature, requires the expenditure of

555.5 B. T. U. When admitting the liquid supply at a tempera-
ture of 80 degrees Fahr., nearly 100 B. T. U. become liberated

from each pound of the admitted fluid, which causes an im-

mediate evaporation of 18% of its quantity. The temperature
of the remaining 82% is thereby reduced to o degree Fahr.,

leaving only this quantity available for effective refrigeration

for the reason that the 18% of liquid which was converted into

gas at o degree Fahr., can absorb but 2.25 B. T. U. from the

surface of the coils, until it escapes with a final temperature of

even 32 degrees Fahr.

The evaporation of an equal weight of liquid by heat ex-

change with the coil, would have absorbed nearly 100 B. T. U.

This fact, combined with other obvious causes, is one of

the principal reasons why prevailing high condenser pressure,
and corresponding high temperature of liquid supply, depreciate
to such a marked degree the efficiency of an ice making or re-

frigerating plant.

How can we avoid such loss in efficiency ?

By careful consideration of the placing of the ammonia
receiver which should be in a cool place, also any piping from
the ammonia condenser to the receiver should be well insulated

if passing through warm rooms.

What should be the aim for satisfactory working ?

We should endeavor to have the entire available heat ab-

sorbing surface continuously covered or sprayed with the liquid

refrigerant, the object being not to exchange the small amount
of the sensible heat of the escaping gases, but the employment of

the greater amount of the heat absorbing power due to the

evaporation of the liquid itself, as it is the latent heat of its

evaporation which produces the desired results.
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What is the liquid trap ?

A trap placed between the expansion valve and the refrigera-

tion coils. As vaporization takes place within it, it is designed
to catch oil or other foreign matters, and prevent their passing
into the pipe.

How low a temperature can be obtained by the use of direct

expansion ?

A temperature as low as 28 degrees can be had, but there

is little use for a temperature below zero for storage purposes

except for fish freezing, and even then their storage afterward

requires no lower temperature than 18 degrees Fahr.

What is an important advantage in the direct expansion system ?

The temperature in the expansion coils does not need to be

so low as would be necessary to cool brine, hence, a higher suc-

tion pressure can be carried.

What kind of refrigeration is now most generally favored ?

The direct expansion because it is the most economical in

construction as well as operation.

How much greater efficiency does the direct system show over

the indirect ?

Perhaps as much as twenty per cent.

Which is the least complicated to operate ?

The direct expansion system is much simpler to operate

than the brine because of the auxiliary apparatus that is neces
T

sary in the latter system. In the direct expansion system all

these intermediate agencies are dispensed with, and the refrigera-

tion is produced at the place where it is utilized. Neither is as

much power necessary to produce the same amount of refrigerat-

ing work as is required in the brine system, to say nothing of

the extra cost for repairs and maintenance,
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When is the heat absorbed ?

When the expansion coils are placed directly in the rooms

to be cooled. This method makes it possible to use the entire

capacity of the ammonia compressor. Here, too, the liquid

ammonia is utilized to the best advantage. Each pound of

ammonia that enters the system has just so much refrigerating

energy stored up, and will absorb a much larger quantity of

heat than it would if first expanded in the coils of a brine tank.

That is, the expansion surface is larger than that of the brine

system and the liquid ammonia will be expanded at a much

higher temperature and pressure, which results in a gas of a

higher density and the ammonia compressor will circulate a

greater weight of ammonia gas per minute.

Radiating disks showing the method of attachment to the freezing
coils. These disks are placed upon the pipes to increase the heat
conducting surface.

What is a disadvantage of both systems ?

That ice forms on the outside of the pipes, which, increasing
in thickness from day to day, prevents the cold from being
transmitted to the air, as ice and snow are not good conductors.
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Are certain methods of cleaning the pipes from frost objection-

able ?

Hammers and chisels are sometimes employed but are liable

to injure the coils and should never be used around the valves.

How is ice best removed from coils ?

With calcium brine; if removed daily it is loose enough to

come off easily.

NfcT

Radiating strios attached to freezing coils. These are sometimes used
in place of the disks illustrated on page 405.

What are disks and how are they used ?

They are thin circular or oval pieces of cast iron clamped at

intervals of about a foot to cooling pipes to increase the effective

cooling surface. They are cast in halves so as to be easily

placed on the pipe.

Are they generally used ?

Many engineers consider that the cost of the disks would

render much more effective service if expended for extra piping.
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What is the objection to placing refrigerating pipes, either am-
monia or brine, in the rooms to be cooled ?

It is difficult even by the most approved distribution of the

coils and arrangement of stored goods to secure an even tempera-
ture in all parts of the room; then, too, condensation on the

pipes causes dripping and consequent damp walls, floors, etc.

Having already described the direct expansion system, now de-

scribe the brine system.

The liquid ammonia is passed through a regulating valve into

hermetically sealed pipes where the ammonia is given time to

absorb the heat it requires for its evaporation. Next, these

hermetically sealed pipes are placed in a tank which is filled

with a solution of salt and water called brine, of such density
as to be able to hold a low temperature without freezing. The
ammonia pipes submerged in this brine, abstract the heat from

the brine and cool it. The brine after being cooled down to a

low temperature, is pumped through pipes hung up in the

different rooms where cooling is required. Here the brine

absorbs heat by cooling the air and then returns at a higher

temperature to the refrigerator where in turn the ammonia coils

absorb the heat and cool the brine which is again pumped
through the pipes in the room, and so on continuously. This

system of cooling rooms is very successful, though the first cost,

and the cost of working, is higher than the cooling by expansion

pipes. The brine pipe system, however, has many advantages
inasmuch as it can be easily regulated.

What special advantage has the brine system over the direct

expansion ?

One of the advantages claimed for the brine system is the

ability to store refrigerating energy in the brine tank, which

may be drawn upon during the night, thus rendering the con-

tinued operation of the compressor unnecessary.
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What is brine and why is it used in refrigeration ?

It is a non-congealable liquid used for absorbing the effect

of an expanding gas and applying it to the work to be done.

How is the brine made ?

For a long time common salt has been used but it is now

being largely displaced by chloride of calcium.

Illustration of method of making salt brine, as explained on page 409.

Why has calcium not taken the place of salt more rapidly ?

Its first cost has been greater; it is more difficult to prepare
and handle, and it is not everywhere as easily obtained as salt.

What do makers claim for calcium chloride ?

That it is a better medium of refrigeration, and that it is

not so destructive to the pipes as sodium chloride.
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How do these two salts compare in use ?

Their action on the interior of a pipe will probably not vary

much, but wherever the brine has access to the exterior of the

pipe as from a leaky joint, the corrosion and deterioration from

sodium brine is much greater than from calcium brine.

What is the reason for this ?

The latter will hold its moisture much longer, so that the

pipes are not likely to become dry; it is the alternate drying
that rusts and pits the pipe.

Are chloride of calcium and chloride of sodium harmful ?

No, the only disagreeable feature is the property of making
everything damp with which they come in contact.

Do these two salts contain impurities ?

The objectionable features of chloride of sodium probably
come from its impurities. Chloride of calcium also contains

impurities at times.

How do salt and calcium compare in price ?

Salt is about half the price of calcium.

What should be guarded against in buying salt for ice making ?

That it does not contain too large a percentage of insoluble

matter.

How is salt brine solution prepared ?

One of the best methods consists in allowing water to percolate

through a body of saljt, thus, take a large water-tight barrel or

cask, as shown in cut on page 408, and fit a false bottom or

wooden grating six or eight inches above the bottom this can

be made of strips of wood about an inch square, and placed not

over one half inch apart. This false bottom should be supported

by two strips of board each six inches in width, placed on edge
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and nailed to the bottom. These boards should have several

holes bored to permit a free passage of water. The water inlet

should be below the false bottom.

A single thickness of burlaps should be stretched across the

top of the false bottom and tacked to the sides of barrel. The
outlet pipe for the brine should be four or five inches below the

top of the barrel, and the water supplied at the bottom from a

convenient hose or faucet. The supply pipe should be of about

i% inch diameter, and the outlet pipe about i> inch inside

diameter. If it is necessary to make brine faster than can be

accomplished with one barrel, fit up two or more extra barrels.

Brine strainer. This apparatus when placed in the brine circuit will

intercept any scale or dirt, which will accumulate in the shell,
and which may be removed through the hand hole.

To make brine fill the barrel above the false bottom with

salt and turn on the water. The salt will dissolve rapidly, and

more must be shoveled in on top. The barrel must be kept
full of salt, or the brine will not be of full strength. No stirring

is necessary. Keep skimming off all waste matter rising to the

top. The brine outlet should be provided with a strainer of

some kind, somewhat as shown in the above figure, to prevent

chips, etc., from running out with the brine.
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This mixer as it is called, should form a permanent part of

the plant, and a connection be made between the return brine

pipe from the refrigerating system and the barrel so that the

brine may be passed through the mixer from time to time as

may be found necessary to maintain the desired strength.

How is salt brine made in large quantities ?

It is well to have a spare tank located above the regular
brine tank when large quantities are wanted. One can make
the brine in this tank and allow it to flow by gravity into the

regular tank below. If the bulk salt is dumped directly into

the tank it might form a pile on the bottom and cause trouble.

Having the extra tank will make some extra labor, but it ob-

viates trouble in some other part of the system. By adding
salt a little at a time, and using the salinometer, the operator

can gradually bring the density of the brine to the right point

with very little labor. (See page 38.)

What strength of brine is required ?

One to two pounds of salt per gallon, more or less, as may be

needed for the temperature required in the tank.

Why should the strength be carefully regulated ?

Not only might it cause deposition of the salt on the pipes

and consequent clogging, but the specific heat grows smaller

as the concentration of the brine increases.

How is the strength of the solution governed ?

It is regulated by the lowest temperature it is liable to reach,

leaving a sufficient margin between this point and the actual

freezing point of the solution, to provide for any unusual drop
in temperature.

What solutions are used in practice ?

From 40 to 90 degrees, salometer.
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How may the brine be tested ?

The strength of the brine solution is tested by a gauge called

a salometer. This consists of a weighted glass tube and bulb

which is graduated from o to 100. When floated in water the

zero mark stands at the water level, but when placed in a satu-

rated solution of salt brine, the stem sinks to the 100 mark.

Intermediate points on the scale indicate different degrees of

saturation.

TABLE CHLORIDE OF SODIUM (SALT) BRINE.
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Is salt brine liable to produce incrustation ?

No matter what grade of salt is used, it is bound to precipi-

tate more or less and to coat the pipes.

An instance may be cited where salt brine precipitated a

sediment of salt crystals upon the coils of an ice tank ^ inch

thick. These salt crystals solidified and became as hard as

rock and could not be dissolved, in fact could barely be broken

off the pipes with a hammer.

How is the density of brine sometimes carelessly allowed to run

down ?

It is natural for an engineer to run water into the brine tanks

when he sees the brine getting low, but he does not, in every

case, think to add a little common salt to keep the density of

the brine at the right point. If this is neglected it will be

impossible to reduce the temperature of the brine low enough
to give the desired results in the cold storage rooms. In many
cases the fault is improperly laid to the ammonia compressor,
the absorber, the condensers, the expansion coils not being

large enough, shortage of ammonia in the system, oil in the

system, etc., when it is the brine that is too weak to produce
the desired temperature.

Does the strength of the brine need close attention ?

The brine cannot be watched too closely, for it will cause

trouble and annoyance if not kept at the right density. There

is considerable loss of brine from evaporation and leakage de-

pending upon the location of the brine tanks, and the tightness

of the stuffing-boxes on the pump rods. Such losses as these

are serious at times, and particularly where the engineer omits

to test the density of the brine.

If brine gets too weak it will freeze on the pipes of the ex-

pansion coil, thus forming an insulation which obstructs the

transfer of heat from the brine to the ammonia within the ex-

pansion coil, and the machine will not do its full work.
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Is it necessary to carefully watch the expansion coils in the brine

tank?

The expansion coils should be kept covered with brine at all

times. Exposing a part of them alternately to the brine and

air will cause oxidation which will corrode the pipes very rapidly

and it will only be a matter of a short time before leaks will

appear in the piping.

Diagram showing connection of brine pump to double pipe brine cooler.

The construction of the double pipe cooler is the same as a double
pipe ammonia condenser. The brine is fed through the inner

pipe while the outer pipe forms the evaporating coils.

The exposure of the expansion coils will also reduce the

efficiency of the system, as the exposed pipes would take up
heat from the surrounding atmosphere instead of from the

brine. The brine acts as a heat carrying conductor between

the cold storage rooms or ice cans and the expansion coils, thus

in the case of a cold storage plant the service of the exposed

pipes is lost entirely. In the case of an ice tank but little heat

would be conducted from the cans to the exposed pipes as air

is a poor conductor of heat.

After the brine has been reduced in temperature to the desired

degree it is impossible to reduce it any lower at that density.
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Is it desirable to keep the brine in the tank in circulation ?

If an agitator of some kind is used, all portions of it will be

brought into contact with the expansion coil, and will part with

the heat more readily. The whole mass of liquid will be cooled

more quickly, allowing more cooling work to be accomplished
in a given time than would otherwise be possible if the brine

were allowed to lie dormant in some parts of the tank.

Is it necessary to insulate the brine tank ?

In many cases the brine tank Is insulated on the sides but

no attention is paid to the bottom. A brick or stone foundation

is a good conductor of heat and the condition is even worse if

the tank is allowed to rest on the ground. In all cases heat is

conducted downward about as easily as it will rise into the

atmosphere. It is better to pay for proper insulation at the

start than to be continually taking it out of the coal pile. A
well-fitting cover should also be placed on top of the tank.

What detail in a brine tank should not be neglected ?

The covering of the top of the side walls.

How should brine tank connections be arranged ?

The pump suction should be several inches above the bottom

so as not to become clogged with sediment; a removable strainer

should be provided.

Does the arrangement of piping differ in the two systems ?

The arrangement of piping for a brine system is about the

same as for a direct expansion system. In some plants the

piping is placed on the ceiling, while in others it is run along
the side walls of the cold storage rooms, as may be most con-

venient. In every case the piping is placed so that it will be

out of the way and at the same time be within easy reach in

case of repairs.
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What machinery is required for a brine circulation system ?

The machinery required for the operation of a brine system
is practically the same as that required for the direct expansion

system with the addition of a pump to circulate the brine.

The pump is connected and operated in the same way that

pumps are installed for pumping liquids of any kind. Some

engineers prefer to place the suction pipe of the pump so that

the end will reach very near to the bottom of the tank in order

that the coldest brine in the tank may be circulated through
the piping in the cold storage rooms. The return pipe from the

cooling coils is allowed to dicharge just below the surface of the

brine in the tank. The suction and discharge pipes are usually

placed at opposite sides of the tank, so that the comparatively
warm brine will not be again circulated through the cooling
coils before it has been reduced in temperature.

How rapid should be the brine circulation ?

Not over 60 feet per minute.

Is more piping required for brine circulation ?

Brine circulation requires from 50 to 100 per cent, more

pipe surface than direct expansion.

What is a general rule for direct expansion piping ?

One running foot of two inch pipe will take care of forty feet

of space if it is to be maintained at 32 degrees Fahr.

How can the estimate be made in another way ?

On a still more liberal basis it is frequently assumed that

one ton of refrigerating capacity will take care of 4500 cubic feet

of cold storage space from 32 to 35 degrees Fahr., and that from

200 to 250 feet of \% mcn pipe should be used for that purpose.

What arrangement of piping is preferable ?

On the walls rather than the ceiling.
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How did the brine circulation system come to be generally adopted
in the early history of refrigeration ?

For fear of ammonia leaks and consequent damage to goods.

What is the proper temperature for testing brine ?

In testing the strength of brine it should first be warmed to

a temperature of 60 degrees, as the graduations on the salometer

are for this temperature.

Rectangular brine tank with expansion coils. Each coil is provided
with an expansion valve, the liquid being led directly to the
bottom of the coils. The coils are thus operated by the flooded
system, and as the brine is taken from the bottom through the
perforated suction pipe and discharged into the top of the tank,
the countercurrent effect is obtained.

What are some advantages of the brine system ?

(i) One very important advantage that is claimed for the

brine system is its ability to store refrigerating energy in the

brine tanks, which may be utilized during the night or in case of

a stoppage of some of the machinery connected with the plant,

or in case of necessary repairs on the compressor.
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In some establishments the brine is cooled in the day time

and is circulated by the brine pump during the night, thus

keeping the cold storage rooms at the required temperature.
This saves the expense of a night engineer to operate the ma-

chinery, and the brine or circulating pump may be cared for by
a fireman or night watchman.

(2) As a fairly good brine may be made from ice and salt

even a prolonged shut-down may be provided for, as would not

be possible with direct expansion.

(3) There is also much less ammonia required to charge the

brine system than the direct expansion system, which lowers

the cost of this item of expense.

How does ample pipe service reduce operating expenses ?

Very often refrigerating plants have a smaller amount of

piping than is necessary to do the refrigerating work in an

economical manner, which results in the compressor running
at a higher rate of speed in order to produce the required amount
of refrigeration in a given time. It is better to have too much

piping in a cold storage room than too little, for the extra cost

at the start will more than pay for itself in the end.

How may this be explained ?

The compressor will have to be run much faster in order to

carry a lower back pressure to do the required amount of re-

frigeration. This results in a greater consumption of coal to

operate the engine at a higher speed. If the amount of piping
is sufficient or even if there is a little more than enough we can

carry a much higher back pressure on the system which results

in a slower speed of the engine and a reduction of coal consumed.

With a higher back pressure a greater weight of ammonia gas
will be pumped back to the compressor and the work will be

done fully as well and more economically.
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What is chloride of calcium ?

It is a deliquescent salt, that is one that becomes liquid by
the absorption of the moisture in the air. (See page 38.)

How much water will it absorb ?

An ordinary commercial quality holds about 25% of water,

and it will often absorb from one-half to its full weight more,

depending on the degree of humidity, etc.

How is calcium obtained ?

The greater portion of the commercial product cornes from

the waste bittern of salt works, and the Solvay process of soda

manufacture, and as a by-product in the manufacture of am-

monia from ammonium chloride and lime; in the preparation of

potassium chlorate from calcium chlorate and potassium chloride;

and in the manufacture of carbonic acid gas.

How is calcium brine made ?

In practically the same way as salt brine. Care should be

taken to get the best quality, but even with this there is a sludge
that will stop circulation in small pipes, and sometimes good-sized

pipes are choked. Place a steam pipe in the tank for dissolving

purposes and do not fill the tank full of water after the calcium

is placed in it. When the mixing tank is charged, turn on steam

until the tank boils, then close the steam valve. Skim off the

scum that rises. It will be necessary to wait until the brine

cools before pumping into the system. The skimming can be

done without heating, but not as much of the impurities will

rise as by heating, and not much time is gained, as the dissolving

is so much slower. Heating also, saves cleaning later. (See

page 38.)

How does calcium come from the makers ?

In sheet iron drums weighing about 600 pounds; the iron of

which is of light gauge and of no value.
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How is the drum opened ?

Laying it on the side, strike it with a sledge hammer, taking

care not to hit twice in the same place, as shown on page 422.

TABLE CALCIUM CHLORIDE BRINE.
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What is done when the outside has been thoroughly pounded ?

Stand the drum on end and pry off the top with an old axe

or chisel, then cut down the side with the axe.

Why should it be prepared quickly ?

It attracts moisture very rapidly, hence, the lumps should

be thrown in the tank as soon as possible.

Method of preparing calcium brine as explained on page 420.

Is chloride of calcium always prepared in solid form ?

It is also manufactured in granular form so that brine may
be made more rapidly; it is also shipped, when desired in large

quantities, in liquid form in tank cars.

Is calcium brine more difficult to make than salt brine ?

It is slower because the lumps are larger; the granulated

calcium, however, is much more rapidly dissolved.
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Why is chloride of calcium preferable for brine ?

Although it is more expensive than common salt a lower

freezing point may be maintained through its use, and it keeps
the pipes cleaner.

Is there any way of making the salt brine equally non-corrosive ?

The addition of a small quantity of soda to salt brine may
make the two solutions nearly on a par in that respect.

On what does the value of calcium chloride as an absorbent

depend ?

On the temperature of the solution from which it was evapo-

rated, also the percentage of impurities which calcium chloride

contains.

What is its cost and value as a dryer ?

Its comparative low price and the fact that it is the most

active moisture absorbent practicable for common use has

brought it into general favor. Chloride of sodium has also

great absorbing power for moisture.

Will calcium brine cause rust ?

An iron surface covered with calcium brine will rust very
little if at all.

What advantage has calcium brine in low temperatures ?

Sodium brine will freeze at about 7 degrees Fahr., while

calcium brine will not freeze at 50 degrees Fahr.

What is the ultimate freezing point of calcium brine ?

Fifty-four degrees below zero, Fahr., with a 30% solution.

What other advantages has it ?

It is not so liable to deposit crystals in the pipes should the

temperature drop below normal, and there is no danger of

freezing if reasonable care be used.
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What density is required for calcium brine ?

For ice making a 12 to 18% solution is all that is required.

A 20% solution will answer for most work, and over 25% is

rarely required. As it will carry away more heat units than

sodium brine it has an advantage in that it requires a smaller

amount, thus giving a saving of power in circulation.

WATER
INLET

CHLORIDE: OF
CALCIUM

Method of preparing calcium brine from granulated calcium. This is the
same process as in the case of salt, as explained on page 408.

Would a more dilute calcium brine stand a lower temperature ?

It would. In a general way, a chloride of calcium brine is

made by dissolving from 3 to 5 pounds, according to its purity,
in a gallon of water. This solution is supposed to have a density
of about 23 degrees Beaume, with a freezing point at about 9

degrees below zero. When salt is used 3 to 4 pounds is dissolved

in a gallon of water.

The calcium solution will give the same freezing point with

about a pound less of salt to the gallon. Calcium does not

attack iron. On the other hand, the brine solution will rust up
small leaks in defective fittings which is considered by some
to be a point in its favor.
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What determines the proper strength of brine required ?

It should be made to correspond to the temperature of the

evaporating ammonia rather than the temperature of the coldest

brine, as is frequently, but mistakenly, the case.

The proper density of brine, either calcium or salt is deter-

mined by the temperature to which it is necessary to be

reduced, and the tables will be found valuable in determining

the proper strength for different requirements. It should be

remembered, however, that a difference of from 5 degrees to 10

degrees Fahr. exists between the temperature of the brine and

the evaporating ammon a. and while the strength of the brine

may appear ample for the temperature at which it is carried,

the lower temperature of the evaporating ammonia may cause it

to solidify within or upon the surface of the evaporator.

It is, therefore, necessary in determining the strength of

brine, to consider it with reference to the evaporating pressure

of the ammonia as well as its own temperature.

What is the Linde method of cooling the brine ?

Whereas in the brine pipe system the ammonia coils are

placed in a tank and surrounded by brine, and in the expansion

pipe system the ammonia pipes are placed direct in the rooms,

in their air circulation system they place the brine separately

in a shallow tank, and the ammonia coils over this, open to the

air. The brine is then pumped out of the tank and allowed to

run over the ammonia coils, and also to fall in a shower through
the air. Instead of placing this in the rooms, the whole appa-
ratus or cooler is placed in a separate insulated space, and con-

nected by means of ducts with the rooms to be cooled.

A fan which is in connection with the cooler draws the air out

of the rooms, and by forcing it over the coils, over and through
the brine, the air is not only cooled but washed, and deprived
of all its impurities, so that only pure cold air leaves the cooler

and is returned to the rooms from which it was taken.
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How does the cost of operation with calcium brine compare with

sodium brine ?

The saving in pumping brine is one of the greatest points
of economy in using chloride of calcium. It can also be carried

at a much lower temperature than salt brine, therefore a pro-

portionately smaller quantity need be pumped. One pound of

brine circulated at 10 degrees Fahr., through coils in a room
which has to be maintained at 30 degrees Fahr. is as efficient

as two pounds circulated at 20 degrees Fahr.

Calcium brine is a much more fluid, oily liquid than salt

brine, and will flow through the pipes with less friction, and thus,

the saving at the brine pump is marked.

A calcium chloride brine testing about 80 degrees salometer

has the same freezing point as a salt brine testing 100 degrees

salometer. It will be noted that the salt brine is 20 degrees
heavier than the calcium brine and yet has the same freez-

ing point. In other words, they will both carry the same

units of refrigeration, but if one solution is lighter in density
than another solution, the lighter solution will absorb more

heat per cubic foot and absorb it quicker.

Consequently, a cubic foot of calcium chloride brine passing

through a pipe in a cold storage room will take more heat out

of that room than a cubic foot of salt brine would, and do it

quicker. This means that it is not necessary to pump the brine

as fast. The result is, less power required for pumping arid a

reduction in the fuel bill; also an increase in refrigerating

capacity.

How is lump calcium used in air cooling ?

Where the indirect system of refrigeration is used, in which

the cooling coils are massed in closed coil chambers, through
which the air from the rooms is forced by blowers, the air is

often passed through a tank or enlarged air-duct, in which trays

of chloride of calcium are placed.
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When is calcium brine liable to make trouble if it is too strong ?

When pumping, as it will collect and crystallize in the valves

and cylinders of the pump and cause a breakdown.

How should the circulation of brine be governed ?

It is necessary to supply only enough to produce the desired

temperature. A coil that is once frosted is doing all that can

be expected of it and there will only be a loss in circulating more
brine through the system.

How may the flow of brine be estimated ?

If a coil is frosted its entire length and there is doubt as to

the amount of brine circulating through it, simply check the

flow until the frost leaves that end of the coil which is nearest

the main return pipe, to the brine tank. In this manner it is

possible to adjust the flow of brine. When the coils are fully

frosted there is no certain method of telling whether one coil is

getting more brine than another. A good rule to follow when
first putting any particular coil into service is to increase the

amount of brine circulating through it, a little at a time, until

the coil is nearly frosted. It will then be known just how much
brine is passing through that particular coil and the amount
can be increased or decreased as may be necessary.

Is the brine system more expensive to install than the direct

expansion ?

The installation of the brine system is much more expensive

owing to the larger quantity of pipe required to do the same

amount of refrigerating work, to say nothing of the additional

tanks, pumps, fittings, etc.

What kind of pipe should be used for brine coils ?

Ordinary standard pipe and fittings are sometimes used,

and for calcium brine, will last a number of years. For salt

brine, however, galvanized pipe and fittings should be used.
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Circular brine tank with expansion coils and insulation. The
pur.^p draws the brine through the perforated suction pipe
at the bottom, and after being circulated it is returned to

the tank through the pipe entering at the top.
The ammonia passes through four expansion valves

and coils as shown.
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If more than one freezing coil is in the brine circulation what

provision should be made ?

Regulating valves should be placed near the inlet and outlet

of each coil, so that the brine may be well distributed over the

entire system.

What can you say of calcium as an absorbent of moisture ?

Calcium has a great affinity for moisture and will absorb

it from anything within reach of its influence. It will take

the moisture from the hands and from leather so that if shoes

get any of it they will shrink and be spoiled; therefore care

should be used in handling it.

How is this property made useful in regulating humidity ?

This property makes it valuable in removing moisture. In

directly refrigerated rooms, in which the cooling coils are placed

in the rooms to be cooled, calcium can be placed in pans on the

floor or in trays suspended from the ceiling. For intercepting

the moisture most effectually, the calcium should be placed in

the part of the room where the air circulation is greatest, but

it has such aa affinity for moisture that it will attract and ab-

sorb it, no matter where placed.

How may it be used in keeping pipes free from frost ?

Brine circulating pipes can also be kept free from frost by

coating them at intervals with a very strong solution of chloride

of calcium; the moisture precipitated on them will not freeze

and form frost, but will be absorbed by the calcium and drip

off the pipes.

This can be done even after the pipes are coated with frost

and the frost will soon be absorbed and leave the pipes bare.

It is best, however, to coat the pipes with calcium before start-

ing to cool the room, then two or three applications of brine

during the season will keep them clean. This plan is especially

adapted to small rooms where the coils are placed over water

tight floors or pans to catch the drip.
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Vogt Cylindrical brine cooler. The ammonia enters the shell near
the bottom through an expansion valve, the gas being taken off
near the top. The brine enters the coils through the header
at the top and is taken up by the pump from the bottom
header. The shell should be well insulated to prevent the
ammonia from taking up heat from the atmosphere.

430
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What is the most approved method of doing this ?

Perhaps the best system of using chloride of calcium for

reducing humidity is one designed by Madison Cooper, in which

the calcium is placed in perforated troughs over the cooling

pipes in such a manner that the brine formed by absorbing
moisture will trickle down over the coils and cut off the frost.

This not only reduces the humidity of the air but increases the

efficiency of the coils from 15 to 25 per cent., and will result

either in a lower temperature in the rooms or a slowing down
of the brine pump to maintain the same temperature.

Can the brine as thus employed be used again ?

The objection to it is that the germs taken out of the air in

the humidity might be given off again, but as the evaporation

of the water requires a high temperature they would probably
be destroyed.

Is it practicable to buy calcium with a guarantee as to its com-

mercial value ?

The thing that the engineer should demand is that a certain

number of pounds of calcium chloride will make a certain

amount of brine with a certain freezing point. If the engineer

wants to make 1000 gallons of brine, which will have a freezing

point of zero, he can have the manufacturer guarantee that a

certain number of pounds will make that solution. He should

also demand calcium chloride with the lightest density and the

lowest freezing point for that density.

How should the piping be arranged in the refrigerating rooms ?

In short lengths, connected to headers or manifolds for supply
and return, so that any length may be cut out for cleaning or

repair.

Each pipe should have a right-angle turn between the mani-

folds, the latter being placed at right angles to each other, this

will facilitate removal of any pipe, and allow freedom for ex-

pansion.
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What change has been made in the brine tank and how has

it been brought about ?

The use of chloride of calcium brine has enabled refrigerating

engineers to develop and perfect the brine cooler until it is now

recognized as a part of the equipment of a standard refrigerating

plant.

How is the brine cooler constructed ?

It may be either of the shell and coil or concentric tube type,

being very similar in many ways to the condensers.

How efficient can the brine cooler be made to be ?

It is possible to get an outlet brine temperature within three

degrees of the temperature of the ammonia.

Why does the use of a brine cooler require calcium brine ?

Because salt brine would freeze in the coils.

What is the difference between a brine tank and a brine cooler ?

In the former a tank of any convenient shape is filled with

the brine which is cooled by the evaporation of ammonia as it

passes through a coil in the middle of the tank; in the brine

cooler the ammonia vaporizes in a closed cylindrical tank while

the brine passes through the central coil.

It is more efficient than the tank plan but it requires the

use of calcium in order to avoid any danger of freezing the brine

in the coil.

Describe the shell and coil type of brine cooler ?

In this case the brine passes through a series of coils and the

ammonia evaporates within the surrounding shell, the whole

apparatus having an insulating covering, the same as the regular

form of brine tank. The shell is made of refined charcoal cast

iron and the coils of best wrought iron extra heavy pipe. The

ends of the coils pass through stuffing boxes in the heads and
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are connected top and bottom to brine headers. The brine is

pumped through the coils in a downward direction.

Liquid ammonia is fed into the shell by an ordinary expansion
valve near the lower end of the shell, and the gas taken off

through the pipe to the compressor. A purge valve, for draw-

ing off the impurities, is placed at the lowest point in the bottom

head, and a second valve, at the top, for gas and air. The shell

must be well insulated to avoid loss of efficiency.

Describe the double pipe brine cooler ?

This type of cooler is made up of two series of pipe, one within

the other. The brine solution enters at the bottom, and is cir-

culated through the inner or smaller pipes. The ammonia is

expanded into the annular space between the two pipes, entering

at the top of the cooler.

As the outer surface of the pipes act as a refrigerant, it is

sometimes desirable to take advantage of this by placing the

exposed coolers within a room that is to be cooled, otherwise

the space wherein the cooler is placed must be insulated to obtain

best results, unless brine is run over the outside the same as

water over an atmospheric condenser.

What are the important advantages of the brine cooler over the

brine tank ?

The brine cooler has two principal advantages over the regular

form of brine tank. First, the brine in passing through the

coils is divided into a number of small streams, and is thus

mixed and churned so that practically all of it is brought in

contact with the cool pipes and gives up more of its heat than in

a tank where the movement is very slow. In the latter case,

as there is a large body of brine with scarcely any movement,
the brine immediately in contact with the pipes may be quite

cold, while its temperature rises as the distance from the pipes

increases.
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The second advantage comes from the fact that there is more

space for ebullition or boiling to take place in the shell of the

cooler than in the coil in the brine tank, and less liquid ammonia
is carried over into the compressor.

The brine and the ammonia flow through the cooler in

opposite directions, the coldest brine meeting the coldest

ammonia and the warmest brine the warmest ammonia, thus

making possible an exchange of heat on the counter current

plan.

I

Method of suspending refrigerating coils from ceiling of cold storage rooms.

How should pipe be tested ?

It should be tested both before and after being put in a sys

tern. Hydrostatic pressure is used, also air pressure under water

varying from 500 to 1000 pounds. For a completed system

300 pounds air pressure is used.

Ice Axe.
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Is water that is fit for drinking always suitable for ice making ?

Not always, the presence of air and a small per cent, of

mineral matter is perhaps an advantage in drinking water, but

the former will cause air bubbles in ice; the latter may interfere

with its clearness.

How do natural and manufactured ice compare ?

The latter is purer and also free from bacterial life. If

frozen without holes or cracks there is no difference in their

keeping qualities.

How much ice will a cubic foot of water make ?

It expands about 8^/2 per cent, in bulk, by freezing, but there

is no change in weight.

What does a cubic foot of water weigh at its point of greatest

density ;
i. e., 39 degrees Fahr. ?

About 62^ pounds.

What does a cubic foot of ice weigh ?

About 57'Yz pounds at 32 degrees Fahr.

How much water is required for each ton of ice ?

Three or four gallons per minute for every ton of capacity

of the plant, and the water should be of a quality suitable for

boiler purposes.
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How much water is needed for a. ton of ice ?

About 2400 pounds. This allows a margin for waste.

EXPANSION
COCK.

Diagram of a "De La Vergne" ice making plant, showing the distilling

system and freezing tank.

What should be carefully guarded against in ice making ?

Any taint in the water, which is shown by the presence of

ammonia especially albuminoid ammonia of nitrates and

chlorides, that would indicate the presence of pathogenic germs,

that is, those producing disease.
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How is the water for can ice obtained in a compression plant ?

A little more than half the distilled water may be obtained

from the exhaust steam of the compressor.

What is necessary if using exhaust steam for ice making ?

To remove oil and grease from the steam.

What filtering substances are used in ice making ?

Sponge, charcoal, sand, and sometimes boneblack. In spe-

cial cases alum is employed.

What is an objection to a boneblack filter ?

The water, if containing carbonic acid gas, may combine

with the lime of the bone and form carbonate of lime which

would cause a white core in can ice.

Why is ice frozen in warm climates more likely to be clear than

if made in a cool climate ?

Because the quantity of air held in water decreases as its

temperature rises.

How can water be deprived of its air ?

i, By boiling; 2, by exposing it to a high vacuum; 3, distil-

ling it under exclusion of the atmosphere.

In what way may clear ice be produced ?

By freezing at, say, 24 degrees Fahr. or above, by means of

a paddle or agitator in the can, or by admitting air at the bottom

of the can.

What two principal names are given to artificial ice ?

"Can ice" and "plate ice."

What system is most largely used ?

The can system, where galvanized cans are suspended in

cold brine until the water in them freezes.
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Describe the can system.

Galvanized cans or moulds are filled with water, after they
have been suspended the proper depth in a tank of brine, the

brine being cooled by a direct expansion system in the freezing

tank.

What determines the size of the cake ?

The local preference ;
the three-hundred pound cake being

the most largely in demand.

TABLE OF SIZES OF ICE CANS.

Weight
of Cake of

Ice
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What is the time required for freezing ?

It varies from 40 to 60 hours, it depending, of course, on the

thickness of the cakes. The longer the time a given thickness

is allowed to freeze the better the quality.

What is the mathematical formula which applies in this case ?

The time for freezing different thicknesses is proportional

to the square of the thickness, that is, eight inch ice will require

four times as long as four inch ice.

How are the cakes removed ?

The cans are drawn out of the brine and sprayed with, or

dipped into, warm water which loosens the ice so that when the

can is inclined on its side the cake of ice slides out, the can being
made tapering in shape so as to facilitate the movement.

How many cans per hour can one man handle with a hand hoist ?

Ten to fifteen cans.

Is the temperature of the water for ice making of importance ?

It should not be lost sight of that it is better and cheaper to

do all the work possible outside of the freezing tank, that is, to

put the water into the cans at as low a temperature as possible.

How are the cans filled ?

By means of a can filler which is so constructed as to auto-

matically shut off the water supply when the can is filled to the

proper height. The filler is inserted in the can and the water

turned on. As the can fills the ball floats and rises until the

can is filled to the right depth, when the valve is automatically

closed.

What does a salty taste in the ice show ?

A small leak in a can which admits brine.
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When are cans properly filled ?

The depth at which the brine is carried in the freezing tanks

is an important feature in obtaining the quantity of ice the

machine is capable of making. The brine should come as close

to the top of the can as possible, and should be somewhat higher
than the water in the can, since allowance for expansion as the

WATER INLET

Cross section of a can dumper. The dumping box is connected by a
link to the valve in the sprinkling pipe, thus as soon as the box
is turned into the position shown the valve automatically opens,
and hot water is sprinkled over the can and the cake of ice is

thus loosened.

water freezes is made when the cans are filled. Cans that are

properly filled with water will be even full of ice when frozen.

It may take some experimenting to find the exact quantity of

water required, but the time and trouble will be more than paid

for in the increased yield of ice.
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What is the reason for the quick melting of ice cakes, which

sometimes, but not often, occurs ?

Probably the cake had not completely closed in the center,

or it may have had considerable air in it.

What is the cause of cloudy or milky ice ?

It is caused by the presence of air. This may be due to

deficient re-boiling, the overworking of the re-boiler, or more

likely than either, to an insufficient supply of steam to the

distilled water condenser, in which case the rapid condensation

of the steam causes a vacuum and air is drawn in.

What is the cause of the white core ?

Carbonate of lime and magnesia in the water. In many
cases it comes from overworking the boiler, carrying too much

water, and also from not "blowing off" often enough.

What is the reason of a red core which is occasionally seen ?

Carbonate of iron which may come from scale on the pipes

and which impregnates the steam, thence appearing in the

center of the ice cake.

Why is a high and low water alarm useful in an ice plant ?

It is desirable, especially the high water alarm, where direct

steam is used in the generators, because, should the water in

the boiler get too high, the steam passing through the generator

coils would become saturated and instead of being condensed

steam in the distilled water tank some would be simply boiled

water and most likely produce opaque ice.

What are the temperatures for ice making ?

In the brine 10 to 20 degrees Fahr., should be maintained,

and the back pressure in the ammonia coils, say, from 20 to 28

pounds, which is equivalent to a temperature of 5 to 15 degrees

Fahr., in the coils.
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In ice making what kind of a freezing tank is best ?

As wooden tanks do not last long and are liable to leak, they
are better made of steel well coated with water-proof paint.

Tanks made of reinforced concrete are also recommended as

superior to wood.

.

MOULD HOLDER.
UPRIGHT POSITION. {

I

1 J // WA3T E WATER TANK >\
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How about the size of the ice tank?

The tank itself should not be much larger than is necessary

to hold the cans, the coils, and the agitator. About two inches

should be left between the moulds and three inches between the

pipes and the moulds.

How is the tank most efficiently insulated ?

By twelve to eighteen inches of good insulating material

on each of the sides and not less than twelve inches under the

bottom.

How much pipe is required in the tank per ton of ice making

capacity in 24 hours ?

In round figures about 220 feet of 2-inch or 350 feet of

1 3^-inch for each ton capacity in 24 hours.

How is the pipe arranged in the tank ?

So that every can has a run of pipe_on each side, preferably

the wide side.

How should the flanges of the pipe in the tank be protected ?

By a suitable guard; ice cans sometimes catch in the bolts

of flanges and, filling with water, drop, thus frequently breaking

flanges, bending pipe and puncturing the can.

How are the covers of ice tanks made ?

The grating to hold the cans in the tank is properly made
of oak, well jointed, and the cover part made of two thicknesses

of two-inch dressed oak.

Should ice tank lids be insulated ?

It would be economy to have two inches of insulation.

How should the covers of the tanks be treated ?

The bottom and sides of the bath lids should be cleaned,

also the timbers. that the lids rest on.
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Describe the brine agitator and tell why used ?

Brine agitators are attached to ice freezing tanks and are

used to keep the brine in circulation, thereby maintaining
a uniform solution and temperature. Brine agitators properly

placed in the brine tank will cause the cold brine to circulate so

that the most heat possible will be absorbed by the ammonia
in the coils, and also by the brine from the water in the cans.

Should the expansion coils in the freezing tank be examined

periodically ?

If the expansion coils in the freezing tank have been neglected

for several seasons, it would be well to remove the brine, examine

carefully all the coils, disconnect the top and bottom manifold,

clean the coils externally and see that there are no traps in the

pipes; then blow them out with steam pressure, and if the weath-

er is cold follow with air pressure to prevent any remaining
condensation freezing. After they are all blown out and cleaned

externally, test them to not less than 250 Ib. pressure, then allow

them to drain, or blow out again with air pressure.

How may small leaks be stopped in a brine tank ?

By the use of bran or corn meal which can be applied through
a piece of ga,s pipe.

How is carelessness sometimes the cause of dirty ice ?

A frequent source of dirty ice and bad butts is due to failure

to keep the can lids clean, also the timbers the lids rest upon.
If the water stands the test as it goes into the cans and the ice

shows up bad it is evident that the impurities enter the water

after it reaches the can. Opaque ice is caused by not keeping
the can filler and hose air-tight, or by agitating the water too

much when withdrawing the filler from the full can.

How do impurities often reach the ice cans ?

Through the workmen who carry soil from the streets,

stables, etc., and walk over the lids of the cans.
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How may precautions be taken to avoid this ?

By having a faucet with a short hose at hand in an ante-room

to the freezing rooms, and requiring the men to clean their

boots before entering; the floor of this ante-room should be

cemented and provided with a proper drain.

How may leaky ice cans be repaired ?

By soldering; now, since the cans are made of galvanized

iron, muriatic acid in its raw state should be used, as acid

killed with zinc would have no effect upon the zine used for

galvanizing and thus the solder would only stick to the zinc

coating and easily peel off. If, however, raw acid is used, the

acid will dissolve the zinc around the leak, and allow the solder

to adhere to the iron.

Should raw acid be used on bare iron ?

In places where the zinc coating has come off the iron,

killed acid should be used. The term ''killed" acid is applied

to muriatic acid in which as much zinc as the acid will take up
has been dissolved.

If it is necessary to work by hand in brine how should it be pro-

tected ?

The hand and arm should be smeared with cylinder oil, lard

or tallow.

What is important in running an ice plant for best results ?

To work day and night.

Why is this one of the most important factors of cost ?

The cost of ice is governed probably more by the daily

average of output than by any other item. While the cost of

labor, coal, water, ammonia and other supplies will vary in

different localities, the management has direct control of the

quantity of ice manufacture^, Therefore, it is desirable that

th* plant operate to its fullest eap&eity throughout the
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In estimating the cost of ice what expenses are to be considered ?

The ideal ice plant is the one which can produce a ton of ice

for the least money, when the following costs are taken into

consideration: The interest on the total cost of the plant; the

allowance for wear and tear; the labor required and the fuel

and supplies needed. These expenses should be taken for a

stated period of time and divided by the total amount of ice

produced for the same period. The result of this calculation

will determine the actual cost per ton.

What is the cost of manufacturing ice ?

It varies greatly, according to circumstances, from seventy-
five cents to two dollars and fifty cents per ton.

Is a statement of ice produced per ton of coal a safe criterion as

to economical working ?

No, because a larger output of ice in one case may be more
than balanced by increased cost of labor, and other items of

cost.

What, then, is the only proper comparison ?

The total cost per ton of ice manufactured.

Are there several methods of making plate ice ?

Yes; i, the direct expansion plate system; 2, the direct

expansion plate system using "still" brine; 3, the brine cell

plate system; 4, the brine coil plate system, and 5, the block

system.

Describe how they differ from each other.

The direct expansion plate system is the simplest in con-

struction and consists of direct expansion zig-zag coils with

one-eighth-inch plates of iron bolted or riveted in place. The

thawing off of the face of the ice is accomplished by turning
the hot ammonia gas from the machine direct into the tank

coils.
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The direct expansion plate system with still brine, known
as the "Smith" plate, is similar in construction, excepting that

the coil is immersed in a brine solution contained in a water

and brine-tight cell. Thawing off is accomplished by turning
hot gas into the coils.

The brine cell plate system consists of a tightly caulked and
riveted cell or tank about four inches thick, provided with proper
bulkheads or distributing pipes, to give an even distribution of

brine throughout the plate. The thawing off of the face of the

ice is accomplished by circulating warm brine through the plate.

The brine coil plate system is similar to the direct expansion

plate, excepting that brine is circulated through the coil instead

of ammonia. Thawing off is accomplished by means of warm
brine circulated through the coils.

In the block system the ice is formed directly on the coils,

through which either ammonia or brine is circulated. After

tempering, the ice is cut off in blocks the full depth of the plate

by means of steam cutters, which are guided through the ice

close to the coils.

How is plate ice harvested ?

The method is similar in all of the foregoing systems, except-

ing that in use for harvesting block ice. Some use hollow lift-

ing rods and thaw them out with steam, others use solid rods

and cut them out when cutting up the ice, and others again use

chains which are slipped around the cake when it floats up in

the tank.

What is a common size for plate ice ?

16 by 8 feet, and n inches thick; 10 by 14 is also made.

What advantages has plate over can ice ?

As the water is not confined as in a can it will freeze clear

and transparent, and for this reason it is not necessary to distill

the water, it only being necessary to filter it.
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Which system, can or plate, requires the most space ?

The plate system.

How long does it take to freeze plate ice ?

A plate twelve to fourteen inches thick requires from nine

to fourteen days ;
it is seldom frozen, however, over eleven

inches which can be done in seven days at 15 pounds back

pressure.

What are its merits and disadvantages ?

The plate system costs more to install but is said to be more

economical to work. The ice is clearer as, freezing only on

one side, the air and other impurities are forced out.

How is the plate ice freezing tank made ?

It does not differ materially from can ice tanks only in being
divided into compartments of the required size and number,
each compartment being furnished with one or more plates on

which the ice is frozen. The compartments are made of sufficient

size to hold a supply of ice for one day so that each compartment
may be emptied, cleaned and refilled every twenty-four hours.

Describe the process of freezing in plate plants ?

Several vertical hollow iron walls are built in a large tank.

The tank is filled with pure well water so that the iron walls are

entirely submerged. The hollow iron walls are placed parallel

to each other at a distance of from two to three feet. The

freezing fluid, consisting either of cold brine or ammonia, is

passed through the hollow walls, with the result that the water

will freeze on the outside of the walls; the water is kept in agita-

tion either by means of a propeller or pump, or by compressed

air, so that the water is kept continually on the move; carrying
the air with it prevents it from being frozen in the ice. After the

ice is frozen on the walls to the required thickness the freezing

fluid is shut off from the walls and a warm fluid passed through
instead until the ice is loosened and taken out of the tank.
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How do the plate walls differ in construction ?

The construction differs according to the freezing fluid used.

If cold brine is used, then the brine has to be cooled in a separate

refrigerator from which it is pumped through the walls and back

to the refrigerator, the same as is done when cooling rooms by
means of brine pipes. The plate walls in such a case are generally

constructed of iron. On account of the expansion and contrac-

tion occasioned by warm or cold brine being passed alternately

through the hollow walls, it is very difficult to keep them tight.

How are the walls made if ammonia gas is used as the freezing

fluid?

In this case, the walls are built up of expansion pipes, which,

connected at each end by return bends, make one continuous

zig-zag coil. To get an even surface the coils are covered with

thin iron plates on the outside of which the ice is frozen. To
loosen the ice, when thick enough, is effected by shutting off

the cold ammonia gas and passing hot gas through the pipes

instead.

How do heat and cold affect the freezing walls ?

To pass at one time cold and at another time hot ammonia

gas through the same pipes can only be done by bringing the

pipe walls alternately in connection with the expansion and the

compression side of a refrigerating machine, that is to say,

make the pipe walls act at one time as a freezer and at another

as a condenser. To do this special valve connections have to

be made, which are complicated, and (to avoid accidents) re-

quire careful handling,

How is agitation carried on ?

By means of air jets located midway between the plates,

sometimes in the center, sometimes three or four feet from one

end and sometimes at both ends of the plates.
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What change has the Wolf Company made in this process ?

To do away with the complicated valve connections and the

consequent danger resulting therefrom, they have experimented
to construct a plate which would have none of these defects.

Their freezing plates are constructed of zig-zag coils, but instead

of having the wall consisting of only one coil, they have two,

which interlock each other. Further, instead of placing iron

plates over these coils, so as to make a smooth outside surface,

they fit between the pipes specially rolled channel irons, which,

partly surrounding the pipes on the inside, make a smooth outer

surface. Through one of the two coils they pass the cold am-

monia gas, and therefore use it for the freezing of the ice.

Through the other coil they pass warm brine when they loosen

the ice from the plates.

How are the plates made into cakes ?

Cutting up the plate is accomplished by means of steam cut-

ters, power saws and hand plows. In the block system, how-

ever, where the ice is cut off the plate in the tank, it only remains

to remove the cakes by means of a light crane and hoist and

divide them into the required sizes with an ax or bar.

Should plate tanks be often cleaned ?

In making ice from raw water it should be borne in mind

that water in freezing throws out impurities, and the water

remaining in the tank after the ice is frozen is heavily charged
with foreign matter.

What is the best ice for storage ?

Clear solid ice without any core.

How should the storage house be constructed ?

Very much the same as for natural ice, insulation being the

most important point.
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How is manufactured ice stored ?

Strips of lath, sawdust, hay, straw, and in the South, rice

chaff are used for packing it.

How much space should be allowed per ton ?

About fifty cubic feet.

How is artificial ice shipped ?

It is usually shipped in cars and packed the same as for

storage.

What is the importance of an ante-room in an ice storage ware-

house ?

An ante-room, cooled by pipe, obviates the necessity of

opening too often the main house. A certain amount of ice

can be kept in it as may be found necessary.

How about the arrangement of piping, ventilation and drainage ?

The pipe should be placed along the ceiling, the house

throughly drained, and the highest part well ventilated although
care should be taken that warm air is not drawn in below.

Ice Adze



VARIED USES OF REFRIGERATION.

Before one can properly appreciate the value of refrigeration

as an every-day agent for man's use and comfort, it is necessary
to form a clear conception of the causes which bring about de-

composition and waste. All decaying substances when examined

under the microscope are seen to be swarming with micro-

organisms which are invisible to the naked eye.

Like all living things, these micro-organisms bring about the

chemical transformation of matter by "feeding on," or absorb-

ing substances in one form and excreting them in another, or

else producing ferments which bring about these changes.
In the early stages of decomposition, food is often covered

with furry growths, commonly known as mould. These are

well characterized forms of plant life. They are of considerable

importance, as they prepare the way for the development of

other more minute organisms and bacteria. If we could only
exclude these organisms, it might be possible to preserve even

the most perishable of foods indefinitely.

These spores, or seeds, are extremely minute, are always
found floating in the air, and are continually settling like dust

on every object. Wherever they find favorable conditions and

suitable surroundings they quickly obtain a foothold, and breed

and multiply. These conditions may be classed under four

heads : (i) Supply of suitable food
; (2) presence of moisture

;

(3) suitable conditions of temperature ; (4) absence of sub-

stances which either kill them or prevent them developing.

Vegetable and animal matter, including foods for human

consumption, all provide suitable food for micro-organisms, but

it is essential for their development that moisture should be

present, hence the primitive method of preserving food by
drying, and therefore excluding moisture. Thoroughly dried

foodstuffs will keep a long time. The organisms may be there,

but they have not a chance for developing,
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When the true, although invisible, causes of destruction and

decay are known and efficient control is applied, and moreover

when the machines used in refrigeration are further perfected,

then refrigeration will be put to many more uses than those

named in the following pages.

How is refrigeration used in the chocolate manufacture ?

Large cakes, weighing about two pounds, are cooled in rooms

held at 30 degrees, it requiring four or five hours to effect the

cooling.

In the dipping and packing rooms about 68 degrees is main-

tained, with a humidity percentage of 70%. The system is a

closed one, the air being largely used over and over.

How is refrigeration applied in the silk industry ?

There is danger that the silk worm will hatch from the eggs

before the mulberry leaves have reached sufficient maturity to

constitute a proper diet. If on account of a backward season

the mulberry leaves are delayed a temperature of 32 degrees

Fahr., will retard the hatching of the eggs at will, and without

harm to the silk worm.

Why is raw silk put in cold storage ?

If stored at an ordinary temperature a loss of weight and

luster results, caused by the evaporation of the natural moisture

and volatile matter. A temperature below 30 degrees prevents

the evaporation and maintains the luster. Inferior grades are

specially liable to damage when exposed on the shelves for

a time, and cold storage is necessary.

Why is refrigerating machinery used in tea-curing factories ?

It enables the atmosphere of the hills to be duplicated in the

low lands of India, etc.

At a certain stage in the manufacture of tea when it is

being fermented control of temperature and humidity is very

important.
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How is plant growth regulated by refrigeration ?

It is used to retard the development of bulbs and flowering

plants so as to produce blossoms at the time of the year when

they are most in demand. Lily of the Valley is made to blossom

at Easter time, and roses which would naturally blossom in

summer are delayed until Christmas. Potted plants are kept

at a temperature of 30 to 35 degrees, and then put in the green-

house so as to bring them to flower or fruitage at the date desired,

entirely independent of outside weather conditions.

What florists' goods are put in cold storage ?

Lily of the Valley pips, November until spring, 25 degrees.

Chinese, Japanese and Bermuda lily bulbs, 34 to 36 degrees.

Wild smilax, 32 to 34 degrees.

Galax leaves, 25 degrees.

Ferns, early in fall or after first frost, 25 to 28 degrees.

Leucothoe, 30 degrees.

Why is dried fruit and other grocers' sundries stored ?

To prevent loss of weight by evaporation, and to avoid

mould and fermentation. The cold also prevents the develop-

ment of insect life. The temperature should be from 36 to 45

degrees; even as low as 25 degrees will do no harm.

What is necessary in storing fruits ?

The humidity must be carefully regulated so that they will

not dry or wither.

How is refrigeration used in champagne manufacture in wine-

growing countries ?

In the final fermentation, the bottles, after being filled, are

inverted, and the yeast falls and collects on the cork; the in-

verted heads are then placed in glycerine at zero temperature,

when the yeast freezes and is then drawn out with the cork

without loss of wine.
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What is the use of very low temperatures in pharmacy ?

A number of preparations (especially narcotics) can be ob-

tained in a chemically pure state by crystallization at low

temperatures, say from- 150 to- 300 degrees.

How are these temperatures obtained ?

By the evaporation of large quantities of liquid air or such

gases as oxygen or nitrogen.

Is liquid air useful for refrigerating purposes ?

For special purposes such as the preparation and purifica-

tion of certain chemicals, for medical purposes and for physical

experiments, liquid air and other liquefied gases have many
advantages one is the production of a high vacuum.

In office buildings and apartment houses where the water is cooled

what is the amount estimated as needed ?

One gallon per person each day.

What is the temperature usually given at the drinking faucet ?

Forty to fifty degrees Fahr.

What was one of the first adaptations of mechanical refrigeration

in the manufactures ?

The extraction of paraffine wax from paraffine oil; this is

done by putting a drum or revolving surface of the proper

temperature in a bath of the oil. The wax may be scraped off

from time to time as it freezes on the surface of the drum.

The wax is obtained in another way by allowing it to crys-

tallize from the oil in a shallow tank which is cooled by

jacketed brine.

The wax as it forms is carried by an endless screw in the

bottom of the tank to the filter presses,
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Can a small creamery use ice as well as refrigerating machinery ?

If it is one that handles only from 10,000 to 15,000 pounds
of milk per day, and can store ice for $1.00 per ton or less, it can

use ice to advantage. On the other hand if ice is expensive, the

use of machinery is advisable.

How have the two methods been compared ?

The disadvantages in using machinery are: (i) large capital

invested, (2) necessity for continuous operation unless provided
with large storage tanks, (3) cost of operating in the way of labor,

coal, oil, ammonia and repairs, (4) excessive dryness in the re-

frigerator, causing a great shrinkage of products, (5) some risk

of accidents, (6) cost of pumping water, etc. On the other hand,
the advantages are: (i) no risks to run in securing cold when

needed, (2) practically no variation in its cost from year to year,

(3) refrigerator under better control, (4) any temperature desired

can be had, (5) as the refrigerator is dryer, there is less liability

to butter moulding, (6) less disagreeable labor such as handling

ice, (7) cold room can be kept cleaner, (8) no impurities in ice,

(9) it provides a more perfect method of cream ripening, which

results in a better product, (10) greater economy of space in the

cool room. (Cooper\

How may a supply of natural ice be estimated for a creamery ?

100 cubic feet of ice per cow per annum will be ample.

How is milk stored ?

It is usually stored for a short time only. It is admitted that

in all branches of dairy work, mechanical refrigeration is superior

to the use of ice.

Why should fresh milK be cooled ?

Because even the best milk contains spores and if their devel-

opment is not arrested, they will produce bacteria and the milk

will sour.
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How is the milk treated when received ?

It is first tested for quality, then it is put in a large tank where

it passes through three sets of fine strainers. It then goes

through coils in a brine tank, and is drawn off in cars which are

stored in a refrigerator at 35 degrees.

How is milk shipped as to temperature ?

It should be reduced before shipment to 40 degrees.

Outside of this country, where have the greatest advances been

made in dairy refrigeration ?

Denmark and Sweden have been the foremost in adopting

machinery.

How is milk now being shipped in Europe ?

It is shipped in the form of frozen blocks.

What is pasteurization of milk ?

Heating to a temperature of 180 which destroys, by the

way, only the full grown bacteria.

How does it differ from sterilization ?

This process requires a temperature of 200 and is intended

to destroy all bacteria spores also. In the latter process it is

heated up to 200; then cooled down while the bacteria spores

which have not been destroyed have time to develop, when the

process is repeated. If now put in hermetically sealed bottles

it will keep a considerable length of time.

Has pasteurization been generally adopted ?

Yes, in the larger creameries of the United States, also not-

ably in Denmark, Holland and Belgium.

How does this process involve refrigeration ?

It is found to be essential to reduce the temperature after

the process of pasteurization as quickly as possible.
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What is the method of cooling in a creamery ?

The cooling is done: i, either by direct expansion, using a

tinned iron pipe coil through which ammonia passes and over

which the cream flows, or, 2, by cold brine pumped through a

copper coil immersed in the cream. Cream vats supplied with

ammonia piping in the water, which fills the space between the

This milk cooler is similar in design to the Baudelot beer cooler, which

is the most practical method for cooling beverages where it is

desired to reduce their temperatures rapidly without danger of

freezing. The sweet water is first used as the cooling medium,
next the cold brine and last the expanded ammonia, which finally

reduces the milk to the desired temperature. The importance of

quickly cooling the warm milk is well known to dairymen, and

this cooler, built with the three stages as above illustrated, per-

forms its duty most efficiently. The pipes and bends are polished

and where it is required, the water and brine sections are made
of copper.

tin and the wood, will hold the cream at proper temperature

while ripening. Most of the ripening apparatus can be arranged

for brine circulation. The storage room being heavily piped

with expansion coils can also be cooled to a low temperature

quickly. A brine storage tank is usually placed in this room,

which tank contains a large body of brine that is cooled below
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the freezing point of water when the compressor is running and
acts as a cooling agent itself when the compressor is shut down,
thus holding the rooms at an even temperature. Still another

form of cooling apparatus is shown on page 470.

How must milk be cooled before being made into butter ?

The best churning temperature in summer is 48 degrees to

52 degrees. If churned at as high as, say, 65 degrees, the butter

will be oily, and there will be a loss in the buttermilk.

Is some form of refrigeration necessary ?

In order to make good butter the maker must be able to

heat and cool the cream at will. Refrigeration is therefore nec-

essary to its proper keeping quality.

What is the advantage of refrigeration machinery in creamery

management ?

All creamery men know the importance of being able to

control the temperature of the cream while the ripening process

is going on, and the need of cooling to check any further fer-

mentation when the proper acidity is reached; these are im-

portant points in butter making and can only be satisfactorily

accomplished by means of mechanical refrigeration. In no

business is temperature control more important than in the

handling of milk and its products. The perishable nature of

milk and the rapidity with which it deteriorates when exposed
to ordinary temperatures makes cooling facilities a necessity.

Why does mechanical refrigeration insure an even quality of

dairy products ?

A creamery equipped with a refrigerating plant can at all

times turn out a uniform grade of butter, whereas creameries

without mechanical refrigeration are subject to great variations

in the quality of their product, due to weather and temperature

changes,
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What is the condition of butter when first made ?

It is then at its best, and the nearer it can be retained in that

condition until it reaches the table the better. Therefore it

must be kept cool and be hard when it is shipped.

What must be looked out for in butter shipments ?

Any temperature below 32 degrees will not harm it, but a

high temperature should be avoided.

Is the production of butter increasing ?

It is growing rapidly and the quality is improving; probably
not more than one half reaches the consumer in as good condi-

tion as it should.

On what does the flavor and aroma of butter depend ?

It was supposed to be due to the food on which the cattle

were fed as the butter was of the best quality in the full grass

months of May, June and July, but a culture is now used which

gives as fine aroma and flavor in winter.

What is necessary if butter is intended for storage ?

The buttermilk should be removed as much as possible with-

out injuring the grain of the butter, and it should be well salted

so that the moisture contained in it is in the form of strong brine.

What butter keeps best ?

That made by setting the cream in cold water.

How is creamery butter made ?

Nearly all by a centrifugal separator.

Does it keep well in store ?

Not so well as that made by the gravity process, but it is

good for a three to five months' term.
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Is it stored in large tubs ?

Very often if it is intended to put it in prints, a one pound

package wrapped in paraffine paper being a favorite.

Will print butter keep well ?

Putting in prints breaks the grain and it will not keep so well

It is not so impervious to moisture and air in that form.

What is paste salt which is used as a storage covering ?

Salt ground very fine, which when applied readily forms a

paste.

Is it desirable to avoid re-packing butter ?

Yes, for it breaks the grain and injures its keeping quality.

How is butter best packed in small jars for local trade ?

Cover the butter with a parchment or paper cap and put on

an eighth of an inch layer of salt, then tie cover of manilla

paper over all this, which practically makes an air-tight

package.

Jars should be placed on racks, and while they are not adapted
for shipping, they are very convenient for local trade.

What packages are most frequently used ?

Tubs of white ash holding about sixty pounds.

Why cannot soft woods be used ?

These, particularly pine, will give a disagreeable flavor to

butter.

How may mould be prevented ?

Use brine for soaking the tubs, as it has a tendency to pre-

vent mould.

What is gathered cream butter ?

Cream taken from various farmers and made into butter at a

creamery.
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What is process butter, and how made ?

It is made from a miscellaneous lot of dairy butter melted,

purified and flavored by use of a bacteria culture. It is also

called renovated butter.

Does it keep well in cold storage ?

No, and very little of it is stored.

When does this processing have an advantage ?

Butter of good quality but which is slightly sour from butter-

milk may be restored and improved.

Explain how butter becomes rancid ?

Exposure to the air brings on this condition, the higher the

temperature, the more rapidly it takes place.

What follows from this ?

The nearer air-tight a butter package can be, the better.

What is
" ladle " butter ?

Butter of good quality but lacking in uniformity of color, salt

and package; it is improved by being worked, salted, and packed
over again. It does not keep well in store and has been practi-

cally superseded by "processing."

What is considered the best temperature for butter ?

While many prefer a temperature of zero, the majority of

produce men think any temperature below 20 degrees satisfac-

tory while it is in storage.

Do butterine and oleomargarine keep well in storage ?

They contain so little casein that they keep well for long

periods, and at a somewhat higher temperature than butter.
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What is the theory of refrigeration relating to cheese ?

It prevents the development of bad flavors and deleterious

gases which injure the proper flavor and texture.' At the same

time it allows the rennet which is used in the manufacture of

cheese to fulfill its mission of curing or ripening.

Is cheese good for food when freshly made ?

It is quite unpalatable and possibly unhealthful, and requires

curing.

What is the best temperature for curing or ripening cheese ?

Cheese taken directly from the press and stored at a temper-
ature of 45 to 50 degrees.

Should it be placed in cold storage as soon as made ?

There is no doubt that it will result in a much better quality.

Is cheese stored on a large scale ?

Nearly all that is to be kept for future use is put in store.

What is a peculiarity of cheese ?

It improves with age, and will ripen or mature at any tem-

perature at which it may be safely stored. Cold curing and
cold storing therefore are practically the same thing.

What special care does cheese require ?

If it becomes too warm the butter fat is started whicn makes
the cheese dry and it disintegrates. If too cold it will freeze

and the curd will become dry like sawdust and crumble. It is

slow in both freezing and tfiawing out. A skim milk cheese

will suffer damage quicker than a full cream one.

What would be the advantage of shipping cheese to a central point
for cold storage ?

The flavor would be improved, the shrinkage reduced to a

minimum, and the cheese protected from exposure in warm
weather.
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What is one of the most profitable branches of the cold storage

business ?

Furs and fabrics pay better than any other class of goods.

The business dates back to 1895.

What precaution must be used in taking in goods ?

Some robes and coachmen's garments have a stable odor,

other goods are scented with moth balls; they should all be

carefully aired before being put in store with other goods.

How should furs be received ?

They should be inspected, carefully beaten, dusted and

aired before being stored away. Any blemishes or imperfec-

tions should be noted on the receipt given at the time of delivery.

How should garments be put away ?

On forms or shoulder-stretchers to preserve the shape. If

the forms are of metal they should be carefully wrapped to

avoid discoloration of light and delicate fabrics.

Should goods be covered ?

Yes, and preferably with unbleached sheeting.

What should be done when such goods as furs are taken out of

store ?

They should be thoroughly aired, until dry, before delivery,

otherwise the moisture of the atmosphere may condense on the

leather or hide and be erroneously attributed to some fault in

storage.

Is ventilation necessary in fur rooms ?

It is not absolutely essential, but it is easily accomplished,

and a clean sweet-smelling room makes a better impression on

prospective customers than one in which the air is close and

lifeless.
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What is the relation of cold to furs and woolens ?

Cold is both instrumental in the original growth of furs,

and is as necessary for their preservation. Cold preserves the

color and gloss after the furs have been made into garments.
Cold prolongs the life of the fur by retaining the natural oils

which the dry hot days of summer have a tendency to evaporate,
so that not only is the appearance of the fur improved but the

softness and flexibility are retained. In short, cold storing is

putting the fur back into its natural element. Carpets, rugs
and other woolens lose color and life in hot summer air. A
cold atmosphere revives the color and freshens the fibers.

The wear and tear of excessive beating is avoided. Gar-

ments hung on racks are ready for instant use; may be used

for a night and then returned. Curtains and draperies being

hung on racks avoid damage from folds. Cold storage gives

perfect security from moths.

What is the storage season for furs ?

Sometimes six, but usually nine months. Goods carried

beyond January ist are usually charged one-third the long season

rate, which carries to April ist.

What is the proper temperature for furs and woolens ?

Forty degrees will prevent the operation of larvae, but will

not destroy them. Probably from 25 to 35 degrees would be

a satisfactory temperature if continuously maintained.

What system of circulation is recommended for furs and fabrics ?

A forced air circulation with the pipes outside of the room.

What care should be used in storing furs and fabrics ?

They should not be stored with goods giving off moisture.

What temperature does the egg of the moth and beetle require

for hatching ?

Probably over 55 degrees Fahr.
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When does the insect damage the fabric ?

In the larval condition, for it is in passing from the egg

through this condition into the perfect insect that the larvae

of both moth and beetle eat the fiber of the wool or fur for the

grease and animal juice in it. These constitute their principal

sources of food, and it is in this way that the larva of the moth
obtains its material from which to spin the web of its cocoon.

What temperature was required in a series of experiments to

prevent this ?

The movements of the larvae were suspended and they be-

came dormant below 40 degrees; there was a sluggish movement
at 42 degrees; damage began at about 45 degrees and con-

tinued to increase until 55 degrees when the larvae seemed to

reach the normal condition of activity.

What has been found to be a safe temperature for protection

against the miller and the beetle ?

Forty degrees was proved to be safe although the insects

were not killed until 32 degrees was reached, they remaining
dormant between 40 and 32 degrees. Even the lowest temper-
ature might not bring about their death for some weeks if they
were tightly rolled in goods.

Will a temperature of 32 degrees always kill the larvae ?

Experiments have shown that sometimes they stand 18

degrees without having their vitality destroyed, but variations,

that is high and low degrees successively, seem to lessen their

power of resistance.

Why are hops put in cold storage ?

When first harvested they are dried in kilns, packed and

sent to market. During the drying process some of the essential

oils are driven off and if then stored at ordinary temperatures

this process goes on slowly until the hops lose the peculiar
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aroma and flavor which constitutes their value. The drying

process seems necessary to prevent the hops from becoming
crusted and useless but cold storage retards any further vola

tilization of this oil. The proper temperature is about 25.

How has mechanical refrigeration been adapted to use in blast

furnaces with surprisingly good effect ?

At the Carnegie Steel Co., located at Aetna, Pa., the moisture

in the air was long known to affect very greatly the quality as

well as the quantity of the iron output. As an experiment the

company installed a refrigerating plant consisting of two 225-ton

refrigerating machines, and the moisture content removed from

the blast by freezing the air amounted to over 10 tons of water per

day, which allowed the speed of the blowers to be reduced suffic-

iently to decrease the power consumption nearly 700 horse-power;
this saving more than counterbalanced the power required to

operate the refrigerating machines, and, in addition, the iron pro-

duction rose from 350 to 450 tons per day, with a decrease in the

consumption of coke of approximately 350 pounds per ton of iron

output. The air consumption was lowered from 40,000 to 34,000

cubic feet per minute, or a decrease of practically 15 per cent.

How are silk cocoons kept in cold storage ?

The hatching can be kept back for about twenty days accord-

ing to the demands of different nurseries. There is always a de-

mand for the seed reared from those kept in cold storage, as such

silk worms are found to be strong and more or less immune from

disease.

Why are tobacco and cigars sometimes put in cold storage ?

Fine leaf tobacco is very sensitive, and like hops, loses its

flavor and aroma if exposed for any length of time to the

atmosphere. An even temperature from 40 to 45 prevents

this loss and at the same time guards the tobacco from the

attack of insects.
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What is to be said about refrigeration on shipboard ?

It is now used not only for the preservation of provisions
on passenger steamers and men-of-war, but many steam vessels

are fitted for nothing else but the carriage of cargoes of meat,

milk, butter, fruit, etc.

How has refrigeration been especially applied to passenger
steamers ?

A device for cooling staterooms on vessels fitted with refriger-

ating machinery is employed. This arrangement consists of a

pipe about eight inches in diameter and five feet long, the lower

end having oblong openings about four inches deep, so arranged
around the bottom as to form a grid for admission of air. Inside

the pipe is a brine coil supplied from the refrigerator. On top

of the pipe is a small centrifugal fan driven by a motor hung on

a bracket to one side. On starting the fan the air is drawn in

through the openings at the bottom of the pipe over the brine

coil and through the fan back into the room at a reduced temper-
ature. By this device the stateroom is kept comfortable even

in sweltering weather, partly due to cooling, but largely to the

increased relative humidity.

What causes mould in butchers' meat rooms, also in retailers'

meat boxes ?

Lack of circulation, bad location of ice bunker and cooling

pipes, improper location of trie door, or its frequent opening.

How may this be remedied to some extent ?

The door and cooling surfaces should be so arranged in refer-

ence to each other that when the door is opened the warm damp
air from the outside will strike the cooling surface in the box

and be condensed there, rather than on the side walls or ceiling.

What care should be taken of the box ?

It should be whitewashed, and if it is desired to wash it out

quite often it should have a shellac finish.
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May vegetables be kept in cellars ?

Yes, although cold storage gives better results. The cellar

should have a cement or sand floor and be clean; it should have

but few openings to the outside atmosphere and these should

have curtains to exclude the light. The temperature should be

kept from 35 to 40 degrees. It is difficult to regulate the humid-

ity, which is nearly always a serious drawback.

What is the best method for each vegetable ?

They should be stored in moderate quantities and each kind

should be by itself. They should be well matured and gathered
before they are chilled or frozen. If picked on a warm day let

them cool before placing them in the cellar. Onions and potatoes

are best stored on shelves or in bins. Pumpkins and squashes

require more air and must be kept dryer than the softer vege-

tables, like carrots, turnips and beets. Onions keep best without

removing the tops. Pumpkins and squashes should be put on a

shelf near the top of the room and be inspected frequently. Cab-

bage may be wrapped in old newspapers and packed in barrels

in the coolest part of the cellar. If it is necessary to keep pota-

toes, beets, carrots, turnips, etc., for late spring use, pack them

closely in boxes and barrels, and fill in between and cover with

sand or garden soil.

What should be done if the cellar is damp ?

Use a pail or two of lime, which replace when it gets dry and

powdery. It will absorb the dampness and unpleasant odors.

The cellar should be ventilated by opening the windows from

lime to time. Too much ventilation during the winter will cause

the vegetables to dry and shrivel.

Breaking Bar.



Cross-section of refrigerating plant for

brewery, with fermenting and cool-

ing cellars attached, showing the
direct expansion system.
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What are the uses of refrigeration in a brewery ?

1. To cool the water used in the wort to the temperature
of the fermenting tuns (40 degrees).

2. The withdrawal of the heat of the fermenting process.

3. Cooling brine or water for use in the attemperators of

the fermenting tubs.

4. Keeping cellars and storerooms from 32 to 38 degrees.

5. For storage and preservation of hops.

6. Cooling of air for malt houses.

How can the refrigeration needed by a brewery be roughly esti-

mated ?

Divide the capacity of the brewery in barrels per day by
four; this will give the size of the machine needed in tons.

What is the wort ?

It consists chiefly of saccharine and dextrinous matter dis-

solved in water; its fermentation produces the beer.

What is the condition of the wort when first made ?

It is boiling hot; it is first run into the cooling vat where it

stays for two or three hours, but should not be allowed to fall

below no degrees; then it flows over the Baudelot coolers for

further cooling.

To what temperature is the wort cooled ?

To about 40 degrees for beer or 55 degrees for ale.

How much refrigeration does this require ?

About one ton for forty barrels of wort.

How long does it take to cool the wort ?

Very often the whole refrigerating capacity of the brewery
is devoted to it for, say, four hours,
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How is the cooling of fermenting rooms and tuns carried on by
the carbonic acid machines ?

In breweries attention is paid to maintaining air in the fer-

menting rooms and tuns at a temperature as low as 40 degrees

Fahr. to 50 degrees Fahr., to eliminate the risk to which yeast is

exposed in a summer atmosphere, even when the wort is

attemperated in the most careful manner.

In maintaining a cool atmosphere above the fermentations,

the whole of the air in the room may be cooled, or that in the

tuns only, if their sides can be raised and their tops covered in.

The latter is the most economical arrangement, and has the

advantage that the temperature in different tuns may be varied,

and the cooling can be stopped entirely in tuns which are out

of use. In some instances brine coolers, over which large vol-

umes of filtered air are cooled before being circulated through
the rooms, are used. In others, special brine drums, or cylinders,

fixed under the ceilings of the fermenting rooms, and through
which large quantities of cold brine are circulated, are employed.

How is yeast cooled in breweries ?

The advantage of keeping yeast at a low temperature is now

generally appreciated.

The method of cooling adopted is in some cases by circulation

of refrigerated water, or brine, through the false bottoms of the

yeast backs, or through coils of piping immersed in the yeast.

The latter arrangement necessitates, however, the pipes being

removable, to enable them and the backs to be thoroughly

cleaned, and, when possible, the yeast backs should be placed

in a suitably insulated cold chamber. This system has the great

advantage of keeping a cold atmosphere above the yeast.

What takes place in the fermenting tubs ?

The cooled malt is ''pitched" with yeast and allowed to

ferment.
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Brine Baudelot Cooler for Beer Wort. Cold water used in upper part.

Baudelot Cooler with direct expansion in lower part.
Cold water used in upper part.
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Should the temperature of cooling water be reduced as much as

possible in breweries ?

Brewers do not always realize what an enormous quantity
of cooling water is used when the temperature at which it is

available is very little below that to which the wort has to be

cooled, whereas if its temperature is cooled by refrigeration even

a few degrees, much pumping is saved, work in the brewery is

expedited, and more important still, the wort is got quickly
off the "friges" into the fermenting tuns.

How is clear water spoken of in refrigerating plants and breweries ?

As "sweet" water.

If the direct expansion system is used, what must be considered ?

That the ammonia coming from the cellar and the wort

cooler are combined before they go into the compressor, as

they return with different pressures.

What is the Baudelot Cooler ?

An arrangement of piping used in breweries for cooling the

wort, which is boiling hot and must be cooled to the temperature
of the fermenting tubs.

How is this cooler sometimes arranged ?

The upper part is cooled by water, the lower by brine or

direct expansion.

How does it operate ?

The wort flows over the pipes and the refrigerating medium

through them, be it either cold water, brine or a direct expansion

system of ammonia.

Which system is the more economical ?

The latter; and as the cooling of the wort is a very important

part of brewery work, the expense involved in it has an important

bearing on the cost of manufacture.
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How is the temperature regulated in the fermenting tubs ?

By attemperators cooled by water. This is an apparatus

for cooling the beer during fermentation. It is a coil of pipe of

iron or copper placed in the tub near the top, and is usually

hinged so as to be removable.

What is the cooling medium used in this coil ?

Sometimes brine, but usually cold water a few degrees above

32 degrees Fahr.

How is the cooling controlled ?

The amount and pressure of water is regulated by the auto-

matic control of a self-acting pump and regulator.

How is the cooling effected ?

By brine which may be regulated by cutting-out coils as

desired, by valves, or by varying the flow of brine.

What back pressure is maintained in breweries and storage ware-

houses where a temperature of 32 degrees Fahr. is carried by
direct expansion ?

A gauge pressure of about 33 pounds; this corresponds to

about 20 degrees Fahr.

How, if brine circulation is used under similar conditions ?

The brine enters the room at about 20 degrees Fahr., and

returns at 24 degrees to 26 degrees. The back pressure in the

ammonia coils then is 25 to 28 pounds, corresponding to a tem-

perature of 10 degrees to 15 degrees Fahr.

Why is the brine system used with a carbonic acid compressor ?

Because the pressure of carbonic acid is much too great for

a direct expansion system, the brine pressure in the pipes being

as low as 15 pounds, while the compressor pressure is 500 or

600 at the lowest. Then, too, if the brine system is used, the

machinery may be closed down for a time if desired.
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Method of suspending expansion or brine piping from an arched ceiling.
The curved strip of flat iron is fastened to the masonry by expan-
sion bolts, the pipes being fastened to the strips by straps or
hooks as shown on p. 483.

How is the piping located in the fermenting rooms ?

It is suspended from the ceiling along the sides of the room

and over passageways so that there will be no drip in the tubs,

and allowing convenient access to them.
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What part of a refrigeration machine usually requires the most

attention ?

The stuffing box, which must be more carefully packed and

closely watched than is the case with steam. (See page in.)

Does the stuffing box make more trouble on a small machine

than on a large one ?

No, for the construction is nearly the same; but in the small

machine there is less piping and a smaller number of valves;

so that if trouble arises it is quite likely to be connected with the

stuffing box.

What else must be considered with reference to the stuffing box ?

That the small machine generally receives less attention than

the large one, also that the stuffing box of the large machine

is often adjusted during variations of temperature, but that

it is rarely done with a machine of small capacity.

Should the bearings receive attention?

The bearings should be examined for lost motion, etc., at

frequent intervals.

Is lost motion liable to cause trouble?

Yes, as the main bearings wear down and the crank pin and

wrist pin boxes also wear larger, the shaft drops and the connect-

ing rod shortens. The piston will not come as near the head,

at the end of the upstroke as it should, to discharge the full

amount of gas, and if such lost motion becomes excessive the

capacity of the machine is considerably reduced.

Would lost motion cause any other trouble?

Besides the annoyance due to the noise, the continuous

pounding will cause the wear to increase; this will have a ten-

dency to force the lubricant out which still further aggravates
the trouble.
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Do the valves ever give trouble?

In a small, well-designed machine there is very little trouble

experienced with the valves. However, it sometimes happens
that a piece of scale from the piping will lodge under the seat

of a valve, and prevent it from working properly. In such a

case, the temperature in the refrigerator rising rapidly may
give a clue to the reason for it.

What should be done if one encounters this difficulty?

(i) The expansion valve should be shut tight; (2) next, the

suction stop valve closed; (3) the machine must be turned to

the top center; (4) the discharge stop valve be shut tight; (5)

then turn the machine completely over and open the discharge

stop valve to let the pressure blow off into the condenser,

(6) repeat this operation several times.

Why not pump out in the regular way?
If one of the valves is prevented from seating, the machine

cannot do effective work and it simply churns a part of the

charge forward and back through the imperfectly closed

valve.

Is it safe to open the compressor under this condition?

The small amount of gas remaining in the compressor after

pumping out in the manner directed may safely be discharged

into the room, and the valve can be examined.

What should be done with the valve ?

If no damage has been done to the valve or seat, the piece of

scale or other foreign matter may be removed. If the valve

face and seat are scored the valve will need re-grinding, but if

the stem should be bent another valve will have to be inserted,

while the damaged one is sent to a machine shop to be

repaired.
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How is the machine started again?

After the cylinder head has been replaced and all bolts

adjusted, the air that has entered the machine while it was

open must be removed. To do this, open the purge valve at

the top of the compressor and run the machine slowly, with the

suction and discharge stop valves closed tight, for about thirty

or forty revolutions. Now close the purge valve and open the

suction and discharge stop valves; the machine should now be

ready to run. The discharge valve must be opened first, if the

machine is running, to avoid an overpressure in the valve

chambers.

If the suction valve should fail to work effectively, would the

above method of pumping the gas out of the cylinder be practi-

cable?

That would depend upon the construction of the machine.

A machine with false head and the suction valve located in

the piston cannot be pumped out under such circumstances,

as the piston stroke would not take hold.

What could be done with a machine with the suction valve in

the head ?

Close the expansion valve and the discharge stop valve, turn

the machine to the top center and close the suction stop valve.

If the machine is provided with by-passes, open the one on the

discharge valve and allow the gas in this valve chamber to escape

into the suction line; as soon as the pressures are equalized

close the by-pass, and the gas remaining in the cylinder and

valves may then be allowed to escape.

If the bearings become worn, what should be done?

The lost motion should be taken up, but great care should be

exercised not to set up the bearings too tight, as this would

cause them to heat. In taking up connecting rod boxes, it

will be found that provision is made to keep the distance even
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from crank pin center to top of piston. In some machines
which have a piston rod and cross head, the rod may be unscrewed

a fraction of a turn, but here again care must be taken, for if

the rod is lengthened out too much the piston will strike the

cylinder head.

In packing the stuffing box of a compressor is there any par-

ticular point that may cause trouble?

Many stuffing boxes of ammonia compressors are supplied

with an oil space between two sets of packing. The oil space

is formed by a separator called the lantern, as illustrated on

page 114. As the oil is circulated through this lantern by
means of pipes leading through the wall of the stuffing box,

care must be taken in repacking not to allow the packing or the

cylindrical part of the lantern to obstruct the oil passages.

What is considered an advisable packing?

A soft rubber composition, containing a large percentage of

graphite.

How should it be applied?

In rings of uniform thickness, with diagonally cut joints.

Most manufacturers of compressors recommend a brand of pack-

ing which they have found to give the best satisfaction for their

machines, and it is well to adhere to the use of same for

renewals.

Give some good rules to be observed in packing a stuffing box.

(i) Close the suction stop valve and expansion valve, and run

the machine for a few revolutions, and then close the discharge

stop valve. (2) Close the oil supply, and remove all the old

packing, being careful not to mark the piston rod with the pack-

ing hook. (3) Place as many rings in the stuffing box as were

removed, and force them tight against the bottom of the box

with the lantern. (4) Put in the outer packing, replace the
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gland, and set up fairly tight. (5) Now slack off the gland and

set it up fairly tight, by hand. (6) Turn on the oil circulation

and, with the purge valve open, run the machine for a few

revolutions, then close the purge valve and open the discharge

stop valve and suction stop valve. (7) If there is any leakage
at the stuffing box, take up the gland, but no more than may be

necessary to stop the leakage.

Are small machines charged in the same manner as large ones ?

The operation is practically the same, and similar precau-

tions must be observed; it is more convenient, however, to use

a smaller cylinder or drum of ammonia; one containing about

fifty pounds is in common use.

Where is the charging valve ordinarily placed on small machines ?

On most machines of low power the charging valve is placed

just beyond the expansion valve so that the charging is done

on the low pressure side. If the expansion valve is closed the

machine will run on the expansion of the liquid from the drum.

What precautions should be observed in attaching the drum

to the machine?

Care should be taken that all the connections are tight. The

ammonia cylinder should be weighed and compared with its

tag, both before and after connection, in order to determine

accurately the amount of the charge.

When a cylinder of ammonia is connected to a machine how

are the valves opened?

There being two valves between the charge in the cylinder

and the circulation system of the machine, some operators

open the valve on the machine wide open and, by varying the

opening in the valve on the cylinder, practically use that as

an expansion valve during the operation of charging. This

method is open to the disadvantage that the connections and
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machine valve soon frost over to such an extent that the flow

may be obstructed, and the machine valve may be injured in

the effort to remove the snow and ice from it in order to close it.

Hence it is considered better practice to open the cylinder

valve wide and expand the liquid through the machine valve.

This confines the expansion effect to the cooling coils, where

it should be, and largely obviates any difficulty in regulating the

machine valve where trouble is liable to occur if the first method
of charging is used.

What should be the position of the drum as the connection is

made?
If the drum is of the type shown on page 162 the connection

should be made as there shown; the outside valve connection

at the top and the internal tube pointing down. On page 173

a different form of ammonia drum is shown and in this type

the internal tube points upward. The instructions given in

pages 162 to 172 for charging machines are nearly applicable

and necessary in the charging of small machines.

Should the compressor be operated during the charging process ?

Yes; it should be kept working and water be allowed to flow

freely over the condenser.

How can it be told when the drum is empty?
When its contents are nearly exhausted a frost will form on

its surface; this will soon disappear, which is the indication

that the cylinder is at last empty.

When charging in this way is there any danger of the charge

flowing back into the drum?

In this method of charging, where the expansion valve is

closed and the compressor is kept running, there is no danger of

any liquid anhydrous "backing" into the drum. It is the

safest way of charging, and also the most efficient, for the re-

frigerating value of the anhydrous is fully utilized.
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Is the charging valve always placed near the expansion valve ?

Some makers place the charging valve on the suction pipe

of the compressor. In this case the expansion valve is kept

open and the running of the compressor simply transfers the

contents of the drum from the low to the high pressure side.

This is also a safe method, but the refrigerating value of the

charge is not made available.

Is the charging of a small machine ever made on the high

pressure side?

Very few machines are intended for receiving the charge on

this side. In case it should be necessary to charge against a high

pressure no change is made in the adjustment of the expansion

valve, but the temperature of the cylinder should be carefully

noted and connection never should be made until the temperature

of the cylinder .is slightly higher than that of the receiver; this is

absolutely necessary in order that the pressure in the cylinder may
be greater than that in the machine.

This and other precautions to be observed in charging ma-

chines on the high pressure side (See pages 176 to 179) should

always be observed with machines of small capacity, especially

the use of a check valve as described on page 1 78.

Where is the charge removed from a machine either for repairs

or laying up?
A valve is usually provided at the lowest point of the liquid

receiver, and in installing a machine provision should be made

for placing an ammonia drum at a lower level than this blow-

off cock.

What other matter should be provided for?

Space should be allowed so that the drum may rest on a scale

in order that the drum may not be overcharged, the safe limit

of the charge being given on the tag attached to the drum at

the ammonia factory.
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How is the connection made between the liquid receiver and the

drum?

The connection is made as in the charging operation. The

position of the drum, however, should be the exact reverse of

the illustrations shown on pages 162 and 173.

What is a desirable feature in the connecting pipe?

While it is necessary that the joints should be tight it is

well to have it as flexible as possible so as not to interfere with the

weighing operations; this is sometimes accomplished by putting
one or two loops in the blow-off pipe which provide the necessary

"spring."
A rubber hose is sometimes used in which, however, special

couplings are necessary, and the tubing should be carefully

clamped and tested up to 300 pounds at least.

How is the weighing scale used in charging the drum?

First the empty cylinder is weighed, and to this figure is added

the weight of the charge that is to be put in it. The sum of the

two figures indicates the notch where the weight is to be placed

on the scale beam. When the limit of the charge in the drum has

been reached the scale beam will rise, and then the receiver valve

and the drum valve should both be closed immediately.

What should be done if any leakage is noticed in the connections

during this operation ?

Close the valves and try to repair the leak by "tightening

up;" if this is impracticable a piece of soft sheet rubber may be

tied over the leaky joint, or a small leak may even be covered

with a wet sponge for a time.

What becomes of any ammonia that may be left in the connections ?

The shorter the connection can be made, after providing

for convenience and flexibility, the better, as some ammonia
will remain in it after the valves are closed.
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This remnant must be allowed to escape into the atmosphere;
the danger and annoyance may be reduced by having a large

wet sponge ready to be laid on the joints as soon as they are

broken. If a stream of water from a hose is at hand to play

on this sponge it is so much the better.

What is an advantage in the use of a rubber hose?

If of sufficient length it will allow the drum when filled to

be placed on end, the liquid in the hose will then expand into

the gas space of the drum and thus reduce the amount of waste.

What should be done when no more ammonia can be drawn from

the liquid receiver?

The plant should be pumped out in order to exhaust the

ammonia from the coils.

Describe this operation.

The liquid receiver is generally supplied with a stop valve

located at the highest point in the pipe leading to the expansion

valve. This stop valve should be closed tight, but the expan-

sion valve, as well as all valves between the expansion coil

and the compressor and between the compressor and liquid

receiver, should be opened wide.

The compressor should be kept running and water should

flow over the condenser as usual.

How long should the compressor be kept running?

When as low a vacuum as possible has been pumped on the

low pressure side the compressor should be stopped, but the

water should not be shut off the condenser until a few minutes

later. The gauge on the low pressure side must be closely

watched and if it goes up, the compressor should be started

again, and the operation repeated if necessary, until the low

pressure gauge remains stationary, which is a sign that the

liquid ammonia gas has been exhausted from the piping and coils.
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What is the conclusion of the operation ?

As has been stated, the condensing water is allowed to flow

for a short time after the compressor has stopped working
which is necessary in order to condense the last of the gas which

has passed through the compressor. Five or ten minutes will

probably be long enough for this final condensation, when the

water may be shut off and the liquid drawn off from the liquid

receiver as before. (See diagram of charging and discharging

operation on page 168).

Will some gas still remain in the machine?

The gas which remains in the high pressure piping and coils

cannot be reclaimed except at very high pressure or low con-

denser temperature, and therefore will have to be blown off

into the atmosphere.

How can one tell, when a valve is out of order whether it is the

suction or discharge valve?

(i) By closing the suction stop valve, turning the machine

over by hand, and noticing how much force is required to

carry it over the top center. (2) Now, open the suction stop

valve and repeat the operation. If the force required is practic-

ally the same in both cases it shows that the suction inlet valve

is tight. If the suction inlet valve had leaked, the charge in

the cylinder would have been forced back into the low pressure

side and less power would have been required in the second

case than the first to operate it.

How should care be taken in breaking ammonia joints ?

As ammonia joints are usually flange joints, after pumping
out, the bolts should all be slightly loosened so that the flange

can be pried apart; if there is any ammonia in the coils its

escape can thus be regulated, for the bolts are all still in posi-

tion, which would not be the case if they had been taken out

before the joint was opened. (See pages 82 and 590.)
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The storage and artificial preservation of various kinds of

products soon bids fair to be one of the world's greatest indus-

tries ;
it embraces both the economy and the comfort of millions

of people.

What is the most profitable commodity in the cold storage bus-

iness ?

Bggs in packages are the largest and best paying.

How long are they usually kept in storage ?

From six to eight months.

About when are they usually stored ?

In April and early May, and they seldom stay longer than the

following February.

How are eggs assorted ?

Eggs should be selected and imperfect ones picked out by
the process called "candling." As they will absorb odors care

should be taken that they are not stored with anything likely to

thus affect them.

Should eggs be washed before being stored ?

No, as it makes the shell dead and lusterless.

How are eggs shipped ?

They are packed in crates with separate pasteboard divisions,

and excelsior above and below. They cannot stand a tempera-
ture of 28 degrees, but if well packed, and they are not delayed
on the road, they may pass through a lower temperature without

harm,

501
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How can eggs be shipped in winter ?

If they are taken direct from store and loaded into a refriger-

ator car at 30 degrees or less, and are on the road with the out-

side temperature at zero, they will freeze, but if started at a tem-

perature of 45 to 50 degrees moderate protection in a good re-

frigerator car will answer, and they will go through safely.

What care should be taken of the rooms used for egg storage ?

They must be kept clean, and well painted or whitewashed

when not in use. The moisture should correspond to the tempera-

ture; that is, from 80 to 60% as indicated by the psychrometer
for temperatures from 30 to 40 degrees Fahr.

How may eggs be damaged by too close piling ?

They will be damaged by piling them solid. They should

have strips between the tiers and open spaces at the ends and

sides.

What temperature is best for eggs ?

The American practice is 30 to 40 degrees, but English packers

prefer 40 to 45 degrees.

How low temperature will eggs stand without freezing ?

As low as 28 degrees Fahr.

Does the proper humidity for cold storage goods vary with the

temperature ?

It does; it is particularly important in the case of eggs.

How are they stored in bulk ?

The contents are taken out of the shells and put in tin storage

cans containing about fifty pounds. Bulk eggs may be kept

indefinitely about 30 degrees, but must be used soon after thawing.
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How is it necessary to first treat the eggs when canning them ?

The yolks must be broken or they will become solid as if

cooked. The semi-liquid when removed from the shell should be

scraped, by the use of a wooden paddle or scraper, through a

galvanized wire screen of one-half or five-eighth inch mesh and

caught in a shallow, pan ; passing through the screen will break
the yolks. Before putting in the permanent storage package
the egg meat should be thoroughly stirred from the bottom as

the yolk is lighter than the white and has a tendency to remain
on top; careful stirring will mix them thoroughly.

How are the two parts of the eggs divided if to be frozen separately ?

The white will run a little ahead of the yolk, so it is better

to let some of the white go along with the yolks, for they will

thaw out more smoothly and they sell better if even. The whites

also should command a higher price if sold separately.

How are bulk eggs at first treated ?

As soon as taken from the shell the bulk eggs should be placed
in a cool room

;
if they are prepared in a storage house they should

be removed to the freezing room every hour; if made ready at a

distance, put them in a refrigerator at least every night.

How are bulk eggs frozen ?

Fill the tin can two- thirds full and freeze; then fill to within

one inch or one-half inch of the top and freeze again. This will

avoid a large hump in the center which may come if the full pail

is frozen at once. Then solder, if it is the intention to seal it.

If in an ordinary package, and the yolks and whites are separate,

or even if all are to be frozen together, put half an inch of the

whites over the top and freeze
;

then put a parchment paper
circle over all, fastening it down with the egg white.

What is the object of the parchment paper circle ?

It tends to prevent the formation of the leathery skin on the top.
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How are eggs preserved in bulk ?

The package should be hermetically sealed. Tin is better

than glass or crockery, but the tin should be of good quality or

it may rust and discolor the contents of the storage cans.

How are the cans next treated ?

Some packers pump the air out before soldering the packages,
but equally good results may be obtained by soldering tight after

the egg meat is frozen, s the air in the tin contains little moisture

it having been already partly sterilized by the low temperature
of the room.

Is soldering necessary ?

Yes, it makes the package easier to handle and prevents
the formation of a tough leathery skin on the surface of the egg
meat.

What is the profitable temperature for freezing and storing eggs
in bulk ?

If they are separated and frozen at 20 degrees Fahr. they can

be used like perfectly fresh eggs.

What should be done when bulk eggs are taken out of cold stor-

age ?

Thaw out the contents of the can by putting it in cold water.

This is much better than thawing in a warm room. They should

be used as soon as they are thawed.

How may the age of eggs be approximately determined ?

By putting them in a solution of two ounces of salt in a pint of

water; a fresh egg will sink to the bottom; one twenty-four hours

old will sink below the surface only; one three days old will swim,
and if older than three days it will float on the surface.

The older the egg, the higher it will float, one two weeks old

having very little of the shell below the surface. These changes are

due to the decrease in density of the egg due to loss of moisture.
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What is required in small storage plants ?

Fruit and vegetables require a higher temperature than cheese,

and butter needs a lower one. Butter and cheese, too, are liable

to take up odors, hence the storage of miscellaneous goods is

to be avoided as much as possible unless for brief periods and

when the ventilation is good.

What classes of goods may be stored together ?

Fruit, vegetables, dry fruits, nuts, flour, etc., may be stored

together at a temperature of 45 degrees down to 35 degrees.

What are the usual cold storage temperatures ?

Few products are stored above 32 to 34 degrees, and a large

share of the business is done from 30 to 32 degrees.

How can these temperatures be reached ?

Only by two methods: First, ice and salt or calcium; or, second,

by use of refrigerating machinery.

What are other cold storage temperatures ?

For chilling about 30 degrees, for freezing from 10 degrees
Fahr. to zero. In general about 34 degrees.

Why do temperatures vary in practical management ?

The temperatures should differ not only with the class of goods,
but they should be changed to agree with the previous handling
and final destination of the goods; also with the quality, and

whether they should be frozen or cooled.

Why are the tables of cold storage temperatures arbitrary to a

considerable extent ?

Because the refrigeration depends very largely on the quality
of the goods, the length of time they are to be in store, conditions

of air circulation, humidity, etc.

Can goods be frozen without damage ?

Many classes of goods can be, if care be used in thawing out.
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Can temperature tables be closely followed ?

Only approximately, for one must be largely guided by pre-

vious experience, study of conditions, and good judgment.

Is there any basis for the belief that if goods are frozen quickly

and thawed slowly when taken out, the original flavor and aroma
will be better preserved ?

There is little or no basis for it

How should goods be packed while in store ?

They should be piled or stacked so as to be under the best

possible conditions and take up as little room as may be con-

sistent with keeping them in good condition. The warehouse

foreman will probably take the precaution that no more work is

required than is necessary in getting them in or out.

What classes of goods may be closely piled ?

Butter, canned or dried fruit, for these goods do not give off

moisture.

How may they be injured hi piling ?

They may be piled so closelv that the air will not circulate,

or so high that the lower tiers will be crushed.

How about goods that are frozen ?

Those like fish, poultry, etc., should be kept from contact

with air as much as possible.

On a rough estimate, how much space will the usual classes of

goods occupy ?

60 pound tub of butter 2^ cubic feet

Case of eggs, 30 doz 3 cubic feet

60 pound box of cheese. . .

' 2 cubic feet

3 bu. bbl. of apples 8 to 10 cubic feet
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How is space calculated fcr each lot ?

Multiply the number of packages by the figures given on

page 506, and add 15 to 25 per cent for passages and ventilation.

How may danger of sweating be prevented ?

This is often caused by the condensation of the moisture of

the warmer outer air when goods are taken out. If due notice

can be had it is better to have the goods removed to the delivery

floor and covered with a tarpaulin or heavy canvas so that they
will warm gradually. In comparatively cool weather, if they are

removed this way at night, they will be ready for delivery in the

morning. In the summer 36 to 48 hours may be necessary. This

method is particularly desirable in the case of eggs, for slowly

raising the temperature aids materially in their preservation and

greatly improves and facilitates the work of candling.

How should poultry be treated upon arrival at receiving centers ?

It is necessary to freeze it quickly because it has often been

from one to two weeks killed. In freezing poultry it is best to

cool it down to 40 degrees before putting it in permanent storage

packages. It is best to wrap each bird in paper and pack in

flat boxes. These should be placed on edge in the freezing room

and on strips on the floor, and a space of three to six inches

between the boxes; this allows a circulation of air and rapid

freezing. When thoroughly frozen they may be piled up solidly,

but with strips beneath, and space between the piles and

the walls.

What can you say of temperature for poultry ?

For temporary holding without freezing 30 degrees.

If freshly killed and in small packages 12 degrees to 15

degrees. A month or six weeks is the limit for the higher rate.

How is poultry shipped ?

If the temperature is over 50 degrees it should be packed in

ice and burlaps.
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Can potatoes be profitably kept in cold storage ?

As they are stored only during cold weather the cost is small.

If kept in cellars they sprout in mild weather and freeze

quickly at 32 degrees; light should be excluded from the storage

room.

At what temperature may potatoes be stored ?

If kept about 34 degrees they will go through the winter in

fine condition.

How about cabbages ?

They may be carried some time in a green condition at about

34 degrees. Freezing will not damage them if they are thawed

out slowly.

How are fish treated ?

They are kept for twenty-four hours in the sharp freezer 1 6 de-

grees below zero; they may then be kept in one 18 degrees above.

Oysters should not be frozen but may be kept at 40 degrees Fahr.

How are fish shipped by railroad cars ?

Both by express and freight. In the former case they are

packed in ice in small packages, but in the latter in 600 pound

casks, or thereabouts, or with ice in large boxes on wheels which

hold as much as 1000 pounds; the allowance of ice is half the

weight of the fish. Fish may be thus kept for three or four weeks.

The entrails should be removed, especially if the fish are to be

shipped long distances.

Are beer, wines, etc., stored at the temperature at which they go

into consumption ?

They are stored between 33 and 45 degrees. Beer, ale and

porter should not be drunk under 52 degrees; 57 to 61 degrees

are preferable temperatures.
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What precaution is necessary in railway car service ?

Excessive cold in winter must be looked out for, also a high

temperature in summer. It is desirable to have the temperature
as uniform as possible at all seasons.

What is necessary to provide in shipping perishable freight ?

Not only protection from excessive heat and cold, but some
form of ventilation.

How are cars often warmed ?

Sometimes by steam from the locomotive, also by stoves.

What precautions should be taken against cold ?

Packing in paper, straw or sawdust, boxing, barreling with

paper lining, shipping in paper-lined cars, refrigerator cars and
cars heated by steam, stoves, and salamanders. It often depends
on the goods, their condition when shipped, how long they will

be on the road, whether the car will be in motion constantly, and
whether the car will stand on the track for any length of time.

The direction of shipment, whether to or from a cold area, should

also be considered.

Can the danger from cold be successfully met ?

Yes, the lined car suffices in spring and autumn, and special

cars used in very cold weather meet the question how to avoid

the danger.

What are lined cars ?

Cars lined with grooved and tongued boards. They are sat-

isfactory for shipping potatoes, if warmed by a stove, even when
it is 20 degrees below zero outside.

What is a very good arrangement for potatoes ?

A false floor and a partial false ceiling in addition to the

lining, thus allowing a good circulation of warm air.
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Is there any difference in refrigerator cars ?

Yes, in some of them a temperature of zero outside is danger-

ous, the better class will carry goods through safely if even as

low as - 20 degrees outside if this temperature does not last

longer than three or four days.

What must be borne in mind in shipping perishable goods from

the Pacific to the Mississippi river or Atlantic coast.

That the car has to pass through several variations of climate

whatever may be the time of the yean

How are products packed if sent loose in a car ?

Straw or mill shavings are largely used.

Does the previous temperature of the goods need to be considered ?

If the produce has for some time been exposed to a low tem-

perature this matter should be taken into account, for it is not

so well fitted to stand cold.

Will a low temperature injure foods forwarded in cans or glass ?

Considerable risk is incurred in shipping any long distance.

How should care be taken in fruit shipments ?

The fruit should be cooled down, to, say, 40 degrees, and kept
in the car from 40 degrees to 50 degrees. The most important

thing is to have the temperature uniform, in which case the fruit

may be kept twenty to thirty days. If fruit is intended for im-

mediate shipment it should be gathered in the cool hours of the

day. If fruit is warm when shipped it may deteriorate seriously

in a short time. The best informed fruit growers in the south

have come to the conclusion that it is not good policy to ship

peaches and melons direct from the orchard.

What is the usual custom in shipping lemons and oranges from

Florida ?

Oranges are shipped to Minnesota in ventilator cars as far as

Nashville, where they are put in air-tight refrigerator cars to des-
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tination. If the temperature remains above 32 degrees, however,
the ventilators of the refrigerator cars are kept open between

Nashville and St. Louis. Oranges and lemons are packed in

crates and protected by straw. Both require opening or closing

of the ventilators as the temperature rises or falls.

What must be considered in shipping fruit ?

It depends upon whether it is a refrigerator or ordinary freight

car, whether lined or not, whether standing still or in motion,
and also on the weather, whether windy or calm, warm or cold.

If heated, a refrigerator car can be kept at any desired temper-
ature.

How are bananas shipped in small lots or single car loads ?

Bananas should be put in paper and then in thick canvas

bags. They are very susceptible to cold and require great care.

At 45 degrees they will chill and turn black. In carload ship-
ments in winter a refrigerator car is heated by oil stoves to 90

degrees, then the fruit is quickly loaded and the temperature

again run up to 85 or 90, when the car is shut tight and the con-

tents are safe for 48 or 60 hours. A man is frequently put in

charge to open and close the ventilators.

How are quinces, apples and pears shipped ?

Nearly always in barrels.

Is straw necessary between the packages ?

It is only needed on the top, bottom, ends and sides of the

car.

How are early vegetables shipped from the south ?

Where the journey will take over forty-eight hours they are

sent in boxes or barrels with openings cut for ventilation.

Ordinarily, the owners will not ship if the temperature is as low
as 20 degrees, and not at 32 degrees if it is snowing or

raining.
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Is it wrong to overload a refrigerator car ?

Yes, 12 to 1 8 inches of space should be left at the top of the

car, and space should be left between the packages also. If the

car be packed too full warm air from the fruit will collect at the

top of the car, and no refrigerator car will maintain a uniform

temperature under those conditions. Pacific coast fruit shippers
have learned this fact and nail strips of wood between packages
which holds them in place and affords ventilation.

Are tables of highest and lowest temperatures safe for goods,

necessarily approximate ?

They are, because: i, the initial temperature of the goods
when loaded into the car; 2, temperature; and, 3, time they
are on the road, must all be taken into consideration. Ripeness
and kind of fruit must also be considered.

What temperature is maintained in meat shipments ?

36 degrees to 40 degrees is considered satisfactory.

How is fresh beef shipped ?

It should be chilled to 36 and the car should be at the same

figure. It is desirable that the temperature be kept as even as

possible from the chill room at the shipping point to the chill

room at the point of destination.

How are meat shipments cared for in winter ?

Stoves or oil lamps are used to keep the temperature about

36 degrees.

Can meat be shipped in ordinary cars ?

If meat has been thoroughly cooled it may be kept several

days in a box car if it is wrapped in burlaps and hung up so that

the carcasses do not touch one another. That is if the outside

temperature is not above 50 degrees.
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What is the custom in case of meat refrigeration ?

In the chilling stage, the temperature of the room may rise

to 50 degrees, and a back pressure, about 60 pounds, correspond-

ing to a temperature of about 40 degrees Fahr. in the ammonia

coil, is maintained.

The temperature falls gradually and finally reaches the point

corresponding to the temperature of the room for cold storage;

that is, about thirty pounds back pressure. In freezing meat,

temperatures as low as zero are required, and the back pressure

falls as low as four pounds corresponding to a temperature of -20

degrees Fahr.

How is the animal heat taken out of a meat carcass ?

It may be carried through a chilling room or rooms by slowly

moving gearing until it arrives in the storage or shipping room

properly cooled.

How long must meat be kept in cold store to be palatable ?

Two weeks; it may be kept from three to four weeks in an

ordinary refrigerator at 40 degrees.

How should meat be frozen and why ?

Very gradually, so as to avoid rupture of the cells; there

should also be a good air circulation.

How should defrosting of meat be done ?

As gradually as it was frozen.

How is meat usually shipped by steamer ?

It is usually frozen, to provide against accident, otherwise

32 to 35 degrees would be low enough.

Does pork require special care ?

Great care should be taken in storing and shipping; a high

temperature affects it more rapidly than other meats.
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What must be considered in the storage of lemons ?

Lemons require a temperature from 35 degrees to 40 degrees;

they are very sensitive to cold and might be seriously damaged
if the temperature should fall to the freezing point. Thirty-

eight degrees is recommended.

What temperature do oranges require ?

Thirty-four to thirty-five degrees.

Does the aroma of lemons and oranges affect eggs and butter ?

The flavor of citrus fruits affects them greatly, and they
should not be stored anywhere near together, certainly not in

the same room.

Why must care be taken of citrus fruits ?

Oranges and lemons, after being in storage for some time,

give off a gas which is very penetrating, and they should not be

in the same building with eggs.

What course is recommended ?

At least that a separate entrance be provided if it is necessary
to use a room in the main building.

Why do these fruits require great care ?

If the atmosphere is very dry, they shrivel up and tend to

decay quickly. If the air is too moist they mould and become

musty. There is more danger from the latter than the former

condition and the damage is greater. The best temperature is

about 35 degrees to 40 degrees, with the moisture carefully

regulated; a forced circulation is beneficial.

What is of great importance in connection with cold storage in

general ?

The condition in which goods pass from cold storage into

consumption is only second in importance to the storage itself.
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What commodity is second in importance to eggs in the cold

storage business ?

Butter.

What is the most desirable temperature for butter ?

There is a difference of opinion, some keeping it in practice
from zero to 10 degrees Fahr., while others think from 12 to 15

degrees Fahr. low enough.

How about humidity ?

The room should be kept only dry enough to prevent the

formation of mould. If the room is too dry it affects both the

packages and the butter.

How is butter kept in cold storage ?

By freezing at from 5 to 10 degrees and then keeping at 15

degrees. It may also be kept at ordinary cold storage temper-

atures; the lower temperature is better, however.

What is the effect upon butter of freezing ?

When it thaws out very gradually the flavor is improved.

Does butter really freeze ?

Butter fat does not freeze, but as the temperature falls it

grows harder and harder.

How about the necessity for slowly cooling ?

Butter in many cases is kept at zero, but it would be better

for the goods and more economical for the warehouseman to

bring the temperature down gradually, say in a 25 degree to 35

degree room before running it into the freezer. It would also be

easier to carry an even temperature in the freezer if it was not

suddenly called upon to take up such an amount of heat all at

once.
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Should butter be kept beyond the selling season ?

It is liable to deteriorate if held over six or eight months, even

if kept at zero.

Is ventilation of a butter room quite necessary ?

Yes, butter should always be protected from the air.

What facts should be kept in mind in putting cheese in storage ?

It is usually put in storage in mid-summer and taken out in

mid-winter, hence it should be well advanced in ripening. It

should be kept from freezing and may be a year in storage if it

is necessary so to do.

At what temperature is cheese stored ?

The best temperature is 32 degrees to 33 degrees, and it should

be maintained very evenly. The humidity of the room should keep
the cheese from shrinking or cracking but it should not be so

great as to make mould on the cheese.

How about the humidity required by cheese in storage ?

Cheese requires about the same humidity as eggs.

How early in the cheese manufacture can it be stored ?

Very often it is stored when only eight or ten days old and

before it is properly "cured;" then the temperature should not

be lower than 38 degrees. Afterward the temperature can be

gradually lowered until in three or four months it may be brought
down to 30 degrees; it should not go below that, and even there,

if kept for any length of time, it may make the cheese "short"

or brittle in texture.

What is necessary to bear in mind regarding cheese ?

That there are many makes and qualities; the above remarks

referring to the average make of American Cheddar cheese.
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What are the main classes of goods to be found in the holding
freezer ?

Butter at zero, poultry, meat, fish, and frozen eggs at 10

degrees above.

What are found in the sharp freezer ?

The same goods, with the exception of meat, and with a

temperature of, say, from 5 to 10 degrees below.

What is the usual capacity of egg and fruit storehouses ?

About 50,000 cubic feet, sometimes 70,0x30, for houses com-

monly located at stations in country towns.

What for sharp freezing ?

About 10,000 to 15,000 cubic feet.

What is said of the storage of ferns ?

It is quite an important industry in some parts of New Eng-
land. They are picked after the first frost as they are tougher
and will then better stand handling and transportation. They
are sorted, tied in bundles, packed in wooden boxes and slightly

moistened. They are then shipped to cold storage warehouses,
and any temperature below 32 degrees that will stiffen the ferns

so that they are frozen will keep them as long as may be desired.

Ferns are in demand all through the year and especially during
the holiday season.

Can peaches and strawberries be stored to advantage ?

The softer juicy fruits will not keep for any length of time

in cold storage, and it should not be resorted to except to carry
over for a few days during a glut in the market.

What is the limit of the ice refrigerator ?

Only for temporary storage, and it should not be used other-

wise.
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In the refrigeration season, what goods do apples take the place of ?

In many cases as the eggs go out in the fall they are replaced

by apples.

Could they be stored together ?

No, and after the apples go out the rooms should be white-

washed before eggs are taken in.

How may uniform color in apples be secured ?

i, by pruning, to let the sunlight into the tree; 2, by cultural

conditions that will check the growth of the tree early in the

fall; and, 3, by picking over the tree several times, taking only

the best fruit each time.

Define apple
" scald."

When the apple reaches a certain degree of ripeness, that

part of the skin which was grown in the shade sometimes turns

brown, this part gives the name of "scald."

Why is this objectionable ?

While it does not harm the fruit, it affects its appearance

and reduces its value.

Where does the scald first appear ?

On the green or less mature side.

When is the fruit most susceptible to scald ?

When it is picked before maturity; it may come from the

picking of fruit when too green, dense-headed trees that shut

tMit the sunlight, heavy soil, or a location or season that causes

the fruit to mature later than usual.

Does the scald have a tendency to appear as ripening progresses ?

It does, and the owner should aim !o remove them from

store and dispose of them for consumption, before it makes its

appearance.
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What are desirable qualities in the apple ?

To be fully grown and highly colored when picked; then it

is less liable to scald, and has the highest commercial value.

Does delay in sending apples to store have a tendency to promote
scald if the weather is warm ?

Warm weather would have a tendency to hasten ripening and

there would be danger both from scald and rotting.

Does wrapping the apple retard the scald ?

It seems to make very little difference; however, the parafnne

or wax paper is the best for the purpose.

Is a wrapper of value ?

It is of advantage in preventing the transfer of fungous

growth and besides, the wrapper retards the ripening processes.

What is thought to bo the best wrapper for apples ?

A porous white paper put next to the fruit and a parafnne

wrapper over it.

What is the size and cost of this wrapping ?

Say, 9x12, costing 20 cents per thousand for the white paper,

and about 70 cents for the paraffine. The white paper should

be of the weight and quality of newspaper before it is printed.
t

What are other advantages of the wrapper ?

It checks transpiration of moisture, and lessens wilting,

protects from bruising, and prevents the spread of fungous places.

A wrapper should always be used on the best grades.

What is the effect of picking an apple ?

The removal from the tree stops its growth and brings on

its ripening ;
this is hastened by a high temperature and retarded

by a low one.
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What is liable to happen if they become heated soon after being

picked ?

Fungous diseases develop, such as apple scab, pink mould,
blue mould, brown, black and bitter rot, etc.

Is careful handling of fruit very important ?

Yes, a bruised spot dies and discolors; again, careless packing
and handling are sure to make trouble if the goods are to be

kept any length of time.

When do apples tend to break down and why ?

Late in the spring, as they then become far advanced in

their life and tend to break down whether in store or not.

What are the principal packages used for apple storage ?

Barrels holding about three bushels and boxes containing

forty to fifty pounds.

Do the packages need to be ventilated ?

There is considerable difference of opinion as to the value

of ventilated packages.

What may be the effect if there is too much exposure ?

The apples may grow corky or spongy.

What may happen when the fruit grows mellow ?

Apples in barrels may bruise by their own weight; this is

less likely to happen if they are packed in boxes.

What must be taken into consideration in storing apples ?

The condition in which they will come out is affected by
their stage of ripeness when stored; also, how they have been

grown or handled.

Cold storage will retard the development of the diseases

with which the fruit is affected but it cannot prevent the slow

growth of some of them.
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How should apples be packed in a storage warehouse ?

The barrels should be on end and a 2 x 4 strip between each

tier of barrels, so that the weight will be supported by the heads

of the barrels and not by the center or bilge.

What advantage have small packages, in fruit storage ?

The fruit cools down more quickly and this checks the ripen-

ing. In large packages, like a barrel, the fruit in the center

cools down more slowly than that on the outside.

When is the end of the apple storage season ?

Early in May.

What is considered the proper storage temperature for apples ?

For long-period storage of the better keeping varieties, with

proper air circulation, 29 to 30 degrees. They should be cooled

down slowly, say two or three weeks, from 60 or 70 to 29 or 30.

If accidentally slightly frosted they are not necessarily

injured if they are thawed out slowly.

Does the distance to be shipped make any difference in the storage

temperature ?

If placed in store near where they are picked, 34 to 35 degrees

may be satisfactory, but if shipped to some commercial center,

32 degrees may be necessary to overcome the abuses of picking,

packing and shipping.

Is there any difference between the temperatures required for

sour and sweet fruit ?

Yes, sour fruit will not stand as low a temperature as sweet

fruit.

If fruit spoils at a temperature below 40 degrees, to what is it

usually due ?

Very largely to moisture.
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How are apples liable to be frozen ?

If the storage plant is not managed properly, they may be

placed too near the circulation pipes or the cold air duct.

Do cold storage apples tend to deteriorate more rapidly when
taken out than if they had not been stored ?

If they are over-ripe, and many of them are kept in storage
until they are, they may break down quickly, but firm stock

may be kept even months after being taken from store.

What are the actual facts regarding this subject ?

If the temperature of most perishable goods be reduced

gradually when they are placed in store, and raised gradually
when they are ready to come out, they will have nearly the same

vitality for rough usage as if they had never been in store. Sud-

den changes in temperature should be avoided.

What is the most that can be expected from cold storage of apples ?

The cold storage may retard but will not prevent their decay;
the character of the soil, the altitude, the orchard management,
the picking, packing and shipping, are all factors that must be

taken into account.

Does cold storage improve the grade of any class of goods ?

No, only the best selected stock should be put in store.

Does it seem to produce scald more quickly if the apples are al-

lowed to rise rapidly in temperature ?

It does, and the humidity of the air when the apples are

taken from store also has an effect on it.

Where is there still a field for investigation in fruit storage ?

The question of temperature has received much study, but

the air circulation, ventilation and humidity also require careful

attention.
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Where is the greatest development of the fish freezing industry ?

Along the great lakes where several million pounds of white

fish, trout, herring and pike are frozen yearly. On the Atlantic

coast bluefish, squeteague or weakfish, mackerel, smelt, sturgeon,

herring, etc., are frozen. On the Pacific coast large quantities

of salmon and sturgeon are frozen and shipped to various parts

of the world.

What is the state of this industry in Europe ?

Hamburg and other continental ports import several mil-

lion pounds of frozen salmon yearly, but while they use refriger-

ating machinery for preserving beef, mutton, etc., there is com-

paratively little fish freezing done.

What is found necessary in fish preservation ?

By the use of ice, only, the temperature of a fish storage room

cannot be kept below 36 degrees during the summer, and the

fish lose flavor, and eventually spoil, hence it has been found

that the fish must be frozen as soon as possible, and then kept
at a temperature below freezing.

Is it true that freezing destroys the flavor of fish ?

This very general belief is not well founded, the result de-

pending more on the condition of the fish when cold is applied,

and the manner of such application, than the effect of freezing.

How does freezing affect the value of fish as compared with meat ?

Fish loses less in value from freezing than meat does, but it

is subject to two difficulties from which meat is free: i, the eye

dries up, and, 2, the skin becomes hard and loose on the flesh,

but frozen fish is not less wholesome than fish not preserved.

Why is objection raised to this form of food preservation ?

That there is a tendency to freeze fish which are slightly

tainted. This is where the trouble begins.
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Is there any question as to the value of freezing if the fish are

in proper condition ?

If in good condition when frozen the natural flavor is not

affected, and the market value closely approximates that of

fish freshly caught.

What care is necessary in freezing all products ?

Close attention should be paid to the economy of the pro-

cess, as well as the excellence of the product.

What would this involve hi the case of fish ?

The stock should be perfectly fresh and free from bruises

and blood marks. It would improve the appearance and in-

crease the value if they were graded according to size, but this

is rarely done.

Do fish frequently deteriorate to some slight extent ?

They do; it depending: i, on their condition when going into

the freezer; 2, the care exercised in freezing; and, 3, the length of

time they remian in store. The humidity of the storage room
should be carefully regulated by use of unslacked lime or

chloride of calcuim.

How does the loss in quality come about ?

It is due to evaporation which begins as soon as the fish are

put in store and increases as the ice coating gradually disappears
from the surface of the fish.

Can this evaporation be prevented ?

Not wholly, for it takes place at a low temperature although
more slowly than at high ones. The ordinary loss is about five

per cent in weight in six months, but the loss in quality is

greater. The evaporative loss may be lessened by wrapping the

frozen fish in wax or parchment paper and packing in boxes

at the time they are frozen.
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What are the principal fish frozen along the great lakes of the

United States ?

Whitefish, lake trout, lake herring, blue pike, saugers or

pike-perch, sturgeon, perch, wall-eyed pike, grass pike, black

bass. All these are considered good eating.

What are put in storage along the Atlantic coast ?

Bluefish, halibut, squeteague or weakfish, sturgeon, mackerel,

cod, haddock, Spanish mackerel, striped bass, black bass, perch,

carp and pompano, and some others also considered palatable.

What on the Pacific coast ?

Salmon, sturgeon and halibut.

Can all kinds of fish be frozen ?

Some are too delicate to freeze, like shad. Oysters and

clams should not be frozen; if stored in good condition, from

35 to 40 degrees, they i
will keep six weeks. Scallops and frogs'

legs are frozen hard in buckets and stored from 16 to 18 degrees.

Sturgeon and other fish too large for the pans are hung on meat

hooks, and when frozen are dipped in water and then piled in

frozen masses.

How long are fish sometimes stored ?

Ordinarily, nine or ten months, but they may be in store

even two or three years; in that case they are hardly fit for first-

class trade, unless unusual care has been taken
; they are usually

frozen in the spring and fall.

How should the fish be frozen ?

All kinds of fish keep and look best if frozen just as they
come out of the water; only very large fish, like sturgeon, should

be dressed. But as it is more or less the custom to send to the

freezer the surplus of the fresh fish trade, many have already
been split and dressed.
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What was the first successful fish freezing process ?

It was by Enoch Piper of Camden, Me., who used ice and

salt. He employed that process in New York for several years
in the freezing and storage of salmon, and finally his method
was generally adopted by fish dealers.

Who improved on Piper's process ?

William Davis of Detroit, in 1868.

How long was it before their processes were improved upon ?

The introduction of mechanical refrigeration began in 1892.

At that time ice and salt freezers were to be found at all the

fishing stations on the great lakes, several were on the New
England coast, and eight or ten were in New York City. Their

aggregate capacity approximated 8000 tons.

How are the fish treated when sent for cold storage ?

They are first washed in fresh cold water to remove the slime,

blood, etc. They are then taken by hand and placed in an

orderly manner in pans so that the cover when placed on the

pans will come in contact with the upper side of the fish.

What is desirable in arranging the fish in the pans ?

If the size permits, the bellies should be placed upward, as

it is desirable to freeze that part first.

Where ice and salt are used about what is the proportion ?

From eight to sixteen pounds of salt to one hundred pounds
of ice, the proportion depending on the insulation and outside

temperature. A coarse mined salt is largely used because of its

cheapness, but a finer quality is more effective.

How is the mixing of the ice and salt done ?

By scattering salt over each shovelful of ice as it is shoveled

from the grinder into the wheelbarrow.
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What determines the proportion of salt and ice required ?

It depends more on the fineness of the materials and their

proportions, than on the outside temperature, humidity, or any
other of the factors entering into the matter. The finer the ice

and salt, the quicker is the freezing; the larger the proportion
of salt, also, the quicker the freezing.

What is the proportion of ice and salt to fish ?

Eighty-five pounds of salt and 1000 pounds of ice to 1000

of fish. More is required during warm weather, as is also the

case when the air is very moist.

How are the pans piled ?

Alternate layers of ice and salt two or three inches deep and

then a layer of pans, and so on. The pile, for convenient hand-

ling, should not exceed six feet. A double layer of ice and salt

is placed on top of the pile which should at the last be covered

with wood or canvas, to exclude the air.

How long does this process of freezing take ?

Fifteen to eighteen hours.

When and where was the first refrigeration machine used ?

In Sandusky, Ohio, in 1892.

How does this machinery process of freezing fish differ fronrthe

old one ?

Instead of the pans of fish being placed in the ice and salt

mixture, they are put on the pipes whether the circulation be

brine or direct expansion

What is the best method of freezing fish ?

They are placed in galvanized iron pans and put on the freez-

ing coils. When frozen they are passed through a bath of water

which glazes them with ice. They can be frozen in twelve hours.
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How are the pipes usually arranged ?

In the freezing room they are from one-half to two inches

in diameter and are arranged in shelves or nests, in horizontal

layers, four or five, perhaps ten, inches apart, ranging from the

floor to the ceiling. The pipes in the storage room are usually

larger but not so numerous. They are arranged at the ceiling

and sometimes about the upper side walls also.

What is the storage temperature ?

From 1 6 to 18 degrees; above 20 degrees the fish are likely

to turn yellow about the livers; this is thought to be due to the

bursting of the "gall."

Should the storage room be dry ?

Yes, for any moisture tends to develop mould on the fish.

What should be done in case mould appears ?

Spray them with a solution of formalin and water, one part
to nine.

When is celery usually stored and what is the required temper-
ature ?

About the time the ground freezes in the fall, and the best

temperature is 32 degrees to 34 degrees. Some sorts may be

kept one, others two and three months. "Dressed goods," so

called, will keep only for a few days.

How is refrigeration used in making carbonated beverages, such

as mineral water ?

Water is cooled to 39 degrees Fahr., at which point it is

bottled. At this temperature the density of the water is at its

greatest and its absorptive capacity very large. Instead of

using a carbonating pressure of 90 pounds or more the process

is carried on at a much lower pressure, with less loss of bottles

from breakage and increased safety to the operator.
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An the control and oversight of the modern refrigeration

plant, be it large or small, nothing can exceed, in favorable

results, the personal care of a superior man ; that is, automatic

mechanisms are less important than the watchful attention of

experienced persons.

While this idea of the value of personality is true of all the

arts and crafts, and always has been, it is particularly true of

such manifold details as are set forth in the pages of this

work.

This is owing to the varying circumstances which distinguish
the art of refrigeration and preservation, and over which
watchful personal supervision is necessary.

How does the temperature of the refrigerant affect the condi-

tion of a storage room ?

In a room with a temperature of 33 degrees and a humidity
of 70 per cent, the dew point would be 25 degrees. Therefore,

any pipe surface at 25 degrees or lower will attract moisture.

If the pipe surfaces are heavily coated with moisture, as they

usually are when cold weather comes on, the frost acts as an

insulator and the brine must be colder to do the work. Even
then the frost finally gets so thick that no more frost will form; but

for a time the room may be kept at the normal temperature owing
to the largely increased cooling surface caused by the ice coating.

What is the remedy for this trouble ?

By keeping the pipes outside the storage room, or by pre-

venting the frost from forming on them.

529
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What should be done when frost, moisture or water gets on the

floor of a cold storage room ?

It should be taken up by dry sawdust or air slaked lime- and

not allowed to sink into the floor or insulation.

After removing the frost what should be done then ?

Quicklime is placed around the room but not in a damp spot,

as the heat of slaking might cause trouble. Chloride of calcium

may be placed around in trays; also when it is cold and dry

outside, the air from outside may be allowed to blow through.

What occasions a dripping ceiling ?

It may be caused by the cold floor above or pipes placed too

near the ceiling.

About what is the allowance for rise of temperature due to

persons and lights ?

For a person, 400 B. T. U. per hour.

For an ordinary gas burner, 300 B. T. U. per hour.

For a Welsbach light, 40 B. T. U. per hour.

For an arc light, 3 B. T. U., and an incandescent light, 10

B. T. U. per hour.

What is an important fact ?

As the temperature rises the capacity of the air for holding

moisture increases, that is, the air is saturated at zero by .56 of

a grain in a cubic foot, but at 100 it will hold 19.77 grains.

How should the rooms of new buildings be whitewashed ?

A thin coat is recommended for the first one; when this is

thoroughly dry a thicker one for the second.

Are the quality and condition of goods improved by cold storage ?

No, it does not insure against natural deterioration; goods
to be stored should be in prime condition and selected with care.
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Do cold storage rooms require attention when empty ?

They do as much so as at any time, but in a different way.

Why is this ?

When cold weather approaches and the circulation is reduced,
or cut off entirely, the frost on the pipes will begin to evaporate
if it does not melt, and will make the air damp.

What will this lead to ?

To a growth of mould and a musty condition of the room.

How may this be remedied ?

Systematic whitewashing and ventilation will kill the mould,

although it is much better to prevent its formation in the first

place.

How long does it take whitewash to dry ?

From five to eight days. If it dries too fast, as it may when

a salamander is used, it will flake off; while if drying is too slow

the water will soak into the wood, giving the whitewash a mottled

appearance.

How can the drying be forced ?

By the use of a salamander.

How should one be used ?

It is best to get the fire going well in the salamander before it

is taken into the room in order to avoid the gases which are given

off on starting.

Is whitewashing important ?

It is quite so. If not properly done butter may be flavored,

eggs damaged, and other goods that are sensitive will be more or

less impaired.
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When should whitewashing be done ?

Preferably when the air outside is as cold or colder than the

storage room.

What happens if the whitewash is too thick and does not dry ?

The water penetrates the wood and may lead to fermentation

which will taint the room with a peculiar bitter or strong

odor.

Which is best for whitewashing, hand or machine work ?

Hand work is preferable, for it makes a more smooth and

even job. A machine will be of advantage in ceiling or overhead

work which cannot be readily reached by hand. A machine is

likely to put it on rather too thick, so that it will flake off if one

does not go over it with a brush while it is green and make it

smooth and even.

What is the most serious difficulty with the machine work ?

The thickness of the coat, and the consequent surplus of water.

What is considered good whitewashing work ?

It should look well, be white or nearly so, hard, not liable to

flake or dust off, and should have disinfecting and germ-killing

properties.

What is a very important part in the preparation of whitewash ?

The slaking, which should be carefully attended to, for if

the lime is burned or "drowned" in slaking it is not firm in

texture when applied, or as disinfecting as it should be.

How often should whitewashing be done ?

If rooms are used for egg storage, they should be whitewashed

every year when the rooms are empty. It is better to whitewash

every year anyway as it greatly lessens the danger from must

and mould, and in a degree, from fire.
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What is another method ?

Place the lump lime on a cement floor and sprinkle water

slowly over it as it slakes. If this is carefully done it will produce
a finely powdered slaked lime which may be mixed with water

to the proper consistency.

Is this as good a method as the first one ?

No, because it is slower, and there is more danger of "burn-

ing'
'

the lime and making the whitewash lumpy.

What process of making whitewash do others employ ?

Whitewash made by a government formula.

What is the objection to this ?

Because it contains rice boiled to a thin paste, and it is ad-

visable to avoid organic substances using only mineral ones.

Is it advisable to add any salt ?

When the lime is thoroughly slaked in the half barrel, add

a peck of salt and more water to maintain the proper consist-

ency, or dissolve the salt in boiling water and add the solution.

How is whitewash used ?

In a thin paste; it may be tempered as used. To each twelve-

quart pail of whitewash as it is ready for use, add a good handful

of Portland cement and a teaspoonful of ultramarine blue. The
cement will make it adhere better to the surface and the blue

will counteract the brownish color of the cement. If white hy-
draulic cement is to be had, use that, as it is better than Portland.

It will not then be necessary to use the blue, but half a teaspoon-
ful to a pail will make a whiter surface. The wash should be

strained through a fine wire cloth in order to remove lumps.

What is the objection to whitewashing in the summer ?

Because it is then difficult to get it dry.
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What is used besides whitewash ?

There are a number of good cold water paints. For butchers'

boxes or retail coolers they are, perhaps, better than whitewash,
for they will not peel or flake off. Some of them contain glue
or other organic substances which it is unadvisable to use in cold

storage rooms. Shellac looks well and is water proof, but it has

no cleansing or disinfecting properties like whitewash.

Why are oil paints to be avoided ?

An oil paint, or other preparation which has any odor, should

not be used in a cold storage warehouse.

How should lime be slaked ?

Take an oil or vinegar barrel and cut it in two or down to half

size; put in a half bushel of lime and pour over it enough boiling

water to cover. A piece of one inch gas pipe should be used to

keep it well stirred down to the bottom. If it slakes very quickly
two persons will be needed, one to pour water and the other to

stir. The two should keep at work until the lime is all slaked and

reduced to a thin pasty solution.

Why should this care be taken ?

Unless the stirring is done, the slaked lime will contain small

pieces or lumps which are not slaked but "burned" because the

water did not come in contact with them at the right time.

Is boiling water necessary ?

No, but it facilitates the work and does it more thoroughly.

On what does the humidity of a cold storage room depend 'f

It depends on the season and the ventilation.

How does air take up water ?

The water exists as a vapor diffused through the air aiter

the manner of a mechanical mixture.
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Can cold storage rooms be thoroughly deodorized ?

If rooms have been used for a long time for some strong

smelling product, without being properly aired out, the problem
is a difficult one. Example: To change from vegetables and

fruits to butter and eggs demands a sweet and well ventilated

room.

How may storage rooms be disinfected ?

By formaldehyde vapors burned in lamps made specially

for this purpose. The wick is covered by a thimble-shaped

platinum wire screen, which is made to glow only and not burn

with a flame.

Are some cold storage products more liable to damage in cold

than in warm weather ?

Yes, those which are carried about 30 degrees Fahr.

What is the explanation of this ?

If ice bunkers are used, the ice ceases to melt when cold

weather comes on, so that circulation ceases and the impurities

which have collected on the surface of the ice begin to evaporate.

If the cooling be done by pipes, the same effect is produced, for

the circulation of brine or ammonia, as the case may be, nearly

ceases when cold weather comes on, and the frost on the pipes

begins to melt and also throw off impurities. In either case, the

air before long becomes laden with impure vapors and they soon

affect the goods.

What should be done when a cold storage house cuts down or

shuts off its pipe circulation ?

The pipes should be cleaned externally or the frost will soon

begin to thaw and throw off foul gases and other impurities.

What should be done ?

A large amount of calcium chloride should be exposed to

the air.
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How may this be done ?

By placing it on a shallow pan or trough near the ceiling, as

the greatest humidity is there. The tray should slant a little

and be provided with a pail to catch the drip. A better way
would be to have a wire tray to hold the calcium just over the

drip tray as it will insure a better air supply for the calcium.

(See page 544),

What is another plan to be used when shutting down ?

A tight box containing several wire screens of calcium

chloride, one over the other, and having a drip tray under them

all. The moist air is taken from the top of the room, forced in

at the bottom, passed through these trays, and comes out as

dry air at the top, and is then discharged at the opposite end

of the room.

How does this compare with the other processes ?

As in this case a fan is used, it is more rapid than the others.

How much is the efficiency of the pipes increased by ridding them

of frost ?

From fifteen to twenty-five per cent.

Is the expense of doing this large ?

No, the apparatus is not expensive and the cost of calcium

comparatively low.

What is the action of this brine on the pipes ?

The pipes will not rust if kept continually wet with it.

Eow much frost will form on the pipes of a 20,000 cubic foot

storage room in a season ?

Something like 2,000 pounds.

What is claimed for this process in point of economy ?

That by keeping the coils clean the necessary piping is much

reduced in quantity.
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How should the moisture be regulated ?

The room must not be either too dry or too moist, for in the

former case the goods will dry and shrink, while in the latter

they are liable to become mouldy. There is much less liability

of the former though than the latter.

Can the use of chemical dryers be reduced to a minimum ?

Yes, if the frost is kept off the pipes.

Where are absorbents most used ?

In storage houses cooled by use of ice; they are especially

used to take up the moisture from fruit. Reference is made to

the use of unslaked lime and lumps of chloride of calcium.

In what forms is lime used in cold storage rooms ?

Unslaked, air slaked, and in the form of whitewash.

Why is lime for this use less valuable than calcium ?

It has not as large capacity for taking up moisture. Lime

simply air slakes; that is, it absorbs just moisture enough to

disintegrate in form of a powder.

How is air slaked lime useful ?

While air slaked lime will absorb very little moisture, as it

gives off minute particles of lime it has some effect in prevent-

ing fungous growth.

What is the most satisfactory way of using lime ?

Place lumps of quicklime around the upper part of the rooms

in trays or pans.

How much greater value as an absorbent has calcium than so-

dium ?

While the latter will absorb sufficient moisture to become

damp, the former will take up enough to lose its solid form.
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Is there any relation between moisture and the impurities present

in a cold storage room ?

Yes, for water has a great absorbing power for gases and other

matter.

How does the quantity of goods in a room affect the humidity ?

The pipes are constantly absorbing moisture and if there is

only a limited amount of goods in the room to give it off the hu-

midity will be likely to go lower than if the room be full, unless

the humidity is regulated, thus indicating the value of an air

circulation. Unless there is a proper circulation, a room partly

filled with eggs will turn them out shrunken and evaporated, and

if the room is full they may be musty or mouldy.

Will the absorption of moisture have a tendency to purify the air ?

It will to a large extent, consequently the more thoroughly
the air is circulated and brought in contact with the means for

absorbing the moisture the better.

Will the removal of moisture absolutely purify the room ?

No, for water in the form of moisture has little absorbing

power for certain gases.

How can we prove that fresh air from outside is occasionally neces-

sary in order to maintain perfect conditions where goods are

stored for long periods ?

Because cold storage rooms are seldom free from odors.

What is the worst impurity found in cold storage rooms ?

Germs which produce fungous or mould.

Where do they come from ?

They are probably everywhere present in the atmosphere and

only need favorable conditions of moisture and temperature to

develop.
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How can we show that this is so ?

In the dry mountain air of Colorado and California freshly-

killed meat may be hung in the open air without decomposition,

but it would soon be unfit for food if it was exposed in the moist

tropical climate of Cuba or Florida.

What in cold storage are also important besides the temperature ?

The air circulation, ventilation and humidity must be looked

after.

What is the difference between ventilation and air circulation ?

Ventilation means the introduction of fresh air from outside

for the purpose of purifying a room. Circulation refers only to

the movement of air in the room.

Why is air circulation necessary ?

The air must be purified, as nearly all goods give off moisture

and along with it finely divided decomposed matter. Gases re-

sulting from this surface decomposition, and the ripening of the

goods in some cases, are also present; other moisture is contin-

ually finding its way in by the opening of doors, leakage through

insulation, and from the breath of persons in the rooms.

Why is ventilation necessary ?

Because there are some gases and impurities which water

does not absorb.

How in practice is ventilation differently regarded ?

Some houses are not ventilated except when they are opened

in the spring and fall for whitewashing; other houses are given

none at all except when the doors are opened for receiving or

delivering goods.

How should ventilation be regarded ?

As absolutely essential both for heating or cooling rooms.
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How does ventilation come about to some extent naturally ?

By leakage of air through windows, doors, etc.

How does air leakage take place ?

If the outside air is very much warmer, the cold air in a

storage, room will collect in the lower part of the room and tend

to flow out there and the warm air will come in at the top, both

currents going through any crevices they can find. If the out-

side air is colder than the room, the direction of the current is

reversed.

What should be the condition of the air before it is brought into

a cold storage room ?

It should be fresh, without excessive moisture, and as free

as possible from impurities and germs.

How does city air become contaminated ?

By exhalations from the breath of men and animals, the evap-
oration from the soil, dust and decaying matter of various kinds

in the streets, and also the products of combustion from furnace

fires.

What is the most objectionable impurity from a cold storage point

of view ?

Germs, which under the influence of moisture and warmth
make mildew or mould.

How does a rising temperature increase this danger ?

The warmer the air, the greater its capacity for holding moist-

ure, and the more rapidly the germs propagate.

What may be the result of natural systems of ventilation ?

If the temperature outside and inside the room is nearly the

same, there will be little change of air, even if windows or doors

are opened; if the outside air is cold enough its coming in would

freeze the goods.
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Is ordinary ventilation suitable for cold storage rooms ?

No, for the reason that the problem is how to get fresh air

without a strong draft.

How may the cold storage ventilation problem be stated ?

In warm weather the air for ventilation of refrigerator rooms

should be of about the same temperature and humidity as the

air in the room itself and be free from germs, and as it is not easy

to secure these conditions it is best to do the ventilating artifi-

cially in the house.

What large error have some cold storage managers sometimes

made ?

By simply cooling the air to the temperature of the storage

room; for, while the percentage of moisture is not reduced, the

capacity of the air for holding it is greatly lessened, so that the

air is saturated, and the moisture is not only liable to be de-

posited on the goods, but is in condition to rapidly develop mould.

What is one way of remedying this unfavorable condition ?

By cooling the air, before it enters, five or six degrees below

the temperature of the storage room.

What is the objection to this ?

That nothing has been done for the purification of the air.

What is quite necessary in introducing fresh air ?

To provide an outlet for the impure air.

Where should this outlet be ?

Near the floor and of area equal to the inlet flue.

Is it practicable to wash the air ?

It is difficult to force air through water or brine witn a fan.
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Describe Madison Cooper's system of warm weather ventilation ?

First, the use of an air washing tank in which the air flows

upward against a rain of water from a perforated diaphragm
above. This reduces the air to the temperature of the water, say

55 to 60 degrees, and also takes out a large share of the impuri-

ties. Second, the air goes into a cooling tank in which it is re-

duced to a temperature several degrees below that of the storage

room. This removes the moisture which holds in suspension the

few impurities that may have passed the washing tank. Third,

comes the drying box which contains chloride of calcium in lumps

placed, as shown on page 544; what moisture may be left is

taken out here, making the air clean, cool and dry.

What is said as to volume of air necessary for ventilation ?

Some think the whole volume of air should be changed once

a day, others prefer twice; probably once or twice a week is

often enough.

To what time of year have the foregoing remarks been applicable ?

To the time when the outside air has been warmer than the

air in the refrigerator.

How may ventilation be accomplished in cold weather ?

It is quite safe to force in plenty of air when the temperature

of the outside air is about the same as the storage rcfbm but one

should first consult a sling psychrometer (see description on

page 558). The only chance taken would be the question of im-

purities and the risk would not be great in a cool crisp day.

Could this be done when the outside air is considerably cooler ?

It is safe, so far as humidity and impurities are concerned,

if it be warmed to agree with the temperature of the storage room.

Could the forced circulation fan be used for ventilation ?

It is better to have two, the second fan for ventilation only.
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What is the whole theory of ventilation ?

If air is wanted at a particular place, at a particular time, it

must be put there somehow. Some methods may give at times

satisfactory results under certain conditions, but a fan can be

depended on under all circumstances.

What are two general methods of handling air for ventilation ?

The plenum or pressure method and the vacuum or exhaust

method.

Why is the former preferable ?

If the air be exhausted, the vacuum will drag in air from every

pore and crevice, bringing in moisture and germs.

How is the pressure method used ?

The air is forced into the cold storage room by a fan after

being cooled, dried and purified, is the best practice.

How may fairly satisfactory ventilation be accomplished without

power fans ?

By air ducts from the various rooms leading to a common
terminal which goes upward beside the chimney, the warmth
of the chimney gases establishing and maintaining the circula-

tion.

How are the foul gases removed ?

As they tend by gravity to fall near the floor, an outlet for

them should be provided in the lower part of the room. The

pressure of the incoming air will force them out, so that if there

is any air leakage it will be where it is wanted, outward.

Is air ever perfectly saturated or totally without moisture ?

It never reaches either extreme.
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How about ventilation of egg storage rooms ?

Cooper recommends that some chloride of calcium be placed
over the coils, whether the latter be brine or direct expansion.
As the calcium absorbs moisture it forms a brine which will

trickle down the coils, thereby preventing formation of frost, thus

purifying the air and also taking out undue moisture.

What are the desirable features of this plan ?

It gives fresh air which is necessary for some classes of per-

ishable goods, such as eggs, cheese, fruits, meats, etc.

SUSPENDED TRAYS OF CALCIUM CHLORIDE. CALCIUM CHLORIDE TANK.

Should refrigerating pipes be painted ?

No, it is not necessary and it may do harm.

Is it advisable to paint galvanized pipes, tanks, or iron or steel

surfaces used about refrigerating rooms ?

No, as it may be a positive detriment in the circulation of

an odor. Galvanizing takes the place of paint.

What is the main objection to painting when they are in place ?

No paint is without odor.
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Why is a circulation of air necessary ?

Because in order to remove the moisture from the air in a

cold storage room it must be continually moving in contact with

pipe surfaces or other means of absorbing moisture.

How does this affect the goods ?

The upper tier of goods will be cooled by the ceiling pipes,

and each tier down will be cooled by radiation and conduction

into the one above.

What is the best arrangement of piping ?

On the walls rather than from the ceiling.

How is the cooled air circulated ?

Either by natural circulation, which is not wholly satisfac-

tory, or by some means of forced circulation, such as ventilators

or fans.

What is the main objection urged against a forced air circula-

tion ?

That it will lead to drying out of goods and packages.

What is this supposed evaporation dependent upon ?

It depends on the dryness of the atmosphere, so that it

hinges on regulating the humidity.

Can humidity be controlled ?

It is as easy as it is to control the temperature, and if both

are regulated, and the circulation of air is well distributed, there

will be no danger from evaporation.

What class of goods is particularly liable to evaporation ?

Cheese,
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What factors control the natural gravity air circulation ?

Outside weather conditions, temperature of room, temper-
ature of refrigerant in pipes, length of time goods have been in

storage, etc.

How does the circulation take place when direct expansion or

brine piping is used ?

The cold air falls down through the coils and the warm air

rises among the goods; this is natural gravity circulation.

What is a very good system where goods do not give off much
moisture ?

Where the cool air comes in through ducts on opposite sides

of the room and the warm air passes out through a duct in the

middle of the ceiling.

How may goods be packed where this system is used ?

With thin strips on the floor a fraction of an inch between

goods, and at the sides of the room.

How much ceiling space is needed ?

Half an inch.

Why is a forced circulation better than a gravity circulation ?

It promotes economy of space in storing goods and produces
better results.

How is the air cooled in the air circulation system ?

By passing the air over ammonia or brine coils.

How is this plan operated ?

By grouping pipes in a room where air is cooled by being

passed over the pipes; the air is afterwards forced by blowers into

and through the rooms to be cooled.
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What is one very efficient plan of circulation ?

An authority of high standing proposes for a storage room

a perforated false bottom and a perforated false ceiling, the

space between the former and the floor being connected with the

cold air duct, and the warm air duct leading from between the

false and real ceiling. (Cooper).

How much room do the false floor and ceiling take up ?

One and three-fourth inches for the floor and one and one-

fourth for the ceiling.

How does the system work in practice ?

After the room is filled with goods and cooled to the proper

temperature, no difference in temperature can be observed in

different parts of the room, and only a gentle flow of air is no-

ticeable.

What are the advantages of a forced air circulation system ?

A more equal distribution of air, saving in space, and when

the air is perfectly distributed it is not necessary to circulate a

large volume.
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What are the objections to it ?

The expense and the probability of dirt collecting beneath

the floor. As to the latter objection, the floor may be made in

sections and easily taken up.

How much more storage room may be utilized by this system ?

From five to ten per cent.

How much pipe is needed ?

About half to two- thirds as much as for a direct piped room.

How much power is required to operate the fan ?

About half a horse-power for 15,000 cubic feet of space.

What are two important advantages of a forced circulation ?

In winter, when the circulation is cut off from the pipes, their

frosted surfaces are not exposed in the storage rooms and it is

easy to clean the pipes.

What process does Mr. Madison Cooper use in this connection as

shown in the cuts on page 547 and page 549.

He so arranges chloride of calcium over the pipes that as it

absorbs moisture it trickles down over the pipes and keeps them

clean.

What trucks are used for handling goods ?

First, small hand trucks on two wheels; second, four-wheel

ones, 30 inches wide and 5^ feet long. In large plants those a

little longer and wider may be used, if doors and corridors have

been planned for them.

What are the two types of four-wheel trucks ?

One has two large wheels in the center and a small wheel or

caster at either end; the other type has two large wheels a little

distance from one end and two casters at the other end. This

second type is better for inclines and is generally used. Trucks

should have a hand rail at one end only.
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Is ice used at all in cold storage warehouses ?

Yes, there are seven warehouses in one group, aggregating

400,000 cubic feet, using ice and salt, and keeping freezing rooms

from 10 to 15 degrees, and eggs at 30 degrees in a pure and dry

atmosphere.

What are the lowest temperatures practicable from melting ice ?

36 to 38 degrees during warm weather.

CfiLClUH CtfLOf?JD

COIL SUPPORTS

How is this temperature still further lowered ?

By mixing salt with finely crushed ice. This will give a tem-

perature a little below zero.

Is it practicable to obtain this zero temperature ?

No, not for a room, only locally around the ice and salt.
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Can air be circulated satisfactorily directly from the ice ?

There is always trouble from dampness, which soon produces

mould, also decay of woodwork and the insulation.

What are the two main disadvantages in an ice cooled warehouse ?

Contamination of one room by another, and no control of hu-

midity is possible.

Can it be used for long period storage ?

Not for eggs, butter, cheese and fruits.

For how long a term only is ice storage satisfactory ?

From one to three months. An attempt to build up a per-

manent miscellaneous business, especially for butter and eggs,

cannot be accomplished by ice storage alone.

Describe Cooper's Gravity Brine System ?

He has a tank in the upper part of the building containing

a coil, which is connected with cooling coils in the storage room.

These coils connected together are, in fact, one continuous coil,

the part in the tank on the upper floor being surrounded by crushed

ice and salt. The circulation system contains chloride of

calcium brine, which is cooled as it passes through the tank coil

and, being heavy, falls into the cooling room coils, and the brine

in the cooling coils being warmer and lighter is forced up into

the tank coil, where it is cooled again. He thus obtains an auto-

matic circulation, it being necessary only to fill the tank with

ice and salt once a day.

The more thoroughly the ice and salt are mixed together

the better the freezing action.

What results may be had from its use ?

Cooper claims a temperature of 6 degrees Fahr. by his grav-

ity brine system, and says temperatures of 12 to 15 degrees are

easy to maintain.
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Is chloride of calcium used ?

Not largely, as it costs double the price of salt.

What is the condition of the storage room with this system ?

Practically the same as from any other system of brine cir-

culation.

What labor and power does this system require ?

The ice is usually crushed and elevated by machinery. Two
men can handle four tons of ice per hour, and this amount will

take care of a house of forty car load capacity for one day of

average summer weather.

On what do the effective results depend ?

On the amount of salt used, say from 5 to 15 pails, 25 pounds

each, for a tank 4 x 5 x 10.

What depth does Cooper recommend for tanks ?

About ten feet.

How should the ice and salt be mixed ?

Incorporated as thoroughly as possible.

What does he say about charging the primary tank ?

The ice and salt can be mixed before putting in the tank, but

as the ice is fed in from the spout, it is more convenient to put

the salt in then. The finer the ice the better. It is the best plan

to have one man put in the salt and the other to stir it in.

Are there any limitations to Cooper's gravity process ?

It works well, down to 12 degrees Fahr., but the melting of

the salt is very slow or practically inoperative below that.

What is the system capable of doing, say at 30 degrees ?

At this temperature the action is rapid and no trouble is

experienced in keeping a sixteen pipe coil free from frost.
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M

Methods of supporting pipes.



MEASUREMENTS.

All civilized nations have at an early day used units of

measurement, such as foot, yard, inch, fathom, pound, etc.;

hence in every trade and occupation of life some combination

of instruments and calculations is indispensable.

What is the thermometer ?

In its usual form a body of mercury inclosed in a glass tube;

the increase or decrease of temperature causes the mercury to

expand or contract, and its variations are indicated on an

attached scale.

Are other substances beside mercury used ?

Alcohol, or even air may be used.

What are the three different scales ?

The Fahrenheit is used in the United States; the Reaumur in

Germany; and the Celsius or Centigrade in France, and, for

scientific or technical purposes, more or less all over the world.

How do they differ ?

In the former zero is 32 below freezing, and the boiling

point 212. In the Reaumur zero is put at the freezing point,

and the boiling point is made 80. In the Celsius the freezing

point is zero and the boiling point 100.

How low a temperature may be obtained bv the use of crushed

ice and chloride of calcium ?

Many degrees below zero.

How are high temperatures measured ?

By pyrometers of various types.
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What thermometers should be used ?

Only those that have the graduations etched on the stem.

Special cold storage ones, marked from zero to 50, may be had.

When bought new they should be hung side by side with an old

one that is accurate. It is a good plan to have a place to hang
them when not in use, side by side, so that they may be com-

pared. Cheap ones are frequently from two to four degrees
out of the way.

Where should mercury wells and thermometers be placed ?

In the suction pipe where it enters the compressor.

On the discharge pipe where the gas leaves the compressor.

On the discharge pipe where the gas leaves the condenser.

In the supply and discharge manifolds of the refrigerator.

In the brine pipe where it discharges into, and returns from

the refrigerator.

How often should readings be taken ?

Where the duty required of the machine is pretty even, read-

ings need not be taken oftener than once every half hour, but

if it varies considerably, once every quarter hour is not too

often. Diagrams of steam cylinder and compressor should be

taken every three hours.

How should thermometers be placed near the compressor ?

Accurately graduated thermometers inserted in the suction

and discharge pipes of compressors indicate many of the things

which the ammonia compressor records. The value of ther-

mometers on the suction and discharge pipes of compressors
is not wholly appreciated even by the technical refrigerating

engineer, and much less by the practical operating engineer,

who too often considers that in putting his machinery in good

working order once a year he is relieved of his responsibility so

far as economical operation is concerned.
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In what other places should they be put ?

If the engineer has had thermometers installed at the various

places, viz., one on the liquid ammonia pipe near the expansion

valve, one between the expansion valve and the freezing tank,
one on the absorber, one on the weak liquor pipe near the ab-

sorber, and one on the boiler feed pipe between the pump and
the steam boiler and kept a record during the busy season as to

the various temperatures, including cooling water and brine,

he will have no trouble in locating the deficient part of the

machine or any of its adjuncts.

What instruments are used in measuring higher pressures ?

Aneroid gauges.

What are manometers ?

Mercury gauges used for measuring higher pressures than

those of the atmosphere.

What are hydrometers ?

They are instruments based on the Archimedean principle,

intended to show the specific gravity of liquids and inferentially

their strength.

How are they made ?

The common form has a weighted body at the bottom,

usually of glass, to make it stand upright, the upper part having
a delicate graduated stem. The degrees may be arbitrary and

refer to a separate table, or they may indicate directly specific

gravities, or strength of some particular liquid or solution in

percentages.

Should the strength of the brine be carefully watched ?

It should be tested every day.

How is brine tested ?

By a special hydrometer called salometer or salinometer.
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How is it graduated ?

By divisions indicating the density of sea water, that is,

sea water contains ^3 of its weight in salt, so that one division

on the salometer would indicate the same proportion in the

brine, two divisions twice as much, and so on.

How is the instrument in general use divided ?

The one commonly used for brine indicates 25% solution,

by weight, of salt at the 100 reading, with the lower figures

proportionally.

How do salometers differ for temperature ?

They are made and graduated for the purpose they are in-

tended for, the marine boiler type being used at a temperature
of 200 or very near the boiling point.

How is the salometer used ?

It is scaled from zero of pure water to 100, which is about the

point of a saturated solution of salt brine.

What should be taken into consideration in using tables ?

As the percentage of calcium given in the table represents

the total per cent., it must be borne in mind that the commercial

fused chloride of calcium contains about 25% of water, so that

about 33% more will be necessary than is stated in the table.

How is the humidity determined ?

By hygrometers and psychrometers.

Describe the former.

It depends on the contraction and expansion of some sub-

stance, as a human hair, which is affected by the moisture in

the air. The hair is fastened at one end, the other passing

around a pulley to which is fastened a pointer that moves over

a graduated scale.
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What is the advantage of the hygrometer ?

The scale is graduated from zero to 100 so that the percentage

is read at a glance, but these instruments are affected by changes
of temperature, and the reading may be varied by shocks or

vibration. Further, they are expensive, and must be hung in

a room for some time in order to obtain an accurate reading.

What is a psychrometer ?

It is simply two thermometers mounted on one frame, the

bulb of one being covered with muslin and connected by a cord

with a small reservoir of water beneath. Capillary attraction

keepr the muslin around the bulb always wet. The evaporation
of water from the wet bulb, which depends on the humidity of

the atmosphere, cools it somewhat, and the difference of the

thermometer readings referred to a prepared table gives the

relative humidity.

How many kinds of these instruments are there ?

Two; stationary and sling.

What is the difference between them ?

In the former the muslin dips into a reservoir of water and

the instrument hangs on the wall like the hygrometer, and it

also requires some time to take a reading.

The sling pattern has a handle for whirling; there is no

reservoir of water, but the muslin surrounding the wet bulb is

dipped in water when an observation is to be made. When it

is rapidly whirled some of the water will be absorbed by the

atmosphere, and the comparison can be made as before.

Do these instruments require repairs ?

The muslin and cord should be renewed from time to time.

How must care be taken ?

That the wet bulb does not become dry.
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How is the sling pattern used ?

Dip the muslin covered bulb in a small cup of water, then

whirl for 10 or 15 seconds and dip again and whirl for 10 or 15

seconds more, then read quickly, the wet bulb first; repeat the

whirlings once or twice, noting the reading each time; when
two successive readings of the wet bulb very nearly agree the

lowest point has been reached. If the water used be of about

the same temperature as the room correct readings are sooner

obtained. If the water and instrument are of a much higher

temperature than the room it will take longer but the result

will be as accurate.

The handle is held horizontal, the body is not moved very

rapidly. In a storage room hold it as far from the body as

convenient and in the direction from which the circulation

comes. Take the reading as quickly as possible and do not

allow the breath to strike the instrument.

How low temperatures will these instruments indicate ?

A stationary psychrometer is useless below 32 as the water

will freeze, and on the sling 29 dry and 27 wet are about as

low as one can depend upon.

How does Prof. Marvin advise the use of his sling psychrometer ?

The instrument consists of a pair of thermometers, provided
with a handle, which permits the thermometers to be whirled

rapidly, the bulbs being thereby strongly affected by the tem-

perature of and moisture in the air. The bulb of the lower of

the two thermometers is covered with thin muslin, which must

be wet at the time an observation is made and kept in good
condition. The evaporation of the water from the muslin

always leaves in its meshes a small quantity of solid material,

which sooner or later somewhat stiffens the muslin so that

it does not readily take up the water. This will be the case

if the muslin does not readily become wet after being
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dipped in water. On this account it is desirable to use as

pure water as possible, and also to renew the muslin from

time to time. New muslin should always be washed to re-

move sizing, etc., before being used. A small rectangular

piece, wide enough to go about one and one-third times around

the bulb, and long enough to cover the bulb and that part of

the stem below the metal back, is cut out, thoroughly wetted in

clean water, and neatly fitted around the thermometer. It is

tied first around the bulb at the top, using a strong thread.

A loop of thread to form a knot is next placed around the

bottom of the bulb, just where it begins to round off. As

this knot is drawn tighter and tighter the thread slips off the

rounded end of the bulb and neatly stretches the muslin cover-

ing with it, at the same time securing the latter at the bottom.

To make an observation, the so called wet bulb is thoroughly
saturated with water by dipping it into a small cup or wide

mouthed bottle. The thermometers are then whirled rapidly

for fifteen or twenty seconds; stopped, and quickly read, the

wet bulb first. This reading is kept in mind, the psychro-

meter whirled again, and a second reading taken.

This is repeated three or four times, or more, if necessary,

until at least two successive readings of the wet bulb are found

to agree very closely, thereby showing that it has reached

its lowest temperature. A minute or more is generally required

to secure the correct temperature.

When the air temperature is near the freezing point it very

often happens that the temperature of the wet bulb will fall

several degrees below freezing point, but the water will still

remain in the liquid state. No error results from this, pro-

vided the minimum temperature is reached. If, however, as

frequently happens, the water suddenly freezes, a large amount

of heat is liberated, and the temperature of the wet bulb im-
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mediately becomes 32. In such cases it is necessary to con-

tinue the whirling until the ice covered bulb has reached a

minimum temperature.

It is hard to describe these movements
;
the arm is held

with the forearm about horizontal, and the hand well in front.

A peculiar swing starts the thermometers whirling, and after-

ward the motion is kept up by only a slight but very regular

action of the wrist, in harmony with the whirling thermometers.

The rate should be a natural one, so as to be easily and regu-

larly maintained. If too fast or irregular the thermometers

may be jerked about in a violent and dangerous manner.

The stopping of the psychrometer, even at the very highest

rates, can be perfectly accomplished in a single revolution,

when one has learned the knack. This is only acquired by

practice, and consists of a quick swing of the forearm, by which

the hand also describes a circular path, and, as it were, follows

after the thermometers in a peculiar manner that wholly over-

comes their circular motion without the slightest shock or jerk.

The thermometers may, without very great danger, be

allowed simply to stop themselves. The final motion in such a

case will generally be quite jerky, but, unless the instrument is

allowed to fall on the arm, or strikes some object, no injury

should result.

What is a mercury well ?

It is simply a short piece of pipe, closed at one end and fitted

tightly into a pipe or vessel whose temperature is to be ascer-

tained. The pipe is filled with mercury and a thermometer is

placed in it. (See pages 101 to 104).

Ice Hook.



COLD STORAGE HOUSES.

Warehouses for cold storage are mostly located beside rail-

roads and other means of transportation.

Among the latter may be named canals, wharfs, turnpikes,

and the streets of large agricultural towns.

The size of these structures must, from necessity, greatly

vary, and be determined by local surroundings and the extent

of trade which they serve.

The location of a successful cold storage plant is also decided

by its convenience to the regular flow of trade.

What should be the shape of a cold storage building ?

As nearly a cube as possible, provided there are no conditions

requiring it to be otherwise; that is, the length, breadth and

height should be nearly equal.

How do medium size storage houses compare in cost ?

A frame building of 20 car-load capacity costs from $8,000

to $10,000; one of 80 car-load capacity from $20,000 to $30,000.

Why is it necessary to operate refrigerating machinery continu

ously ?

Even after the internal temperature of the house has been

reduced, from % to J^ of the power in use is needed to take

up the heat that passes through the walls.

Why is good insulation of the highest importance ?

Because lack of efficiency not only makes necessary a

larger machine, but the cost of after operation is greater.
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What is the estimated loss of refrigeration in an imperfectly

insulated warehouse ?

It is estimated that at least four-fifths of the work is expended
in taking up heat which comes through the walls.

What other trouble comes from poor insulation ?

The difficulty in keeping a uniform temperature in the various

rooms of the house.

What are the advantages of a first-class insulation ?

1. Less piping is required,

2. In case of accident to machinery temperatures may be

held longer until repairs can be made.

3. Valuable stores will often be saved from injury.

What are the requirements of an insulating material ?

1. It should be odorless, so as not to taint perishable goods.

2. It should not attract moisture, and if it should become

damp it must not rot or ferment.

3. It should be rat-proof and give no inducement for vermin

to nest in it.

4. It should not be liable to inherent disintegration or spon-
taneous combustion.

5. It should be of light weight, but solely because light

materials are better non-conductors than heavy ones.

6. If used as a filler, it should be elastic enough to keep its

position firmly.

7. It should be reasonably cheap.

8. It should be suitable for practical application in general

work.

9. It should be water-proof and fire-proof, or, at least, fire-

retarding.

Do all non-conductors possess these last two qualities ?

No, not in themselves.
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Are both essential ?

The former is the more important because materials that are

wet or damp, transmit heat more readily than dry ones, so that

the water-proofing is usually obtained by putting water-proof
material around the non-conductor. Fire-proofing is frequently

desirable, and it is accomplished by putting masonry walls,

Portland cement, plaster, or other non-combustible material,

also around the non-conductor.

In a properly constructed building how does the cost of insulation

figure ?

It will be from 50 to 65 per cent of the cost of the building.

Cold storage partition.

What general idea may be had as to the cost cf insulation ?

For temperatures from 30 down to zero F. it will cost from

25 to 50 cents per square foot for insulation in place.

What is the modern theory of insulation ?

That a composite one is the best.

What is composite insulation ?

Any construction in layers made up of materials having

different densities and varying values as insulators.
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What is the theory in regard to composite insulation ?

If heat in passing from one exposed surface to another is

obliged to pass through strata of different densities a loss of

heat takes place at each change of density.

If a cold storage warehouse is made of the so-called "mill con-

struction" what materials can be used for insulating ?

Cork, lith, hair felt, linofelt, silicated paper, air spaces, etc.

If a building must be made fire-proof, to what materials is its

construction restricted ?

Mineral wool, mica and calcined pumice, and cork and lith

board.

How may insulation be tested ?

A box may be made of the material to be tested and put in a

room of even temperature. A certain quantity of ice is then

placed in it, and the water running off through a drain pipe, due

to its melting, is weighed, and the value of the insulation thus

determined.

In fire-proofing how is the interior finish of importance ?

Hard oils, varnish, shellacs, etc., are very inflammable, while

cold water paint or whitewash is not.

Why is air efficient for insulating ?

Because it is one of the best of non-conductors.

What is the objection to air, as it is so good a non-conductor ?

It must be motionless, a very hard condition to bring about.

How is this difficulty overcome to a large extent ?

By confining the air in small areas so as to prevent circula-

tion, and constructing small spaces and filling with some material.
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How should this material be packed ?

Not too loose or too hard. Cooper says about nine to twelve

pounds per cubic foot. Starr thinks ten pounds right.

Does tight packing increase the insulating value of certain sub-

stances ?

Some materials, which in a natural state are of little insulating
value like straw, sawdust, wood or cork shavings, may be packed

very tight, and their insulating properties will be increased.

How has insulating material been greatly improved ?

It has been made in sections that are easy to handle and

put in place.

Insulation on brick wall.

What are now mainly used for insulating materials ?

Cork board and mineral wool board.

What should be taken into consideration in applying any sections

of insulating material ?

They should not be expected to hold nails or support the

structure, nor should the fact be overlooked that they are not

absolutely air or moisture proof, as delivered from the factory.
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Why is packing used ?

To break the air spacing into small cells, for air spacing

properly designed affords the very best insulation.

What is necessary to consider in cold storage calculations, both

for ice making and refrigeration ?

The refrigeration necessary to provide for the radiation

through the walls, and that needed to cool the goods that may
come in down to the temperature of the room. A very close

calculation would also make it necessary to allow for the open-

ing of doors, the heat exhaled by persons, lights, etc. (See

page 530).

Is there any insulating value in chopped hay and straw, dried

grass and leaves, hulls and chaff of grain, and such like ?

In country locations and on the farm they can be used to

advantage as packing material for temporary ice houses, fruit

houses, etc., but as their life is short they are seldom used in a

modern cold storage building.

How are refrigerators sometimes classified ?

As "coolers" having a temperature of 30 or higher ;
as

"holding freezers" having a temperature of 10 or lower; and
"
sharp freezers'

' from zero to 20 below zero.

What are freezing chambers ?

They are similar to refrigerating chambers except having
more piping they are suitable for quicker and colder work,

called "quick freezing" and "sharp freezing."

How are refrigerating and freezing chambers arranged ?

The plans vary greatly, for in some houses alterations have

been made where they formerly had large ice bunkers. Some-

times the coils are arranged overhead and on the walls without

special precautions against drip.
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What necessary
"
points

" in the superintendence of cold storage

construction should be observed ?

That the house must be air and water-proof; this requires

much more care in the way of tight joints and careful workman-

ship than common; materials should be carefully inspected to

see that they are dry and should be kept under cover until used.

If the shavings are damp, the bales should be opened and the

shavings dried. All filling materials should be properly packed
to about the desired density. The joints of water-proof papers

should be carefully lapped over two or more inches and also

around corners and angles. Sheathing and matched boards

should be free from large or loose knots, should be fitted close

at corners and angles, and nailed only at bearings. Nails should

not be driven through or into sheet material or filled spaces.

What nails should be used ?

Cement-coated wire box nails.

How should doors and windows be arranged ?

Doors should be of the special cold storage type, and windows

treble, and even four and five fold. As few doors and windows

as possible should be used.

Should windows be put in cold storage houses ?

No, the use of electric light is better.

Should special attention be paid to the doors of cold storage rooms ?

They should be carefully constructed, accurately hung and

adjusted, well insulated, and the hardware arranged so as to

lock tight when the door is closed.

Should cold storage doors open into an ante-room ?

Invariably, for the entrance of warm, moist air into the

storage room has a disastrous effect on the goods.
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Why is an air lock desirable ?

A lobby or ante-room should be provided for any chambers
to be maintained at temperatures below 40 F. It is necessary
if the humidity is to be controlled.

What about doors ?

It is most important that entrance doors should be properly
constructed and provided with suitable hinges and fasteners to

enable them to close air-tight. In some cases additional economy
can be effected by the adoption of small hatches or plug doors

through which goods can be passed into the chamber or out of

it without the necessity of opening the larger entrance door.

Wall insulation with Portland cement finish.

What are the chief advantages to be sought in various building

papers ?

To keep out moisture and prevent the circulation of air.

What qualities must they possess ?

They must be odorless, have strength and durability, and

should not be brittle.

What are the best papers ?

Those that are saturated with paraffine or that have a central

layer of asphalt.
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What papers should be avoided ?

Rosin-sized, oiled or tarred papers should not be used on

account of their odor
; they will also disintegrate in time.

How should they be applied ?

All joints should be lapped two inches, and, under severe

conditions, cemented.

What can be said of the tendency of masonry to absorb moisture ?

In a heavy and driving rain storm of some length, water

may penetrate through even a thirteen-inch wall.

How is this difficulty provided for ?

In ordinary building construction by leaving a two-inch air

space, which will protect the plaster on the inside wall.

How are basement walls protected ?

They are coated on the outside with pitch, cement or plaster.

What is the common method of protecting the insulation from

moisture in masonry walls ?

By coating the walls on the inside with pitch, paraffine,

asphalt, etc. Coal tar, on account of the odor, it being liable

to taint the goods, is not recommended.

What is the objection to coal tar pitch ?

It hardens too quickly, is brittle, and liable to crack.

What material is preferred ?

Pure asphalt, which is odorless after application. It is not

as dense or brittle as pitch, and it has sufficient elasticity so that

it does not crack when cooling.

What quality is required ?

A refined quality, such as is obtained from the distillation

of Texas or California oils.
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Does it harden quickly ?

Yes, but not as rapidly as pitch.

What is the difficulty with using asphalt in small cities ?

To get a supply of it and find men who can apply it.

How do the natural asphalts come to the market ?

In solid form in barrels containing about 50 gallons and

weighing from 500 to 550 pounds.

How are the refined asphalts marketed ?

In 250 pound barrels containing 25 gallons.

How should care be taken in melting asphalt ?

It should not be allowed to boil. This should be specially

guarded against as the boiling point is lower than for pitch.

How should asphalt be applied ?

By string mops, which is a slow and tedious process because

of its heavy consistency and quick cooling. All holes and crevi-

ces should be filled up with asphalt as the work proceeds.

How far will asphalt cover when properly melted ?

If the walls are dry and the weather warm a gallon will cover

about 30 square feet; in cold weather about 20 feet; that is 6000

or 4000 square feet per ton, respectively.

If the surface is rough how much will a ton cover ?

Probably not over 3000 square feet.

In what condition should the surfaces be before they are coated ?

Free from snow and ice and dry.

Why should the outside of a wall be water-proofed also ?

Brickwork full of moisture is a very poor insulator, so that

if possible the outside wall should be water-proofed also.
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What is the objection to prepared outside coatings ?

They will oxidize and disintegrate in the course of time, and

their repair may be neglected.

What is the best outside coating ?

Boiled linseed oil is often used on outside walls and gives

very satisfactory results.

What is objectionable in many coatings ?

White and red lead, ground in boiled "linseed oil, are more

durable coatings than the oil alone but they change the color

of the building, while oil gives brick work a darker and richer

appearance.

How should it be applied ?

Two or three months after the wall has been finished three

coats should be given; afterwards a coat every three or five

years will be sufficient.

What is said of its use, price, etc. ?

It is reasonable in price and may be put on the same as paint

or varnish.

What is preferable to this except for price ?

Glazed brick or salt-glazed terra cotta blocks, which are

water-proof, but very expensive if used as a lining. If used in

place of a brick wall the cost is about equal to brick.

Describe one method of insulation approved by Cooper ?

i, A water-proof coating on the inner wall of a wooden build-

ing, theft, 2, a narrow air space, 3, then % boards, then 4, three

layers of mineral wool slabs, 2 inches thick, slightly tacked

and held in place by battens, with water-proof paper between,

then, 5, % incn dressed and matched boards.
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Describe another on brick or stone walls ?

The inner wall is first coated with a water-proof cement,

put on hot, into which the slabs of insulating material are set.

Two or more courses of two or three inch slabs may be used

with water-proof cement between them. After setting the

slabs another coating of water-proof cement is applied and the

surface plastered with Portland cement troweled down smooth.

Is this last an approved method of construction ?

Yes, when finished with Portland cement it is approved
as fire-proof by the fire underwriters.

How about the use of charcoal for insulation ?

It is used to a considerable extent in Europe, but not largely

in the United States, except in family refrigerators. It is very

untidy and as there is an abundance of better materials, it is

not considered of importance.

What is another objection to charcoal for insulating purposes ?

It is objected to by insurance companies on account of

liability to spontaneous combustion.

What is the insulation value of sawdust ?

It has been largely used by reason of its abundance and

cheapness, but as its short life and deteriorating qualities become
evident it is supplanted by more indestructible materials.

What are the particular objections to it ?

When dry and clean its insulating value is high, but if it

becomes damp it will heat, ferment and rot. This will produce

disintegration and it will settle, leaving spaces, and these will

become a nesting place for rats and mice. Damp sawdust,

too, is liable to make a mouldy and musty condition of the rooms.

Nearly all the available sawdust, also, is from green lumber,
which renders it unfit for use.
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Where is the most satisfactory use for sawdust ?

In ice houses storing natural ice, where the house is open to

the action of the air, and the sawdust is renewed every year.

Can sawdust be used satisfactorily even between masonry walls ?

Even there air and dampness will soon cause deterioration.

What can be said of the value of planing mill shavings ?

They will not ferment, rot or settle down like sawdust. They
are elastic and clean to handle, and if properly packed, will re-

main in position for an indefinite period.

H '<2
'Woop tSTJRrr

*2Qj

Approved method of insulating ice making tank.

What kinds of shavings are preferable ?

Those from soft woods as they are lighter and less brittle

than hard wood shavings. Odorless woods like spruce, bass-

wood, whitewood, and poplar are most largely used.

How should these shavings be baled for shipment.

Thoroughly dry and free from bark, dirt, and sawdust.

They weigh from 80 to 120 pounds per bale, and contain from

ten to fifteen cubic feet.
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Is wood a good insulator ?

Not as much so as has been supposed six to ten thicknesses

have sometimes been used with air spaces between, but it is now

thought that this method of construction is too expensive, and

not satisfactory from an insulating standpoint.

What can be said of spruce ?

It is easy to work, and not so liable to have loose knots or

shakes as hemlock.

What about hemlock ?

It is cross-grained, rough and splintery, and very likely to

split when nails are driven into it. It also has an odor which

is an objection to its use for cold storage work.

What can you say of white pine ?

White pine may be used if other kinds are not available,

but it should be as free from rosin as possible and well seasoned.

Where are these woods used ?

For the inside sheathing and finish of the house.

What about sheathing boards ?

They should be dressed and matched, as the joint is more

nearly air-tight.

What is very necessary with all woods ?

That they should be thoroughly air-dried; kiln-dried lumber

will swell too much.

What may be done when it is necessary to use wood having a

slight odor ?

It may be given one or two coats of properly prepared white-

wash or other deodorizer,
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What is hair felt ?

Cattle hair as it comes from the tanner is thoroughly washed

and air dried, put through pickers and blowers until all dirt

is removed and the hair thoroughly deodorized. It is then

put in felting machines and made into sheets 50 feet long, 2

to 6 feet wide, and X to 2 inches in thickness.

What is the value of hair felt as an insulating material ?

It is very high, but the felt is subject to decay; the animal

oil contained in the hair becomes rancid and gives off an odor

which endangers food products in cold storage.

How can this liability to rancidness be detected ?

By placing a small quantity of hair and water in a glass-

stoppered flask and noting the odor after it has been standing
a week or thereabouts.

In what other form is hair felt put on the market ?

With a water-proof paper on one side fastened with a water-

proof glue.

What is the Cabot quilt ?

That which is made of eel grass, or sea weed as it is often

called.

What are its advantages ?

It has great durability, and as it contains a large percentage
of iodine it is repellant to rats and vermin.

How have these quilts been made ?

Up to a half inch in thickness, and with water-proof papers
on one or both sides.

What are quilt insulators ?

A felt held between two papers and the three parts stitched

together.
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For what use were these quilt insulators originally designed ?

For deafening purposes in parts of buildings.

What is used for filling purposes in these quilts ?

Hair felt, mineral wool, flax fiber and eel grass; all of which

are approved in practice.

How does cork rank as an insulating material ?

Granulated cork is one of the best, for it is odorless,

clean, elastic, durable, and does not absorb moisture readily.

But like all fillers, except mineral wool, it will not keep out vermin.

How is it obtained ?

It is the waste from cork cuttings.

How should it be used ?

It should be rammed in tightly.

How has cork been made into forms for various uses ?

It has been made into sheets, bricks, etc., by compression

in iron moulds at a temperature of 500 F. This liquefies the

natural gum of the cork which acts as a binder. Wooden strips

for nailing are also inserted in the sheet.

How may these cork sheets be used in another way ?

By cementing them solidly to brick or tile walls.

How are cork bricks used ?

The same as ordinary brick with liquid or asphalt cement

as a binder.

What other method of preparing cork board is largely used ?

Granulated cork is mixed with hot asphalt so that each

particle is coated; it is then moulded into sheets of varying
thickness.
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How does this method of manufacture compare with the other

method ?

The board is stronger, structurally, and is absolutely water-

proof.

How does the efficiency of the two compare ?

The heat which will pass through the baked cork is slightly

less than that of the cork which has the asphalt for a binder.

What is mineral wool, and under what names is it known ?

In the United States it is called mineral wool, granite rock

wool, and rock cotton; in England, silicate cotton.

How is it made ?

Mineral wool is made from the slag of blast furnaces with

limestone added, and the rock wool or rock cotton from granite

and limestone.

What is the method of manufacture ?

The slag and rock are first crushed, then fed into furnaces

with coke, where it is fused at about 3500 F. The molten slag

or lava is then run out at the bottom of the furnace and a high

pressure steam blast blows it into a fleece or wool, much resemb-

ling sheep's wool, except that the fibers are exceedingly brittle.

How porous is mineral wool ?

It imprisons within itself eleven times its bulk of air.

Does rock or mineral wool contain shot ?

As blown from the furnace, yes.

Is this shot removed ?

As much as four ounces to the pound is often removed.

This is done by separators.

Would this shot affect the insulating value ?

It would materially reduce its value as an insulator.
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What is the value of mineral wool as an insulator ?

Although it is made from a material having a high conductiv-

ity, the presence of so much air gives it high rank as an insulator.

What are its advantages ?

It is vermin and fire-proof and not liable to decay.

What are its disadvantages ?

If packed closer than about twelve pounds to the cubic foot,

its brittleness will csjttise it to disintegrate, which decreases its

insulating value. It will absorb moisture quite freely and if it

freezes it will expand and break the structure of the material

into a granulated mass, which will settle and pack down.

How must mineral wool be packed ?

It should be packed lightly, still sufficiently compact to

prevent settlement.

What is an important objection against it ?

Workmen dislike to handle it for not only will the fibers

prick the skin, but the small particles floating in the air are bad

for the eyes, nostrils and throat.

How has mineral wool been made in forms ?

It is now made into slabs 18 inches by 48 inches, from one-

half inch to three inches in thickness, water-proofed, and com-

bined with a flax felt fiber. This material is known under

the trade name of Water-proof Lith.

What is the value in heat transmission of Water-proof Lith ?

One inch, 6 B. T. U. (British Thermal Units).

Two inch, 3 B. T. U.

Three inch, 2 B. T. U.

Four inch, M B. T. U.

Five inch, i% B. T. U.
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What is the principal use of the flax fiber quilt ?

It is used almost entirely for the insulation of refrigerator

cars and also largely for high grade household ice boxes, etc.

What is the flax fiber quilt commonly called ?

Linofelt.

How do the flax fibers compare with hair in insulating properties.

The flax fiber is composed of hollow tubes very much finer

than the hair and therefore containing ^.greater number of

minute confined air spaces, hence the flax fs superior.

What methods of heat loss do we need to consider in cold storage ?

At low temperatures the loss by radiation is very small, and

we only need to consider convection and conduction in cold

storage construction. See pages 45 and 46.

What do all insulation calculations assume ?

That the interior and exterior air is still.

Does the radiation vary with the point of the compass ?

Yes, northern exposure is the greatest.

Explain the loss of heat by radiation ?

It depends on the radiating power of the substance, and the

difference in temperature between the surface radiating and

the surface receiving the heat, therefore the amount of heat

radiated from the outside wall of a chamber depends upon the

difference between the temperature of the wall and the sur-

rounding bodies. Good insulation reduces this loss greatly.

Do building materials vary much in respect to radiation ?

They are nearly all alike.

If used, what is one of the chief requirements of wood ?

That it shall be odorless,
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How can the radiating power of building materials be estimated ?

There is a gain or loss of about ^ of a heat unit per

square foot of surface per hour for one degree difference in

temperature.

Upon what does the rate of conduction depend ?

It depends, i, upon the conducting power of the material,

2, upon the difference in temperature between the two exposed

surfaces, 3, upon the thickness of the wall, and, 4, upon the

area of the surface.

On what does the convection loss depend ?

It depends on the difference in temperature of the surface,

its nature, and the air in contact with the same. Good insula-

tion will reduce this loss.

What is the best location for cold storage houses ?

In the country where the air is pure is best for butter and

eggs, and for other goods.

What should be guarded against in all insulations ?

No filler should be used in large bulk, because it is liable to

settle and leave clear space.

Can mill shavings be kiln dried ?

Yes, without opening the bale.

Are insulation computations exact ?

All of these calculations are based on conditions which are

constantly changing and upon quantities that are never more

than approximately correct. A refrigerating engineer must

be guided by his experience and judgment, and the plant should

have capacity for any contingency which may arise.
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How many layers of insulation are placed in refrigerator cars ?

As the result of a series of tests conducted by the railroad

systems in 1908, the two thicknesses of insulation or lining

which had been usual up to that time have now been increased

to four and even five or six layers.

How are the ice bunkers of the most modern refrigerator cars

arranged ?

There are ice bunkers at both ends which are filled from

hatches on each corner of the roof.

What materials have been used in the past for insulating purposes

in refrigerator cars ?

Ashes, wood shavings, cane shavings, chopped straw, mineral

wool, peat dust, rice husks, sawdust, pumice stone and charcoal.

Why have they all been found to be of small value ?

Some were of too heavy weight, others were liable to absorb

moisture and decay, finally causing the woodwork of the car

to rot. In all of them the shaking of the car causes them to

settle and leave empty spaces.

To what has this led ?

To the abandonment of all loose materials for it has been

found better to leave the insulating space hollow than to use a

filling material that is faulty.

What is the comparative value of a refrigerator car provided

with board, paper and air spaces, as against one made with

modern insulating materials ?

Careful experiments show that the walls of the first car will

admit approximately three times the heat that the latter will.

What is the hair felt that is used for insulating purposes ?

Cattle hair that is scraped from hides in abattoirs and tan-

neries which is then washed and quilted.
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What are the objections to its use ?

Although it has a high insulating value, if examined under

the microscope a hair will be seen to be a tube partially filled

with an animal oil resembling glycerine. While this tube or

cylinder is very durable, it is impossible to get rid of the oil by

any cleaning process that is commercially practicable, and it

soon becomes rancid and decays. This causes disintegration

and it becomes liable to taint food products.

Why is flax fiber better than hair felt for insulation purposes ?

The fineness of flax fibers permits them to imprison more

minute particles of air than a hair quilt made of the same thick-

ness (see illustration, opposite page 579).

What can be said as to the durability of the flax fiber ?

It is almost the only chemically permanent vegetable fiber

in existence. It is not injured by cold or boiling water, and is

not affected by any acid solvent.

Why is the insulation of a refrigerator car a more difficult problem
than that of a cold storage building ?

1. The car has no machinery to take up the heat that comes

in through its walls.

2. The car must, in the course of a several days trip from

the Pacific to the Atlantic coast, pass through a constantly

varying range of more than 100 degrees of climatic changes;

from the summer desert heat of Arizona to the cold of the

Northern blizzards.

3. The car is subject to shocks and torsional or twisting

strains that are never experienced by a cold storage building.

Why is even the color of the car important ?

A car painted white or silver gray has a tendency to reflect

the radiant heat of the sun while dark colors, particularly red,

will absorb the heat and increase the ice meltage.
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What is the use of the ventilator in a refrigerator car ?

A ventilator of proper construction should admit a sufficient

volume of air into the car but exclude rain and cinders. It

should also admit of easy and quick opening or closing.

How does the greatest damage come to perishable products

during transportation ?

By the rising of the temperature in the car during the day
time and its falling during the night. This constant fluctuation

provides ideal conditions for decay.
The temperature of perishable food products should be kept

as even as possible whether in refrigerator cars or cold storage
warehouses.

What paper is used in connection with the flax fiber quilts ?

Lino-Neponset black water-proof paper, weighing ninety

pounds to a 1,000 square feet.

How is the flax fiber prepared ?

The stalk of the flax plant is a single round cylinder without

joints, between two and three feet in height. The woody
portion is on the inside. Around this outside is a sheathing
of fiber so fine that it compares with the most delicate silks.

This contains, besides the wood and fiber, certain gums and
oils. The retting process used in olden times was in fact the

rotting of the gums, oils and woody portions so that they were

loosed from the fiber, which remained unaffected in the process.

The flax straw for Linofelt is first hackled or broken in a

machine which loosens the fiber sheathing from the woody
portion or stalk.

The fiber is then carried to the cooking room where it is

chemically retted or freed from the chemical gums and oils.

It is first picked and combed by special machines, and then is

felted by a batting or felting machine into a blanket half an

inch in thickness.



PIPE LINE REFRIGERATION.

This section of the work relates to the production of cold

as an equivalent for ice at the place where it is needed for use.

This has been found to be best accomplished through a street

main of wrought iron pipe which is the medium for conveying
the liquid that produces the cold in the refrigerator box.

There are two methods in use, one employing chloride of

calcium brine, known as the brine system, and the other

carrying anhydrous ammonia, under a pressure of several

atmospheres, called the direct expansion system.
The first system is hardly practicable for other than short

distances, but the anhydrous ammonia system is already in

successful operation over lines of several miles in length, and

refrigerators along their course are cooled by it as effectively

as in a cold storage warehouse.

What should be the temperature of calcium brine used in a street

pipe line?

It may leave the station from zero to 10, according to

requirements, and return six degrees higher in temperature.

In a brine pipe line where does the chief interruption to circula-

tion occur?

In the accumulation of air at high points. This must be

drawn off and arrangements should be made for doing it at

needed intervals.

On what does brine circulation largely depend ?

On proper insulation of the supply pipe.

What is to be aimed at in insulation?

A condition in which there is no transfer of heat between

bodies of different temperatures.
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How is underground insulation arranged?

By putting the pipe in boxes of creosoted plank and filling

in with pitch and cork. This gives very satisfactory results.

What is used for especially exposed piping?

Wool, felt or cork, of suitable lengths or half sections.

How may cork be used for brine pipe insulation ?

The cork may be packed tight around the pipes and hot

pitch or asphalt poured in. It makes a very satisfactory and
almost indestructible insulation for an underground pipe line,

also for the opening where it goes through masonry walls.

What are some objections to brine pipe circulation?

There is, (i) more or less loss of heat from the brine tank

however carefully insulated it may be; (2) it requires considerable

power to drive the brine, sometimes a distance of several thous-

and feet; (3) the brine may also cause in the course of time a

rusty and slimy deposit on the interior of the pipes which
makes a non-conducting coating; (4) a loss of efficiency possibly
as high as 25 per cent; (5) corrosion from electrolysis caused

by galvanic action.

What is a distinct disadvantage of a brine pipe service ?

That it is impracticable, owing to the power required, to

carry the service above the lower floor of a building.

What is an important factor in installing pipe bends?

An easy bend. This reduces the friction very largely.

What weight of pipe is required in a direct expansion pipe line ?

What is known as
" extra heavy."

What is the winter demand for pipe line refrigeration?

About one-sixth of the summer demand.
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What is one of the most important problems presented in pipe

line refrigeration?

The variation in load which may come suddenly and without

notice.

What system best meets this condition?

The absorption system.

What is the usual method of construction of a direct expansion

pipe line ?

It consists of three wrought iron pipes laid on saddles in a

tile conduit twelve to sixteen inches in diameter.

How are the pipes designated ?

A one and one-quarter inch pipe is called the "liquid line,"

as it carries the outgoing anhydrous ammonia in liquid form.

Another pipe, two to four inches in diameter takes the ammonia
in gaseous form back to the station and is called the "vapor
line." A third pipe is called the "vacuum line." All three

pipes run into the refrigerators; the vacuum line is connected

with the other two there, and also at manholes which are placed

along the line in the streets. In large installations these pipe

sizes may be slightly increased.

How are the refrigerators connected with the street line ?

Service pipes lead from the street into each box; they are

similar to the street pipes except being smaller. Stop boxes

are also placed at the curb so that the supply to any particular

premises may be shut off when necessary.

What should be the condition of the ammonia in the liquid

line?

From the station to the walls of the refrigerator, whatever

the distance may be, the ammonia must be under a pressure
which exceeds the boiling point of the liquid.
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What special advantage does this give ?

As no vaporization takes place in the liquid line and the

liquid ammonia is entirely vaporized in the refrigerator piping,

no refrigerating work is done in the conduits. It will thus be

seen that there are no wastes in this system such as are un-

avoidable in the distribution of power or heat by steam or

electricity.

What is the use of the third line ?

A vacuum is regularly maintained in this line, it being con-

nected with a vacuum pump at the station, hence, in case of

fire, or other serious trouble, this line can be connected with

that section of liquid line where the trouble is located. The

charge can then be rapidly withdrawn and stored in the

liquid receiver at the station.

In what other way can the vacuum line be made useful ?

In case it becomes necessary to repair the liquid line or to

take on a new customer. Then by means of the connections

a part of the liquid line may be "by-passed" and the vacuum
line made to serve temporarily as a liquid line.

How is the refrigeration effected in the boxes ?

Where the liquid line enters the refrigerator there is an

expansion valve which is operated as described on page 397.

Does pipe line service require any attention on the part of the

customer ?

The user of pipe line refrigeration only needs to observe

reasonable care in keeping the doors of his boxes closed except
when it is necessary to put in or take out goods. In practical

operation one or more inspectors from the central station go
over the entire line at intervals of a few hours to see that proper

temperatures and conditions are maintained in the different

boxes.
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Why is pipe line service more satisfactory than a small machine ?

The latter, except in combination with other machinery
needed for elevators, electric lights, etc., is not an economical

way to obtain refrigeration, and neither the process of producing
cold by mechanical means nor the apparatus it requires can be

so simplified as to work well without skilled oversight.

At what temperature does the ammonia enter the outgoing pipe

line?

Not much above that of the surrounding earth; the tendency
is to fall somewhat en route, which is an advantage.

Section of Manhole designed by John E. Starr for the St. Louis Refrigerating & Cold

Storage Company. This direct expansion ammonia line is six miles in length, and has

been in successful operation since 1900.

What is the pressure carried in the return pipe line ?

It varies from, perhaps, 25 pounds per square inch at the

end of the line down to about 5 pounds at the station.

How is it possible to make long continuous coils of pipe?

By electric, oxy-acetylene or thermit welding.



EMERGENCIES AND ACCIDENTS.

Few subjects can more usefully employ the attention and

study of engineers than the proper treatment and first remedies

made necessary by the peculiar and distressing accidents to

which persons are liable who are employed in or around a steam

or refrigerating plant.

The prompt cleaning and dressing of slight accidental

wounds gives great relief to the sufferer and renders later medi-

cal attention more effective. In many cases nothing more may
be needed, but neglected or delayed treatment of simple

injuries often leads to very serious consequences.
These and many other things of a like nature call for a cool

head, a steady hand and some practical knowledge of what is

to be done. In the first moments of sudden disaster, of any

kind, the thoroughly trained engineer is nearly always found,

in the confusion incident to such a time, to be the one most

competent to advise and direct the efforts made to avert the

danger to life, limb or property, and to remedy the worst after

effects.

There are no hard and fast rules to lay down for all such

occasions, but in the operation of a refrigerating plant there

will arise events which must call for the coolness and readiness

of resource on the part of the operating engineer, as in the

case of an accident to the ammonia system, causing an outflow

of gas, especially on the high pressure side
;

and in such

exigencies there will be no time for prevision or reflection; the

matter must be attended to instantly.

To meet this responsibility is worth much previous prepara-

tion, so that the best things under the circumstances may be

done quickly and efficiently. To this end the following advice

is given relating to the most common accidents that are likely

to happen, in spite of the utmost exercise of care and prudence.
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What should invariably be done before breaking an ammonia

joint ?

The pressure should be removed. (See pages 82 and 500).

What must be done first when an accident happens to the high

pressure side of an absorption system, causing an escape of gas?

It is absolutely necessary to relieve the pressure at once;

stop the ammonia pump and close the steam valve to the

generator. Then open the expansion valve and the poor liquor

valve to the absorber. After this, one must be governed by
circumstances.

In case of a dangerous escape of ammonia what should one do ?

Now, as the specific gravity of ammonia is only about half

that of air it has a tendency to rise and one exposed to the fumes

should drop quickly as near the floor as possible until he can

escape upon his hands and knees, or by bending over.

What is to be done when a person has inhaled ammonia fumes ?

A man that is overcome by the fumes of ammonia can do

nothing for himself, and needs help. If he is conscious, sucking

a lemon or drinking diluted vinegar is a good starter. The

vinegar must be pure cider vinegar, with acetic acid as the active

principle, not the ordinary commercial vinegar on the market,

which is a sulphuric acid product, and not effective in neutraliz-

ing ammonia. Acetic acid is volatile, and should be placed in

an open vessel where it can be breathed deeply by the patient.

Ammonia fumes will quickly strangle a man, and will tem-

porarily destroy the sight. Lay an unconscious man in the

open air and give from a half pint to a pint of warm milk. This

is good treatment for one overcome by any kind of gas.

What precaution should always be taken in case of a fire or serious

leak?
.

A suitable helmet or mask should always be worn.
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Should helmets always be kept at hand ?

To be thoroughly prepared for leaks and breaks, every plant
where ammonia is used should be equipped with a helmet ready
for use at any moment. This will protect the eyes, nose and

mouth long enough to enable the engineer to make temporary

repairs.

What may be used as a substitute in case of necessity ?

A cheaper way, and one which will answer in minor accidents,

is to keep three or four sponges with strings attached so they can

be tied over the mouth and nose. A bottle of pure cider vinegar

kept handy to the sponges is the rest of the life-saving apparatus.

Soak the sponge in the vinegar and it will neutralize the ammonia
so it can be safely breathed for a while. There is no protection

for the eyes in this method, however.

How should the patient's eyes be treated ?

A few drops of a one per cent solution of boric acid is good.
The eyes should be opened and shut several times to thoroughly
distribute the solution.

What is a good dressing for the flesh ?

Equal parts of lime water and raw linseed oil is the best

dressing for flesh that has been injured by ammonia. This

liniment is usually called carron oil from its first use at the

Carron Iron Works in Stirlingshire, Scotland.

Why is it a good plan to have some head of water available by
means of hydrants in various parts of the building ?

Not only for fire purposes but also to absorb ammonia in

case of a leak.

If a small leak is causing trouble, a piece of waste or cloth

soaked in water and tied over it will absorb the ammonia for

a time. If you are compelled to work over or around an am-

monia leak of dangerous size, let an assistant spray a steady stream
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of water on it with a hose. A 2%-inch hose with a i^-inch fire

nozzle will take care of a large leak if the stream is sprayed

directly on the orifice where the ammonia is escaping. When
working around bad leaks it is best to use the vinegar-soaked

sponge, even when water is being sprayed on the spot.

How should the workmen be made familiar with the use of water

in emergencies ?

It is a good idea for an engineer to drill the whole crew into

the habit of playing a stream of water on a leak of ammonia.
If the habit is formed, and every man around the plant knows
that a stream from a hose will control a leak so that access can

be had to it for repair work, there will come a time when the

engineer will congratulate himself on his foresight. It is a rare

occurrence when a break cannot be kept from doing serious

injury if the water cure is given promptly.

What is a good tool or device for closing a valve wheel from a few

feet distance in case of accident ?

There is a device which comes in good use if a gauge glass

breaks. It is merely a light wooden rod, about ten feet long,

with a handle on one end and the other fitted with a set of prongs
so they will catch hold between the spokes of the valve wheel

and enable one to turn the wheel from a safe distance.

When may ammonia become explosive ?

If mixed with about twice its volume of air in a closed room,
and other conditions are favorable for an explosion, the mix-

ture may ignite and cause an accident.

What course of action is advisable in case of fire ?

Ammonia is not, strictly speaking, combustible, and in the

early stages of a fire it woulcl have a tendency to smother it, so

that the engineer would have to consider what would be the

best course under the circumstances. In case the fire got be-

yond control the intense heat would doubtless cause a chemical
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change of the ammonia into hydrogen and nitrogen, thus, prob-

ably causing an explosion, and even if it did not the hydrogen
would burn. It might be advisable to allow the ammonia to

escape whenever it is deemed better policy to stand the loss of

the ammonia than to run the risk of a fire. If the latter should

occur the ammonia would be lost, and that too most likely at

a temperature high enough to make it share in the conflagration,

while when allowed to escape, as long as the fire is low, it may
help to stifle the same or extinguish it altogether.

What are the peculiar features of burns and scalds ?

Burns are produced by heated solids or by flames
; scalds

are produced by steam or a heated liquid. The severity of the

accident depends mainly, i, on the intensity of the heat of

the burning body, 2, the extent of surface injured, and, 3, the

vitality of the parts involved in the injury, thus : a person may
have a finger burned off with less danger to life than from a

severe scald on his back.

The immediate effect of scalds is generally less violent than

that of burns, as fluids are incapable of acquiring such high

temperatures as some solids
;
but since they flow with great

facility, they may affect large surfaces.

What remedies should be used on a burn ?

The free use of soft soap or vaseline upon a fresh burn will

remove the irritation from the flesh in perhaps less than half

an hour. If the burn be severe, after relief from the pain, use

linseed oil and then sift upon it wheat flour. When this is

dried repeat the oil and flour until a complete covering is formed,

and when it falls off, a new skin will have grown, possibly

without a scar.

In burns with lime, soap lye, or any caustic alkali, wash

abundantly with water (do not rub), and then with weak vine-

gar, finally apply boracic acid ointment.
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It would be well to always keep ready mixed a preparation
for burns

;
in fact a previous readiness for an accident may rob

it of half its ill effects.

What supplies should always be kept on hand in a case for

accidents ?

One bottle of cider or wine vinegar.

One bottle of lime water.

One bottle of raw linseed oil.

One pint bottle of tincture of arnica.

One quart bottle of 2% solution of carbolic acid.

One pint bottle of i% solution of boric acid.

One small jar of boric or boracic acid ointment, 5%.
One roll of absorbent cotton.

One package of antiseptic gauze.

One roll of adhesive plaster.

One box safety pins.

One pair dressing scissors.

One pair dressing forceps.

Several soft sponges.

Two clean basins, for water.

How may clothing be removed when necessary ?

To get at a broken limb, or rib, the clothing must be removed,
and it is essential that it be done without injury to the patient;

the simplest plan is to rip up the seams of such garments as are

in the way. Boots and shoes should be cut off when necessary.

How may an injured person be aided if he is able to walk ?

Where an injured person can walk he will get much help by
putting his arms over the shoulders and round the necks of

two others.

A seat may be made with four hands and the person may be

thus carried and steadied by clasping his arms around the necks

of his bearers.
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If only one person is available and the patient can stand

up, let him place one arm round the neck of the bearer, bringing

his hand on and in front of the opposite shoulder of the

bearer.

What may be done if he is unable to walk ?

In case of an injury where walking is impossible, and lying

down is not absolutely necessary, the injured person may be

seated in a chair, and carried; or he may sit upon a board, the

ends of which are carried by two men, around whose necks

he should place his arms so as to steady himself.

How may a temporary stretcher be made and used ?

To carry an injured person by a stretcher (which can be

made of a door, shutter, or settee with blankets or shawls or

coats for pillows) three persons are necessary. In lifting the

patient on the stretcher it should be laid with its foot to his

head, so that both are in the same straight line
;
then one or

two persons should stand on each side of him, and raise him

from the ground, slip him on the stretcher
;

this to avoid the

necessity of any one stepping over the stretcher, and the liabil-

ity of stumbling. If a limb is crushed or broken, it may be

laid upon a pillow with bandages tied around the whole (i. e.,

pillow and limb) to keep it from slipping about. In carrying

the stretcher the bearers should ''break step" with short paces;

hurrying and jolting should be avoided, and the stretcher should

be carried so that the patient may be in plain sight of the

bearers.

What should be done in case of frost-bite ?

No warm air, warm water, or fire should be allowed near

the frozen parts until the natural temperature is nearly restored;

rub the affected parts gently with snow or snow water in a cold

room; the circulation should be restored very slowly ;
and great

care must be taken in the after treatment,
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How is a refrigeration plant regarded by fire underwriters ?

Special hazards of mechanical refrigeration are few and easily

cared for. The principal one is that of explosion, as from rupture
of a cylinder or bursting of a connection due to excess pressure,
which is always present. The working pressure of an ammonia

compression system, running from 125 to 170 pounds and those

of a carbonic acid system, running from 300 to 1,000 pounds,
necessitates specially constructed joints and fittings. A very

important part of the apparatus to be guarded is the discharge
valve between the compressor and condenser which should

never be closed except for making repairs. The hazards

connected with the steam end of the compressors are those of

any ordinary steam engine.

How do the Underwriters regard the hazard by fire ?

There has been a great deal of discussion as to whether

ammonia gas is inflammable or not. There is little doubt that

accidents have happened by the explosion of a jet of ammonia
when mixed with vaporized oil, escaping from a leak and striking
an open gas flame. It is also possible, that ammonia gas may
contain impurities which are inflammable. In some types of

machines oil is injected into the cylinders of the compressor at

every stroke in order to cool the same. This introduces some

hazard, but probably not an excessive one. The hazard in an

absorption system is very much less than that in a compression

system. The systems using carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide

appear to present no hazard except that incident to moving
machinery and the possibility of overpressure and explosion.

What are the recommendations of the Fire Underwriters as given
in a detailed report ?

(i). It is desirable that compression machinery in general,

should be installed in such a way that an explosion from over-

pressure could not cause damage outside of the room in which

it occurs. For instance, it would be better to install apparatus
of this kind in a small one-story building communicating, if
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necessary, with the engine room or boiler room, rather than to

locate it in the same room where its explosion might wreck the

engines and boilers.

(2). It is desirable that, wherever possible, relief valves should

be arranged in the system to take care of over-pressures, special

precautions being taken to prevent freezing of such valves.

(3). It is important in an ammonia system that an automatic

valve of suitable design be provided in the exhaust pipe of the

compressor to prevent the escaping of the entire charge of the

ammonia should there be trouble at the compressor.

(4). All gauge glasses in ammonia systems should be pro-

vided with automatic ball stops which will act in the event of

breaking glass.

(5). Open flames should never be permitted near an ammonia

compression machine.

(6). It is recommended that wherever in any system graphite

can be used as a lubricant in compressor cylinders that it be

done. This especially applies to air compressors used in dense

air systems and for air compression for purposes other than

refrigeration, as the temperature of the compression cylinders

rises in some air systems to a point where inflammable vapors

may be generated from lubricating oil.

(7). The use of light petroleum distillates, ether and other

similar fluids or gases, as refrigerants, is extremely hazardous

even with all precautions taken.

(8). The storage of any liquefied or. highly compressed gas,

whether inflammable or not, in steel tubes or other receptacles,

is hazardous, more to life and limb than by reason of fire. A
comparatively moderate increase in temperature in one of these

cylinders or drums might cause it to explode. This is especially

true of carbon dioxide. Tubes or containers of all of these

liquids or gases should be kept in a safe place where they will

not be exposed to heat, either artificial or natural.
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Give a description of the National Smoke and Ammonia Helmet.

It consists of a flexible helmet of thin fire-proof fabric con-

nected by flexible metallic tubing to a reservoir, charged either

with compressed air or oxygen and fitted with proper valve control

mechanism. (See page 650).

How is the helmet worn ?

As it is made of soft material it may be put on by any person
without adjustment, a tight, but comfortable fit, being secured

around the neck by a lining of lamb's wool which acts as an

absorbent for moisture from the breath and foul air outlet.

Does the use of this helmet obstruct the sight or hearing ?

The sense of hearing is only slightly dulled, and the flexibility

of the headpiece enables the wearer to turn his head in any direc-

tion and see where he is stepping. The eye glasses may be cleaned

from condensation or dirt by means of a slide which has a wiper
on the inside of the glass, although it is moved from the outside.

Describe the reservoir.

It is of pressed steel of ample strength for the pressure required,
and is suspended from the shoulder by a strap so that its position

can be shifted as may be necessary. The air supply will last half

an hour or longer depending on the exertion of the wearer. It

is regulated by a valve which is in plain sight, and the pushing of

a small button near an air gauge shows the condition of the air

supply at any time.

How is the air valve regulated ?

When the air valve is opened an automatic locking device

closes it when the proper air supply is admitted to the helmet,

which averts any waste or possibility of the wearer, in a moment
of great excitement, opening the valve too wide.

This locking arrangement may be easily released, however, in

case violent exertion at any time renders an extra air supply

necessary.
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How are the "Eveready" Smoke and Ammonia Helmets made ?

They are constructed of calf skin with a reinforced steel frame

and are made tight about the neck by a flexible steel spring.

How is the air supplied ?

There is no pumping of air, consequently no high pressure

gauges or valves are necessary, but the air in the helmet is kept

automatically pure by passing through a chamber containing

oxygen as it is inhaled and exhaled. (See page 650).

How is the oxygen supplied ?

From a prepared cartridge which is inserted in the purifying

chamber, and which can be easily replaced when necessary.

Describe the Peerless Head Protector.

It is made of flexible leather and a frame work protects the

head from danger of falling objects. A fireproof flexible metal

tubing connects the headpiece with the air supply.

How is the air supply carried ?

In a steel cylinder which is held in place on the back or sides,

as desired, by one strap thrown over the shoulder and another

around the waist.

How is the air supply regulated ?

The steel cylinder, which carries 150 pounds air pressure, is

provided with an intake valve at one end and a reducing valve

at the other; the latter is regulated to supply sufficient air to last

an hour.



ICE FROM RAW WATER.

The efforts of mechanical engineers to decrease the cost of

production without reducing the quality of a certain product
have found expression in the ice making industry by a study of

the possibility of doing away with the complication and expense

of the distilling apparatus, and the freezing of water just as it is

drawn from springs, wells or water mains, that is "raw" water, as

it is called in the refrigerating industry. Improved methods of

sterilizing and filtering water have contributed to the solution of

this problem, and besides the plate system already mentioned

(page 451), two or three other methods have attracted considerable

attention and merit at least a brief description.

If water is pure enough to be fit for drinking, why cannot it be

frozen hi cans just the same as distilled water ?

As it contains air it is impossible to freeze it from all sides, as

in a can, without obtaining a white core in the center.

How has this been remedied to some extent ?

By agitating the water in the cans by various means, especially

by a jet of compressed air from the bottom.

Describe the Hume system.

Large cans, four times the cross section of a 300 pound can

are used, and the air is introduced by a pipe running down the

center of the can and having small openings at the bottom. When
the cake is frozen, the can is raised from the tank and thawed out

as usual
;
a saw then cuts it into four cakes of standard size. This

releases the air pipe in the center and the sawing process prac-

tically does away with the small core which surrounds it.

600
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What is the Hill-Ray process ?

This is practically the plate system with improvements which

reduce the original cost and expense of harvesting the product.

The ice is frozen on iron plates which are bolted on pipes welded

together so as to form continuous coils.

Ammonia is expanded through these coils, and is succeeded

by bringing hot gas from the compressor in the thawing off process.

How is the ice removed from the plate ?

Attached to the plate at right angles are hollow cross cuts

wrhich are frozen into the ice. These may be placed any distance

apart according to the width of cake desired.

When the ice is thick enough these cross cuts are removed by

introducing a small amount of hot water into each one. The hot

gas from the compressor now releases the ice from the iron plate

and it is raised from the tank in the usual manner.

What is the Jewell system ?

This system does away with the ice tank entirely, the cans

being made double or jacketed and cold brine being circulated

through this jacket until the cake is frozen.

How is the cake kept clear ?

A non-freezing zone about six Inches in depth is maintained

in the bottom of the can, and an air nozzle placed in the bottom

of the center of this zone, supplied with compressed air of about

three pounds pressure, keeps up a constant agitation of the water

in the can until it is nearly frozen.

It is well known to refrigerating engineers that the formation

of ice crystals expels the impurities in suspension, and even a

large proportion of those in solution, which are thus forced to

the center and fall to the lower part of the can.

The water from the core, and bottom part of the can is now

drawn off and replaced by water from the forecooler when the

cake is allowed to freeze solid.
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How is the filling of the cans and the removal of the impure water

expedited ?

The cans are arranged in batteries or units of, say, fifty, and

so connected up that the opening of one valve permits their filling

simultaneously, while another valve drains them by gravity just

as rapidly.

How is the ice taken out of the can ?

The temperature of the circulating brine is raised until the

cake of ice thaws from the sides of the can when it is raised in

the usual manner.

What are important advantages of the Jewell process ?

There are no connections of the air, brine, and drain lines to

be broken so that the whole system always remains intact. It is

also claimed that the first cost is less than that of a plate plant

and that ice is frozen much more quickly.

How is the manufacture of ice from raw water largely aided by
efficient filters?

The Buhring Purifier has been found to give very good results

with this method of ice making. It is a moulded carbon block,

made in Germany, and varying in density for the duty required.

It is placed in a porcelain-lined shell and packed with loose

granulated carbon and asbestos. The water passes first through
the loose material, leaving most of the coarser impurities, then

through the carbon block which retains all the finer sediment.

The cylinders which contain these blocks are comparatively small

and are arranged in series or batteries, so that they occupy but

little room. (See page 650). This Purifier deodorizes the water

as well as filters it at a cost as low as three cents per ton of ice

manufactured. It is in use in many of the most modern New
York hotels where it has not been found necessary to renew the

carbon block oftener than once a year.
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USEFUL NUMBERS FOR RAPID APPROXIMATION
537 Ibs. per cu. ft.=wt. of copper.
450 Ibs. per cu. ft.=wt. of cast iron.

485 Ibs. per cu. ft.=wt. of wrought iron.

708 Ibs, per cu. ft. =wt. of cast lead.

490 Ibs. per cu. ft.=wt. of steel.

1 gal. water=8^ Ibs.=231 cu. in.

1 cu. ft. water=62^ Ibs.=7^ gals.
I" Jb. water=27.8 cu. in.=l pint.

12 X wt. of pine pattern= iron casting.
13 X wt. of pine pattern brass casting.
19 X wt. of pine pattern= lead casting.
12.2 X wt. of pine pattern= tin casting.
11.4 x wt. of pine pattern=:zinc casting.
1 cubic foot anthracite coal=54 Ibs.

40 to 43 cubic feet anthracite coal=l ton.

49 cubic feet bituminous coal= 1 ton.

Feet X .00019 =miles.
Yards ; . X .0006 =miles.
Links X .22 =yards.
Links X .66 =feet.
Feet X 1.5 =links.

Square inches X .007 = square feet.

Circular inches ....X .00546 = square feet.

Square feet X .111 =square yards.
Acres X 4840. =square yards.
Square yards X .0002066 -acres.
Cubic feet X .04 =cubic yards.
Cubic inches X .00058 = cubic feet.

U. S, bushels .X .046 =cubicyards.
U. S. bushels X 1.244 =cubic feet.

U.S. bushels X 2150.42 = cubic inches.

Cubic feet X .8036 =U. S. bushels.
Cubic inches X .000466 =U. S. bushels.

U.S. gallons X .13368 = cubic feet.

U.S. gallons X 231. = cubic inches.

Cubicfeet X 7.48 =U. S. gallons.

Cylindrical feet X 5.878 = U. S. gallons.
Cubic inches X .004329 =U. S. gallons.

Cylindrical inches X .0034 =U. S. gallons.
Pounds X .009 =cwt. (112 Ibs.).

Pounds X .00045 =tons (2,240 Ibs.).
Cubic feet water X 62.5 =lbs. avdps.
Cubic inches water X .03617 = Ibs. avdps.
Cylindrical feet of water X 49.1 = Ibs. avdps.
Cylindrical inches of water x .02842 =lbs. avdps.
U. S. gallons of water *- 13.44 =cwt. (1 12 Ibs.).
U. S. 'gallons of water -*- 268.8 =tons.
Cubic feet water . -5- 1.8 =cwt. (112 Ibs.).

Cubic feet water -* 35.88 =tons.

Cylindrical feet of water -+ 5.875 =U. S. Gallons.
Column of water 12 in. high, 1 in. diam. =.34 Ibs.

183,346 circular inches 1 square foot.

2,200 cylindrical inches... =1 cubic foot.

French meters X 3.281 =feet.

Kilogrammes. X 2.205 = avdps Ibs.

Grammes X .0022 =avdps. Ibs.

The friction of water in pipes is as the square of its velocity.

Doubling the diameter af a pipe increases its capacity four times.

In tubular boilers 15 square feet of heating surface are equivalent to one horse

power; in flue boilers, 12 square feet of heating surface are equivalent to one horse

power; in cylinder boilers, 10 square feet of heating surface are equivalent to one
horse power.

One square foot of grate will consume on an average 12 Ibs. of coal per hour.

Consumption of coal averages 7j Ibs. of coal, or 15 Ibs. of dry pine wood, for

every cubic foot of water evaporated.
The ordinary speed to run steam pumps is at the rate of 100 feet piston travel per

minute.



Freezing Mixtures

COMPOSITION OF FREEZING MIXTURES

IN PARTS BY WEIGHT

Reduction of

Temperature i:

Deg. Fahr.

From
|

Amount
of

Fa.H in.

Deg.
F&hr.

Snow 2 parts; common salt 1 part 5

Snow 5; common salt 2; ammonium chloride 1 12

Snow 14: common salt 10;. ammonium chloride 5; potassium
nitrateS 18

Snow 12; common salt 5: ammonium nitrate 5... 25

Ammonium chloride 5; potassium nitrate 5; water 16 50 +4
Ammonium nitrate 1; water 1 50 +4
Ammonium chloride 5; potassium nitrate 5; sodium sulphate 8;

water 16 ^ 50 +4
Sodium sulphate 5; dilute sulphuric acid 4 -(50 .3
Sodium sulphate 8; hydrochloric acid 9 +50
Sodium nitrate 3; dilute nitric acid 2 +50 3

Ammonium nitrate 1; sodium carbonate 1; water 1 +50 7

Sodium sulphate 6; ammonium chloride 4; potassium nitrate 2;

dilute nitric acid 4 , +50 10

Snow 8; dilute sulphuric acid 3; dilute nitric acid 3 10 56

Sodium sulphate 6; ammonium nitrate 5; dilute nitric acid 4 +50 14

Snow 1; common salt 1 +32
Snow 3; dilute sulphuric acid 2 32 23
Snow 3; hydrochloric acid 5 -,-32 27

Snow 7; dilute nitric acid 4 +32 30
Snow 4; calcium chloride 5 32 40
Snow 8; calcium chloride 5 +32 43
Snow 2; calcium chloride, crystalized 3 +32 50
Snow 3; potassium 4 32 51

In the Following mixtures Materials Must be Previously Cooltd:

Snow 3; calcium chloride 4
_l_20 4

Sodium phosphate 5; ammonium nitrate 3; dilute nitric acid 4.. 34
Snow 3; dilute nitric acid 2 46
Snow 1; calcium chloride, crystalized 2 66
Snow 2; dilute sulphuric acid 1; dilute nitric acid 1 10 56
Sodium phosphate 9; dilute nitric acid 4 +50 12
Snow 2; calcium chloride 3 15 g
Snow 12; common salt 5; ammonium nitrate 5 18 25
Snow 1; dilute sulphuric acid 1 20 60
Sodium Phosphate 3; ammonium nitrate 2; dilute mixed acid .. 34 50
Snow 1; calcium chloride 3 40 73
Snow 2; calcium chloride, crystalized 3 40 73
Snow 8; dilute sulphuric acid 10 53

When no snow is to be had, finely crushed or grated ice will answer.
Dilute acid is 1 part strong commercial acid and 9 parts water.

604
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Comparison of Thermometers
Fahr.=32-f-f CenC= 32+f Reau.

Freezing point on Fahrenheit scale is-j-32; Boiling point 212^
!'

"
Centigrade

" " " 100*" Reaumur " " " 80.
.Of water at sea level at normal Barometer pressure (29.9 in.)
The "Absolute Zero" of temperature denotes that condition of matter at which heat ceases

to exist. At this point a body would be wholly deprived of heat and a gas would exert
no pressure.

The Absolute Zero on the Fahrenheit scale is about 461 below Zero.
" " " "

Centigrade
" " 274 "

" " " " Reaumur " " 219 " "

Cent*
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General

Season
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from

May

to

May
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Cola Storage Temperatures

Articles



610 AUDELS ANSWERS.

WEIGHT, SPECIFIC GRAVITY, SPECIFIC HEAT, MELTING POINT
AND LATENT HEAT OF SOLID BODIES.
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WEIGHT, SPECIFIC GRAVITY, ETC., OF SOLID BODIES.- (Continued.)
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WEIGHT OF VARIOUS SUBSTANCES PER CUBIC FOOT.

Pounds

Mercury . . : . 848.7

Brine . .. . . . 77.4

Milk. . . . . . 64.3

Sea water .... 64.05

Pure water . . . 62.425
Linseed oil . . . 58.7

Whale oil . . . . 57.4

Sugar ..... 40

Soap ,

4 .... 40
Salt . . . . ; '. 44

Dry fruits . .. . . 45
Lime ..... 44
Tobacco , , . . 80

Oil, average . . .56
Eggs ..... 25

Fruit ..... 22

Butter > . ." . . 58.7

Fat , . . . . ^. 58

Oak, white . . . 26

Pine, yellow . . . 20.6

Vinegar . . . . 67.5

Beef fat . . . . 57.68

Hog fat . . . . 58.50

Pounds

Olive oil . . . . . 57.1

Turpentine .... 54.3
Petroleum . . . . 54.9

Naphtha . . . . 53.1
Alcohol 57.4
Benzine . . . . . 53.1
Wine ...... 62

Ash 34.3
Ice ...... 57.5
Earth .... . 93
Soft coal .... 80

Hard coal .... 85
Stone 178

Masonry . . . .143
Sand .....
Cast iron . . .

Wrought iron . .

Brass .....
Charcoal . k ,

Lead 567
Beer ...... 64.62

Snow 5.2

Ammonia (28^) . . 55.68

119

466

487

505

25-3

TIME OF FREEZING ICE WITH 14 BRINE.

Weight of Blocks. Size of Can. Time of Freezing.

50 Ibs 6" X 12* X 26' 15 hrs.

100 "
8" X 16* X 32'.. 30 "

150 "
8' X 16" X 42' 30 "

200 "
11" X 22" X 32" 50 "

300 "
11' x 22' X 44'

400 ".,,,, ,..,.,^.U'.XJ^X 57! 50
"
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DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS OF A FOOT FOR EACH 1-16

OF AN INCH
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TaDle for Converting Head of Water

into Equivalent Pressure,

TaDie for Converting Pressure of

Water into Equivalent Head,

Feet
Head.
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Areas of Circles
Advancing by eights

Diam.
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TABLE GIVING COMPARATIVE VALUE OF DIFFERENT
INSULATING MATERIALS.

. This table gives the conducting power for each

square foot of surface, and the comparative value is expressed in

the number of units of heat lost per hour by transmission through

them. They are arranged in the order of their merit.

Units Lost
Brick dust 1.33

Coke dust ,1.29

Cork 1.15

Chalk powder 0.87

Charcoal powder 0.64

Straw chopped 0.56

Coal dust 0.54

Hemp canvas 0.41

Muslin 0.40

Writing paper , . . 0.34

Units Lost

Copper 515.

Iron 233.

Zinc 225.

Marble 28.

Stone . 17.

Glass 7.

Brick work 5 ..

Plaster 4.

Double windows 3.6

Oak wood 1.7

Walnut wood . 0.8

Pine wood 75

Sawdust 0.55

India Rubber. 1.37

Cotton 0.32

Air confined 0.3

Gray blotting paper . '. . . . 0.27

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE AT DIFFERENT ALTI-

TUDES, WITH EQUIVALENT HEAD OF
WATER AND THE VERTICAL SUC-

TION LIFT OF PUMPS.
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TABLE GIVING THE PRESSURE IN POUNDS DUE TO
THE HEIGHT OF A COLUMN OF WATER.

Head
to

Feet



622 AUDELS ANSWERS.

SOLUBILITY OF GASES IN WATER AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.

1 Vol. Water Dissolves
Vols. Gas.
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TABLE GIVING NUMBER OF CUBIC FEET OF GAS THAT MUST BE
PUMPED PER MINUTE AT DIFFERENT CONDENSER AND

SUCTION PRESSURES, TO PRODUCE ONE TON OF
REFRIGERATION IN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

^
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TABLES AND DATA. 625

USEFUL DATA RELATING TO HEAT.

A British Thermal Unit "
is the heat necessary to raise one pound

of water 1 F. at temperature of greatest density which is 39 to 40.
One pound of carbon inhuming will give 14,500 heat units.

Ordinarily good coal should give 14,000 units per pound combustible

and 12,500 units per pound or coal.

In mechanical energy or work, a heat unit is equivalent to raising a

weight of one pound to a height of 778 feet or 778 pounds to a height of one
foot. The mechanical equivalent of heat then is 778 foot-pounds.

One pound of good coal contains sufficient energy to raise 9,725,000

pounds through one foot, or 97,250 pounds to a height of 100 feet.

If it were possible to convert the total heat of combustion into mechani-
cal energy, then five horse-power would be obtained from each pound of

coal burned per hour.

""Sensible heat "
is that which is measured by a thermometer or is

.apparent in change of temperature, and for ordinary calculation each degree
that water is heated may be considered one unit of heat for each pound of

water, so that the weight of water multiplied by the increase of temperature
equals the heat units absorbed.

" Latent heat " is that which is absorbed by a body in causing change
of structure without increase of temperature. One pound of ice with a tem-

perature of 32, when melted will give one pound of water at a temperature
of 32, but to melt the ice heat is absorbed

;
this heat does not increase the

temperature although 142 units are necessary. Water boils at a temperature
of 212. Each pound of water requires 966 units of heat to convert it into

steam : the 212 is sensible heat, the 966 latent heat, these added together

give the total heat of steam when water is evaporated in an open vessel =
1178 units sufficient to heat 1178 pounds of water 1.

When water is evaporated under pressure the sensible heat increases

while the latent heat decreases. At 100 pounds pressure the boiling water
has a temperature of 338, the latent heat is 879, the total heat 1217 units.

Specific Heat. The ratio of heat required to raise the temperature of

a given substance one degree to that required to raise the temperature of the

same weight of water one degree (from 39.1 Fahr., the temperature of maxi-
mum density) is called the specific heat of the substance.

A gallon of water evaporated at atmospheric pressure will produce
about 200 cubic feet of steam.

A gallon of water evaporated under a 27-inch vacuum will produce
about 2000 cubic feet of vapor.

Water containing substances in solution has its boiling point raised.

To determine the temperature at which any liquid will boil in a 27-inch

vacuum, find the boiling temperature in an open vessel and deduct 100 Fahr.

One pound of water at 60 Fahr. requires 152 of sensible heat and 966

of latent heat to convert it into vapor. It requires approximately the same
amount of fuel to evaporate, whether done in a vacuum or under pressure.
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"Eveready" Smoke and
Ammonia Helmet

Buhring Water Purifying System for five ton Ice plant; the upper tier are cleaners and
the lower deodorizers.
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For explanation, see opposite page.
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PROPERTIES OF AMMONIA LIQUOR

Line
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PROPERTIES OF AMMONIA LIQUOR

40
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PROPERTIES OF AMMONIA LIQUOR

Line
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PROPERTIES OF AMMONIA LIQUOR

135
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PROPERTIES OF SATURATED AMMONIA GAS.
DE VOIRON WOOD AND GEORGE DAVIDSON.

Gauge

Pressure

Pounds

per

Square

Inch
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PROPERTIES OF SALT BRINE.
CHLORIDE OF SODIUM.

1
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PROPERTIES OF CARBONIC ACID.

t
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PROPERTIES OF CHLORIDE OF CALCIUM BRINE.

Per Cent, of

Anhydrous
Ca Cl,

by Weight.
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TABLE OF PROPERTIES OF SATURATED STEAM.

Gauge

Pressure

per

Square

Inch,

in

Pounds
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EVAPORATION OF WATER INTO STEAM.

A cubic inch of water evaporated under ordinary atmospheric pres-

sure is converted into a cubic foot of steam (approximately).

Steam at atmospheric pressure flows into a vacuum at the rate of

about 1550 feet per second, and into the atmosphere at the rate of 650

feet per second.

27,222 cubic feet of steam weigh 1 pound; 13,817 cubic feet of air

weigh 1 pound.

The best designed boilers, well set, with good draft and skillful

firing will evaporate from 7 to 10 Ibs. of water per pound of first-class

coal The average result is below this.

One square foot of grate will consume on an average of 12 Ibs. of

coal per hour.

Steam engines, in economy, vary from 16 to 60 Ibs. of feed water,

and from 2 to 7 Ibs. of coal per hour per indicated horse power.

Condensing engines require from 20 to 30 gallons of water to con-

dense the steam represented by every gallon of water evaporated ap-

proximately for most engines, we say, from 1 to lj/2 gallons per minute

per I. H. P. Jet condensers do not require quite as much water for con-

densing as surface condensers.

VALUE OF WOOD FUEL.

1 cord of air-dried hickory or hard maple weighs about 4500 Ibs. and'

is equal to about 2000 Ibs. coal.

1 cord of air-dried white oak weighs about 3850 Ibs. and is equal to

about 1715 Ibs. coal.

1 cord of air-dried beech, red oak, or black oak weighs about 3250

Ibs. and is equal to about 1450 Ibs. of coal.

1 cord of air-dried poplar, whitewood, chestnut, or elm weighs about

2350 Ibs. and is equal to about 1050. Ibs. coal.

1 cord of air-dried average pine weighs about 2000 Ibs. and is equal

to about 625 Ibs. coal.
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HORSE POWER REQUIRED TO PRODUCE ONE TON
OF REFRIGERATION.

CONDENSER PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE.

OH'
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Absolute pressure 260,264

zero 47,48,58

Absorbent cotton 594

Absorber, care of 335,338,341

connected with generator 316

des 331

how operated .-333,334,335,337,

338, 339

location of 333

Polar, des. and ills 328,329

pressure in 335

purging of, des. and ills. .335,338

types of 331

water freezing in 343

water supply 327, 331

York, ills, and des 336, 337

Absorber leak, 335

Absorber liquor, strength of 334

Absorber pressures, 341

Absorber temperatures, 341

Absorption ice plant, ills 440

Absorption machine, advantage

of 61, 319

Carbondale, ills 304

method of proper working. . . 319

needs careful management.. 352,

354, 363

shutting down 316

York, diagram, opp 305

Absorption vs. compression
machine 353,355,363

PAGS

Absorption plant, charging 356-362

367, 368

ills, and des 340
needed for pipe line 363

operation of 357, 602

Absorption system 305-370

comparative cost 174

des. and ills. . 305, 306, 307, 308, 309,

310,312,316

due to Carre 309

Polar, ills 326

speeding machine 354, 355, 370
steam used 370

theory of 305

Accidents 589-599

stopping machinery 590

where liable . . . 18, 81, 82, 108, 159,

166, 176, 177, 183, 234, 240, 243,

248, 343, 358, 359, 366, 367, 586

Acid, boracic, use in accidents 591,

593

carbolic, use in accidents... 594

fatty .- 244,245

"killed," def 449

sulphuric 43

sulphuric, in vacuum machines 380

sulphurous, def. 37

Actual energy 23

Adiabatic changes 53

Adiabatic curve, diagram. . .648, 649

651
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Affinity, measure of 27

Agitator, brine, ills, and des. 446, 447

448

Agitators, in storage tank 287

Adhesive Plaster 594

Aid to injured, first 586

Air, action of in air machine. . . . 392

and sand blast, use of 235

as insulator 564, 566

auxiliary to condenser water 206,

207

cooling of 546

conducting power of 43

city, why objectionable 540

Air circulation 478

why necessary 538, 539, 545

forced 546,547,548

gravity 546

Cooper's plan 547, 548

Air, compressed, in ice making 600,

601

Air compressors, well use.. 299, 300

Air, def 37

how taken from water 437

in brine pipe lines 584

in ammonia charge 364, 365

in condenser 219, 221

in system 222

in water 600

liquid 466

Air cooling system 425, 426, 429
Air lock, in cold stores 567, 568

Air machine, 73

advantages of 385

moisture in . 383, 385, 387, 388, 392

pressures in 385, 392

occluded 303

removing from machine 493

washing of 541, 542

PAGE
Air system 381-383

Air thermometer 56

Alkali, caustic, burn from 593

Antiseptic gauze 594

Aqua ammonia 70
affects iron and steel. 311, 317. 319

testing 365

Alarm, high and low water 443

Alcohol 395

Ale, temperature for 508

Allen dense air machine, ills.

and des. . . 382, 384, 386, 387, 388,

389, 390, 39i

Alumina, in water 256
Ammonia 35, 70, 73

absorbed by water 591,592
affects copper 311

anhydrous, cylinders of 358
as lubricant 104

boiling point of . . . .95, 97, 189, 401

course of in absorption ma-

chine 331

decomposes 314

distillation of charge. . . .242. 243

evaporation of, ills 68, 401

foreign matters in 364,365
how decomposed 364
how made 36
how separated from water.. 3 17,

319, 323

how tested 148

latent heat of 189, 313

lubricating value of 131

not explosive 592, 596

pressure in pipe lin: 588

reasons for use 69

separation from oil. 75,76

specific gravity 369,370
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Ammonia Continued

specific heat 189

strength of 195, 367, 369, 370

saturated vapor of 128-131

testing 162, 327, 369, 370, 400

temperature of 314

temperature at expansion

valve 240

temperature in pipe line 588

vapor tension of 313

when inflammable 365*366

why allowed to escape ... 592, 593

why dangerous 59

Ammonia absorption system. .305-

370

Ammonia charge 180

Ammonia compression sys=

tern 71-196

ills 62

Ammonia condenser i97-25o

Ammonia connections, pack-

ing in
Ammonia couplings, ills, and

des 137

Ammonia cylinder, attachment

to machine 495, 496

charging machine, ills, and

des 358,359,360,361,362

how connected. . 168, 171, 173, 176,

177-8, 179, 181,367,368

connection with liquid re-

ceiver 497, 498, 499

proper charge 497, 498

size of H7
Ammonia distiller, ills 229,247

Ammonia drum, attachment to

machine 495, 496

connection with liquid re-

ceiver 497, 498, 499

proper charge 497, 498

PAGE

Ammonia dryer 192

Ammonia fittings, ills 216

Ammonia gauges 142

Ammonia helmet, ills, and des. 598,

599, 650

Ammonia joint, ills 70, 76, 161

breaking of 499, 500, 590

Ammonia leak 590

Ammonical liquor, def 36

Ammonia machine 61

Ammonia pipe line 584

Ammonia pipe line pressure. . 586

Ammonia pump 310

location 345, 346, 347, 349

operating 349, 370

packing 349

shutting off steam 590

speeding up 370

York, ills, and des. . .337, 344, 345

Ammonia receiver, ills., 187, 188, 280,

330

Ammonia regenerator, ills, and

des 182, i&i, 186, 229, 247

Ammonia strainer 83, 192

Ammonia tee, ills, and des 214

Ammonium nitrate 54

Analyzer, des 323, 354

Polar, des. and ills 320, 321

Vogt, des. and ills 322

York, ills, and des 314,315

Aneroid gauges 555

Angle valve, ills 140, 143

Anhydrous ammonia..* 70

cylinders of 358
Animal oil, def 244, 245

Ante room, in cold stores. . .567, 568

to ice storage warehouse.... 460
to freezing room 449.460

Apple packages 520, 521

Apple scab 520
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Apple scald 518, 519

Apple storage season 521

Apples, cultivation of 520, 522

deterioration of 520, 522

diseases of 518-520

effect of cold storage 520

freezing of 522

how cultivated 518

picking of 519

quality of 518, 519

storage of 518-522

storage space 506, 507

temperature for 521

wrapping of 519

Applied mechanics, dcf 21

Archimedes, law of 30

Area of suction valves 95

Arnica, tincture of 594

Ashes 581

Asphalt, use of 569. 57O

Atlantic coast river water 254

Atmospheric condenser, des.

and ills 198, 199, 200

disadvantage of 237

height of 201

location 207

should be covered 228

special types 207

Vogt, ills, and des 249

Atmospheric pressure, ills., 261, 262,

265

Atmospheric steam condenser, 274

Atom, def 20, 33

Atomicity, def 27

Atomic weight, def 27

Attemporators 488, 489

Attemporator system, dia-

gram 488

Attraction, def 22

Avogadro's law 34

PAGE
Back pressure. .67, 84, 95, 97, 98, 99,

loo, 138, 144, 211, 213, 223, 419,

443

def 331

brewery 489

gauge for 122

table of 99

Bacteria, growth of 461

in milk 467, 469
in natural ice 435, 436
in water 252,253

killed by boiling 253

may breed in filters 293

Bad conductors 46

Baffle plates, use of 271,272

Bananas, shipment 511

Barometer, ills, and des 261

Baudelot Beer Cooler. .470, 486, 487

Bearings, attention required... 491

worn
, 493

Beaume scale 369, 370

Beer, temperature for 508

Beer Cooler, Baudelot 470

Bend, return, ills. .132, 135, 148, 166,

206, 234

Bichromate of potash 255

Big Calorie 46

Bisulphide of carbon 73

Bitter rot 520

Black, Dr 50

Black rot 520

Blast furnace refrigeration... 480

Blocks, terra cotta 571

Blow=off cock, ills 267

Blue mould 520

Body, simple, def 20

Bodies, explosive 32

gaseous 32

inflammable 32
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Boiled linseed oil 571

Boiler, steam, efficiency of 260

heating surface of 263

management of 258, 443

steam space of 263, 264

use of blow-off cocks 257

water evaporated 263

water space of 263, 264

Boilers, steam, cost features, 259, 260

laying up, ills, and des.. 266-268

water troubles, ills 256

Boiler capacity, how estimated. 263

Boiler tests, conditions of 263

Boiling point, def..i6, 17, 18, 68, 72

affected by pressure 260, 352

dependent on pressure, 305, 316,

306, 317

of ammonia 95, 97, 100, 401

of water 55

variation of 18

varied by pressure, 17, 18, 316, 400

varied by absence of air.... 18

varied by solutions 18

"Boil over," def 319, 325, 356

how to remedy 343, 346

Boneblack, filter use 437

Bone charcoal, use for 244

Boracic acid, use in accidents, 591,

593, 594

Boric acid, use in accidents, 591, 593,

594

Bottom expansion, when de-

sirable 77, 79, Si

Boyle, law of 47,49

Bran, use in leaks 447

Brass, not used with ammonia. . 311

in sulphurous acid machines, 393

Breaking ammonia joints. . .500, 590

Breaking load, def 24

PAGE

Brewery, refrigerating plant,

diagram 483

cellar, circulating system, ills. 396

refrigeration 484-400

Brick, glazed 571

Brick wall, insulation of, ills.

and des 565

Brine, des 408

calcium 38, 550, 551, 556

advantages of 423, 424, 426

density of 424

freezing point 423

how made, ills, and des.. 420, 422

in pipe line 584

removing frost from pipes 429, 431

table 421

will not rust 423, 424

Brine, salt, how made, ills, and

des 408, 409, 410, 41 1

from ice and salt 419

sodium, freezing point 423

Brine, tables of, salt 412

cooling by Linde method... 425

for soaking butter tubs 474

how cooled 412, 414

regulating flow of 427, 429

requires close attention 413

strength of 411, 4U, 425, 555

testing 412

working in 449

Brine agitator, ills, and des. 446, 447

Brine circulation, ills 396

brewery 489

pumping system 417

Brine cooler, can only use cal-

cium 432

des 432-434

double pipe, ills 414, 433

Vogt, ills, and des 430

Brine pipe line 584, 585
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Brine strainer, ills 410

Brine system, des 397, 404, 407

advantages of 407, 418, 419

disadvantages of 404, 405, 427

Cooper's 550, 551

cost as compared with direct

expansion 427

in packing house, ills 416

size of pipe 399, 400

Brine tank, des. and ills. 415, 418, 428,

432, 433, 434

Brine testing 418

British thermal unit, def. . . .46, 578

Brown rot 520

B. T. U., def. of 46,47,647

Broken limbs 594

Buffalo compressor 85

stuffing box 85

Buhring purifier, des. and ills., 602,

650

Water purifier, des 602, 650

Building materials, insulation

value 580

papers 568, 569

stresses 43

Bulk eggs 502, 503, 504

Bunkers, ice, of cars 581

Buoyancy of liquids 27

Burns, def. and treatment 593

Butter, aroma, how caused 473

by gravity process 473

by separator 473

churning of 471

flavor culture 473

flavor, how caused 473

from gathered cream 474

freezing of 5 J 5

humidity for 5*5

in jars 474

PAGE

Butter Continued

in prints 474

in tubs 474

ladle 475

packing of 474

process 475

rancid 475

renovated 475

salting 473

shipment of 473

storage of 473, 474- 506, 507

storage season 516

storage ventilation 516

temperature for 475,5*5

when of best quality 473

Butterine, in storage 475

Buttermilk 471, 473, 475

Butter package, airtight 475

Butcher's refrigerating plant.. 462

Cabbages, temperature for 508

Cabot Quilt 575

Cailletet 69

Calcium, attracts moisture, 422, 423,

429

guarantee of quality 431

how shipped 420,422

in water 258

used only in brine cooler 432

Calcium and sodium, compara-
tive cost 423,426

comparative merits, 408, 409, 423,

426

Calcium brine 556

how made, ills and des.. 420, 422

in pipe line 54
removing frost from pipes,

429, 431
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Calcium chloride, def . .38, 420, 556

how obtained 420

use of 530, 535, 537

Calcium compounds 257

Calorie, meaning of 52

big, small 46

Can ice 600, 601

Cans, ice, sizes and des 437,439

Can dumper, ills, and des. ..442, 444

Can filler, des 441

Candling eggs 501, 507

Canning 16

Capacity of condenser 209

Carbolic acid, use in accidents . . 594

Carbon, combustion of 51

anhydride, def 36

dioxide 36, 70, 72

boiling point 189

latent heat 189

specific heat 189

Carbondale absorption ma=

chine, ills 304

generator, des. and ills 318

Carbonic acid, def 36, 393

how obtained 371,377

in water, wines, beer, etc.,

252, 373

low cost 377

manufacture of 378

testing 377

cylinders 378

gas, def 36

machine, des,. and ills.372, 374, 485

advantages of 371

brewery 489

pressure 371,373,489

testing 372

where used 371

PAGE;

Carbonic acid system 371-378

oxide 69

Carbonate of iron 443

of lime 257,437,443
of magnesia 443

Carburetted hydrogen 364

Carnegie Steel Co 480

Carnot, Nicolas Leonard Sadi.52, 56

Carre, Edmond 379

Carr6, F 309
Carron oil, 591

Cars, refrigerator 581-583

Carrying injured person 594, 595

Car service, railway 509

Castor oil, in air machines 392

Casein 475

Caustic Alkali, burn from 593

potash 41

Celery, temperature for 528

Cellars, care of 482

Celsius scale 553

Centigrade scale, ills 55, 553, 605

Centrifugal separator, use of.. 473

force 23

Centripetal force 23

Champagne manufacture 465

Charcoal, for filtering. .244, 287, 288,

289, 437, 572

for insulation 581

Charge of ammonia, how de-

termined 148, 149, 179, 180

Charge, distilling 185

drawing 183

removing, how managed 150, 151,

152, 154-67, 174, 181, 497

Charging absorption plant . 367, 368

compression plant. . . 163, 164, 165,

166, 167, 172, 176, 179, 210
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Charging cylinders 181, 183

drums 181, 183

plant, ills, and des. .168, 169, 170,

171

valve 495,496,497

Charles, law of 47, 49

Check valve, use of 497

where necessary 177, 178, 342, 360,

362

Cheddar cheese 516

Cheese, care of 476

curing 516

humidity for 516

liable to evaporation 545

need of curing 476

ripening 516

storage of 476

storage season 516

storage space 506, 507

temperature for 476,516

use of refrigeration 476

Chemicals, use o*f in food prod-

ucts 16

Chemical combination, ills, and

des 33,47,51

compound, def 33

elements, how expressed.... 27

heat 45

Chemistry, def 21

of water 251-303

Chimney gases, temperature of 259

Chlorides, in water 255

Chloride of calcium, def 38, 420

how obtained 420

use of 548, 549

of sodium, def 38

Chloroform, used in testing aqua 365

Chocolate manufacture 463

Cider vinegar 590, 594

PAGE

Circulation, air, why neces-

sary 545,546

Cooper's plan 547, 548

Circulating systems 397~434

Circulating system, brine, ills.. 396
Citrus fruits, storage of 514

Clams, temperature for 525
Clausius 52

Clearance, def 87, 97
losses 136

Clothing, removal of 594

Cloudy ice 443

Coal, composition of 51

heat units in 259

required per horse power... 259

Coal tar pitch 569

Cock, blow-off, ills 267

expansion, ills 154

Cohesion, def 22

Coke 51

filter, des 290

Coils, arrangement of 566

cleaning, by air and sand

blast 235

condenser, how tested. . .229, 230

cooling, in storage tank, ills.. 291

generator, pressure in 313

how cleaned 231

life in absorption machine.. 317

testing 311

Combination, chemical, ills, and

des 33

Combustion 47

how started 28, 32

Cold, def 41,42,47

causes contraction 42

necessary for furs 478

Cold air machine, des 381, 383

in marine service 381,383,384
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Cold storage 501-528

benefits of 15

effect on apples 5-20

packing of apples 521

apple season 521

effect on goods, 514,520,521,522,

523, 524, 530

equalizes food demand and

supply 1 5) J6

Cold storage partition, ills, and

des 563

Cold stores, construction of 567

insulation of 561-580

location of 561, 580

operation of 529

size and cost S^ 1

Cold water paints 534

Combustion, def 28, 32, 5 1

Composite insulation 563, 564

Composition for joints 187

Compressed air system 381,383

Compression 61, 62, 71

dry, 75, 99, 126, 141, 142, 648,

649

heat of 131, 133, 134, 136, 140

object of 132

wet, 75, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132,

133, 134, 141, 142

diagram 648, 6^9

Linde system 131

Compression ammonia ma=
chine 61

cycle 61, 62

machine, ammonia, vertical

ills 63

charging 210

des of 77

diagram 78

how speeded 100

PAGE

Compression ammonia
machine Continued

Vilter, ills., opposite 193

York, opposite 461

Compression plant, charging, 163,

164, 165, 166, 167, 172, 176

De La Vergne, ills 94

diagram 60

ills 150, 160

testing ..158, 159, 161, 162, 163, 164

Compression plants, all alike in

theory 371

ammonia 62, 71-196

comparative cost 174

des. of 67

pressures 596, 650

steam used 370

Compression systems, variation

of 75

Compression vs. absorption
machine 353,355-363

Compressor, action of 83

back pressure required 144

Buffalo, des. and ills 85

capacity of 190

capacity, how estimated.. 190, 191,

192

Consolidated, ills, and des.. 117,

118

double acting, working of,

des. and ills 90-92

duty of 67,68

Eclipse 64

efficiency, how varied 144

ether machine 395

exhaust steam of 270

Featherstone, ills, and des. . 122

Frick, ills, and des 105

Frick, pumping out, ills, and

des 106-109
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De La Vergne, des. and ills.,

90, 91, 92

how to operate . . . 147

inefficient working. . . 132, 133, 138

Linde, ills, and des 110,116

mercury wells 554

methods of cooling 75

operation of 499, 500

Pictet 393

power required 70

rate of speed 92

shut down when purging... 218

single acting 76, 83

size of 371

speed of 141

speeding up 419

sulphurous acid 394

Triumph, ills 196

vacuum machine 380

vertical, des. and ills 66, 96

York, ills, and des. . 123, 124, 146,

147, 461

Compressor capacity, how es-

timated 95

cooling, use of oil for 90

cylinder, design of 87

oil in 87,88,89

jacket 126

leaks 121

valves, ills, and des 193

valve springs 86

Compressors, air 97, 98, 299, 300

Compressors, horizontal 63

how made 372

left hand 93

right hand 93

single acting 97, 98

types 69

variation 75

vertical .,..., 63, 64, 65

PAGE

Computations, insulation 580

Condensation 61

Condenser, ammonia 197-250

area 204, 205

atmospheric, des. and ills. 197-200

atmospheric, disadvantages of 237

atmospheric, height of 201

atmospheric, location 207

atmospheric, should be cov-

ered 228

atmospheric, Vogt, ills, and

des 249
care of 202,210

different forms of 197

dog house, ills 280

double pipe, advantages of 231,

232, 233

des. and 1115.159,197,211,231,232,

234

disadvantages 233, 234

Linde, des 233

De La Vergne, ills, and des.

208

flask, ills 280

Frick, pumping out 106, 108

Condensers, atmospheric, special

types 207

carbonic acid 373

flooded system 142

steam 299

Condenser capacity 209

coils, how tested 229, 230
coil stand, ills 202,203,204
Hendrick 227

leaks 228

must be kept clean 231

necessary features of 227.228

object of 132

operation of 499, 500
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Condenser piping, cleaning, ills. 215

valves in 215

Condenser pipes, ills, and des.. 208

pressure ...203,210,211,213,223,

248, 316

purging of. .210, 217, 218, 219, 221

purging valve 366

repairing 215

steam, management 274

steam, dog house 279

steam, double pipe 276

flask 279

submerged 197, 224, 275, 276

disadvantages of 225

in marine service 225

types of, des. and ills 226, 227

Condenser, use of 197

valves of 218,219

water supply of 327, 331

Wolf double pipe, des 235

working of 202, 206

Condenser temperatures 216

Condenser trough, ills, and des. 201,

204, 207

Condenser water, . . 203, 204, 205, 211,

213, 214,215,223.271

amount needed 236, 248

must be cold 253

object of 132

use of 206

Condensing pressures. . .97, 191, 192

water 199

Conduction 579, 580

of heat, def 43,45

Conductors, good, bad 46

Confectioner's refrigerating

plant 464

Consolidated compressor, ills.

and des 117, 118

PAGE

Conservation of energy, 45

of force 51, 52

Construction, of cold stores. 561-580

Contraction, how caused 42, 48

how managed 149

Convection 579, 580

of heat, def 44, 45, 46

Cooler, brine, des 432-434

Vogt, ills, and des 430

liquid, des. and use 239

purging of 339, 343

weak liquor, des 351

Coolers 566

Cooling brine, by Linde method. 425

coils, in storage tank, ills . . . 291

of air 546

system, oil, ills, and des.. 246, 247

tower, des. and ills 294, 296

closed type 294, 298, 301, 302

location 294

open type, ills, and des.... 294-7

open type, disadvantage of.. 300

operation of 297

why used 294

Cooper, Madison, use of brine.. 431

insulation plan 571

Cooper's brine system 550, 551

Copper, not used with ammonia. 311

in sulphurous acid machines, 393

Copper pipes, in carbonic acid

machines 372, 373

Core, red, reason for 443

white, in ice 437, 600

white, reason for 443

Cork, granulated 576, 577

for insulation 585

various forms of 576,577

board 564, 565, 576, 577

Corn meal, use in leaks .147
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Corliss engine, ills 63

Corrosion, in boilers 256, 258

Counter current principle, 200, 201,

206, 207, 208, 213, 224, 231, 276,

324, 350, 352, 434-

Coupling, rusty, how unscrewed. 250

Couplings, ammonia, ills, and

des 137

Curing cheese 5 [6

Cream, cooling of 471

ripening of 470, 471

Creamery, use of machinery... 467

use of ice 467

refrigeration 467-476

refrigeration plant, diagram. 4/2

Critical data 48

pressure, def 48

temperature, def 48

volume, def 48

Culture, for butter flavor. . .473, 475

Curing cheese. 476

tea 463

Curves, pressure, diagram. . .648, 649

Cycle, compression 61, 62

ideal 34

of operations 57

reversible 34

Cylinder, ammonia, how con-

nected 367,368

Cylinders, of ammonia 597

of carbonic acid 37^,597

Dalton's law 31

Dairy plant, diagram 468

"Dead'* liquor, changing from

cooler to absorber 342, 343

in cooler 342

Dead load, def 24

Decay, causes of 461

Decomposition, causes of 461

PAGS

Deep=well pumps 299, 300

Dehydrator 324, 354

De La Vergne compression

plant, ills 94

De La Vergne compressor, ills.

and des 90,91,92

condenser, des. and ills 208

ice making system, ills 436
ice plant, ills 450

machine, diagram 80

system, use of oil 87, 88, 89
vertical compressor, ills .... 66

Dense air machine, Allen, ills.

and des 382-390

Density, def 20

Deodorizer 289

water, Buhring, ills 650

Deodorizing, storage rooms.... 535

water 602

Diagrams, indicator 103

Dials, for marking position of

valves, ills, and des 194

Diathermal, meaning of 51

Diathermanous, meaning of 51

Direct expansion, advantage of

404, 405

pipe line, des 586, 587

system, ills, and des., 397, 398,

399, 404, 405, 407

as compared with brine.... 427

in brewery 483, 487

Discharge line 103

valves, ills, and des 119,500

Dissociation, def 27

Discs, radiating, ills, and des.4O5, 406

Distilled water, temperature,

286, 287
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PAGE

Distilled water filter 288

storage tank, ills, and des., 286,

287, 288

Distiller, ammonia, ills, and des.

182, 184, 186, 229, 247

ammonia, working of . . . .241, 243

Distillation, process of 51

of water 251-303

Distilling, ammonia charge 185

plant, diagram of York 269

Eclipse, ills 277, 282

requires great care 289, 290

vacuum, des. and ills. .. .278, 279

Distilling system, des. and ills.,

270, 271

diagram of 295

water 453

Dog-house steam condenser,

274, 279, 280

Doors, in cold stores 567. 568

Double acting compressors. .69, (tf,

98

Double acting compressor,

working of, des. and

ills 90,91,92

Double pipe brine cooler, ills.. 414,

433

Double pipe condenser, advan-

tage of 231,232,233,235

des. and ills. .. .211, 231, 232, 234

disadvantages 233, 234

Linde, des 233

Wolf, des 235

steam condenser 274. 276

Drawing ammonia charge.... 183

Dressed celery 5-8

fish 52.S

Dressing forceps 594

Dressing, of fish 525

Dressing scissors 594

PACK

Drums, of ammonia 597

of carbonic acid 597

Dry compression, 75, 99, 126, 141, 142,

648, 649

Dryer, ammonia 192

Drying 16

of food 461

Ductility, def 20, 23

Dynamics, def 21

Earth, poor conductor of heat.. 44

Ebullition, def 17, 18

Eclipse compressor 64

direct expansion system 398

distilling plant, diagram. 277, 282

ice plant, ills 438

plate ice plant, ills 452

Eel grass 575,576

Eggs, age of 504

air circulation 538

candling 501, 507

humidity for 5 2

in bulk 502, 503, 504

packing 5QI

shipping 501* 5 2

storage space 506, 507

storage term 501

temperature for 501, 502, 504

ventilation of rooms 544

Ejector, for cleaning pipe 215

Elbow, ills 74

Elasticity 20, 23

Electric light, in cold stores,

530. 566, 567

Electric welding 588

Electricity, source of heat 47

Electro chemical action, in

boilers 258

Element, def 20

Elements, chemical, how ex-

pressed 27
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PAGE

Elongation, heat may cause per-

manent 42

Emergencies 589-599

Energy, def 23

conservation of 45, 5 1
, 52 , 56

free, latent 52

sources of 49

Engine, Corliss, ills 63

heat, principle of 55

Entropy, meaning of 52, 53

Equalizer, des 350, 351

Ether, boiling point 189

def 37,70,73

inflammable 395

methylic, sulphuric 395

machine, advantages 395

machine, disadvantages 395

system 395

waves 46

Evaporation, influenced by pres-

sure 379, 380

from cheese 545

of ammonia, ills 68

in vacuum 265

latent heat of 46, 72

prevented by refrigeration... 465

Evaporator, in carbonic acid

machine 375

"Eveready" helmet, des 599

smoke and ammonia helmet,

ills 650

Exchanger coil leaks 351

Exhaust steam, in generator 320, 341,

370

steam, how used..244, 270, 271, 370

steam, from ammonia pump. 347

steam, from compressor 437

steam, in absorption machine 353

steam, in vacuum pans 265

PAGE

Expansion 62

caused by heat 42

how caused 48

how managed 149

latent heat of 32

linear 42

methods of 77, 79, 81

of liquids 43

of mercury 42

of solids 43

variations in 42

cock, ills 154

coils, flooded system 99

coils, how fed 397, 399

coils, in brine tank, des. and

ills 414,418

coils in ice tank 447

coils, pumping out 81

joint, ills 157

valve, ills 67, 127, 128, 129, 130,

176, 180,397,587

valve, indication of proper

working 148, 149

valve, pressure at 42
valve, proper working. . . .172, 399

valve, regulation of 331

valve, temperature at 402

valve, working of 99

Explosion, danger of. .176, 177, 596,

597

how caused 166

where possible 18, 183

Explosive bodies 32

mixture, how formed 166

vapor, how formed 108

Extension, def 20

Extra heavy pipe 585

Eyes, treatment of 59*
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PAGE

Fabrics, care of in storage 477

Factor of safety, def 25

Factory, ice, ills 454, 458

Fahrenheit scale, ills. 42, 55, 553, 605

False head, of compressor 85,86

object of 76

Fan, for circulation 542, 543, 548

for ventilation 542, 543, 548

Fatty acid 244, 245

Featherstone compressor, ills.. 122

valves, ills and des 119,120

Feed water heater, necessity

for 251, 257, 270, 303

Felt, hair 576

disadvantages 582

hair, how made 575, 581

Fermentation, in brewery. .485, 488,

489

source of carbonic acid 377

Fermenting tubs, brewery 485

Ferns, storage of 517

Fiber, flax, advantages of 582

how grown 579, 583

Filler, insulation 580

Filter, Buhring, des 602

Buhring, ills 650

coke, des 290

distilled water 288

International, des., 290, 291, 292,

293

International, ills., opposite.. 291

location of 293

operating pressure 293

uses for 2.44

discs, cloth, paper 292, 293

Filtering, necessity of 289

use of charcoal 287, 288, 289

materials 437

water 453, 602

PAGE

Fire, danger from ammonia. .592, 596

Fire proofing 563, 564, 572

Fire Underwriters 596

First aid to injured 586, 589-595

Fish, dressing of 525

effect of storage on 524, 523

freezer, ills 150

freezing 508, 523-528

from Atlantic coast 525

from great lakes 525

from Pacific coast 525

humidity for 528

mould on 528

storage season 525

temperature for 508, 528

why lose quality 523,524

Fittings, ammonia, ills 216

must remove scale and dirt. . 363

Flange joints, how broken. .500, 590

Flask steam condenser 274, 279, 280

Flax fiber, ills 576, 579

advantages of 582

how grown 583

insulating value of 579

Flax fiber quilt 579

Flesh, dressing for 591, 593

Flooded system 81, 99, 142, 399-403

Florists, use for refrigeration... 465

Flour, use in accidents 593

Flow of brine, regulating. . . .-127, 429

of liquids, laws of 266

of steam 260

Fluid, def V.' 28

Foaming, in boilers 256

Food preservation 16, 461

Foot pounds, def 26, 50

relation to heat 49

Force, def 23

conservation of 51, 52
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PAGE

Forceps, dressing 594

Forecooler, des 212

Foul gas 365, 366
Foundations 350
Free energy 52

expansion, def 58

Freezer, holding 517

sharp 517

Freezing mixture 553

of apples 522

of butter 515

of cold storage goods. . . .505, 506

of fish 508, 523-528

of ice, time required. .. .441, 455

point of water 55

purifies water 60 1

Friction, def 23

Frick condenser, pumping out.. 106

compressor, ills, and des.... 105

compressor, pumping out, ills.

and des 106-109

Frigorific mixtures, .. .16,41, 54, 604

Frog's legs, temperature for.... 525

Frost=bite, treatment of 594

Frosting back 68, 140, 141, 142

Frost line, meaning of. .137, 138, 140

Frosting of pipes. .83, 359, 362, 401,

405, 406, 427, 429, 529, 535, 536,

537, 544, 548

Fruit, shipment of 510,511

storage of 517

trade, dependent on cold stor-

age 16

trade, Pacific coast 15

Fuel consumption 209

Fuels 51

Furs, care of in storage 477
low temperature desirable. .. 478

Fusion, latent heat of 46

PAGE

Galvanized pipe, where used. . 427

Gas, ammonia, moisture in.. 317, 319,

325, 354
amount necessary 95

def. and ills 19, 28, 30, 31, 32

dry compression, diagram . . 648,

649
foul 364,365
heat energy of 57

humid, diagram 648, 649

permanent 364, 365

pressure, how caused 47

temperature, how caused.... 47
wet compression diagram.,648, 649

Gases, absorbed by liquids 56, 57

absorbed by solids 57

chimney, temperature of. ... 259

liquefaction of 54, 69

permanent 29

permanent, how formed 217,219

permanent, how detected 217, 218

specific heat of 32

"Gas bound," def 347,349

Gaseous steam 30, 39

Gaskets, best quality necessary. . 161

how dissolved 365, 368
lead 3n,3i7
leather, rubber 292, 293

rubber 311, 317
Gas liquor, def 36
Gasoline 72

Gate valve, ills 145

Gauges, ammonia , . . . . 142

aneroid 555

mercury 555

proper location 143

pressure 135

pressure, where needed 366

recording, back pressure. .... 122

testing 143
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Gauge glass, care of 592,597

condenser 210

how protected, ills 149

Gauge pressure, def 260, 264

Generator, Carbondale, des. and

ills 318

care of 3 X9

cleaning out 364

connection with absorber 316

des. 313

exhaust steam of 270

level of liquor in 31?

operation of 317, 34 1 - 37

Polar, des, and ills. .320, 321, 324

shutting off steam 59

steam from 319

temperature of liquor 313

vertical 3*3

Vogt, des. and ills 322

York, ills, and des 314, 3*5

coils, pressure in 3*3

pressure 3 J 6

Glass, elongation of 42

Glazed brick 571

Globe valve, ills 139

Glycerine 187, 244, 245

in carbonic acid machine 375, 376

separator 37^

Good conductors 46

Granite rock wool, how made. . 577

Graphite, as lubricant 597

Gravity, def 20,23,24

Gray ice 272,303

Grocer's use of refrigeration. . 465

Hair, cattle, construction of 582

ills., opposite 579

insulating value of 579

felt 576

disadvantages 582

how made 575. 581

PAGE

Hangers, pipe, ills 273

Hartshorn, def 35

Head pressure, def 67, 248, 331

Heat, absorption of 44

causes expansion 42

conduction of 43, 580

convection of 44, 46, 580

conversion into work 55

def 41,42,47

French unit of 46

German unit of 46

latent, 45, 46, 54, 58, 59, 74, 77, 136,

144, 306, 403, 647

latent, effect of 50,57,58

latent, high 68

latent, in water 17

latent, of ammonia 313

latent, of vaporization 17, 18

latent, table 189

laws of 47

mechanical equivalent of... 50, 56

mechanical theory of 52

of compression. .131, 133, 134, 136,

140

of compression, how carried

off 126, 127

of compression, why objec-

tionable 126, 127

of evaporation 72

of expansion 32

popular notion of 15

production of 51

radiant, def 46, 51

radiation of 580

reflected 51

sensible 647

sensible, effect of 50,57,58

sources of 45, 47

specific, def 48, 647

specific, of gases 32
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PAGE

Meat Continued

tables and data 647

transfer of 45

transmission of 44

unit of, def 46

Heater, des 352

feed water 270, 303

Heat and work, relation of. . .49, 58

capacity 48

energy of a gas 57

engine, principle of 55

exchanger, des 331, 350, 351

exchanger coil leaks 351

exchanger, Polar, des. and

ills. 320,321

flow, law of 79

rays, action of 44

units 65

units, in coal 259

Helmet, ammonia, ills 650

"Eveready," des 599

National, des 598

Peerless 599

smoke, ills 650

use in accidents 590, 591

Hemlock, characteristics of 574

Hendrick condenser 227

High latent heat 68

water alarm 443

HiH=Ray process, of ice making 601

Hindoos, making ice 41

Holding freezers 566

Hop storage 479

Horizontal compressors 69

Horse power, coal required for 259

House, ice storage, ills, and des. 456,

459, 460

PAGI?

Hume system, of ice making. .. 600

Humid gas, diagram 648,649

Humidity, affected by tempera-

ture 530

control of 545

determination of 556
for butter 515

for cheese 516

for citrus fruits 514

for eggs 502

for fish 524, 528

for fruit 521, 522

how affected 534

in cold storage , 14

necessity for regulation. .463, 465

never extreme 543

of storage room 529, 530

regulation of 431, 535, 536, 537

why important 538

Hydraulics, def '. . 21

Hydrochloric acid 54

Hydrodynamics, def 21

Hydrogen 69, 365

combustion of 51

in condenser 219, 222

from water 364

Hydrometers 555

Hydrostatics, def 21

Hygrometer, des 556, 557

Ice, can, plate 437, 600, 60 1

cost of dependent on output 449

dirty, cause of 447, 449

factors of cost 451

filling cans 441, 442

for storage 459

freezing, time required. . . .441,455

gray 228,303

how formed 17'

natural 17
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Ice Continued

oil in 272

opaque 303,443,447

plate, different methods. .451, 453

Ice, plate, harvesting 453, 455, 459

process of freezing 455

size 453

time for freezing 455

why clear 453

Ice, raw water 600-602

shipping 460

use in creamery 467

use in storage houses. ... .549, 550

weight of 435

white 289,437

Wolf, plate 459

Ice, adze, ills 460

axe, ills 434

bunkers, of cars . . . 581

can dumper, ills, and des. .442,444

Ice cans, leaks in 441, 449

sizes and des 439

Ice factory, ills 454, 458

hook, ills 560

Ice making, mechanical. .357, 435-460

capacity 65

exhaust steam for 437

Hill-Ray process 601

Hume system 600

Jewell process 601,602

system, ills 436

temperatures 443

water for 244

water required 435

Ice on pipes 405, 46

Ice plant, absorption, ills 440

De La Vergne, ills 45

Eclipse, ills 438

storage house, ills 456

PAGE

Ice tank, care of 445, 447

des 444,445
for plate ice . 455, 457, 459

ills 416,448

insulation of 445

insulation, ills, and des 573

plate 459

Ice tongs 380

Ideal cycle 34

pressures 211

Impenetrability, def 20

Incrustation in boilers 256

Index wheels 67

Indicator diagrams 103

Inertia 20

Inflammable bodies 32

Inorganic matter, in water. .254, 256

Insulating material, fireproof. .562,

563

how used 565

non-conductor 563, 562

odorless 562,569,573,574

packing 565, 566, 567, 580

requirements of 562, 580

sections of 565

vermin proof 563

waterproof 562, 563

Insulating value of air 564, 566

Insulation, cost of 563

composite 563

Cooper's plan 571, 572

how protected 569, 570

how tested 564
of brick wall, ills, and des. 565, 579

of brine tank 415

of cold stores 561-580

of ice tank 573

of pipe 216
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Insulation Continued

of pipe line 584, 585

of refrigerator cars 581, 582

packing 580

use of cork 585

wall, ills, and des 568, 572, 579

where necessary 104, 138, 139, 240,

383, 403, 430, 445, 459

why necessary 561, 562

Insulation computations 580

filler 580

Insulators 46

International filter, des. . . .290, 291,

292, 293

Introduction 13-18

Invention, def 59

Iodine, in sea weed 575

Iron, affected by aqua 311, 317

carbonate of 335, 443

in water 256, 290

Isentropic changes 53

Isothermal changes 53

curve, diagram 648, 649

J=mechanical equivalent of

heat 56

Jacket, of compressor 126

water 75

water, cylinder.''. 98, 96

water, in sulphurous acid

machine 394

Jacket water, amount of 98

use of 126

Jewell process, of ice making,

601, 602

Joint, ammonia, ills 70, 76

expansion, ills, and des 157

PAGE

Joints, ammonia, breaking of 82, 499,

500, 590

ammonia, composition for.. 187

flange, how broken 500, 590
how made 149, 161

how tested 371, 377
must be tight 230
need of good threads 216

rusty, how unscrewed 250
steam and ammonia in

Joule's equivalent 50

Kerosene, use of 257

"Killed" acid, def 449

Kiln drying shavings 580

Kinetic energy 23

King valve 181

Krypton 37

Ladle butter 475

Lard for working in brine 449

Latent energy 52
heat . . . 32, 45, 46, 54, 58, 68, 74, 77,

136, 144, 306, 403, 647
effect of 50,57,58
in water 17

of ammonia 313
of evaporation 72
of expansion 32
of vaporization 17, 18, 59

table 189

Law, Avogadro's 34
Dalton's 31, 40
Newton's 22

of Boyle and Charles 47,49
of heat flow 79
of liquefaction of gases 54

Pascal's 31, 40
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PAGE

Laws, of heat and light similar 47

Lead, red, white 57i

Leaks 82, 183, 31 1, 354, 366, 367

ammonia 121, 59

how detected 169,230,231,367

in compression plant 161, 162

repairing 162

repairing in cans 449

steam 121

temporary repair 367, 368

where liable 202, 216, 222, 228, 248,

335>349,35i,374, 441,447

Left hand compressors 93

Lemons, shipment of 5 10 , 5 J I

storage of 5 J4

use in accidents 59

Light, laws of 47

Liquefaction of gases 54,69

of vapors.

Liquid, def 19, 28, 31, 40

Pictet's, def 37

air 466

cooler, des. and use 239

line 586,587

receiver, ills, and des. . . .211,217,

220, 237, 238, 240, 280, 330, 397,

499

receiver, capacity 239

receiver, how connected with

drum or cylinder 498

receiver, location 240, 403

receiver purge valve 222, 240

trap 404

Liquids, buoyancy of 27

expansion of 43

law of flow 266

PAGE

Liquids Continued
Pascal's law 31

surface tension of, def 29

will absorb gases 56, 57

Liquor, course of 350

"dead," changing from cooler

to absorber 342, 343

dead, in cooler 342

level in generator 317

strong, course of 346,347

weak 331,332

Limbs, broken 594

Lime, burn from 593

carbonate of 256, 335, 437, 443

chloride of 256

muriate of 41

slaking of 534

sulphate of 256

use of 537

use of, in cellars 482

water, use in accidents. . .591, 594

Linde, Prof. Dr. Carl V.,

frontispiece 61,69

compressor, ills, and des. .no, 116

double pipe condenser, des.. 233

valve, ills 145

method of cooling brine, des. 425

system of wet compression.. 131

stuffing box 1 14

Linear expansion 42

velocity 26

Linofelt, des 579

how made 583

Lino=Neponset paper 583

Linseed oil 57i

use in accidents 594
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PAGE

Lith, insulating value of 578

waterproof, des 578

board 564

Litharge 187

Litmus paper 228, 252, 367

Litter, temporary 595

Live load, def 24

steam, generator using, ills. . 324

Load, def 24

of pipe line 586

Logs, of PlazaHotel Machines.602, 650
Losses by clearance 136

Lost motion, why objectionable,

491,493

Low water alarm 443

Lubricant, ammonia 104

Lubricating value of ammonia 104,

131

Lubrication in sulphurous acid

machine 394

Lye, soap, burn from 593

Machine, ammonia absorption.. 61

ammonia compression. . .61, 77, 78

De La Vergne, diagram 80

efficiency may vary 59

ice making capacity 65

refrigerating capacity 65

refrigerating, how operated. 65

refrigerating, work done by 61

removing air 493

Machinery, refrigeration, neces-

sity for 72

Machines, air 73

refrigerating, classification.. 73

refrigeration, work of 74

small, care of .491-500

small, charging 495, 496, 497

small, pumping out 499

small, removing air 493

small, removing charge 497

PAGE

Magnesia, carbonate of. .256,335,443

chloride of 256

sulphate of 256

Magnesium, in water 258

Malleability, def 20

Management of cold stores. . . . 529

Manhole, pipe line, ills 588

Monometers 555

Marine refrigeration 481

Mariotte, law of 49
Marsh gas 69

Mash, brewery 377

Mask, use in accidents 590

Masonry, absorbs moisture. .569, 570

Mass., def 20

Materials, strength of 25

Matter, def 19, 35

dissolved in water 256,254

states of 19, 21

unit of 20

Measurements of temperature. . 553

Meat, chilling 513

freezing 513

shipments, packing of 512

shipments, temperature. . .512, 513

temperature for 513

Mechanical equivalent of heat, 50, 56

heat 45

ice making 435-46o

mixture, def 33

refrigeration, growth of 13

theory of heat 52

work 49,52

Mechanics, def 21

Medicine chest 586

Melting point 58

affected by pressure 58

Mercury, expansion of 42

cups or wells 101, 102, 104, 138 195,

554, 555, 56o
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Metals, fatigue of, def 23

Methylic ether 73

Mica 564

Micro=organisms, growth of. ... 461

Milk, cooling 407, 469, 47O

churning temperature 471

pasturization 469

sterilization 49
storage 467,469

use in accidents 59

Milky ice 443

Milk cooler, diagram 47

Mill construction 564

Mineral oil 89, 90, 245

in air machine 3&5

water, bottling of 528

water, refrigeration of 528

wool 564,576,581

wool, how made 577, 578

wool, used as insulator 578

wool board 565

Mississippi valley river water 254

Mixtures, freezing 41

Modulus of rupture, def 24

Moisture, necessary for mould. . 461

in air machine, 383,385,387,388,

392

in gas 352

in steam 260

Molecule, def 20, 33, 34, 35

symbols of composition 28

Molecules, action of 5

movement of 45, 47

Molecular theory 49

Moment, def 24

Momentum, def 24

Moths 4/S.479

Motion, laws of 21, 22

PAGE

Mould, def 461

cause of 53 1

how produced 538, 539

in butter 474

in ice boxes 481

on fish 528

Mulberry leaves 463

Muriate of lime 41

Muriatic acid, in soldering 449

Munich, Ger 61

Nails, used in cold stores 567

Naphtha 72

National helmet, des 598

smoke and ammonia helmet,

ills 65

Natural ice 17

philosophy, def 21

Needles on ammonia gauges.. 142

Nessler's solution 228

Newton's laws 22

Nitrate of silver 255

Nitric acid 54

Nitrogen 5i, 69

in condenser 219, 222

producing low temperature . . 466

Nitrous oxide 69

Oil, animal, def 244, 245

carron 591

castor, in air machine 392

cylinder, for working in brine 449

for compressor cooling 9

for preventing scale 257

from cylinder 244

hard 564

in absorption plant . -3 T 9, 364. 365

in ice 272

in sulphurous acid machines 394

liable to make trouble 213
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OH Continued

linseed 571

linseed, use in accidents 591, 593,

594

mineral 89, 90, 245

mineral, in air machine 385

needs great care 244, 247

petroleum 569

separation from ammonia. .75, 76

suitable for compressors.... 75

testing 245

troubles with 75, 76, 87, 89

used in boiler 267

used for compressor cooling 127

used in De La Vergne system 87,

88,89

used for sealing and cooling 87,

88,89

vegetable, def 244, 245

why objectionable for cooling 127

cooling system, ills, and des.,

246, 247

skimmer 279, 281, 283, 285

loops for testing oil, ills.... 245

paints 534

Oil separator 241, 244, 247, 290

ills, and des. 156,175,271,272,273

purge valve of 222

size and location 272

working of 75

Oil trap, ills, and des 175, 229,

212,237,238,239,281,404

Ointment, boracic acid 593, 594

Oleomargarine, in storage 475

Oysters, temperature for 508,525

Opaque ice 303, 443, 447

Operation of cold stores 529

Opposite current, def 213

Oranges, shipment of 510,511

storage of 514

PAGE

Organic matter, in water 254,256

Oxy=acetylene welding 280, 588

Oxygen 51, 69

from water 364

producing low temperature.. 466

Oxide of iron 364, 365

in water 290

Pacific coast fruit trade 15

Packing ammonia and steam. . in

Packing, for stuffing box 494

how dissolved 365, 368
in air machine 392

of butter 474

of eggs . . . 501

of goods in store 506

of poultry .' 507

of stuffing box 104

space required 506

Packing house, brine system,

ills 416

Packing ammonia pump 349

stuffing box 494, 495

Paints
._. 187

cold water 534, 564

oil 534

Painting pipes, objection to.... 544

Paper, building 568, 569

waterproof 583

Paraffine manufacture 466

Parallel current, def 213

Pascal's law, des. and ills 31

Paste salt 474

Pasteurization, of milk 469

Pathogenic germs 436

Peaches, storage of 5 J 7

Pears, shipment of 5* T

Peat dust 58*

Peerless helmet 599

Percussion, source of heat 47
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PAGE)

Permanent gas 29, 364, 365

how detected 217,218

how formed 217, 219

why objectionable 217

Permanent gases, liquefaction

of 69

Permanent set, def 23

Permanganate of potash 264

Person, injured, how carried. . 594,

595

Petroleum, use of 257

Petroleum oils 569

Pharmacy, requires low tem-

perature 466

Phenolphthalen 228

Philosophy, natural, def 21

Physical heat 45

Physics, def 20

Physiological heat 45

Pictet, Raoul 69, 393

Pictet compressor 393

Pictet's liquid 37, 393

Pine, white, characteristics of. . 574

Pink mould 520

Pins, safety 594

Pipe, extra heavy 585

frost on 544

ice on 405, 406

methods of supporting. . .434, 552

strength necessary 434

testing 434

bends, friction of 585

Pipe hangers, ills 273

Pipe line, ammonia 584

ammonia, manhole, ills 588

ammonia, operation of 587

ammonia pressure 586

brine 584

brine, disadvantages 585

direct expansion, des 586,587

PAGE

Pipe line, ammonia Continued

requires absorption plant. . 363, 586

two systems 584

winter demand 585

insulation 584, 585

Pipe line load 586

manhole, ills 588

pressures 588

refrigeration 584-588

temperatures 588

Pipe threads, cleaning 187

Piping, arrangement of in cool-

ing rooms 431

brass, copper 393

copper, in carbonic acid ma-

chines 372, 373

for brine 417

for direct expansion 417

frost on 529, 535, 536, 537, 548

galvanized, where used 293

how arranged 149, 398, 545

in breweries, ills, and des.. 490

in rooms, disadvantages of.. 407

in storage rooms, 415,417,419,

427, 434

life in absorption machine.. 317

methods of suspending, ills.. 242

must remove scale and dirt.. 363

should be insulated. .138, 139, 403

strength of % 248

wear of 248

where galvanized may be

used 275

where insulated... 403

Piston rod, packing 104

Pitch, coal-tar . . . 569

Pitching, in brewery 485

Pitting, in boilers 258

Plant, refrigerating, diagram.462, 464

testing of 355
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Plant growth 465

Plate ice 437, 600, 601

different method. 451, 453, 600, 601

harvesting . .453, 455, 459, 600, 601

process of freezing 455

size 453

time for freezing 455

plant, ills 452

tanks, cleaning 459

Platinum, elongation of 42

Plaza hotel 355, 602, 650

Pneumatics, def 21

Polar absorber, des. and ills., 328,

329

absorption system, ills 326

analyzer, des. and ills. .. .320, 321

generator, des. and ills. .320, 321,

324

heat exchanger, des. and

ills 320,321

Polarization
;

47

Pores, def 20

Pork, storage of 513

Porter, temperature for 508

Portland cement, use in insu-

lation 568, 572

Potable water, def 252

Potash 54

bichromate of 255

caustic 41

may form soap 244

permanganate of 264

Potatoes, shipment of 509

temperature for 508

Potential energy 23

Poultry, freezing of 507

shipping of 507

temperature required 507

PAGE:

Power, def 25

for absorption system 370

for compression machine... 70

Power plants, use closed cool-

ing towers 301

Prejudicial resistances 24

Pressure, absolute, def 260, 264
absorber 341

affects boiling point. .260, 305, 306,

3i6,3i7,352,400
affects melting point 58

at expansion valves 402

atmospheric, ills 261, 262, 265

back, 67, 84, 95, 97, 98, 99, 100, 138,

144,209,211,213,223,331,

419, 443, 489
condenser ..203,209,210,211,213,

223, 248, 316

condensing 97

critical, def 48

discharge 209

gauge, def 260, 264

generator 316

gauges, where needed . . . 135, 366

head, back, def 331

head 67, 248

in absorber 335

in ammonia pipe line 586

influence on evaporation. 379, 380

in vacuum pans 265

of ammonia in pipe line.... 588

of water 265

suction . . 84, 95, 97, 98, 99, 100, 209

source of heat 47

steam, in generator 354

suction, limit to . . . . 97

unit of 261

varies boiling point 17, 18
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PAGE

Pressures 81, 82, 236

affecting refrigeration 74

at expansion valve 397

back 101

carbonic acid 489

compression, table 99

condenser 101

condensing 191, 192

ideal 211

ideal of comp. machine 101

in absorption plants 352

in air machine 385, 392

suction loi

Priming, in boilers 256

Priciple of work 26

-Process, def 59

Process butter 475

Psychrometer, des 556, 557

sling 557-500

Pumice, calcined 564

stone 581

Pump, ammonia, ills, and des, 310,

337, 344, 345, 347, 34$, 35O

ammonia, location. .346, 345, 347,

349

ammonia, operating 349, 370

ammonia, speeding up 370

working of, ills, and des..262, 265

Pumps, brine 341

deep well 299, 300

Pumping out, how managed, 150-160,

173, 174, 181,497-500

small machine 497-500

expansion coils 81

Pumping water, cost of 300

Purging of absorber, des. and

ills 335.338

of cooler 339, 343

of condenser.2io, 217, 218, 219, 221

Purge valve, liquid receiver.... 240

PAGE

Purge valves, various 222

Purging valve of condenser. . . 366

Purifier, Buhring, des 602

water, Buhring, ills 650

Purifying water 602

Putty 187

Pyrometers 553

Quicklime, use in boiler 268

Quilt, flax fiber 579

insulators v 575, 576

Quinces, shipment of 511

Radiating discs, ills, and des.,

405, 406

Radiation 579, 580

Radiant heat, def 46,51

Radiation of heat 45

Railway cars, lining of 509

ventilation 509

warming 509

service 508,509,510,512

Rancid butter 475

Ratio between steam and com=

pression cylinders 117

Raw water, def 600

deodorizing 602

filtering 602

ice 600-602

Reaumur scale, ills 55, 553, 605

Reboiler, des. and ills. .271, 283, 284,

285, 286

Receiver, ammonia, ills 187, 188

liquid, ills, and des, 211,217,220,

237, 238, 240, 280, 330, 397

liquid, capacity 239

liquid, location 240, 403

liquid, purge valve of 222

Rectifier, des ... 323, 324, 325, 34O, 354

Vogt, des 322

working of 327, 331
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PAGE

Red core, in ice 443

lead 57i

Reflected heat 51

Reflection 47

Refraction 47

Refrigeration, def 16, 46

benefits of 15

by liquid air 466

creamery 467-476

dependent on water 39

for florists 465

in blast furnaces 480

in breweries 484-490

in butter making 471

in champagne manufacture . . 465

in cheese making 476

in chocolate manufacture . . . 463

in large buildings 466

in paraffine manufacture... 466

in plant growth 465

in raw silk storage 463

in tea curing. . . .. 463

largest growth in U. S 13

means employed 16

merits of 17

of dried fruit 465

of grocers' sundries 465

of milk 467.469

of mineral water 528

on shipboard 481

pipe line 584-588

pipe line, winter service. . . 585

prevents evaporation 465

principles of i9-34> 59,72

uses of 461-490

where first used 59

Refrigerating capacity 65

effect, how estimated 144

machines, classification 73

machine, how operated. . . .62, 65

PAGE

Refrigerating capacity Continued

machine, work done by. . . .61, 74

medium, essentials of 68

Refrigeration plant, brewery,

diagram 483

plant, creamery, diagram 472

Refrigerating plant, diagram,

462, 464

plant, ills 150

system, diagram 160

Refrigerator cars. .510, 511, 512, 581-

583

color of 582

Refrigerator temperatures.... 216

Refrigerators, care of 481

Regenerator, ammonia, ills, and

des 182, 184, 186, 229, 247

ammonia, working of . . . .241, 243

Regulator, for weak liquor, ills.

and des 332,334

Rennet 476

Renovated butter 475

Repairing leaky ice cans 449

Retort, des 313

Reversible changes 53

cycle 34

Rice husks 581

Rich liquor, def 195

course of . .335, 339, 34O, 346, 347,

350

in generator 317

Right hand compressors 93

Ripening cheese 476, 516

Rock cotton, how made 577

Rooms, deodorizing 535

Rubber gaskets, how dissolved,

365,368

packing, how dissolved. .365, 368

Rupture, modulus of, def 24

Rusty joints, how unscrewed. . . 250
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PAGE

Safety, factor of, def 25

coefficient of, def 25

Safety head, for valves 120

head of compressor 85, 86

pins 594

valve 243

valve, in carbonic acid sys-

tem 373,375

Salometer or salinometer, des,

412,421,555,556

Salt, common, def 38

paste 474

Salting 16

of butter 473

-Salt brine, strength of 412, 413

Salts, used in freezing mixtures. . 41

Sand, filter use 437

Saponification, def 244,245

Saturated steam, def 50, 263, 271

vapor, def 29

vapor, diagram 648, 649

Sawdust, use of 565,572,573,581

Scald, on apples 518, 519

Scalds, def. and treatment 593

Scale in boilers 256, 257

on pipes 443

thermometer 42. 553, 605

Scales, Celsius 553

centigrade 553

Fahrenheit 553

Reaumur 553

Scale separator 81, 83, 192

for suction valves, ills. and.

des 125

Scallops, temperature for 525

Scissors, dressing 594

Sea weed 575,576

PAGE

Sensible heat 647

effect of 50,57,58

Separator, cream, use of 473

glycerine '. 376

oil, ills, and des. .75, 156, 175,241,

244,247,271,272,273,290

oil, purge valve of 222

oil, size and location 272

scale 81,125,192

Shad, temperature for 525

Sharp freezers 566

Shavings, cork, use of 565

how dried 580

how shipped 573

kiln drying 580

use of 573

wood, use of 565, 567

wood, cane 581

Shellac 534, 564

Shipboard, refrigeration on.... 481

Shipment, of eggs 501,502

of fish 508

of fruit 510,511

of ice 460

of potatoes 509

of poultry 507

of vegetables 51 T

Silica, in water 256

Silicate, use for 244

cotton, how made 577

Silk, raw, storage of 463

cocoon storage 480

worms 463

Single acting compression ma=
chine 76, 83

compressors 69, 97, 98

Silver, nitrate of 255

Skimmer, oil, ills, and des. .279, 281,

283, 285

water, oil 271

Skin, dressing for 591, 593
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PAGE

Slaking of lime 534

Sling psychrometer 557 560

Slow combustion 28

Small calorie 46

Smoke helmet, des. and ills.,

598, 599, 650

Smoking 16

Soap, for testing joints 371,377

use in accidents 593

lye, burn from 593

Soda, may form soap 244

Sodium, in water 258

carbonate of 256

chloride of 256

sulphate of
'

256

and calcium, comparative

merits 408, 409

brine, strength of 412

sulphate 54

Solar radiation 47

Soldering cans 449

Solid, def 19, 35

Solids, dissolved in water. . .254, 256

expansion of 43

will absorb gases 57

Sounds, how located 121,125

Specific gravity, how deter-

mined 30

Specific heat, def 48, 602, 647

of gases 32

Speed, def 26

Sponge, filter use 437

use for 244

Sponges, use in accidents. . .591, 592

for dressing wounds 594

Spontaneous combustion 28

Springs, for comp. valves 86

valve 92, 121

Spruce, characteristics of 574

Stand, for condenser coils, ills.,

202, 203, 204

PAGE

Starr, John E 565, 588, 629, 684

Statics, def 21

Steam, def 39

dry 39

exhaust, from compressor... 437

exhaust, generator using, ills. 320

exhaust, how used. .244, 270, 271

exhaust, in absorption ma-
chine 353

exhaust, in generator.313, 341, 370

exhaust, in vacuum pans .... 265

flow of 260

for generator 370
from generator 319
from ammonia pump 347

live, generator using, ills... 324

live, in generator 313

moisture in 260

per pound of coal 263

properties of 39

saturated, def 39, 50, 263, 271

superheated 30, 39, 50

usually contains moisture... 50

wet 39
Steam boiler, efficiency of 260

boiler, use of blow-off cocks. 257
boiler management 258

Steam boilers, cost features. 259, 260

boilers, laying up 266-268

boilers, water troubles, ills.. 256

condenser 271,274,299

condenser, double pipe 276

condenser, management 274

connections, packing in
consumption 209

cylinder, size of 117

gas 30,39

joints 161

pressure, in generator 354

Steel, affected by aqua 311,317

Sterilization, of milk 469
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PAGE

Still, cles 313

Storage, cold 501, 528

of butter 473, 474, 475
of citrus fruits 514

of fabrics 477
of furs 477, 478
of hops 479
of lemons 514
of oranges 514

of silk cocoons 480

of tobacco 480

Storage house, ice, ills, and

des 456, 459, 460

season for fish 525

tank, distilled water, ills, and

des. 286,287,288

Storehouses, capacity of 517

Storing ice 459, 460

St. Louis Refrigerating & Cold

Storage Co 588

Strain, def 25

Strainer, ammonia 83, 192

brine, ills 410
for suction valves, ills and

des 125

Straw, use of 565, 566, 581

burning in boiler 266,268

Strawberries, storage of 517

Stress, def 25

Stresses, building 43

Strength, tensile, def 26

of materials 25

Stretcher, temporary 595

Strong liquor, absorber, strength

of 334,339,351
course of 335, 339, 346, 347, 35

def 195

in generator 317

PAGE

Stuffing box, Allen 390

ammonia pump 350

attention needed 491

Buffalo 85

double acting compressor. ... 97

for carbonic acid machine.. 375

Hall 375

ills, and des 112,113,114,116

packing of. .in, 112, 113, 114,115,

494, 495

Vilter, ills 212

Sublimation, def 27

Submerged condenser, des. and

ills 224

disadvantages of 225

in marine service 225

types of, des. and ills 226,227

Submerged steam condenser,

274, 275, 276

Suction line 103

pressure 84,95,97,98,99,100

pressure, limit to 97

pressure, table of 99

valves, ills, and des. .120, 493, 500

valve, area of 95

Sulphate of lime 257

Sulphur 51

dioxide 394

dioxide, boiling point 189

dioxide, latent heat 189

dioxide, specific heat 189

sticks, how made 230

Sulphurous acid, def..37, 70, 393, 394

acid machine 393

Sulphuric acid 43, 395

acid, in vacuum system .. 353, 379,

38o

ether 73

Sun, source of energy 49
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PAGE

Superheated steam 30, 39, 50

vapor 29

Sweating, of goods 507

Sweet water 470, 487

System, compression, des. of.. 67

Tables, accidents, medicine chest

for 586

air, weight of 622

air and vapor, weight of 622

air, B. T. U. required to

raise temperature 620

ammonia, aqua, correction

for temperature 634, 635

aqua, properties of 629-632

condenser temperature.... 223

latent heat of vaporization. 189

properties of 624-627

refrigerating effect at vary-

ing pressures 621

ratio of gravity to percent-

age 369,370

required for ice making. . . 180

suction temperature 223

testing 369, 370

ammonia gas, amount re-

quired varied by pressure. 623

saturated, properties of... 633

ammonia pipe, standard di-

mensions 645

aqua ammonia, corrections

for temperature 369, 634, 635

properties of 629-632

areas, of circles, by eights. . 617
back pressure.99, 223, 621, 623, 628

barometric pressure 619

Beaume scale, corrections

for 369,370

belting, required per horse-

power 642

boiling point, of liquids.... 189

PAGE
Tables Continued

brine, calcium, freezing point 421

brine, calcium, properties of. 638

salt, freezing point 412

salt, properties of 636
British Thermal Units, re-

quired to raise tempera-
ture of air 620

calcium brine, freezing point. 421

properties of 638

cans, ice, sizes of 439
carbon dioxide, vapor ten-

sion 623

carbonic acid, latent heat of

vaporization 189

properties of 636,637

vapor tension 623

Carius, ammonia table 369

chloride of calcium brine,

freezing point 421

properties of 638

chloride of sodium brine,

freezing point 412

properties of 636

chimneys, sizes of 640

circles, areas of, by eights. . 617
cold storage, space for goods,

5o6, 507
rates 606, 607

temperatures 465, 609
condenser piping, amount re-

quired 205

pressures .191,223,621,623,628

water, amount required,

205, 223

corrosion, boiler, how caused 256

cylinders, cubic contents of.. 646

Davidson's ammonia tables,

624-627, 633

decimal equivalent, t^r inch.. 613

A inch 613
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Tables Continued

ether, latent heat of vapor-
ization 189

methylic, vapor tension... 623

sulphuric, vapor tension.. 623

foaming, how caused 256

freezing mixtures 604

freezing points of brine. .412, 421

fuel, value of wood 641

gas, ammonia, properties of. 633

amount required varied by

pressure 623

gases, solubility of in water. 622

gas pipe, standard dimen-

sions 643, 645

gravity, specific, of ammonia. 369
head pressure. . 191, 223, 621, 623,

628

heat, data relating to 647

latent, of solids. . .609, 610, 611

specific of solids. . .609, 610, 611

heat values, of refrigerating

liquids 189

horse power, to raise water. 616

per ton of refrigerating

capacity 191

required for refrigeration. 642

ice, freezing, time required.. 612

ice cans, sizes of 439
ice making, ammonia re-

quired 180

machine capacity 191

ice manufacture, cost of. ... 608

incrustation, boiler, how
caused 256

insulating materials, value of 619

liquids, properties of 623

latent heat, of refrigerating

liquids 189

of solids 609,610,611

PAGE
Tables Continued

machinery, capacity of. . ..99, 191

horse power required 191

machines, York, capacity of.. 99
measures and weights, U. S.

.& metric 614
medicine chest, contents of. 586

melting point, of solids. .610, 611

methylic ether, vapor ten-

sion 623

metric weights and measures. 614

numbers, for rapid approxi-
mation 603

Pictet liquid, vapor tension.. 623

pipe, relative areas of 644
standard dimensions. . .643, 645

required for condenser 205

pressure, barometric 619
of water 621

condenser or head, 191, 223, 621,

623, 628

condenser, effect on refrig-

eration 623
suction or back, 99, 223, 621,

623, 628

suction, effect on refrigera-

tion 623

priming, how caused 256
rates for cold storage. . . .606, 607

refrigerating effect, of am-
monia at varying pressures 621

refrigeration, horse-power

required 642
machine capacity 191

salt brine, freezing point 412

properties of 636

scale, Beaume, corrections

for 369,370
sodium brine, freezing point. 412

properties of 636
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Tables Continued

space, for cold storage goods . 506

specific gravity, of ammonia. 369

of solids 610, 611

specific heat, of refrigerating

liquids 189

of solids 609, 610, 6 1 1

Starr's ammonia tables. .629-632

steam, evaporation of water

into 641

saturated, properties of.... 639

steam pipe, standard dimen-

sions 643, 645

suction pressure. .99, 223, 621, 623,

628

sulphur dioxide, latent heat

of vaporization 189

properties of 636,637

vapor tension 623

sulphuric ether, vapor ten-

sion 623

sulphurous acid, latent heat

of vaporization 189

vapor tension 623

tanks, capacities, in bbls.... 618

temperatures, back pressure. 223

cold storage 465,609

condenser 223

tension, vapor, of liquids.... 623

thermometers, comparison of 605

vapor and air, weight of . . . 622

vapor, of water, weight of.. 622

vaporization, latent heat of. 189

vapor tension, of liquids.... 623

water, dissolves gases 622

evaporation into steam.. 641

ratio of head to pressure.. 615

horse-power to raise 616

impurities in 253, 254, 256

latent heat of vaporization. 189

memoranda concerning. 619, 621

PAGE
Tables Continued

pressure due to height. . . . 621

ratio of pressure to head.. 615

required for condenser. 205, 223

testing of 253,255

water pipe, standard dimen-

sions 643,645
water vapor, weight of 622

weight of solids. .. .610, 611, 612

of vapors 622

of various substances 612

weights and measures, U. S.

& metric 614

wood, fuel value of 641

Wood's ammonia tables, 624-627,

633
York machines, capacity of. . 99

Tallow, for working in brine. . . 449

Tank, brine, des. and ills. .415, 418,

428, 432-4

for plate ice 455, 457, 459

Tanks, ice, cleaning 459

ice, ills, and des., 444, 445, 446, 448

ice, insulation of 445

ice, care of 445, 447

Tea, curing of 463

Tee, ammonia, ills, and des 214
ills 73

Temperature, absorber 341

affected by lighting 530

affected by persons 530

affects humidity 530, 540

critical, def . 48
effect of cooling tower. .294, 298,

299

elevation of 14

for ale 508

for apples 521

for beer 508

for bulk eggs 517

for butter 475, 505, 515, 517
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PAGE

Temperature Continued

for butter storage 475

for cabbages 508

for celery 528

for cheese 476, 505, 516

for chilling 505

for churning milk 471

for clams 525

for eggs 501,502,504,517

for ferns 517

for fish 508,517,528

for freezing 505

for fruit 505,510

for furs 478

for meat 5*3. 5^7

for oysters 508, 525

for porter 58
for potatoes 508

for poultry 517

for shad 5^5

for vegetables 505

for wine 508

for woolens 4, 8

how governed 45

in pharmacy 466

measurements of 553

of ammonia 314
of ammonia in pipe line.... 588

of meat shipments 512, 513

of poultry 507

of storage room 529

reduction of 14

variable 505, 506

variation objectionable 583

Temperatures, from ice 549

from freezing mixtures 604

from ice and calcium 553

high 51

in absorption plant 352

in ice making 443

possible 404

PAGE

Temperatures Continued

tables of 606, 607
usual in storage 505

Tenacity, def 25

Tensile strength, def 26

Tension of liquids, def 29
of vapor, def 29

Terrestrial heat 47
Test bottle, evaporation of am-

monia 401

Testing 327
ammonia . . . 148, 162, 369, 370, 400

aqua ammonia 365

brine 418
carbonic acid machine 372
coils 311

compression plant.isS, 159, 161-164
machines 190, 191, 192

of plant 355
water 255, 264

Thermal Unit, British 647
Thermit welding 588

Thermodynamics, def. of.. 49, 391, 392
first law of 49

Thermometer, air 56
Thermometers 553, 554

where necessary. 103, 135, 138,325,

366, 554, 555

Threads, pipe, cleaning., 187

Tobacco storage 480

Top expansion, when desirable,

77, 79, 8 1

Tower, cooling, des. and ills..294, 296

closed type, des. and ills.,

294, 298, 301, 302

open type, ills, and des . 294, 296,

297

open type, disadvantage of. . 300

location 294

operation of 297

why used 294
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PAGE

Trap, liquid 404

oil, ills, and des. 188, 212, 229,^237,

238, 239, 281

Traps, in air machine 392

Triumph compressor, ills 196

oil cooling system, ills, and

des 246,247

Trough, condenser, ills, and des.,

201, 204, 207

Trucks, for storage house use . . 548

Tubs, for butter 474

Ultimate strength, def 25

Underwriters, fire 596

Uniform velocity 26

Unit of atomicity 27

of heat, def 46

of pressure 261

Units, heat ton capacity 65

Useful load, def 24

Uses of refrigeration 461-490

Vacuum, evaporation in 265

distilling plant, des. and ills.,

278, 279

line 586,587

machine, des 353

machine compressor 380

pans, why used 265

system, ills, and des 306, 379

Valence, def 27

Valve, ammonia, ills. 153, 155, 164, 170

angle, ills 140, 143

charging 495, 496, 497

check, use of 497

check, where necessary, 177, 178,

342, 360, 362

discharge, ills, and des 119

expansion, ills., 67, 127, 128, 129,

130,176, 180,397,587

PAGE
Valve Continued

expansion, indication of

working 148, 149

expansion, proper working,

172, 399

expansion, pressure at 402

expansion, regulation of 331

expansion, temperature at ... 402

gate, ills... 145

globe, ills 139

king 181

purge, liquid receiver 240

safety 243

safety, in carbonic acid sys-

tem 373,375

suction, area of 95

suction, ills, and des 120, 493

Valve closing rod 592

Valve repairs 120

springs, compressor. . . .86, 92, 121

troubles 120

trouble, how remedied 492

attachment of dials 194, 195

clearance losses by 136

compressor, ills, and des 193

condenser 218, 219

difficulties with 492

discharge 500

emergency closing of 592

expansion, working of 92, 99

faulty action of 122

Featherstone, ills, and des.,

119, 120, 122

in condenser piping 215

marking position, ills, and

des 189, 194

on weak liquor line 351

purge, various 222

should be accessible 250

should be tight 250

suction 500
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Vapor, def 19, 30. 32

dry, def 29

explosive, how formed 108

moist, def 29

saturated, def 29

saturated, diagram 648, 649

superheated, def 29

wet, def 29

Vaporization 30

latent, heat of 17, 18, 59

of water 263

Vapor line 586

Vapors, Dalton's law 31

liquefaction of 17

saturated 32

superheated 32

wet 32

Vapor tension, def 29

tension of ammonia 313

Variable velocity 26

Varnish 564

Vegetable oil, def 244, 245

Vegetables, cellar storage of . . . 482

shipment of 511

Velocity, def 26

of heat flow 79

Ventilation 531

Cooper's plan 542

for butter 516

how done.. . .539, 540, 541, 542, 543

in cold storage 14

in fruit shipments 510,511

in vegetable shipments . .
, 511

methods of 543

necessary for perishable goods 544

of cellars 482

of egg rooms 544

of fur rooms 477

railway 509

why necessary. . .539, 541, 542. 543

Ventilator, of refrigerator car.. 583

PAGE

Vertical compressor, ills 66, 69

Vilter compression machine,

ills., opposite 193

compressor valves, ills, and

des 193

stuffing box, ills 212

Vinegar, use in accidents. .. .590-593

quality of 590, 594

Viscosity, def 31

testing oil for 245

Vogt absorption plant 340

analyzer, des. and ills 322

atmospheric condenser, ills.

and des 249
brine cooler, ills, and des... 430

generator, des. and ills 322

rectifier, des 322

Volume, critical, def 48
def 20

of bodies, how determined.. 30

Wall insulation, ills, and des.. 568

insulation, ills., opposite.... 579

Water, absorbs odors and gases. 538

amount of jacket 98

boiler, should be treated.... 251

boiling point 189, 264

chemistry of 251-303

capacity for heat 44
condenser ..211,213,214,215,223,

271, 275

condenser, amount needed,

236, 248

condenser, must be cold.... 253

condenser, use of
,

206

condenser, varied by refrige-

rator temperatures 236, 237

condensing 199, 203, 204, 205

cooling in brewery 487
course of in absorption sys-

tem 331
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Water Continued

decomposition of 364

def 38

disadvantages of bad 255, 256

distillation of 251-303, 453

distilled, temperature 286, 287

effect of boiling 253

expansion in freezing 435

expansion into steam 260

filtering 453

for atmospheric condenser... 225

for drinking 435

for drowning leak 367,368

for ice making 244, 435, 436

for stopping leaks 248

for submerged condenser. . . . 225

foreign matters in 252,253

freezing point 264

how analyzed and tested. 252, 253

how freed from air 437

how separated from am-

monia 3i7 319, 323

important temperatures 264

in gas 352,354

iron in 290

latent heat of 189

maximum density of 264

needed in refrigeration 39

necessity for.6i, 199, 327, 331, 341,

353

on condenser, object of 132

potable, def 252, 435

properties of 38

pumping, cost of 300

purified by freezing 601

quality of very important... 251

raw, def 600

raw, deodorizing 602

raw. filtering 602

reboiling of 283, 284, 285, 286

required for ice making. ,435, 436

PAGE
Water Continued

river, diagram of foreign

matter 254
seldom pure 25 1

solids in 258

specific heat 189

standard temperature 264
steam condenser 275
sweet 470, 487

symbol of 27

temperature, of condenser... 190

temperature for ice making. 441

testing 255, 264, 327

universal solvent 251

used in ice making 303

used in vacuum system 379

vaporization of 263

weight of 435

will absorb ammonia. 499, 591, 592

Water cooling 466

deodorizer, Buhring, ills 650

distilling system, des. and

ills 270,271

distilling system, diagram of. 295

filter 288

filter, Buhring, ills 650

jacket, cylinder 75, 96, 98

jacket, in sulphurous acid

machine 394

power, calculation of. ... 265, 266

pressure 265

proofing 563

proof lith, des 578

purifier, Buhring, ills, and

des. 602, 650

storage tank, ills . , 286

supply, how may be cut off. . 167

Waves, ether 46

Weak liquor, absorber, strength

of 334

course of 350
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PAGE
Weak Liquor Continued

def 195

entering absorber. . .331, 333, 334,

35i

from generator.. .331, 333, 334, 351

generator, strength of . . . .334, 351

cooler, des 351

line valves 351

regulator, in absorber, ills.

and des 332,334

Weight, atomic, def 27

def 20, 23, 24

Welding, oxy-acetylene 280

various processes 588

Wet compression 75, 141, 142

des 128-134

diagram 648, 649

Linde system 131

Wheels, index 67
White core, in ice 443, 600

ice 289,437
lead 571

Whitewash 564

Whitewashing 53O-533

Windhausen, Franz 381

machine 383

Windows, in cold stores 567

Wine, temperature for 508
Wine manufacture, use for re-

frigeration 465

vinegar 594

Wood, deodorizing 574

Woods, for butter tubs 474

PAGE
Woods Continued

should be air-dried 574

value as insulators 574
Wolf double pipe condenser,

des. 235

plate ice 459

Work, def 26

conversion into heat 56

mechanical 49, 52

and heat, relation of 49, 58

Wort, brewery 377
definition of 484

cooling of 484, 487

Wounds, how cleaned 593

how dressed 593

Wrapper, for
apples^.

. . . . .
._._._.

. 519

Yeast, cooling of 485

head, brewery 378
York absorber, ills, and des..336, 337

absorption machine, ills 305

analyzer, ills, and des. .. .314, 315

ammonia pump 337
ammonia pump, ills, and des.,

344, 345

compression machine 461

compressor, ills, and des.. 123, 124,

146, 147, 461

distilling plant, diagram of. . 269

generator, ills, and des. . .314, 315

machines, table of pressures. 99

Zero, absolute, def 47, 58

Zinc, used in boilers 258
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Homans* Automobiles.

"Romans' Self Propelled Vehicles" gives full

details on successful care, handling, and how to

locate trouble.

Beginning at the first principles necessary to

be known, and then forward to the principles
used in every part of a Motor Car.

It is a thorough course in the Science of

Automobiles, highly approved by manufacturers,

owners, operators and repairmen. Contains

over 400 illustrations and diagrams, making
every detail clear, written in plain language.

Handsomely bound.

Audels Answers on Automobiles.

Written so you can understand all about the

construction, care and management of motor

cars. The work answers every question that

may come up in automobile work. The book
is well illustrated and convenient in size for the

pocket.

Audels Gas Engine Manual.

This volume gives the latest and most

helpful information respecting the construction,

care, management and uses of Gas, Gasoline
and Oil Engines, Marine Motors and
Automobile Engines, including chapters on
Producer Gas Plants and the Alcohol
Motor.

The book is a practical educator from cover

to cover and is worth many times its price to

any one using these motive powers.

Audels Answers on Refrigeration

Gives in detail all necessary information on

the practical handling of machines and appli-

ances used in Ice Making and Refrigeration.
Contains 704 pages, 250 illustrations, and writ-

ten in question and answer form; gives the last

word on refrigerating machinery. Well bound

and printed in two volumes ; complete.

$2

$1*

$2

$2



Hawkins* Mechanical Dictionary. A.I
If the reader often encounters words and

allusions whose meaning is not clear, or is a

busy man, without time to wade through a

whole volume on any subject about which in-

formation is desired, or is a student or a profes-

sional man, feeling the frequent need of a first

class reference work, he will readily appreciate

the qualities that are to be found in this most

useful book.

It is a cyclopaedia of words, terms and phrases

in use in the Mechanic Arts, Trades and Scien-

ces "many books in one." It is the one book

of reference no student or expert can dispense

with. 704 pages, 6^x8^ inches, handsomely

bound.

Hawkins' Electrical Dictionary. XjtfiH
A reliable guide for Engineers, Contractors,

Superintendents, Draftsmen, Telegraph and

Telephone Engineers, Wire and Linemen.

Contains many books in one, and is an en-

tirely new and original work. Clearly and

plainly defining the full use and meaning of the

thousands upon thousands of words, terms and

phrases used in the various branches and de-

partments of Electrical Science.

No Dictionary has to the knowledge of the

publishers been printed to date that has kept

pace with the rapid development of Electrical

Engineering.

It measures 6)4^/4 inches, is over one and

one-half inches thick; the book weighs about

two and one-half pounds, giving a finish to the

book which IS charming.



Rogers' Erecting and Operating
Provides full information on methods success-

fully proved in modern practice to be the best

for use in erecting and installing heavy machin-

ery of all kinds. It includes a systematic
course of study and instruction in Mill Engi-
neering and Millwrighting, together with

time saving tables, diagrams and a quick refer-

ence index.

Rogers* Drawing and Design.
This volume is arranged as a comprehensive,

self-instruction course for both shop and

draughting room.

Contains 506 pages, illustrated by over 600

cuts and diagrams, very many of them full page

drawings; the book is printed on a very fine

grade of paper; it measures S^xioJ^ inches

and weighs over 3 pounds; it is in every way
completely up-to-date.

Rogers* Machinists Guide.

Is a manual for Engineers and Machinists on

modern machine shop practice, management,
grinding, punching, cutting, shearing, bench,
lathe and vise work, gearing, turning, and all

the subjects necessary to advance in shop

practice, and the working and handling of

machine tools. The most complete book on

these subjects. Fully illustrated.

Audel's Answers on Practical

Engineering.
Gives you the everyday practice and simple

laws relating to the care and management of a

steam plant. Its 250 pages make you familiar

with steam boilers, steam, fuel, heat, steam

gauge, installation and management of boilers,

pumps, elevators, heating, refrigeration, engi-
neers' and firemen's law, turbines, injectors,

valves, steam traps, belts, gears, pulleys,

electricity, etc., etc.

$2

$2

$2

$1
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